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ABSTRACT 
The present work is mainly concerned with a description of 
the morphological and syntactic analyses of the predicative aspectual 
phenomena in Modern Standard Arabic using Axiomatic Functionalism 
as its theoretical framework. 
The thesis consists of an introduction, three major parts, and 
a conclusion. The introduction deals with a brief overview of the 
Axiomatic Functionalist theory. Part one, which comprises four 
chapters, offers a brief account of the theoretical background of this 
work as well as presenting the predicative (verbal and non-verbal) 
aspectual phenomena in MSA. Chapter I discusses the term laspect', 
and the relation between lexical and grammatical aspect. Chapter II 
discusses the Arabic language, particularly the category of las pect'. 
Chapter III discusses the interaction between punctuality and aspect. 
Chapter N is exclusively devoted to methodology; it explains an 
explanation of the essential and relevant theoretical notions in grammar, 
uniting the description to the theory. It also provides a step-by-step 
application of successive criteria for discriminating between 
morphological complexes and syntactic complexes. 
The second part (Chaps. V & VI), deals with morpho log ical 
analysis. Chapter V analyses the category of verb in Arabic. For this 
purpose the following paradigms are set up: Verb-root, Aspect, Voice, 
Person, Gender, and Number. Each of these contains monemes which 
which are constituents of the verbal entity. These monemes commute 
with each other yielding a difference in the message conveyed. The 
chapter concludes that entities of the verb category in Arabic may 
contain the constituent monemes I verb-root I perfective I imperfective I 
active I passive I first person l second person l third person l masculine I 
feminine I singular, dual, and plural. Chapter VI deals with the 
realisational as pect of the constituent monemes of the complex pleremes 
in chapter V. It also deals with the distribution of the allomorphs of 
the constituent monemes in question. 
Part three I (Cha ps. VII - IX), deals with the syntactic 
description of the aspectual phenomena in MSA. Chapter VII sets up 
the distributional unit (model) which accounts for the relations within 
the VPB syntagm. This chapter tests the adequacy of the model by 
establishing all the VPB syntagms which map onto it. These syntagms 
vary according to the type of the verbal nucleus in each of them, 
(trans itive or intrans itive and of what kind). It further deals with 
types of non-verbal nucleus I and the realisations of the predicative 
based syntagms (verbal and non-verbal). Chapter VIII deals in detail 
with the syntactic relations within the predicative syntagms. It also 
deals with the syntactic structures of various as pectual phenomena in 
MSA. Chapter IX discusses the syntactic relation within the functional 
syntagm in MSA which may form an immediate constituent in a 
predicative based syntagm. 
A final brief 1\ Conclus ionl\ pOints out the need for further research 
and development in Axiomatic Functionalism in the field of 1\ semantic 
syntagm-analysis ll • 
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Table of Modern Standard Arabic Phonemes (1) 
The following table lists the phonemes of Modern Standard 
Arabic t together with their major phonetic realisations and examples 
from the data, as used throughout this thes is. 
phoneme 
/b/ 
/f/ 
/m/ 
/n/ 
/t/ 
/t/ 
/~/ 
/d/ 
/~/ 
A/ 
/e/ 
/2/ 
/s/ 
phonetic realisation 
labialocclussive [bJ 
labial fricative [f ] 
labial nasal [mJ 
a pical nasal [nJ 
apical, occlussive t unvoiced t 
emphatic [~J 
apical, occlussive t unvoiced t 
non-emphatic [t] 
apical t occlusive t voiced t emphatic [~J 
a pical t occlus ive t voiced t 
non-emphatic [d] 
apical t fricative t voiced t emphatic [~J 
apical t fricative t voiced t 
non-emphatic [~J 
apical t fricative t unvoiced [eJ 
hushing t occlusive [z] 
hushing t fricative [sJ 
example 
/bab/ 'a door' 
/fam/ 'a month' 
/mal/ 'money' 
/nar/ 'fire' 
/~al/ U be co me 
longer' 
/taz/ 'crown J 
/qar/ I harmfuP 
/dar/ 'house' 
/~ abi/ udeer' 
/ear/ 'to rise up' 
/zar/ 'neigh;:,our' 
/sab/ 'become 
grey-ha ired' 
(1) Cf. S.J. Sitrak t A Phonological Description of Modern Standard 
Arabic t St. Andrews, M.Litt. thesis t 1981. 
phoneme 
171 
Ihl 
Izl 
I~I 
lsi 
,Iii 
Inl 
1"61 
Ixl 
Iql 
Ikl 
I~I 
III 
Irl 
/al 
lal 
Iii 
IV 
lui 
lui 
vii 
phonetic realisation 
glottaC occlus ive [7 J 
glottal, fricative [hJ 
his sing, voiced [zJ 
his sing, unvoiced, em phatic [~J 
hissing, unvoiced, non-emphatic [sJ 
pharyngal, voiced [cr J 
pharyngal, unvoiced [nJ 
velar, voiced [~J 
velar, unvoiced [x] 
dorsal emphatic [q] 
dorsal, non-emphatic [k ] 
lateral, emphatic [!] 
lateral, non-emphatic 
r-ness [rJ 
short, neutral [a] 
long, neutral [ a J 
short, spread [ i ] 
long, spread [i:] 
short, rounded [u ] 
long I rounded [ u Q 
example 
I?uml 'a mother' 
Ihaml D anxiety' 
IZirl 'button' 
I?aml 'to fast' 
/sarl 'to walk' 
)farl 'shameD 
/hall 'condition' 
12Sabl 'to d isa ppear' 
Ixalidl 'everlasting' 
Iqar/'tar' 
Ikall 'to measure' 
luagahl 'by God' 
Ilal 'not' 
Irati 'to go' 
17abl 'a father' 
Idarl va house' 
Iminl 'from' 
Ifill' an elephant' 
/hub/'love' 
Isurl 'a wall' 
viii 
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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the present work is to provide a relatively 
exhaustive morphological and syntactic description of verbal as pect 
and related concepts in MSA I which is the standard language used 
in conferences, on radio and televis ion newscasts and by educated 
people on almost all but the very informal occas ions as well as in 
formal speeches. It differs from most other studies on aspect in 
that it is concerned with one particular language and not a comparison 
of various ind ividual languages. 
The description of the morphological and syntactic relations 
of the as pectual phenomena in MSA offered here has little in common 
with any other description of the phenomena in question on account of 
the theory used (Axiomatic Functionalism) which is based on a different 
philosophical principle and linguistic outlook. Morphology and syntax 
are two sub-disciplines of grammar. Both of these sub-disciplines are 
covered in Axiomatic Functionalism by 'systemology'. It must be 
pOinted out, however I that this theory which is primarily descriptive 
covers also phonology and semantics. The first extens ive public 
expos ition of this theory came in 1968 in Mulder's book Sets and 
Relations in Phonology: An Axiomatic Approach to the Description of 
Speech. The term 'axiomatic' in the sub-title of this book deSignates 
one of the chief methodological features of this theory I namely the 
employment of the axiomatic method of theory construction in the 
2 
presentation of the set of axioms and definitions that constitute 
the theory. Axiomatic Functionalism embraces a version of the 
hypothetico-deductive approach to linguistics. The theory is 
deductively organised and the description is hypothetical, i. e. the 
statements in the description are hypotheses about the phenomena 
which lie within its own scope. As the statements in the description 
are mere hypotheses t they, therefore I are subj ect to refutation by 
confronting them with the data. On the other hand, the statements 
in the theory are not hypothetical, in that they cannot be tested by 
confrontation with empirical facts ~ In this sense, the theory is said 
to include no "existence postulates" (Hjelmslev, 1969:14). 
The axiomatic functionalist theory conta ins two types of 
explicitly listed statement: axioms and definitions. The set of axioms 
and definitions constitute the bas ic premises or principles of the 
theory. Theorems are deductively derived from these bas ic premises. 
However, these theorematic statements are not necessarily explicitly 
s pelt out in the expos ition of the main body of the theory. As there 
is a virtually unlimited number of such statements, listing them all in 
the theory becomes a practical imposs ibility. 
The axioms of the theory are bas ic statements which cannot be 
evaluated or criticised on grounds of empirical 'truth' or 'falsity'. 
"The initial justification for these statements is that they seem 
reasonable and acceptable to others, and their further justification is 
that they are assumed, in the absence of refutation, to be appropriate" 
3 
(Mulder, 1980, (b):23). The axioms of the theory are logically prior 
to anything else in that theory. 
The second type of statements in the theory is 'definitions I. 
The main task of definitions is to attach meaning to non-primitive 
terms used in the axioms or in other definitions. The process of 
defining terms in the theory, goes on until nothing is left but primitive 
terms. The other task of definitions is to introduce notions of the 
theory, such as the notions 'commutation', 'distinctive function', 
I plereme I, etc. 
According to Axiomatic Functionalism, linguistic description 
is lithe application of a particular linguistic theory to a selected field 
of linguistic phenomena II (Ibid:l?). The statements in the description 
imply both the theory and the field of speech-phenomena. These 
statements, as mentioned above, are hypotheses in the true sense of 
the term, because they can be confronted with empirical facts to test 
their adequacy and appropriateness. 
The description conta ins 'models I. Descriptive models are 
notions which refer to entities in description. These models are not 
objects or entities in the speech-phenomena of the language they aim 
to describe. Such models are justified by the theory in the sense 
that they are said to correspond to meta-models in the theorYt for 
instance I the notions J moneme I, IS yntagm I, etc. The notion 
descriptive model may be exemplified by the signum "plural" in Arabic 
which corresponds to the meta-model Imoneme ' . 
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In addition to models, a description also contains 'labels' 
which are language specific. Such labels are to be established for 
each language separately. Examples of labels in I say I a description 
of Arabic are such things as 'verbal predicative' I 'subject', 'object', 
etc. 
From the i\xiomatic Functionalism point of view I a description 
results from the application of the theory to a selected field of s peech-
phenomena. From this it is clear that a given description is logically 
dependent on both the theory and the field of speech phenomena which 
it aims to describe. The relation between the theory I descriptions and 
fields of speech-phenomena may be represented by the following scheme: 
~IDeSCriPtiOn of French ,) Is peech-phenomena of French 
~IDeScriPtion of English] --.. , !speech-Phenomena of English I. 
",--IDescriPtion of Arabic I :> Ispeech-Phenomena of Arabic I 
~[DesCriPtiOn of spaniShl .lspeeCh-Phenomena of spanishl 
I etc. I-~>'l-I ____ et_c_. ___ -----ll: 
If we interpret the arrow in the above diagram as 'implies' or 
'pre-supposes', then we may say that there is a one-to-one relation of 
unilateral implication between each description and the field of speech-
phenomena it describes. We may also say that there is one-to-many 
relation between the theory and the description resulting from the 
application of that theory. Each description implies both the theory 
and a given field of speech-phenomena. The poss ibility of a description 
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without both the theory and a given field of speech-phenomena is 
ruled out. The absence of any arrows between the theory and the 
field of speech-phenomena signifies the mutual independence which 
hold between them, i. e. the theory may not have been applied or the 
field of speech-phenomena may not have been described by the theory. 
As far as the evaluation of a 1 inguistic theory and a linguistic 
description is concerned, both of them should be cons istent, adequate 
and simple. To be consistent, the theory should not contain 
contradictory statements, nor should such statements derived from it. 
The statements of the theory must be appropriate 1 though arbitrary ones. 
To be adequate I the theory must be capable of rendering an unlimited 
number of consistent, adequate and simple descriptions that are based 
on it. The requirement of simplicity in the theory, which also holds 
for the description l can be maintained by not having any redundant 
elements in it. It should also avoid, as far as possible, any undue 
complexity in its statements. 
Consistency of the description implies that every statement in 
the description must be cons istent with other statements in the same 
description. At the same time, the description should be cons istent 
with the theory it is based upon, in the sense that every statement in 
the description should be justified by the theory. Otherwise, the 
description will be said to be arbitrary. To be adequate I the 
description should account for all relevant phenomena (both actual and 
potential) within its own scope. This accounts for the fact that the 
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description is both 'descriptive ' and 'generative'. 
With res pect to this thes is I we are going to give a general 
account of the relevant theoretical background with a brief explanation 
of the essential notions in grammar which have a particular relevance 
for a morphological and a syntactic analysis. This will enable us to 
analyse morphologicall y the verbal as pectual phenomena in MSA in a 
consistent and adequate way_ It will also pave the way for a 
consistent and adequate syntactic description of any relations which 
may exist between the constituents of the predicative based syntagm 
(verbal and non-verbal). This will also enable us to set up 
hypothetical models to accommodate these constituents (whether 
pleremes or syntagms) in a cons istent and adequate manner. 
PART ONE 
CHAPTER I 
A General Survey Of 'Aspect' as a Grammatical Category 
We have chosen to approach Arabic in terms of the notion of 
'aspect', uSing this as a means of delimiting the scope of the 
phenomena to be described. Hence we must begin by considering 
what is covered by the term las pect' • 
'Aspect' has been given various definitions and qualifications 
by both linguists and grammarians whether they were traditionalists I 
structuralists I functionalists or transformationalists. In addition l 
a large and heterogeneous literature has been written in the field of 
las pect' as a grammatical category. Thus I a short summary would 
be expedient here. As a rule I in general l 'aspect' is seen as in 
close contrastive relation with the category of 'tense', both being 
concerned with the correlation between grammatical form and the 
concept of time. 'Tense I is perhaps first and foremost a matter of 
location in time, it relates the time of the situation referred to to 
some other time, usually to the moment of speaking I (1) whereas 
'aspect' deals with continuity in time I i.e. signifies the relative 
duration or punctuality along a time line that may inhere in words or 
constructions. In this respectl the two grammatical categories 
(1) For further discuSSion, see, for instance, Lyons (1968:304-6). 
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'aspect' and 'tense' must be distinguished from each other, though 
the traditional grammatical terminology confuses them, (1) the main 
source of confusion being that both of them, as mentioned above, 
relate verbal forms to the conce pt of time. It is important I for this 
reason, to give a brief idea of the familiar verbal category of 'tense' 
before tackling the less familiar verbal category of 'aspect'. 
The concept of 'tense' is the creation of Stoic grammarians. (2) 
These grammarians had seized on the fundamentally important point 
that the verbal category of 'tense' involves two functions: time 
reference and as pect l i. e. incomplete - complete. In other words I 
from the Stoics I point of view I 'tense' may denote something more 
than simple time relations: it may mark an activity not merely as 
past, present or future, but also as in progress or as completed, i.e. 
it may indicate the stage of development as well as the time of the 
activity. The tense of the progress ive action was described by the 
Stoics as 'extending along side' or as 'not completed'; those of 
completed action as 'having reached their end'. Moreover l the 
Stoics distinguished between two tenses: a 'definite' tense that 
denotes the time and the stage of action at the same time I and an 
'indefinite' tense which does not define the action as either in progress 
or completed but marks only its time I past or future. The Stoics, then, 
conceived of 'tense' as indicating time l with or without an indication 
of other as pects of the activity. 
(1) An explanation for the traditional confusion between 'aspect' and 
'tense' is suggested by Comrie (1976:chapter 5). 
(2) cf. Jespersen, O. (1924). 
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Traditional grammarians often believed that the category of 
'tense' has to do with time-relations, as these are expressed by 
the systematic grammatical contrasts. Three such contrasts were 
recognised by those grammarians in the analys is of Greek and 
Latin: 'past', 'present' and 'future'. They also implied that the 
distinction of past, present and future is es sential to the notion of 
'tense' • 
The number of different views of 'tense' in circulation at 
present is indicative of the lack of precis ion as to what the cat egory 
of 'tense' entails. Some of these views or conceptions of tense, 
can be regarded as idiosyncratic since they do not seem to have 
acquired substantial support from linguists. (1) 
However, it is generally agreed, explicitly or implicitly, that 
'tense', in languages which have this category, e.g. English, is a 
verbal inflexion which locates the action/state expressed by the verb 
at a time relative to the moment of speaking. (2) An essential 
characteristic of the category of 'tense' as Lyons (1968) has pointed 
out, is that II it relates the time of the action, event or state of 
affairs referred to in the sentence to the time of utterance (the time 
of utterance being 'now'). II A situation described in the present 
(1) Examples of these are the proposals put forward by P. Kiparsky 
(1968), R. Huddleston (1969) and H. Weinrich (1970). 
(2) cf. J. Lyons (1968:304-5), E. Traugott (1972:43), R. Quirk and 
S. Greenbaun (1973:40), F. Palmer (1974:43), B. Comrie (1976: 
1-2), R.P. Stockwell (1977:39). 
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tense is located temporally as simultaneous with the moment of 
speaking, e. g. 'Jean is writing'; one described in the past as 
located prior to the moment of speakin:.;, e.g. 'Jean wrote', 'Jean 
was writing'; one described in the future as located subsequent 
to the moment of speaking, e.g. 'Jean will write', 'Jean will be 
writing' . Since the concept of 'tense' locates the time of utterance r 
then it might be described as a deictic category. (1) 
Since 'time' is normally thought of in terms of the subdivisions 
past, present and future, we must quickly add that time is, of course, 
a nonlinguistic concept. In the traditional analysis of the 
grammatical category of 'tense', it is frequently declared that the 
concept of tense encodes distinctions parallel to the three sub-
divisions of timer i.e. past, present and future. But in contrast 
to the old, i. e. traditional, grammarians r almost all modern linguists I 
notably those referred to previously, (2) divide the concept of tense 
into two sub-categories commonly deSignated 'past' and non-past'. 
(3) 
Thus I for instance I Traugott (1972 :43) says: 
(1) II Deictic" , is introduced by J. Lyons to handle the 'orientational' 
features of language which are relative to the time and place of 
utterance (Lyons, 1968). 
(2) See footnote (2) in the previous page. 
(3) This view is not to be taken for the descriptions of all languages, 
but for many various languages, e.g. English, Russian, etc • .••• 
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Conceptually, we think of time relations as a 
three way system of past, present and future. 
As far as the syntactic structure of English is 
concerned, however, there is a two way 
distinction. As expressed by the so-called 
"tense-inflections", which are attached to the 
verb (or to the auxiliary verb, depending on the 
structure of the sentence), the distinction is 
between past (for example T He ran) and non-past 
(for example, He runs). 
The past tense in a simple sentence, usually locates the 
action/state expres sed by the ver::: in the past time with regard to the 
moment of speaking, e.g. IHe bro:.ce the glass'. However, there is 
no inherent one-to-one correspondence between past tense and past 
time, i. e. past tense does not always coincide with conceptual past 
(time prior to the moment of utterance). This can be shown by the 
following examples: 
1. If she ~ tomorrow, I would be glad to meet her. 
2. I wish she knew they were coming next Friday. 
Nor does the use of the non-past tense generally locate the action/ 
state indicated by the verb at a ti::1e contemporaneous with the moment 
of speaking T cons ider: 
3. Joan likes oranges. 
4. The sun rises in the east. 
5. Cats~. 
Time is normally specified by linguistic forms other than of 
verbal tense, e.g. by temporal adverbs. This point is embodied in 
the following quotation from Jes persen (1924:254): 
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..• time is often indicated by means of other 
words than verbs, and this way of indicating 
time is often much more precise than that 
effected by means of verbal forms can ever be, 
as when we say" on the third of February, 1923 
at 11.23 p.m." 
Perha ps it is fair to say that whereas tense-subcategories, 
as illustrated above I do not signal time references in a cons istent 
way, as pectual categories, on the other hand, by virtue of being 
concerned with the continuity of the action/state in time, exhibit a 
consistent set of internal temporal relationships. Friedrich (1974) 
pointed out that despite differences of opinion regarding the definition, 
structure, and historical role of 'aspect', many scholars today would 
agree with the pos ition explicated by Holt (1943) which I greatly 
simplified, may be summed up as saying that 'aspecti is "a way of 
conceiving the passage of action. " Or, if that is not clear I 'as pect' , 
in the words of Sapir (1921:108, footnote 22), "indicates the lapse of 
action, its nature from the stand pOint of continuity" • 
Hirtle (1975) distinguishes between 'tense' and iaspect' in 
much the same terms as those menUoned in the previous paragraph. 
Thus I from his point of view, 'tense's ituates an event in its place in 
universe time I which, in regard to tense, constitutes a limit for the 
event, whereas 'aspect' involves "not the time that contains the event, 
but the time contained in the eventll • In addition, he mentioned that 
this opposition between a universe time which contains and an event 
time which is contained, is an opposition that corresponds to a 
difference not of nature (because time is always time), but of position, 
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i. e. time in the pos ition of conta iner and time in the pos ition of 
content, is the key to all problems of as pect. 
On the same issue (of distinguishing between tense and 
aspect) and to much the same effect, Comrie (1976:5) sums this pOint 
up by saying: 
As noted above, tense is a deictic category, i. e. 
locates situations in time, usually with reference 
to the present moment, though also with reference 
to other situations. As pect is not concerned with 
relating the time of the situation to any other time-
point, but rather with the internal temporal 
constituency of the one situation; one could state 
the difference as one between situation-internal 
time (as pect) and situation -external time (tense). 
Having given a brief idea of the grammatical category of 
'tense' and shown how it is distinguished from Uaspect', we can now 
turn our attention to the grammatical category of 'as pect' to try to give 
a general survey of this issue from the view points of some prominent 
contemporary linguists. 
In the work of the American descriptivists, one can feel the 
very imperfect reflection of the typological frequency of 'aspect'. 
For example, the classic survey edited by Hoijer(l) and the more 
thorough examinations of individual languages attest that aspect 
categories are widespread and that some aspect structures are complex. 
In their attempts to characterise everything from the phonetics to the 
grammar and lexicon of a language, the semantics of aspect has played 
(1) Hoijer, H. et al., Linguistic structures of Native America, 
VFPA, No.6 (New York: Viking Fund, 1946). 
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little or no role. The American descriptivists dealt with single 
pairs such as perfect/progress ive or durational/non-durational, 
consider 
6. She ate the food. 
(perfect) 
7. I had read the book. 
8. She is eating the food. 
(progres s ive) 
9. I was reading the booK. 
In brief, these descriptivists left largely unexplored the underlying 
subcategories of inherent as pectual categories. 
In contrast to much of the as pectual analys is just referred to, 
the European linguists, for their part, showed a deep and absolute 
interest in this area. The Slavonic and other linguists of various 
persuasions in Europe have demonstrated a serious commitment to the 
study of las pectl. Nevertheless, the term las pectl is still 
controvers ial, as will be shown presently. 
Jespersen (1924:286) does not really provide a specific 
definition of as pect but suggests that in languages other than Slavic, 
laspect! can be expressed by: (1) the ordinary meaning of the verb 
itself, e.g. He writes a letter / He wrote a letter; (2) the occasional 
meaning of the verb as occasioned by context or situation, e.g. She 
often kissed John / she kissed John; (3) a derivational suffix, where 
many English verbs in ~ belong: chatter, totter, etc .••. ; consider 
for instance: the women chatt~in the dining room; or (4) a tense 
form, e.g. He read a book II (if the speaker wants in his presentation 
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of the facts to hurry on towards the present moment)" / he was 
reading a book" (if the speaker lingers and takes a look around)" 
(cL Jesperson, 1924: chapter XX). Jakobson (1957:493) states that 
aspect characterises "the narrated event itself without involving its 
participants and without reference to the speech event" • Hockett 
(1958:277) indicates that" aspects have to do not with the location 
of an event in time, but with its temporal distribution or contour" • 
Regarding the use of the term 'as pect' I Lyons (1968:313) tells 
us that the term asoect (which is a translation of the Russian vid) 
"was used to refer to the distinction of 'perfective' and 'imperfective' 
in the inflexion of verbs in Russian and other Slavonic languages". 
The distinction between the 'perfective' and' imperfective' in Russ ian 
may be illustrated by means of the following two sentences: 
on procital (he read), and on citel (he was reading) I res pectively. 
From his point of view I Lyons indicates that the former oppos ition, 
i.e. 'perfective/imperfective', is similar to the opposition 'complete/ 
incomplete' used by the Stoic grammarians in their attempts to describe 
Classical Greek. 
Isacenko (1962) cons iders the oppos ition of 'perfective' and 
'imperfective' aspect in Prague school terms. Perfective aspect, 
which definitely denotes an action conceived as a completed whole I 
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is the marked (1) member of the opposition, and imperfective aspect, 
which mayor may not refer to a completed action, is the unmarked 
member. Isacenko also explains the oppos ition more graphically. 
The viewpoint of the speaker who uses an imperfective verb is like 
the viewpoint of a person taking part in a parade, in that the latter 
can see neither the beginning nor the end of the parade but is in 
the thick of things. On the other hand, the viewpoint of the 
speaker who uses a perfective verb is like the viewpoint of the people 
reviewing the parade, in that the latter can see the parade as a whole, 
its beginning I middle and end. 
During the seventies we find that the definition and the 
understanding of 'aspect' acquire new dimens ions. Palmer (1971 :93) 
says that" in many languages there is what is called 'aspect' as well 
as, or instead of, tense, tense supposedly referring to time and 
aspect to completion, duration and similar concepts". But it is not 
mentioned how duration, for instance, supposedly does not" refer to 
time". As far as the morphology of the English verb phrase is 
(1) Markedness was first introduced into linguistics by the Prague 
School phonologists; see for instance Trubetzkoy (1969: cha pter 
III). This notion was introduced into discussion of syntactic 
and semantic oppositions by Jakobson (1971). The idea of the 
notion of markedness in linguistics is that, where we have an 
oppos ition with two or more members Ie. g. perfective versus 
imperfective, it is often the case that one member of the 
opposition which is felt to be more usual, more normal, less 
specific than the other, is called the uunmarked', the other is 
called 'marked'. For more details concerning the notion of 
umarkedness', the reader is referred to Comrie (1976:chapter 6), 
Lyons (1968). 
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concerned, Palmer (1974:34) states that" ... a distinction in 
terms of aspect, progressive and non-progressive, may be made, 
progressive forms being those that contain both a form of BE and 
-ing form ... The terms 'continuous I and 'non -continuous' are 
sometimes used. So too are 'habitual' and 'non-habitual' but 
these are to be rejected as quite misleading". "Perfect/non-perfect" 
is treated by Palmer under a category of "phase" (1) which is not 
generally used elsewhere. The perfect is used to indicate a period 
of time preceding but continuing up to a later point of time (either 
present or past, according to the tense), while the non-perfect 
refers to a period of time either in the past or in the present. Consider: 
10. I am writing at the moment. 
11. I have been writing for an hour. 
12. I was writing when he came. 
13. I had been writing for an hour when he came. 
Sentences (11) and (13) above present the perfect; in (11) the 
activity began an hour before and continued right up to the present, 
whereas in (13) the activity began an hour before I and continued 
(1) The untraditional name' phase' was first used by George L. 
Trager and Henry Lee Smith, Jr., An Outline of English Structure, 
1949. The name derives from the special relation between 
cause and effect signified by verbs in the perfect phase I i. e. 
any event is not only sure to have a cause, but it is likely to 
have effect too. For example a finite verb will hardly be used 
to specify an event unless there are effects. For a deta iled 
discuss ion on the category of 'phase', the reader is referred to 
Joos, M., 1964, and Palmer, F.R., 1974. 
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right up to the past pOint of time indicated by the adverbial clause. 
On the other hand, sentences (10) and (12) present the non-perfect; 
in (10) the non-perfect refers to a period of time in the present, 
whereas in (12) it refers to a period of time in the past, which may 
overla p an indicated point of time in the past, and does not extend 
to the present. 
J. Anderson (1973:5) looks at things from a different angle, 
he proposes "a localist theory of aspect in that various aspectual 
distinctions are interpreted as involving crucially the notions of 
location and direction". This view is partly approved by 
D B l ' (1) • 0 mger. In his book, Anderson shows the overt similarity, 
in a wide range of languages, between locative expressions on the 
one hand and progressive aspect and/or contingent state on the other. 
In Irish, for example, progressive aspect is expressed by means of 
the basically locative preposition ag, literally lat', and the verbal 
/ / / 
noun of the appropriate verb, e.g. tal Sean ag maru an choinin l 
IJohn is killing the rabbit', literally lis John at killing of the rabbit' 
(p.18). In Spanish, contingent state (2) is expressed by using the 
locative verb estar 'to be (somewhere)' rather than ~ which is used 
(1) For more details, see Bolinger, D. (1971), 'The Nominal in the 
Progressive', Linguistic Inquiry 2, 246-250. 
(2) A Contingent state expresses a temporary aspect, e. g. you are 
not feeling well? (cf. Anderson (1973). 
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for absolute state, thus giving a distinction, for example, between 
/ 
Juan es enfermo (John is ill), i. e. he is an invalid, and Juan esta 
enfermo (John is ill 'at the momene), i.e. he is now ill, but can be 
expected to recover. Moreover, although it is less frequent, there 
is some similarity between motion to and from(l) on the one hand, 
and entry into a state, i.e. ingressive, and exit from a state or 
action on the other, e. g. I am going to leave, or I am going to write 
a letter, in English, je viens d'arriver (I have just arrived) in French 
(p.58). 
While the traditional approaches view 'aspect' as a linguistic 
phenomenon pertaining to Slavic languages whose morphology has 
the potential ity of making finer as pectual distinctions, Friedrich 
(1974:S1) defines 'aspect' as "the relative duration or punctuality 
along a time line that rna y inhere in words and cons tructions " . He 
also argues that aspect is a universal semantic category that exists 
in every natural language. 
As pect ca tegories are part of the underlying 
meaning of many verbal express ions in all 
natural languages, and in some verbal systems 
aspect dominates both in terms of underlying 
features and overt forms. 
(Friedrich op.cit. p.51) 
This viewpoint is shared with Cook (1981:105) who pOints out that 
"Aspect is a semantic category which indicates the temporal values 
in the verbal system exclus ive of tense" . 
(1) Motion towards is serving as the model for prospective meaning, 
and motion from as model for perfect meaning (cf. Comrie, 1976). 
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B. Comrie (1976:3) defines 'aspect' as "different ways of 
viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation". This 
definition might be briefly illustrated by considering one of the 
differences between the following as pectual forms as examples of 
aspectual distinctions, 'perfective' versus' imperfective' , 
respectively (see below), since in all the cases we have an absolute 
past tense: 
14. John read a book / John was reading a book (English) 
15. Ivan procital knigu / Ivan cital knigu (Russian) 'roughly: 
John read a book / John was reading a book' 
16. Jean lut une livre / Jean lisait une livre (French) 'John 
read a book / John was reading a book' 
Comrie recognises (op. cit:16) two major aspects, 'perfective' 
and 'imperfective', attributable to a number of natural languages so 
that "perfectivity indicates the view of a situation as a Single whole, 
without distinction of the various separate phases that make up the 
situation; while the imperfective pays essential attention to the 
internal structure of the situation". In examples (14), (15) and (16) 
above, the verbs Iread', 'procital l and 'lut l present the totality of 
the situation, here the process of reading I without reference to its 
internal temporal constituency. That is, the whole of the situation 
is shown as a single unanalysable whole, with beginning I middle 
and end shaped into one, Le. no attempt is made to divide this 
situation up into the various individual stages that make up the 
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process of reading. Thus, verbal forms of a language with such a 
meaning will be referred to as having perfective meaning; we shall, 
then, conclude that the language in question has perfective aspect. (1) 
On the other hand, examples (14b), (ISb) and (16b) show that the 
verbs are also referring to the situation of John's reading, but 
present the situation in another way. They make clear reference 
to the internal temporal constituency of the situation. In the examples 
given above, it is obvious that there is no clear reference to the 
beginning or to the end of 'John's reading', while there is explicit 
reference to an internal portion of John's reading. Verbal forms 
with this meaning are claSSified as having imperfective meanings 
and a language which has s peciel verbal forms to indicate this is 
said to have imperfective aspect. (2) 
From what is said above, we can generally see that the 
difference between perfective and imperfective meaning is that the 
perfective looks at the situation from outside, without necessarily 
distinguishing any of the internel structures of the situation, wherees 
the imperfective looks at the s iLlation from inside, and as such is 
concerned with the internal structure of the situation. The reason 
for that is because it can both look backwards to the start of the 
(1) Comrie, B. (1976), Aspect, Cambridge University Press. 
(2) !bid. 
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situation, and look forwards to the end of the situation. (1) Thus, 
it will be apparent that 'aspect' is connected with time, but this 
does not mean that the distinction between 'aspect' and 'tense' is 
perverted. Though both 'aspect' and 'tense' are concerned with 
time, their concern is different. While 'tense' locates situations 
in time, las pect l does not; rather it deals with the internal 
temporal constituency of the one situation. This difference between 
laspectl and 'tense' could be stated as situation-internal time for 
the former and s itua tion -external time for the latter. (2) Cons ider, 
for instance: 
17. Jim was sleeoing when Sheena entered. 
In this example, it might seem that the verbal forms here have a 
deictic function of locating Sheena's entry with respect to Jim's 
sleeping, but this function is not primarily one in res pect to how 
the internal constituency of a situation referred to is viewed. 
Comrie (1976) explains it thus, I since "was sleeping" places us 
internally to the sleeping situation, therefore, naturally when we 
are presented with another situation given to us as a unified whole 
without internal constituency, this new situation is located 
(1) In discussing laspectl it is important to note that the difference 
between perfectivity and imperpectivity is not necessarily a 
difference between one situation or another, nor is it 
necessarily a difference that is slnwn by the speaker as being 
objective, i.e. it is possible that the same speaker could refer 
to the same situation once with a perfective form, then with an 
imperfective, without being self-contradictory, e. g. Joan 
played cards yesterday; while she was playing Ruth arrived. 
(2) Comrie, B. (1976), Aspect, Cambridge University Press. 
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temporally at that point in time where we already are, namely 
internally to "Jim1s sleeping" I. 
J. Lyons (1978), taking into account the notion of 
markedness, (1) suggested a list of the most widely occurring 
aspectual distinctions which consists of seven potential two-term 
systems of which three would seem to be quite common, i.e. 
grammaticalised in various languages. These three two-term 
systems are: 
1. progres s ive vs. non-progress ive 
2. durative vs. non-durative 
3. punctual vs. non punctual 
From Lyons point of view, English is one of the several European 
languages that exemplifies the first oppos ition, e. g. He is writing 
vs. He writes. In these examples Iwritingl is distinct from I write I 
in that it has an imperfective meaning whereas I write I has perfective 
meaning. That is, it is not neces sary for anyone to have noticed 
the beginning and/or end of I writing I but only the middle, whereas 
with Iwrites I the sense is that someone followed the whole act of 
writing without dividing it up into separate beginning, middle and 
end, but presenting it as a single complete whole. Literary French 
and many other languclges, exemplify the second oppos ition, in the 
I imperfect and the simple past, e.g. il regnait trente ans (imperfect) 
(1) For the notion of "markedness", see footnote (1), p.16. 
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/ 
vs. il regna trente ans (past) both translatable into English as 
(he reigned for thirty years). The former example shows that any 
point during those thirty years he was indeed reigning, i. e. it is 
connected more with the internal structuring of the reign, while the 
second gathers the whole period of thirty years into a single 
complete whole corresponding roughly to the English 'he had a 
reign of thirty years', i.e. one single reign. Eussian exemplifies 
the third oppos ition, i. e. punctual vs. non-punctual (1), e. g. 
on zaoer dver/ (he locked the door) vs. on pozaoiral vse dveri 
(he locked each of the doors individually, locked them one after 
the other), "in that the so-called perfective pos itively represents 
a situation as an event, (2) whereas the corresponding imperfective, 
being the unmarked (3) term, simply fails to represent it as an event 
and therefore only negatively, as it were, has anything to do with 
durativity" (Lyons, 1978:708). Lyons pOints out that the difference 
between the latter two pos sibil ities, i. e. (2) and (3) above, is 
complicated. The main source of complication is the fact "that 
(1) In some terminological systems, the opposition 'punctual vs. 
non-punctual' is used in essentially the same sense as the 
opposition 'perfective vs. imperfective' which seems to be 
the major aspectual contrast recognised in Slavonic languages 
by many linguists interested in 'aspect'; among them the 
Russianists Forsyth (1970) and Comrie (1976). 
(2) "Events" 'are non-extended dynamic situations that occur, 
momentarily, in time' (Lyons, 1978:707). 
(3) The perfective is generally taken to be the semantically marked 
member of the 'perfective vs. imperfective' opposition in Russian 
and the other Slavonic languages (cf. Comrie, 1976:112). 
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what is the marked member of an aspectual opposition in the 
experiential mode of description may be the unmarked member in 
the historical (1) mode, and conversely" (ibid.). Nevertheless, 
Lyons also pOints out that the aforementioned aspects, i. e. the 
English progress ive, the French imperfect, and the Russian 
imperfective, "may all be used, in the historical mode of 
description, to represent one situation as a state or process within 
which some other situation, represented as an event, is temporally 
located" (Lyons, 1978). This possibility may be exemplified by 
h f 11 " (2) teo owmg lnstances : 
18. John was writing when I entered. 
19. / Jean ecrivait quand j lentrai. 
20. Ivan pisal, kogda j a vosel. 
The above examples represent my entry as an event occurring at 
some pOint within the period during which John' s writing was going on. 
It is understood from this short exposition of Itense l and 
laspectl that they are separate ~rammatico-semantic categories 
which may co-occur in some instances in various languages. The 
(1) The term 'historical ' is intended Ito suggest the narration of 
events, ordered in terms of succes s ivity and presented 
dispassionately with the minimum of subjective involvement. 
.•• The term 'experiential ' , on the other hand, is suggestive 
of the kind of description that might be given by someone who 
is personally involved in what he is describing ' (Lyons, 1978, p.6SS). 
(2) cf. Comrie (1976:3). 
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function of 'tense' is deictic: it locates the action/state expressed 
by the verb at a time relative to the time of utterance, while the 
function of 'aspect' is non-deictic and concerns the different ways 
of representing the internal temporal constituency of a situation. 
1.1. The Relation between lexical as oect and arammatical asoect 
.. 
Aspect as a grammatical category, just like any other 
grammatical category, may be expressed by means of the inflectional 
morphology of the language in question, as with Spanish levo' and 
le(a in sentences like Juan leva 81 libro (John read the book) vs. 
Juan le(a el libra (John was reading the book); it may also be 
indirectly expressed as with English he was reading, the periphrastic 
progressive, as opposed to the simple verb form he read. 
The relation between grammatical categories of individual 
languages and semantic categories is a complex one, i. e. semantic 
categories are not either grammaticalised or not in particular languages. 
Such complication happens because language-particular categories 
often combine I as pect' with some other category, most usually 
'tense' • Cons ider, for instance, the Spanish Imperfect Juan le(a 
(John was reading, John used to read) which combines both 
imperfective meaning and past time reference, i. e. combines both 
aspect and tense (Comrie, 1976). Moreover, it is often found that 
language-particular categories correspond closely, but not exactly, 
to semantic distinctions. The English progressive, for example, 
expresses progressive meaning, although its range is in fact somewhat 
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wider than is stated by the general semantic defintion of 
progress ive meaning, 1. e. as the combination of continuous 
meaning and non-stativity. Depending on the particular meaning 
it has in a given sentence, the verb 'to be' is treated sometimes 
as stative, sometimes as non-stative. The sentences Bill is 
foolish and Bill is being foolish exemplify the above statement. 
The second sentence can be paraphrased by 'Bill is acting in a 
foolish manner', with the non-stative verb 'act', whereas this is 
not poss ible in the first example. The first sentence does not 
imply that Bill is dOing anything foolish at the m~ment, he may be 
behaving wisely at the moment, but in general he is foolish; the 
second example refers explicitly to the way Bill is behaving at the 
moment. 
In relating language particular-categories to language 
independent semantic characterisations, and as far as 'aspect' is 
concerned, it is more feas ible to start from the semantic distinctions 
and see how these are grammaticalised in the individual language. 
In other words, it is preferable to start from meaning to form, since 
the centre of interest is not the particular forms that exist in any 
one particular language (Comrie, 1976). For instance, since 
perfectivity involves lack of explicit reference to the internal 
temporal constituency of a situation, therefore, it is quite possible 
for perfective forms to be used for situations that are internally 
complex, such as those that last for a considerable period of time 
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provided only that the whole of the situation is considered as a 
single whole. It is obvious that the internal structure of such 
situations cannot be referred to directly by the choice of a 
perfective form, because this is precisely what perfective forms 
cannot indicate, but such reference can be clearly expressed by 
other means, such as the lexical meaning of the verb involved. 
In this respect, consider the :ollowing Russian example which 
contains perfective verb form: 
21. on postojal / prostojal tam cas (he stood there for an hour).(l) 
What is interesting in this example is that the only function of the 
perfectivis ing prefixes po- and...PE2.= with verbs of this clas s is to 
indicate a temporally restricted, but non-punctual, situation, (2) 
i. e. it is the lexical meaning of the verb in po- or pro- that explicitly 
expresses duration. In what follows we shall look briefly at 
semantic as pectual properties of various classes of lexical items 
and see how these interact with other as pectual oppos itions. 
From what was said in the previous paragraph, it is quite 
poss ible to have perfective forms of verbs describing situations that 
must inherently last for a certain period of time. In this res pect, 
a distinction between imperfectivity and durativity should be made. 
(1) This example is taken from Comrie (1976). 
(2) For further details, see Isacenko (1962 :391-4) who uses the 
terms 'delimitative' for such verbs in pO-, and the term 
'perdurative' for such verbs in pro-. 
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Impferfectivity views a situation with regard to its internal structure I 
while durativity refers to the fact that the given situation lasts 
for a certain period of time (Comrie, 1976). In this sense the verb 
postojal (stood) in (21), or the verb zil (lived) in 22. On zil tam 
dvadcat ' let (he lived there for twenty years) are durative, although 
not imperfective. Since we have granted that there are durative 
situations, we should now turn our attention to the punctual 
situations, i. e. the ones that take place momentarily, because 
durativity is the opposite of punctuality. A punctual situation 
IIhas no internal structure ll (Ibid:42), and as such punctuality and 
imperfectivity are incompatible. Cons ider, for example, the punctual 
verb (1) sneeze which refers to a single sneeze rather than a series 
of sneezes. It is inappropriate with this verb, Le. 'sneeze', to 
use the progressive, e.g. he was sneezing (which has the meaning 
of the imperfective) to refer to a situation where there is one Single 
sneeze. When the situation of s::eezing is repeated, i.e. more 
than one sneeze, that situation is called • iterative I • (2) 
1.1.1. Telic vs. a telic s ituatior_ 
In many discussions of aspect and related categories, a 
semantic distinction is made between the so-called 'telic ' and 'atelic' 
(1) Vendler (1967:chapter 4) refers to the class of verbs that occur 
at a Single moment of time by the term 'achievements ' • 
(2) cf. Comrie (1976:42). 
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't' (1) sltua lOns. Comrie (1976 :44) defines a telic situation as the 
one that 'involves a process that leads up to a well-defined point, 
beyond which the process cannot continue.' This definition may 
be interpreted as involving either one or both of the following 
conditions (cf. Dahl, 1981): There is a terminal point x such that 
a - if ~ is reached, the proces s cannot continue, 
b - x will be r-eached in the Clormal course of events. 
To show what is meant by the above definition and its interpretation, 
cons ider 
23. Joan is writing. 
24. Joan is writing a novel. 
Both instances refer to durative situations as it is possible for both 
of them to last for a period of time. However, the difference 
between the two situations can be manifested when we take their 
internal structure into cons ideration. In the first example Joan can 
stop writing at any point, in which case we can say that she has 
written, whether she finished what she was intending to write or not. 
The second situation is different from the first one in that the 
(1) This semantic distinction, which was formulated by Aristotle 
(Kenny, 1963; Taylor, 1977), has subsequently been'rediscovered ' 
and renamed several times. As a result the terminology is 
chaotic. Some of the terms that has been used so far are as 
follows: atelic vs. telic (Garey I 1957); non-cyclic vs. cyclic 
(Bull, 1963); activity vs. performance (Kenny, 1963); non-
bounded vs. bounded (Allen, 1966); activity vs. accomplishment 
(Vendler, 1967), and as such the term 'telic situation' used by 
Comrie corresponds to the term 'accomplishmene used by Vendler 
(1967:102). 
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situation of writing comes to a pOint at which Joan finishes the 
action of writing a novel , and at this point the described situation 
must corne to an end; however I it must btkept in mind that until 
this point is reached , the situation described by writing a novel 
cannot corne to an end r but ca::: only be stopped before completion. 
Thus, this situation has built into it a well-defined terminal point r 
namely that point at which Joa:: comes to the end of the novel in 
question. On the other hand r the first situation described by 'write' 
has no such terminal point, a::d. can be prolonged or broken off at 
any point. In this respectr tl:e first situation, i.e. the one 
described by 'write' is called' atelic', whereas the second 
situation r i. e. the one descrLced by 'writing a novel U is called 
'tellc'. Comrie (1976) suggests a test by which the telic nature 
of a situation can be recognised: II if a sentence referring to this 
situation in a form with imperfective meaning implies the sentence 
\V" 
referring to the same situation in a form with perfectJmeaning r then 
the situation is atelic; othenvise it is telic ". Accordingly r we 
can deduce Joan has written from Joan is writing, whereas we canno: 
infer Joan has written a novel :rom Joan is writing a novel. (1 ) 
It is worth noting that in expressions referring to telic 
(1) cf. Klein (1974:6) who exemplifies the opposition 'atelic versus 
telic U in the following manner I res pectively: 'If someone was 
playing, and while playir~g was interrupted , has he played? 
Yes, he has played r 'versus' If someone was drowning I and 
while drowning was interrupted r has he drowned? NOr he 
hasn't drowned'. 
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situations it is important that there should be both a process 
leading up to the terminal pOint as well as to the terminal point 
itself, i.e. the point at which the process is complete (Ibid). 
In other words, a telic situation involves a process that leads up 
to a well-defined terminal point, beyond which the process cannot 
continue. Thus an instance such as Christooher reached the hill 
too, which Vendler calls an uachievemene, (1) is not telic as it is 
inappropriate to speak of the process leading up to Christopherus 
reaching the hill top by saying Christooher is reaching the hilltop. 
At this junctur~, telic situations should be distinguished from those 
which Vendler calls achievements. With a telic situation, one can 
use a verbal form with imperfective meaning, whereas achievements 
prevent the use of specifically imperfective forms, e. g. *Christopher 
was reaching the hill top when he died. 
1.1.2. Stative and dynamic situation 
The distinction between stative and dynamic situations is a 
matter of classification of lexical items into disjoint sets (see below). 
This lexical distinction is relevant to the analysis of the grammatical 
category of 'aspect' in many languages. In discussing this issue 
it seems more appropriate to start with what is meant by 'static i 
and 'dynamic U situations. Any situation that is conceived of as 
(1) Since the reference in this example is to the end-point of a 
process only, such situation is punctual. 
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existing, rather than ha ppening, continuous and unchanging 
throughout its duration, is called a static situation. A dynamic 
situation, on the other hand, is something that happens whether 
that something is momentary or enduring (Lyons, 1978). The 
above statements indicate that static situations may involve no 
change, whereas dynamic situations involve change 0 Moreover, 
to remain in a state requires no effort whereas to remain in a 
dynamic situation does require effort. The difference between the 
two situations can explicitly ;::e shown by the verbs understand and 
run which refer to a static ane. dynamic situations I res pectively. 
The verb understand shows th2t all the successive homogeneous 
phases of the situation I understand you are identical, i. e. throughout 
all pOints of time the situation of 'my understanding' is always the 
same. In the case of the ver~!JdL!" the situation of 'running' in, 
for instance, I am running presents different situations, i.e. this 
situation involves necessarily change as well as effort. 
There is yet another distinction between static and dynamic 
situations: whereas dynamic -,"erbs are compatible with progres s ivity, 
e. g. Sheena is running, stative verbs are not I i. e. stativity does 
not allow progressivity Ie. g. *Sheena is knowing. 
The incompatibility of stativit~c and progres s ivity is explicable, 
however I in terms of the language-independent distinction of static 
and dynamic situations. Cons ider I for instance, the stative: 
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25. She has a headache 
and the non-stative: 
26. She is having a headache (or she is having one of her 
headaches) 
which can be given several different interpretations according to the 
context in which it occurs, i. e. depending on the particular meaning 
they have in the given sentence, but which must necessarily be 
interpreted as describing a dynamic, rather than a static, situation. 
In other words, in the example given above, with the progress ive 
of have, however, this verb here refers not to a state, but to a 
developing process whose individual phases are essentially different 
from one another. 
In the lL."'1guistic literature, one also comes across the terms 
'events' and 'process' referring to situations. Both refer to dynamic 
situations. If a dynamic situation is extended in time, it is a 
process. Put differently, 'processu refers to the internal structure 
of a dynamic situation, and thus I there are no punctual processes; 
examples for processes are walking, swimming, running. An levent' 
on the other hand, is a non-extended dynamic situation that occurs, 
t '1 't' (1) momen an y ln lme. That is, it refers to a dynamic situation as 
a single complete whole. Examples of 'events' include: took place, 
(1) For further discussion, see Lakoff (1966), Vendler (1967:107-21), 
Lyons (1978). 
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~'..2!£E., be born. Thus, we may conclude that the term Iprocess' 
means a dynamic situation viewed imperfectively, and the term 
levent l means a dynamic situation viewed perfectively. 
1.1.3. Perfect vs. oerfectivitv 
Concerning the category of Iperfece, Comrie (1976:52) 
asserts that the 'perfect' is an aspect but it is rather different from 
other as pects dealt with so far, i. e. the ones concerned with the 
different ways of representing the internal temporal constitution of 
a situation, 'since it tells US nothing directly about the situation 
in itself, but rather relates some other state to a preceding situation.' 
For example, a possible difference between: 
27. I have lost my watch (perfect) and, 
28. I lost my watch (non-perfect) 
is that with the 'perfect', there is an implication that the watch is 
still lost, whereas with the Qnon-perfect' there is no such implication. 
Generally speaking, the' perfect' indicates the continued present 
relevance of a past situation, and thus, the perfect expresses "a 
relation between two time-points, on the one hand the time of the 
state resulting from a prior situation, and on the other hand the time 
of that prior s ituation" (Ibid.). Consequently, an inst:lilce such as: 
29. He has drunk 
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which represents the present perfect in English, (1) participates in 
both the present and the past. In this manner f we can treat the 
'perfect' in wholly different terms from 'imperfectivity' (2) which 
views a situation as a single whole without distinction of the 
various separate phases that make up that situation, i. e. it 
indicates a completed action (cf. 28 above). 
1. 2. Vendler's verb classification 
The aim of this section is to give a short summary of the 
verb classification established by Zeno Vendler (1967) as this 
clas s ification received much attention in the literature. 
In an attempt to account for various uses of English verbs, 
Vendler presented a fourfold distinction of verb types based on 
"time schemata ": activities f accomplishments, achievements and 
states. Those verbs that occur in the progress ive were said to be 
a "process going on in time". They are of two types: activities 
and accomplishments. 'Activities' are those processes that go on 
in time. The es sential features of I activities' is that they are 
homogeneous. Examples of activities include!Jd!l, push a cart, 
cry. Thus, for instance f if the boy is running for half an hour f 
(1) It should be noted that the present perfect is only one of the 
poss ible tenses of the perfect as pect, the one that expresses 
a relation between present state and past situation. 
(2) For more details concerning the perfect aspect and perfectivity 
the reader is referred to Comrie (1 976: cha pters 1 and 3). 
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then it must be true that he is running for every time stretch within 
that period. Vendler (1967:101) comments: "any part of the 
process is of the same nature as the whole" • Moreover, at each 
moment it is correct to say both the boy is running and the boy has 
~ For activities, the question "For how long?" is meaningful; 
"How long did it take?" is somewhat odd: 
30. a For how long did he push the cart? 
b ? How long did it take to pus h the cart? 
'Accomplishments I "also go on in time, but they proceed 
towards a terminus which is logically necessary to their being what 
they are". Examples of accomplishments are: run a mile, draw a 
circle t recover from the measles. The question "How long did it 
take" is significant for accomplishments whereas "For how long" is 
odd: 
31. a How long did he take to recover from the measles? 
b ? For how long did he recover from the measles? 
Moreover, accom plis hments are not "homogeneous". To quote 
Vendler "in case I wrote a letter in an hour, I did not write itt say, 
in the first quarter of that hour (p.lOl)". Furthermore t although 
accomplishments have a built-in end point, it is not necessarily 
always the case that that end point is reachedo Some instances of 
accomplishment verbs carry the implication that the terminus is 
reached, e. g. John wrote the letter, which implies the letter is 
finished; other instances do not carry such implication t e.g. John 
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was writing the letter when Jim knocked him out with a brick, 
does not imply that the letter was completed. 
Verbs that do not occur in the progressive are also divided 
into types: achievements and states. 'Achievements g are those 
verbs that "occur at a single moment" and "can be predicted only 
for a single moment of time" (p.103). Examples of achievements 
include reach the mountain too, win the race, crossing the border, 
recognise. Achievements are appropriate with a question "At what 
time?" but not with "For how long?" 
32.a At what time did you reach the top? 
b ? For how long did you reach the top? 
Finally I 'states which may endure or pers ist over stretches 
of time, i. e. last for a period of time. They" can be predicated for 
shorter or longer periods of time" • States differ from accomplishments 
and activities in that they "cannot be qualified as actions at all" 
(p.106). Moreover, verbs expressing states do not have progressive 
forms, e.g. *I am knowing. Examples of states are love someone, 
know the answer, hate, be cold. A state would be appropriate with 
the question "For how long?" 
33. For how long did you love her? 
Although Vendler was classifying instances of English verbs 
and his criteria for classification are particular for English, there 
is something potentially universal about such a schema. 
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1. 3 As pect and Aktionsart 
The German term 'Aktionsart' (kind of action), which is used 
by earlier scholars such as Leskien and Streiberg (see Isacenko, 
1962), is not new in linguistic theory, although the notion itself 
was not defined explicitly until the publication of Agrell' s work on 
Polish (1908). / Agrell described the preverbes pIe ins of Russian 
as 'aktionsartbildend ' (lit. forming types of action) and distinguished 
two main types of prefix: (1) prefixes which give the verb a completely 
new (usually spatial) meaning such as ot (from) e.g. dati (give), 
- -
£! 'from ' + dati (give away); (2) prefixes which do not give the verb 
absolutely new meaning but simply indicate that the action is finished. 
Such prefixes can be subdivided into two groups: (a) prefixes which 
simply change the aspect of the verb, i.e. which indicate that the 
action is finished but do not say how; (b) prefixes which specify 
how the action is completed. Agrell uses the term 'Aktionsart ' for 
the I semantic functions of prefixed verbs which specify how an action 
is completed D • 
Mazon, a contemporary of Agrell ' s, holds much the same 
view. He as serts that one constant function of verbal prefixes is 
to turn an imperfective form into a perfective form (Mazon, 1963). 
Isa~enko (1962) proposes the terms 'modifying prefix' and 
'qualifying prefix' corresponding to I preverbe vide' and I pn{verbe 
plein' in French, respectively. The former corresponds to a verbal 
prefix which is a member of perfective as pect whereas the latter carry 
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a meaning of its own. He describes the effect of a pn{verbe plein 
in Slightly different terms from those used by Mazon and Agrell. 
A verb formed by the addition of a preverbe plein to a Simple verb 
becomes independent of the simple verb. This independence is 
formally marked by the tendency to form a complete verbal paradigm, 
which, for example, in Russian means that the perfective form 
consisting of a prefix and a root acquires a corres ponding imperfective 
form, usually by suffixation, and that the same meaning is expressed 
in both as pects Ie. g. citat'/procitat' - pro CityvatI in Russian. 
Consider: 
34. a Ja citat knigu (I read / was reading the book). 
b Ja citat ves I den' (I was reading all day). 
3S.a Ja procitat knigu (I read through the book). 
b Ja!"Ie budu orocitvvat' 7se knici (I am not going to read 
through all the books). 
The form citat (read) is imperfective and co-occurs with durative 
and habitual time adverbs like ves I den' (all day) and casto (often). 
The form procitat' which cons ists of the prefix pro plus the root 
citat, is regarded in many grammars and dictionaries as the 
perfective form of citat', that is citat ' and procitat ' are taken to be 
identical in meaning apart from the difference in as pect. Concerning 
the imperfective form procityvat ' , it would be difficult to explain the 
existence of this form in a sentence such as: 
36. On budet procityvat
' 
dokumenty (He is going to read through 
the documents). 
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The fact that citat' and procityvat' both occur after budet (will) 
and casto (often) leads one at least to sus pect a contrast in meaning, 
es pecially when one compares these two forms with a pair of 
imperfective/perfective forms like pisat' (write) / napisat' (wrote). 
The prefix ~ is generally taken to be Simply a marker of perfective 
aspect, and there is no imperfect form *naoisvvat l • The crucial 
point is that, whereas ~' and naoisat' are different forms of the 
same lexical item, c;itat' (read) is one lexical item and procitat' -
procityvat' are two forms of another lexical item. Isacenko gives 
three criteria for determining when a verb form expresses an 
aktionsart. (1) The meaning of an aktionsart form represents a 
modification of the meaning of the root to which the prefix is added. 
(2) A modifying suffix or prefix is added to an independently existing 
verb; this verb is usually a root. (3) A form which expresses an 
aktionsart is not a member of an as pectual pa if, i. e. its members 
must be synonymous apart from aspect. (1) In this respect, the 
Aktionsarten in Russ ian are general verb meanings which concerns 
the 'manner' in which the process or action develops (Miller, 1970). 
On the other hand, Comrie (1976) and Lyons (1978) reject the 
idea of using the term 'Aktionsart°, because of the confusion that can 
be caused by one or other of two more general distinctions between 
'aspect' and 'aktionsart'. The first distinction is between 
(1) For a detailed discussion of aspectual pairs, see Forsyth, J. 
(1970:32-58) • 
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grammaticalisation and lexicalisation, i. e. between 'aspect' as 
grammaticalisation of the relevant semantic distinctions, while 
'aktionsart' represents lexicalisation of the distinction, irres pective 
of how these distinctions are lexicalised. The second distinction, 
which is used by most Slavists, (1) is, within morphology, between 
inflexion and derivation, i. e. between as pect as grammaticalisation 
of the semantic distinction, and aktionsart as lexicalisation of the 
distinction, provided that the lexicalisation is by means of 
derivational morphology. (2) The fact that neither of these two 
distinctions is itself clearcut, in addition to another fact that they 
are partially coincident, makes some scholars operate with the one 
and some scholars with the other. This treatment has been responsible 
for a good deal of confusion in the use of the term DAktionsart
' 
(cf. Comrie, 1976). 
In rejecting the use of the term 'Aktionsart
'
, Lyons (op. cit.) 
introduce a new term which he called 'aspectual character'. 'The 
aspectual character of a verb, or more simply its character, will be 
that part of its meaning whereby it (normally) denotes one kind of 
situation rather than another' (p. 706). For example 'know' differ 
(1) For a comprehensive account of the use of the term 'aktionsart' , 
see Agrell (1908), Isacenko (1962L Ivanova (1974). 
(2) For a general discussion of derivational morphology, see 
Mathews, 1974: chapter III, where it is referred to as lexical 
morphology. 
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from 'recognise' in English, by virtue of its aspectual character, 
where the verb 'know' normally denotes a state whereas the verb 
'recognise' denotes an event. 
In view of what is said above, concerning the confus ion 
that can be caused by the different senses of 'Aktionsart', this 
term will not be used in the present work. 
CHAPTER II 
A GENEAAL VIEW OF THE AAABIC LANGUAGE 
2 • 1 • Introd uction 
Arabic belongs to the Semitic group of languages. The most 
characteristic feature of this group of languages is that the great 
majority of their words are built up from roots which generally have 
a tri-consonantal form, although there are some roots with two or 
four consonants in their form save for a few prefixes and suffixes. 
Derivational and inflectional morphology depend largely on the 
identity and pos ition of vowels within the consonantal root. 
Traditionally the trio-consonantal root is loosely equated with the 
third person masculine singular perfective of the verb which is the 
citation form (see below). Moreover, a given root has generally 
associated with it a basic meaning which is relatable to all forms 
derived from it. Thus, from the root /-d-r-s-/ which is cited as 
/darasa/ (3MS, pf) Ihe studied I I for example, we derive /darsun/ 
'a lesson, a thing studied ' ; /dirasatun/ 'study, the activity of 
studyingU; /madrasa/1school ' ; /darrasa/ (3MS, pf) 'he taught, 
he made (someone) studyl; /mudarris/ (masc.) and /mudarrisa/ 
(fern.) 'teacher'. Roots may be conveniently symbolised with the 
letters FML (F standing for the First consonant of any root, M for the 
--- -
Middle consonant, and ~ for the Last consonant), e. g. the verb 
/darasa/ 'he studied' has the stem pattern FaMaL (-a). That is, 
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it begins with a consonant, then the vowel /a/, then the second 
consonant, another vowel fall and then a third consonant. The 
final vowel /-a/ refers to the third person sign (see chapter V ). 
The term 'Arabic' is used to cover: (a) Classical Arabic, 
(b) Modern Standard Arabic I (c) Colloquial or Dialectal Arabic. 
Class ical Arabic dates from the 6th century A. D. I if not earlier. 
It is the language of Qurfan and of the great Arab grammarians, poets 
and others. The Modern Standard language is that variety of 
Arabic which is found in contemporary books, news papers, and 
magazines, and which is used orally in formal speeches I public 
lectures I learned debates, religious ceremonials and in news 
broadcasts over radio and televiSion. It varies in idiom and vocabulary 
from the Class icae but the differences are small. This is because 
Classical Arabic was hallowed as the vehicle of God's Revelation 
in the Qurfan, and was therefore not permitted to change to any 
marked extent. Consequently, though some usages have become 
obs olete, the grammar of the 6th century Arabic still a pplies largely 
to Modern Standard Arabic. The dialectal language consists of a 
large number of dialects, each of which has features unique to it, 
and other features which are characteristic of other varieties of Arabic. 
Concerning the present work, the examples we are going to 
use are from what is generally known as Modern Standard Arabic 
(henceforth, MSA). 
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2.2. Relevant Grammatical Categories (parts of speech) 
Orthodox Arabic grammarians recognise only three parts of 
speech: verbs, nouns, and particles. The Aristotelian concept of 
a verb is the same in Arabic as in English; but adjectives, adverbs, 
and pronouns, in addition to nouns proper, are classified as nouns; 
particles include conj unctions, prepos itions rand interj ections. In 
what follows r we shall give a brief idea about some of the relevant 
grammatical categories and parts of speech to outline the basic 
structure of the language and to give the reader some understanding 
of the language to help with the examples and the discussion. 
2.2.1. The Article 
Traditional grammarians assert that r in Arabic, there is no 
indefinite article r but the presence of 'nunation' (1) at the end of a 
noun indicates indefiniteness. Thus, /baitunl means 'a house' , 
/ra~ulunl means 'a man'. The only definite article for all cases r 
number and gender is I? all 'the' . This /1 all is prefixed to the 
word it defines. In this case r the defined noun or adj ective loses 
its nunation, e. g. Ikitabunl 'a book' becomes I,?alkitabul 'the book'. 
(1) At the ends of nouns and adj ectives, when indefinite r the vowels 
lui, /al and IV are to be pronounced with a final In/: 
/un/, lanl and /in/. This is called tanween or 'nunation' 
corres ponding in general to the English indefinite article" a, an" 
as in 'a door', e. g. Ibabun/, Ibaban/, Ibabinl 'a door' (cf. 
2.2.2). Moreover, it should be noted that names of cities, 
countries and female persons do not take nunation; examples 
are /bairutul ('Beirut', /lubnanul 'Lebanon', and Imariamul 'Mary'. 
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It is worth mentioning that, in Arabic, the words / ralqamar/ 
'the moon' and /?assams/ 'the sun' are conventionally used to label 
two groups of consonants: 'sun-letters' and 'moon-letters'. There 
are fourteen' sun-letters': /t/, /e/, /d/, />:>/, /r/, /z/, /s/, /s/, 
/s/, /d/, /t/, /lS/, /1/, /n/. The remaining are 'moon-letters'. 
. . . . 
Accordingly, any noun or adjective defined by /\,al/ 'the' begins 
with one of the' sun-letters', the consonant /1/ of the definite article 
/?al/ is assimilated to the 'sun-letter' in question which is at the 
same time doubled, e. g. /razulun/ 'a man' becomes / ?a[[a~ulu/ 
°the man'; /zadidun/ (adj.) 'new' becomes !(azzadldu/ 'the new'. 
With respect to the 'moon-letters' this is not the case, the definite 
article /?al/ is used in its proper manner, thus /mudirun/ 'a director' 
becomes / (almudiru/ 'the director'. 
2.2.2. Case 
Arabic has three cases: nominative, accusative, and genitive. 
The difference between one case and another lies in the vowel endings 
of the noun; the vowel /-u/ for the nominative case, /-a/ for the 
accusative case, and /-V for the genitive case, e.g. 
Nom. /baitun/ 'a house'; /"(albaitu/ 'the house' 
Ace. /baitan/ II /i'albaitu/ II 
Gen. /baitin/ II /?albaiti/ II 
Each case is used for a different sentence function: 
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a. A noun functioning as the subject is in the nominative case; 
1. /za'(a zaidun/ 'Zaid came' (1) 
(3MS,pf.) 'come' (Zaid) 
b. A noun, an adjective or an adverb functioning as an objectl 
direct or indirect is in the accusative case; 
2. /9araba zaidun hindan/ iZaid beat Hind'. 
(3MS, pf.) "beat' (Zaid) (Hind) 
3. /sahadat laila filman qadiman/ 'Layla saw an old movie'. 
(3FS, pf.) 'see' (layla) (movie) (an + old) 
c. The object of a preposition is in the genitive case; 
4. /safara ?almudarrisu 7ila 7alqahirati/ 'the teacher travelled to Cairo u 
(3MS I pf.) 'travel' (the + teacher) (to) (the + Cairo) 
2.2.3. Gender and Number 
Arabic has only two genders conventionally called: masculine 
and feminine. If the noun refers to an animate being I then its gender 
agrees with the natural gender of the referent. Thus, the following 
nouns are masculine: /?usta '5 un/ 'professor' I /samir/ 'Samir', 
/talibun/ 'a student (male)'; and the following are feminine: /mariam/ 
'Mary', /talibatun/ 'a student (female)'. 
The gender of names of cities and countries (2) is almost 
entirely predictable. Names of cities and countries are feminine I 
(1) Please note that throughout the present work, the literal translation 
of Arabic words used in sentences, are in parenthesis immediately 
under the phonological transcription. 
(2) The common exception being /lubnanu/ 'Lebanon'l /7al9iraqu/ 
'Iraq'l /7al7urdunu/ uJordan'. 
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e. g. /bairutu/ 'Beirut', /mi~ru/ 'Egype. The gender of almost 
aU other nouns depends on the form of the word itself. The suffix 
/-a{t)-/ indicates feminine gender; a noun without this suffix is 
masculine. Thus, /uaraqatun/ 'a sheet of paper', and /!auilatun/ 
fa table' are feminine, while /kitabun/ 'a book' and /habun/ 
'a door' are masculine. 
The feminine suffix / -at-/ is also used to derive a feminine 
noun from a mascul ine one, as in /talibun/ (M) - /talibatun/ (F) 
'a student'; pairs of this type are exceedingly common. It is a 
general rule that whatever comes in male-female pairs in the real 
world, like kings and queens, male teachers and female teachers I 
etc ... are expressed in Arabic by pairs of words of the same above 
(1 ) pattern. 
ArabiC has three numbers: singular I dual, and plural. The 
singular denotes one referent, the dual denotes two (exactly), and the 
plural refers to three or more. The inflections for the dual are / -ani/ 
for the nominative, e.g. /razulani/ (masc., dual, Nom.) 'two men'; 
and /-aini/ for the accusative and genitive, e.g. /razulaini/ (masc., 
dual, Ace. & Gen.) 'two men'. 
Arabie has various ways of making nouns or adjectives plurals. 
The plurals are formed by adding special suffixes, e.g. /mudarisun/ 
'teacher', /mudarrisuna/ 'teachers'; and by vowel change, e. g. 
(1) The same arrangement holds also for the adj ectives. 
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/falibun/ 'student', /~ullabun/ 'students' I /zadidun/, /zududun/ 
'new'; or a combination of a vowel change and suffix as in /~usta~un/ 
'professor', / ?asati~ atun/ 'professors'. Arabic plurals formed by 
means of vowel change I with or without suffixes are called" broken" 
plurals, and those that are formed by means of certain suffixes are 
called" sound" plurals. Sound plurals show distinctions in gender 
and case. The suffixes are: 
Nom. 
Gen. & Acc. 
Masculine 
/-una/ 
/-ina/ 
Feminine 
/-atun/ 
/-atin/ 
Broken plural, on the other hand, can be illustrated by the following 
(1) 
common examples : 
/qalbun/ 'heart' /qulubun/ 'hearts' 
/ualadun/ 'boy' /"?aul'adun/ 'boys' 
/filmun/ 'film' /'?aflamun/ 'films' 
/kitabun/ 'book' /kutubun/ 'books' 
etc. etc. 
2. 2. 4. Pers ona 1 Pronouns 
Arabic personal pronouns are of two types: independent and 
attached pronouns. The following table illustrates the independent 
personal pronouns: 
(1) The "broken" plural is analogous to the English 'irregulars'. 
cf. the English word 'men' which is formed by changing the vowel 
of the singular 'man' • 
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Singular Dual Plural 
3M /huua/ 'he' l /huma/ 'they' /hum/ 'they' 
3F /hiia/ 'she' /hunna/'they' 
2M / ?anta/ 'you' 
l/7antuma/ 
/? antum/ I you I 
2F /(anti/ 'youl 
'you' 
/?antunna/ 'you' 
1 M & F /~ana/ 'I' /nat.nu/ 'we' 
The attached personal pronouns are: 
Singular Dual Plural 
3M /-hu/ 
1 
/-hum/ 
/-huma/ 
3F I-hal /-hunna/ 
2M /-ka/ 
1 
/-kum/ 
2F /-ki/ 
/-kuma/ 
/-kunna/ 
1 M & F /-i/ /-na/ 
I-nil (when 
attached to a 
verb) 
The attached personal pronouns are used in the following manners: 
a. Suffixed to a noun to indicate possession, e.g. /kitabT/ 'my book'. 
b. When attached to a verb, it functions as a direct object, e.g. 
/fatal1ahu/ 'he opened iti 
(3MS, pf.) 'open' + it 
2.2.50 The Verb 
As mentioned earlier, Arabic verbs are mostly tri-
consonantal. Thus, the basic meaning of • writing I , for example, is 
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given by the three consonants I -k-t-b-I. Moreover, as has been 
stated above, the simplest form of a verb is the third person 
masculine singular of the perfective. e. g. Ikatabal Uto write I • (1) 
An Arabic verb in the perfective cons ists of a perfective stem FaM ~~ ~ L-
and a subject marker, (the first vowel is always la/, the second is 
either la/, lui or li/). For example in Idarastul (IS, pf) I study' , 
the stem is Idaras-I, the root is Id-r-s-I and the subject marker 
is I-tu/. The pattern of the stem Idaras-I is the simplest pattern 
of all verb stems. All verbs with stems of the same pattern, i. e. 
consisting of CVCVC, are labelled Form I verbs, also called simple 
verbs. 
The imperfective stem of the first Form has the pattern 
-aFMtpj L-. The first vowel is always lal whereas the second is 
either la/, lui or Iii, as in liaqra (' ul (3MS I imp£.) 'read ' , liaktubul 
(3MS, imp£.) 'write U , and lia<?-ribul (3MS, imp£.) 'beat', respectively. 
In the simple tri-consonantal verb of the third masculine 
singular perfective, the first and the third consonants of the root (2) 
must be followed by the vowel la/, but the second consonant may be 
(1) In dictionaries and vocabularies, Arabic verbs are customarily 
listed in the third, masculine, singular form of the perfective as 
in Ikatabal Uto write I , because this is the shortest of all forms. 
This is literally 'he wrote ' , but the English equivalent is usually 
listed as an infinitive Uto write I • 
(2) Roots are conveniently symbolised with the letters FML (F is 
standing for the First consonant of any root, 1::1 for the Middle 
consonant, and .1.. for the Last consonant. 
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followed by/ai, /i/or/u/, e.g. 
/fatai1a/ Ito open I (literally, Ihe opened') 
/tazina/ 'to be sad' (literally, 'he was or become sad') 
/kabura/ 'to be old' (literally, 'he was or became old or big') 
Verbs having the vowel /i/ or /u/ after the second consonant, generally 
denote a state, or the entering of a state. The vowel /i/, in this 
position, frequently denotes a temporary state, the vowel /u/ a more 
permanent one. But this can only be taken as a general guide. 
In add ition to the simple verb, each root has the potentiality 
of expanding, by the systematic addition of one or more affixes into 
anyone of ten (1) various derived forms. All forms have identifiable 
structure and discrete ranges of meaning. Moreover, each of these 
derived forms bears a specific semantic relationship to the simple 
verb. Thus, the verb /qatala/ (3MS, pf.) 'to kill', literally means 
'he killed', whereas /qattala/ (3MS, pf.) 'with doubling of the middle 
consonant' means 'he massacred', for when the middle consonant is 
doubled, the meaning of the root is intenSified. Similarly, /taqatala/ 
(3MD, pf.), 'with a prefixed /ta-/ and a long vowel / -a/ after the 
first and the last consonant' means 'fight one another', for when these 
changes are made in the simple verb, the action signified by the verb 
acquires a reciprocal meaning. It should be noted I however, that we 
(1) There are actually fifteen derived forms I but only ten are in common 
use. Moreover, there is an additional fact to be noted about the 
derived verb forms. It is seldom in actual practice that all the 
derived forms of a given root are used. 
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are concerned solely with the Axiomatic Functionalism description 
of form I, since other forms will not influence the resulting 
description except in terms of extending statements of allomorphy. 
2.2.5.1. Tense 
Arabic, in common with other Semitic languages I is deficient 
in tenses. Moreover I the so-called tenses do not have accurate 
time-significances as in Indo-European languages. Actually, there 
are two sets of forms which are distinguished either as 'perfece and 
'imperfect', or 'perfective' and 'imperfective. (1) Traditionally, 
these two sets are referred to variously as tenses I aspects or states I 
which indicate whether the action is complete or not. The perfective 
denotes completed action, whereas the imperfective denotes an action 
which has not taken place or has not been completed - irrespective of 
. (2) 
time. 
Like nouns (cf. 2. 2. 3. ), all types of verbs are inflected 
according to person (first, second, thirdL number (s ingular, dual, 
plural) I and gender (masculine, feminine) as can be seen from the 
following table: 
(1) In this study, the terms 'perfective' and I imperfective I are used. 
(2) For the uses of the perfective and imperfective, see (2.3.1.). 
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Form Person & Gender Number 
Singular Dual Plural 
3rd. masc. kataba kataba: katabu 
(!) 3rd. fern. katabat katabata katabna 
:::- - -- -
-..... 
2nd. katabtuma ~ masc. katabta katabtum 0 
(!) - -- --
4-< 2nd. fern. katabti katabtuma katabtunna I.., (!) 
- --p.. 
1st. common katabtu - katabna 
- -
3rd. masc. iaktubu iaktub'ani iaktubuna 
- - - -- -
--
(!) 3rd. fern. taktubu taktubani iaktubna :::-
-.... 
-l-I - - - -- - -
0 2nd masc. taktubu taktubani taktubuna (!) 
4-< 
- - - -- - --I.., 
taktubani (!) 2nd. fern. taktubina taktubna 0.. 
S - -- - -- - -
i-4 1st. common 7aktubu - naktubu 
- - - -
The verb used for illustration in the table above is /kataba/ (3MS I pf.) 
Ito write' (lit: he wrote). It is represer:ted in its per:ective and 
imperfective form. The root of the perfective form is CVCVC I and 
the root of the imperfective form is CCVC. The underlined portions 
constitute the affixes (prefixes and suffixes) that are used as markers 
of person I number and gender. 
It should be noted, however I that each of the above forms I 
i. e. II perfective" and 01 imperfective II I has several different uses and 
meanings. The perfective form refers to an action completed at the 
past time; an action which has just finished. It also refers to a 
habitual action in the past. With the particle /qad/ it shows that 
the action has taken place I as expected I just a little before the time 
of speaking. It can also be preceded by the auxiliary verb /kana/ 
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(3MS, pf.) 'be' and the particle /qad/ to denote that the event 
happened prior to a past time, i.e. with pluperfect meaning (1) 
(cf. 2.3.). The imperfective, on the other hand, expresses a 
habitual action; a specific fact; a simple future when it combines 
with the particle /saufa/ 'will' . It can also combine with /kana/ 
(3MS, pf.) 'be ' to correspond to a progressive action in the past 
(cf. Ibid. ) . 
2.2.5.1.1. Moods 
The imperfective includes four moods: I indicative I , 
'subjunctive ' , 'jussive' and I imperative I • The imperfective indicative 
is usually referred to as simply the "imperfective"; the other moods 
are also part of the imperfective but they are referred to by their 
mood names "subjunctive", "jussive" and "imperative". 
The" subjunctive" differs from the" imperfective" in two ways: 
(1) final vowel /u/ mood marker is changed to /a/, e. g. /iadrusu/ 
and /iadrusa/ (3MS, impf.) Ito studyu. (2) The final /na/ after a 
long vowe 1 is dropped, e. g. /iadrusuna/ and /iadrus ul (3MP, im p£. ) 
Ito study'; /tadrusina/ and /tadrusi/ (2FS, imp£.) Ito study'. 
The subjunctive is used only when required by a particular 
expression in the sentence. Three such particles are /lan/ 'will not ' , 
(1) For a detailed discussion and examples concerning the uses/ 
meanings of the perfective and imperfective forms, see 2.3. 
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/11attal 'until, up to the point that I in order to' I and llil I in order 
that' • Cons ider I 
5. Ilan ia~haba 9aii 7ila 7almadrasati/ IAli will not go to school' 
(will + not) (3 MS I im pf.) (Ali) (to) (the + s choot) 
6. /tadaru 7ila baritania tatta iusahidu 7almatabifal 
. . 
(3MP, pf.) (to) (Britain) (in order to) (3MP, impf.) (the + museums) 
I'they came to Brita in in order to see the museums I. 
7. Iqaddama ~alaban li-ia 1mala fi 7azzari'dati/ 
(3 MS , pf.) (a + reque s t) (in order that + 3 MS I im pf.) (in) (the + 
newspaper) 
Ilhe submitted a request to work (in order that he words) in the 
news pa perl. 
The "jussive" has the same forms as the "subjunctive" except 
that final I -al of the (first person singular and plural) I (second person 
masculine singular) I and (third person masculine and feminine 
singular) is lacking. In all other forms it has the same prefixes of 
the" imperfective" and the" subjunctive" moods. 
The function of the "jussive" is to negate a completed action 
(see 2.2.5.2.). The following chart compares the three moods of 
Idarasal (3MS,pf.) Ito study': 
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Moods Singular 
1st. Common 2nd. masc. 2nd. fern. 3rd.masc. 3rd .fem. 
Indicative 7adrusu tadrusu tadrusina iadrusu tadrusu 
Subjunctive 7adrusa tadrusa tadrusi iadrusa tadrusa 
Tuss ive 7adrus tadrus tadrus'i iadrus tadrus 
Plural 
1st. Common 2nd. masc. 2nd. fern. 3rd. masc. 3rd.fem. 
Indicative nadrusu tadrusuna tadrusna iadrusuna iadrusna 
Subj unctive nadrusa tadrusu tadrusna iadrusii iadrusna 
Tussive nadrus tadrusu tadrusna iadrusu iadrusna 
Regarding the" imperative" , this form is used in giving someone 
a positive command or request, e. g. 
8. /7uktub ha'Sihi 7azzumla/ Iwrite this sentence l 
(2MS, imp£.) Iwrite l (this) (the + sentence) 
The II imperative II is formed from the second person" juss ive" forms by 
taking away the pronominal prefix and replacing it by the prefix /7u-/ 
or /n-/ according to the middle consonant of the verb. If the vowel 
/u/ follows the middle consonant, the "imperative" begins with /7u-/; 
if it is followed by the vowel /a/ or /i/, the" imperative" begins with 
/n-/, e.g. 
/iaktub/ (3MS, imp£.) Ito write l (lit: he writes) becomes /7uktub/ 
(2MS I imp£') Uwrite! I 
/iac;,irib/ (3MS,imp£.) Ito strike l (lit: he strikes) becomes /7i9-rib/ 
(2 MS , im p£.) I strike! I 
The chart below shows the five second person "jussive" and "imperative" 
forms of /kataba/ (3MS I p£') Ito write l : 
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Person, Gender Tussive Imperative & Number 
2MS taktub 7uktub ) 
- - ) 2FS taktubi 7uktubi 
2D taktuba (uktuba ! write! 
2MP taktubl'i 7uktubu 
2FP taktubna 7uktubna ~ 
2.2.5.2. Verb negation 
The Arabic perfective I as painted out above I is used to refer 
to completed actions. The negation of these actions is most commonly 
expressed by the negative particle Ilaml 'not i and a verb form in the 
jus s ive mood; 
9.a. 17akaia 7aI ?asadu ?allaiimal 'the lion ate the meat' 
(3MS I pi.) 'eat' (t.'ie -'- lion) (the + meat) 
b. Ilam ia ?kul 7aI7asadu ?allai1mal 'the lion did not eat the meat· 
(not) (3MS,juss.) 'eat' (the + lion) (the + meat) 
As far as the negation of the imperfective is concerned I three 
different particles are used: Iial Inot' I IIanl 'will not', and Ilaml 
'noe. The particle Iial inot' has two different functions: (a) it 
negates the indicative mood; 
10. a. Ifari'd iabta8u 9an 9amalinl I Farid is looking for work' 
(Farid) (3MS I imp£.) 'look for' (for) (work) 
b. Ifartd la iabba8u 1an 1amalinl IFarid is not looking for work' 
(Farid) (not) (3MS, imp£.) Ilook) (for) (work) 
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(b) it gives a negative command or request, i. e. it negates the 
imperative mood. The following examples show the contrast 
between positive commands (for which imperative forms are used) 
and negative commands, Le. /la/ plus "jussive" forms: 
positive 
/?uktub/ Iwrite! I 
/'?israb/ 'drink! B 
neaative 
.. 
Ira taktub/ 'do not write ' 
Ira ta~rab/ 'do not drink' 
An illustrative example containing a negative imperative is: 
11. /la taqra Ii risalatahu/ 'do not read his letter ' 
(not) (2FS,impf.) 'read B (letter + his) 
The negation of the" subjunctive" mood is expressed by the 
negative particle /lan/ 'will not l which negates the future; for example: 
12. a. /ta~tari karima 11i~a 7an '1adan/ 'Karima will buy shoes tomorrow l 
(3FS, impf.) 'buy' (Karima) (shoes) (tomorrow) 
b. /lan tastari karima i1C5a 7an '6adan/ 'Karima will not buy shoes tomorrow 
(not) (3FS, impf.) 'buy' (Karima) (shoes) (tomorrow) 
The function of the particle /lam/ Inot l with the jussive mood is, 
as mentioned above (cf. 2.2.5.1.1.), to negate a completed action. 
2.2.5.3. Active and Passive voice 
In addition to the active voice of the verb, e.g. /kasara/ 
(3MS, pf.) Ito break ' , Arabic, also, possesses a pass ive voice. The 
principal difference between active and pass ive voice is, in brief, 
that the subject of the passive verb is acted upon by some other agent, 
while this is not the case with the subject of an active verb. Compare: 
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13. a. Isariba ?alkalbu 7alma tal 'the dog drank the water' (Active) 
(3MS, pf.) tdrinkt (the + dog~ (tbe + water) 
b. Isuriba 7alma tal 'the water was drunk' 
(3MS, pf.) 'drink' (the + water) 
(Pass ive) 
The subject of the active verb 'performed' the act l while the subject 
of the passive verb' underwene the action. 
The passive voice in Arabic is indicated by special vowel 
patterns in the stem of the verb. In the perfective form, the active-
pas s ive contrast is illustrated as follows: 
Form I Active voice Pass ive voice 
pattern FaMaL-1 FuMiL-
Idarasal (3MS, pf.) 'to study' Idurisal (3MS, pf.) Ito studyl 
Isaribal (3MS, pf.) 'to drink' Isuribal (3MS, pf.) Ito drinkl 
All verbs that have the stem vowel lui in the perfective form, e. g. 
Iqabunal (3MS, pf.) Ito be ugly' are intrans itive and therefore do not 
form a pass ive. 
The rule for the formation of the pa s s i ve of the perfective form 
in all verb Forms is: 
(a) change the stem vowel, i. e. the vowel before the last consonant 
L, to the vowel IV. 
(b) change all the preceding vowels to lui if short or liil if long. 
In the imperfective I the essence of the vowel pattern for the 
passive voice is basically lui - la/: the vowel I-ul comes first in 
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all verb Forms, and all the following vowels of the stern are either 
/a/ or /a/. The active-passive contrast of the imperfective is 
illustrated below uSing the verb /mana1ia/ (3MS,p£.) 'to grane as 
an exam pIe: 
Form I Active voice Passive voice 
Pattern iaFMaL- iuFMaL-
/iamnal1u/'to grant' /iumnatu/'to be granted I 
It is noteworthy that the conjugation of the passive, perfective 
or imperfective, is exactly like that of the active (cf. 2.2.5. 1.) I since 
only an internal vowel change is involved. The conjucation of all 
passive perfective and imperfective forms are illustrated below with 
the passive verb /~uriba/ (3MS, pi.) 'be beaten' from /garaba/ 
(3MS, pf.) 'beat' 
Form Person & Number 
Gender Singular Dual Plural 
CD 3rd masc. duriba duriba duribu 
:::- . 
...... 3rd fern. duribat sluribata duribna ~ 
· 
. 
0 2nd masc. duribta sluribtuma 9-uribtum CD 
· 4-1 2nd fern. guribti duribtuma d urribtunna ... CD . 
0.. 1 s t common duribtu - guribna 
· 
CD 3rd masc. iu:::l.rabu iudrabani iugrabuna :::-
...... 
3rd fern. tudrabu tudrabani tudrabna ~ 0 
CD 2nd masc. tudrabu tuslrabani tugrabuna 4-1 . 
... 2nd fern. tudrabina tudrabani tugrabna CD 
P- . 
E: 1st common 7udrabu - nudrabu 
...... 
. . 
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2.2.5.4. The verb /kana/ 'to be' 
The verb /kana/ (3MS I pf.) 'bel (lit: he was) can be used 
in two d iffere nt wa ys : 
(a) As an auxiliary verb /kana/ (3MS/ pf.) ube ' uses the two forms: 
perfective and imperfective; (1) cons ider for instance 
14. /kana zaidun qad kataba risalatan/ 'Zaid had written a letter' 
(3MS, pf.) 'be' (Zaid) (3MS, pf.) 'write ' (a letter) 
15. /iakunu zaidun iaktubu risalatan/ 'Zaid will be writing a letter I 
(3MS, impf.) 'be ' (Zaid) (3MS, impf.) 'write ' (a letter) 
(b) As a fully-fledged verb, /kiina/ (3MS, pf.) 'bel is used with a 
predicate (noun or adjective) I and like any verb, the subject of /kana/ 
takes the nominative case / but the predicate takes the accusative; 
consider: 
160 /kanat xulUdun ~alibatan/ 'Kholoud was a student ' 
(3FS/ pf.) 'be ' (Kholoud) (a student) 
17. /kana taZiran/ 'he was a merchant' 
(3 MS, pf.) I be I (a merchant) 
The verb /kana/ Uta bel has the same distinction of person, 
gender, and number and it agrees with its subject as any verb in the 
perfective and imperfective forms. The table below illustrates the 
conjugation of /kana/ 'to bel: 
(1) For the usages of /kana/ see (2.3.1.) 
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Form Person & Number 
Gender Singular Dual Plural 
3rd masc. /kana/ /kana/ /kanu/ (!) 
3rd fern. /kanat/ /kanata/ /kunna/ >-..... 
.;.> 2nd masc. /kunta/ /kuntuma/ /kuntum/ 0 
(!) 2nd fern. /kunti/ /kuntuma/ /kuntunna/ 4-< s... 
(!) 1st Common /kuntu/ - /kunna/ 0.. 
(!) 3rd masc. /iakunu/ /iakunani/ /iakununa/ 
>- 3rd fern . /takunu/ /takunani/ /iakunna/ ...... 
.;.> 2nd masc. /takunu/ /takunani/ /takununa/ 0 (!) 
2nd fern. /takunTna/ /takunani/ /takunna/ 4-< s... 
(!) 1st common /7akunu/ /nakunu/ Q. -
8 
....... 
2.2.5.5. The As pectual verbs 
Modern Standard Arabic has several as pectual verbs, these 
include /~ alla/ (3MS I pf.) 'continue D I /baqiia/ (3MS I pf.) 'remainD I 
/mazala/ (3MS, pf.) 'still' which give the idea of duration; /bada 7a/ 
(3MS, pi.), /?axa~ a/ (3MS, pi.) 'begin', inciicate :he begL."1nL."1g or 
commencement of the process or action; /~ara/ (3MS,pf.), /7a~bata/ 
(3MS, pf.) 'become' express the idea of coming about of states; and 
/kada/ (3MS, pf.), /7ausaka/ (3MS I pf.) 'be on the point of', refer to 
the imminent occurrence of a process or action. Like /kana/ (3MS I pf.) 
'be I (cf. 2. 2. 5. 4. ), the s ubj e ct wh ich follows any as pectual verb ta ke s 
the nominative case, whereas the object takes the accusative case; 
consider the following instances: 
18. /~ alIa 7almudarrisu iaqra 7u 7alkitaba/ 'the teacher continued to 
. 
(3MS, pf.) 'continue' (the + teacher) (3MS, impf.) 'read' (the + book) 
read/reading the book' 
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19. /baqiia 7alma 7u iazrt/ 'the water remained running' 
(3MS, p£') 'remain' (the + water) (3MS,imp£.) 'run' 
20. /mazala 7assabba~u iasbu~u 7albaita/ 'the painter is still 
. . . 
(3MS,pf.) 'still' (the + painter) (3MS,impf.) Upaint' (the + house) 
painting the house. 
21. /bada 7a/ 7axa'S a 7azzaisu iaztafu/ 'the army began to advance' 
(3MS, pf.) 'begin' (the + army) (3MS, imp£.) 'advance' 
22. /sara/ ?asba11a uaziru 7addaxiliiati ra 7isan/ 'the minister of 
. . 
(3MS,p£.) 'become' (minister) (the + interior) (president) 
interior ha$ become pres ident 
23. /kada/ 7ausaka 7annahru iafi~u/ 'the river was about to overflow' 
(3MS, pf.) ube on the point of' (the + river) (3MS, imp£') uoverflow' 
Note that as /kana/ (3MS, pf.) 'be' is an auxiliary verb of time, 
there are also as pectual distinctions, i. e. the distinction between: 
24. /kana oad 7akala/ 'he had eaten' and, 
(3MS, pf.) ube' (3MS, p£,) 'eat' 
2.5. /kana ia 7kulu/ 'he was eating' 
(3MS I pf.) ube' (3MS I impf.) Ueat' 
Moreover I it should be noted that the inflected forms of verbs 
after /kana/ (3MS, p£') 'be' and the aforementioned aspectual auxiliaries 
agree with the form of these auxiliaries in person, gender and number, 
e.g. 
26. /kanat 7albintu tal9abu/ 'the girl was playing' 
(3FS, p£,) ube' (the + girl) (3FS, impf.) 'play' 
27. /mazalu iaktubuna/ 'they are still writing' 
(3MP,p£.) ustill' (3MP, imp£.) 'write' 
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28. /bada '(at 7amal tarkugu/ 'Amal began to run' 
(3FS,pf.) 'begin' (Amal) (3FS,impf.) 'run' 
2.2.5.6. The Participles 
A participle in Arabic is a form derived from a simple 
tri-consonantal verb, and having a meaning closely associated with 
that of the verb. A participle may be active or passive. The Form 
of the active participle has the pattern FaMiL-, whereas the pass ive 
participle has the pattern maFMiiL-, e. g. /darisun/ (3MS, imp£') 
'study' and /madriisun/ (3MS, pf.) 0 study', respectively. 
A - Active participle (?ism 7alfa1il) 
The general meaning of an active participle is "performing 
the action indicated by the verb" Ie. g. 
29. /hal 7anta lSahibun/ 'Are you going?' 
(interrogative particle) (you) (2MS, imp£.) 'go' 
Active participles may have several specific meanings, but 
these differ from verb to verb. For some verbs, the active participle 
has' progress ive' meaning. These include verbs indicating a change 
of location such as /qadimun/ 'coming', /'5ahibun/ 'going', /masiian/ 
'walking', /musafirun/ 'travelling' and the like; and verbs indicating 
absence of change, i. e. stative, such as /uaqifun/ 'to StOP'1 /baqiian/ 
'to stay', !1arifun/ 'to know'; cons ider: 
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30. /zainab qadimatun min baZS'dad/ 'Zainab is coming from Baghdad,(l) 
(Zainab) (3FS, imp£.) 'come' (from) (Baghdad) 
31. /?axi uaqifun hunak/ 'my brother is standing there' 
(brother + my) (3MS, imp£.) 'stand' (there) 
32. Ira 7a itu crall r~kibun ti~anan/ 'I saw Ali riding a horse' 
(IS,p£.) 'see' (Ali) (3MS,impf.) 'ride' (a horse) 
The active participle may also have 'future' meaning, according 
to context: 
33. /natmu musafiriinu ~adan/ 'we are leaving (or 'going to leave') tomorrow' 
(we) (3MP, imp£') 'leave' (tomorrow) 
Moreover, the active participle preceded by the perfective or 
imperfective of /kana/ 'to be' i.s used to express the past or future 
progres s ive, res pectively: 
34. /kana xarizan min ba'itihi/ 'he was going out of his house' 
(3MS, p£') 'be' (3MS, imp£') 'going out' (from) (house + his) 
35. /iakiinu nazilan 1indi/ 'he will be staying with me' 
(3MS, imp£.) 'be' (3MS, imp£.) 'stay' (with + me) 
B - The Passive participle 
The pass ive participle is also formed from the simple 
tri-consonantal verb. Thus, from /qara 7a/ (3MS, p£') 'to read', for 
instance, the passive participle form/maqru7un/ (3MS,p£.) 'read' is 
derived. 
(1) It should be noted, however, that Arabic lacks an equivalent of 
"am/is/are" forms and it is understood from the context that the 
imperfective meaning indicates the as pect of continuity. 
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The bas ic meaning of the pass ive participle is "undergoing 
or having undergone the action denoted by the verb" , which is 
equivalent to the English past participle of a transitive verb, e.g. 
36. /7almaqalatu 7almansuratu/ Ithe published article l 
(the + article) (the + 3FS, pf.) I publis h I 
Furthermore, when the pas s ive participle follows the perfective 
of /kana/ Ito bel, it refers to a completed action and resulting state: 
37. /kana 7a~~atnu maksuran/ Ithe plate was brokenl 
(3MS,pf.) lbe l (the + plate) (3MS,pf.) Ibreak l 
2. 2.5. 7. Sentence Structure 
Arabic has two major types of sentences: verbal and nominal. 
The verbal sentence contains a verb which features as its basic 
element. In its simplest form a verbal sentence cons ists of only 
one word, the verb its elf, the s ubj ect be ing indicated by the form of 
the verb, e. g. 
38. /raziQat/ (3FS, pf.) Ito return l (lit: she returned) 
Depending on a verb type, a verbal sentence may have an 
overt subject, object and prepositional phrase: 
39. /ra~i1at 7agaliba/ Ithe (female) student returned l 
(3FS, pf.) Ireturnl (the + student) 
40. /raZi1at 7aHalibatu 7azzadidatu/ Ithe new student returned' 
(3FS,pf.) Ireturn l (the" student) (the + new) 
41. /darasat uidad 7allu~ata 7a11arabiia/ IWidad studied Arabic l 
(3FS, pf.) IS tudyl (Widad) (the + language) (the + Arabic) 
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42. a. /qara 7a xalid ?arrisalata fi ?alqi~ari/ 'Khalid read the letter 
(3MS, pf.) 'read' (Khalid) (the + letter) (in) (the + train) 
in the tra in' 
The normal word-order in an Arabic verbal sentence is: 
Verb - Subject - Object - Complement, as in (42), but the following 
word order of the above sentence are equally acceptable: 
b. /xalid qara?a ?arrisalata fi ?alqi!ari/ 'Khalid read the letter 
in the tra in I 
c. /qara 7a 7arrisalata xalid fi ?alqi~ari/ 'Khalid read the letter 
in the train' 
d. /?arrisalata qara 7a xalid fi 7alqi!ari/ 'Khalid read the letter 
in the tra in I 
e. fi 7alqi~ari qara ta xalid 7arrisalata/ 'Khalid read the letter in 
the train' 
Apart from the verbal sentence, Arabic has the so-called 
nominal/equational sentence. This sentence cons ists of two parts, 
a subject and a predicate, which describes the subject, e.g. 
43. /7a~taqsu baridun/ 'the weather is cold ' 
(the + weather) (cold) 
/ - - / (1) 44. kana 7a~!aqsu baridan 'the weather was cold' 
(3MS,pf.) 'be' (the + weather) (cold) 
(1) It should be noted that when /kana/ Ito bel is used, a predicate 
noun or adj ective is in the accusative case. 
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2.3. General views on the category of As pect in Arabic 
Arabic language is a potentially fruitful field for the study 
of perfective/imperfective contrasts, as its verb paradigm is much 
elaborated, and the two principal forms, Le. perfective and 
imperfective, are remarkably fertile in contrasted forms. Each form 
is a paradigm of morphologically related forms closely associated 
with the categories of 'person', 'gender', and 'number'. Moreover, 
each form is congruent with the system of personal pronouns. 
Traditionally, the perfective/imperfective forms are termed 'past' 
and 'non-past', res pectively. The former refers to past acts, events I 
processes or developments, whereas the latter refers to progressive 
or habitual acts. 
2.3.1. Arab Grammarians Views 
Some of the most prominent Arab grammarians (1) agreed that 
the verb, which is one of the bas ic elements in the structure of the 
Arabic sentence has two main forms: the 'perfect(ive)' and the 
'imperfect(ive)'. The former denotes a completed action, whereas 
the latter expresses an action that is just commencing or in progress. 
Some of those grammarians indicate that the Arabic perfective or 
imperfective has, in and of itself, no reference to the temporal 
relations of the event related to the speaker's pOint of temporal 
location, whereas others say that the verb form expresses an action 
in relation to time. 
U) cf. Sl.bauaih (1316, 1/2); Al-SaUuti (1327); Azzamaxsari (1879), 
Ibn iaQis (1970); Hassan (1960), Al-MaxzumI (1964); Al-Ghalaini 
(1966); Assamarra7i(1966). 
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Before proceeding to the uses of the two forms I perfective 
and imperfective I it is worthwhile to review the writings of some of 
the major scholars on the subject of aspect in Arabic, particularly 
those of S"ibauaih, 7azzamaxsari, and Hassan in order to point out 
their relevance. The works of the other writers were almost all 
based directly or indirectly on the contributions of the above scholars. 
Therefore, there is no need to include them in this review. 
Sibauaih is unanimously regarded as the first grammarian who 
tried to present the syntactic structures of Arabic in a systematic 
manner. At the beginning of his book, 7al-ki6ib, and in the context 
-
of his discussion of the parts of speech, Sibauaih (1316:2) says that 
the verb expresses an action which is either complete or incomplete. 
The perfective form expresses an action deemed complete; 
45. /~ahaba xalid ?ila 7alqariati/ I Khalid went to the village' 
(3MS I pf.) 'go' (Khalid) (to) (the + village) 
46. ,/'f1araqa xalid 7al7auraqa! I Khalid burnt the papers' 
(3MS,pf.) 'burn' (Khalid) (the + papers) 
The imperfective form expresses an action deemed incomplete; consider 
47. /ia 7kulu ?alualadu tuffai1atan/ 'the boy eats an apple' 
(3MS, imp£.) 'eat' (the + boy) (an apple) 
48. /ta~ habu 7albintu 7ila 7almadrasati/ 'the girl goes to school' 
(3FS I imp£.) 'gol (the + girl) (to) (the + school) 
According to Azzamaxsari, 7al-mufa~9al, quoted and explained 
by Ibn Ya1i's (1970:1-6L the verb has two forms, perfective and 
imperfective. The perfective form refers to an action that took place 
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in the past, i. e. a distinction is made between the present time 
reference and past time reference of the Arabic verb. 
49. /7arsala rasulan lila 7axihi/ 'he sent a messenger to his brother' 
(3MS,p£.) 'send ' (a+ messenger) (to) (brother + his) 
The imperfective form expres ses an action that may take place in the 
present or the future: 
50. /iarsilu rasulan 7ila 7axthi/ 'he sends/is sending a messenger 
(3MS, imp£.) 'send I (a + messenger) (to) (brother + his) 
to his brother, or he will send a messenger to his brother' 
Hassan (1960:30-36) discusses the characteristics of the 
Arabic verb and defines it as a word that indicates two things at the 
same time, meaning (action) and time. He divides the verb into 
tb...ree forms, past, present and future. The past form expresses an 
action that occurred in the past: 
51. /7aqbalat suhad/ 'Suhad camel 
(3FS,pf.) Icome l (Suhad) 
The prese nt form expresses an action that takes place in the present 
or the future: 
52. /ia 7kulu tamran/ 'he eats dates ' 
(3MS, imp£') leat' (dates) 
S3. /saufa ia1i9aru 7alharisu/ 'the watchman will come' 
(future) (3MS,imp£.) 'cornel (the + watchman) 
Concerning the uses of these two as pects of the Arabic verb I 
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the Arab grammarians said that the 'perfective' indicates: 
1. a. An action completed at some past time; 
54. /darasa zaidun/ 'Zaid studied' 
(3MS, pf.) 'study' (Zaid) 
b. A past action, of which it can be said that it often took place, 
i. e. habitual action: 
55. /~ahaba rila 7azzami9i kulla zum9atin 7a11ama ?almadI/ 
(3MS, pf.) 'go' (to) (the + mosque) (every) (Friday) (year) (last) 
i he went to the mosque every Friday last year' 
c. Something which we hope may be done or may happen. Hence, 
the perfective is constantly used in wis hes, prayers and curses: 
56. /rabmahu 7allah/ 'may God have mercy upon him' 
(3MS, pf. + him) 'mercy' (God) 
d. An action which is just completed at the moment, and by the 
very act of speaking. This case is used in treaties, promises, 
bargains and the like: 
57. /bi1tuka 7albaita/ 'I sell you the house' 
(3MS, pf. + you) 'sell l (the + house) 
2. The perfective is often preceded by the particle /qad/(l) to add 
emphasis of completeness, i. e. a confirmatory particle. When this is 
(1) "qad is usually employed with the perfect to express more 
emphatically its past tense" (F. Thornton, 1919:103). "It is 
called by the grammarians the particle of expectation, and is said 
to be used to indicate perfect certainty I or to approximate the past 
to the present "(W. Wright, 1971 :4). 
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the case I if the perfective has the same meaning mentioned in (d) 
above I it now implies that the act is really finished and completed 
just at the moment of speaking. Its completeness may consist in: 
a. the removal of all doubts regarding its perfective certainty 
as opposed to uncertainty as in 
58. /qad 7istaraina ?allu 1bata/ Iwe have (really) bought the toyl (1) 
( 1 P, pf. + we) 'buy' (the + toy) 
b. its having taken place in accordance with what was I or might 
be I expected I just a little before the time of s peaking I i. e. recent past: 
59. /qad 7aqbala salim min safarihi/ 'Salim has already come from 
(3MS, pf.) Icome l (Salim) (from) (travelling + his) 
his travelling II 
It is worthwhile noting tha t the particle /qad/ disambiguates 
the perfective. Cons ider the difference between sentences with and 
without /qad/: 
60.a. /kataba fauzi 7al7insa 7a/ 'Fawzi wrote the composition' 
(3MS I pf.) 'write ' (Fawzi) (the + compos ition) 
b. /qad kataba fauzi 7al7insa 7a/ 'Fawzi has already written the 
compos ition' 
(already) (3MS I pf.) I write J (Fawzi) (the + compos ition) 
The above oppOSition shows that we have two different messages. The 
first indicates that the action is completed at some past time I whereas 
(l) Occasionally /qad/ Simply reinfow8$the meaning of the verb and 
is best left untranslated. 
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the second indicates that the action has taken place, as expected I 
jus t a little before the time of speaking. 
Perfective forms can combine with the auxiliary /kana/ 
(3MS, p£,) 'be' to denote an event occurring prior to a past time, i. e. 
with pluperfect meaning. In this case the perfective still expresses 
completeness I while /kana/ gives the temporal location. This case 
is expressed by the simple perfective form in a relative or conjunctive 
clause (1) that depends upon a clause containing a verb in the 
perfective. The verb /kana/ and the particle /qad/ should precede 
the perfective in the relative clause. 
61. /Sariftu 7assax~a 7alla'Si kana qad kataba 7almaqalata/ 
(1S t p£') 'know' (the + person) (Who) (3MS t p£') 'bel (3MS,p£.) 
I write I (the + article) 
II recognised the person who had written the article I 
According to some traditional Arab grammarians, the imperfective 
does not t in itselC express any idea of time; (2) it merely indicates 
a commenced I incomplete I enduring existence I either in present t 
past or future time. Hence it signifies: 
a. An eternal truth or scientific fact; 
62. /taduru ?al7arslu taula ?a.ssams/ 'the earth goes round the sun l 
(3FS, imp£') (the + earth) (round) (the + sun) 
(1) A relative or conjunctive clause is one coupled to its ruling clause 
by a relative pronoun or connective particle. 
(2) This is not true strictly s pea. king t as (d) below is .temporal and 
hence contradicts the assertion of those grammarians. 
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b. A habitual action: 
630 /ianamu basil mubakiran/ 'Basil goes to bed early' 
(3MS, imp£') 'sleep' (Basil) (early) 
c. An action which does not take place at anyone particular 
time, to the exclus ive of any other time I but which takes place at 
all times I or rather I in s peaking of which no notice is taken of time 
but only of duration: 
64. /ta9TSu ?annusuru qala ~i'Sari ?at~uiuri/ 'eagles live on small birds' 
(3FP, imp£') 'live' (the + eagles) (on) (small) (the + birds) 
d. An action which is to take place hereafter, Le. simple future; 
65. /7allah iankumu bainahum iauma ?alqiiama/'God will judge 
(God) (3MS, imp£.) 'judge' (between + them) (day) (the + Resurrection) 
between them on the day of Resurrection' 
The future sense may be made more distinctly by us ing the particle 
/saufa/ 'will, shall, going to' or its abbreviated form /sa-/ is 
prefixed to the imperfective 
66. a. /saufa iaktubu 7arrisalc.ta/ 'he will write the letter' 
(future) (3MS, imp£') 'write' (the + letter) 
b. /sa-iaktubu 7arrisalatc./ 'he will write the letter' 
(future) (3MS, imp£.) 'write' (the + letter) 
67. /saufaiaqqadimu 7a~~alibu ~alaban lil9amali/ 'the student is 
(i~ going) (3MS, imp£.) 'submit' (the + student) (application) 000) 
going to submit job application· 
e. An action which was future in relation to the past time of which 
we speak. In such a case, the L'1lperfective is appended to the 
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preceding perfective without the intervention of any particle, and 
forms, with its complement, a secondary subordinate clause. This 
subordinate clause is a purpose clause, since clearly the fulfilment 
of the purpose must follow the action designed to carry out the purpose: 
68. /7arsala iu1limuhu br~alika/ 'he sent (someone) to inform him 
(3MS, pf.) (3MS, impf. + him) (about + this) 
about this' 
f. Under circumstances similar to those mentioned in (e) above, 
the imperfective frequently expresses an action which continues 
through the past time modifying the state of the subject. 
69. /za ?aC(all ia~i1aku/ 'Ali came laughing' 
(3MS,pf.) 'come' (Ali) (3MS,impf.) 'laugh' 
g. In sentences cons isting of the perfective of /kana/ 'to be' 
followed by the im perfective of the verb concerned, a progres s i ve 
action in the past, or habitual action is marked; (1) consider: 
70. /kana iaktubu 9indama ua~alna/ 'he was writing when we arrived' 
(3MS,pf.) (3MS,impf.) (when) (IP/pf.) 
71. /kana iarsumu zaiidan/ 'he used to draw well' 
(3MS/pf.) 'be' (3MS,impf.) 'draw' 
It should be noted that active participles (cf.2.2.5.6.) can 
substitute for the imperfective in certain of the uses; thus when an 
active participle follows the perfective of /kana/ 'to be', that 
(1) In fact this case and the following two cases I i. e. g, h, and i, are 
really the temporal uses of /kana/ (3MS, pf.) 'be'. 
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participle refers to a durative action at some time in the past: 
72. /kana rakiban ?arhi~ana/ 'he was riding the horse' 
(3MS, pf.) 'bel (3MS, impf.) 'ride' (the + horse) 
h. When the imperfective of the main verb, or an active partiCiple 
follows the imperfective of /kana/ 'to ~e', the action expresses future 
progressive; consider: 
73. /iakiinu 7a~~alibu iaktubu risalatan/ 'the student will be writing 
(3MS, impf.) 'be' (the + student) (3MS,impf.) 'write' (a + letter) 
a letter' 
74. /iakunu 7a!!alibu katiban risalatan/ 'the student will be writing 
(3MS, impf.) 'be' (the + student) (3MS ,impf.) 'write' (a + letter) 
a letter' 
LIn sentences consisting of the imperfective of /kana/ 'to be' 
followed :8y the particle /qad/ and the perfective of the rna h! verb, 
both of them may refer to an action which will be in the 'perfect' at 
some future point of time, i. e. they expres s a future perfect: 
75. /iakunu zaid qad kataba/ 'Zaid will have written' 
(3MS,impf.) 'be' (Zaid) (3MS,pf.) 'write' 
2.3.2. Views of some Western linguists 
In the published work of Western Arabists, little has been 
written on aspect in the Arabic language. Those linguists who have 
written about it assert that the category of 'aspect' is often confused 
with the so-called category of tense, which, in practically the whole 
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literature on this language, subsumes the two aforementioned terms 
(elsewhere attributed to aspect): "perfect{ive)" and "imperfect{ive)" 50 
In this respect, and as far as aspect is concerned, Wright (1971:51) 
following the same procedure of the Arab scholars in dividing the verb 
into two temporal forms, states that: 
The temporal forms of the Arabic verb are but two 
in number, the one expres sing the finis hed act, 
one that is done and completed in relation to 
other acts (the Perfect); the other one unfinished 
act, one that is just commencing or in progress 
(the Imperfect). 
From the above quotation, it is clear that Wright adopts Sibauaihl s 
attitude as mentioned earlier, viz. that temporality in Arabic verbs 
is more of the nature of aspect than of tense. Wright further clarifies 
this pOint when he says a little later that "a Semitic Perfect or 
Imperfect has, in and of itself, no reference to the temporal 
relations of the speaker and of other actions which are brought into 
juxtaposition with it" (Ibid:51). Then he discusses the functions of 
the perfect and the imperfect. The use of the verb /fa 1ala/ (3MS, pf. ) 
Ito dol, for example, is to refer to "an action completed at some past 
time" (p. I, Vol. 2). In rela tion to the verb /iaf1alu/ (3MS, impf.) 
Ito do', Wright pOints out that it does not express any idea of time but 
only indicates that the action begins and is not yet completed, or may 
have an enduring existence, either in the present, past, or future time 
(cf. Ibid:18) • 
(1) French Arabists, for instance, said that the Arabic tenses are really 
aspects, which they labelled "accompli" 'perfect, complete' versus 
"inaccompli" I imperfect, incomplete l (cf. for example, Fleisch, 1974). 
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With res pect to the status of the active and passive 
participles t Wright realises that they can be used in Arabic both 
verbally and non-verbally. In this respect he says that "these are 
not only real participles t indicating a temporary trans itory or 
accidental action or state of being t but also serve as adjectives or 
substantives t express ing a continuous action t a habitual state of 
being, or permanentquality" (Ibid:133, Vol. I). 
E. Benveniste (1962:260) asserts that the real nature of aspect 
is to be seen clearly in Semitic where the formal paradigms of the verb 
represent types of action: habitual t punctual t stative t durative, etc. 
Moreover, Benveniste indicates that there is a correlation between 
the so-called category of tense and that of as pect. This correlation 
can be represented by the general oppos ition accomplishment/ 
unaccomplishment. (1) The former of these oppositions shows the 
action as a complete whole, i.e. the action is presented as a single 
whole without any division into different various stages t while the 
latter cons iders it as unfinis hed, i. e. there is no indication to the 
beginning or to the end of the action. Benveniste points out that the 
importance of the above oppos ition becomes obvious in two verbal 
affixes: the suffixes in the case of accomplishment t e. g. /katab-a/ 
(3MS,pf.) Ito write
' 
and the prefixes in the case of unaccomplishment, 
e.g. /ia-ktubu/ (3MS,impf.) 'to write
'
• These affixes can be 
(1) In other terminologies: perfect/imperfect; perfective/imperfective. 
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illustrated for the two aspects as follows: 
Form Person & Number 
Gender Singular Dual Plural 
...... 3rd masc. /-a/ /-a/ /-ii/ c 
Q) 
E 3rd fern • / at/ /-ata/ /-na/ 
..c 
CIl ~ ...... 2nd masc. I-tal /-tum/ -< Q. E 2nd fern. I-til /-tuma/ /-tunna/ 0 0 0 1st common /-tu/ /-na/ 4; -
...... 3rd masc. /ia-/ /ia-/ ~ c Q) /ia-/ E 3rd fern . /ta-/ /ta-/ 
..c 
CIl 
...... 2nd masc. /ta-/ ~ /ta-/ -< Q. 
/ta-/ E 2nd fern. /ta-/ /ta-/ 0 
0 
0 1st common /7a-/ /na-/ co -
c 
~ 
On the same issue, Marcel Cohen (1924) points out that the 
Semitic verb has a two-term system: "Perfect" and "Imperfect", (1) 
e. g. /kataba/ /iaktubu/. He states that "the Perfect generally 
expresses the achievement of a process at a non-specific moment in 
time: this is what is called here the notion of accomplishment. The 
Imperfect generally expresses the non-achievement of a process, in 
brief, the unaccomplishment, whatever the moment of time". In the 
above quotation Cohen used the term" generally" because, from his 
pOint of view I a process of developing the use of the aspectual 
(1) I Perfective/imperfective I according to our terminology. 
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oppos ition I perfective/imperfective' in Arabic is already in existence. 
This process cons ists in using the oppos ition in question to make a 
temporal distinction l the perfective being used in a preferred way 
for the past tense, the imperfective for the present and future tenses. 
The bond which is created betvveen the perfective aspect and the 
past tense seems to be typologically very frequent feature of many 
languages. Concerning this point, Cohen states II ••• for a long 
time I the Perfect has been felt as belonging I especially I to the 
domain of the past: are completed actions I for the most part l not 
situated in past time which has gone? It is in this manner that the 
Perfect in Arabic I constantly used in narrative figures mostly (but not 
exclus ively) of the pastil. 
Cantarino (1974:58) presents his own analys is of the verbal 
tenses in Arabic I and states that the tenses in Arabic and in the other 
Semitic languages did not originally express any definite relation to 
time from the point of view of the speaker. He adds that neither in 
the past nor in the present usage has one tense been the temporal 
counterpart of the other. Like Wright (see above) Cantarino enumerates 
the different uses of the perfective and imperfective forms and states 
tha t each form could be used to refer to present, past l or future time. 
Finally I Comrie (1976 :80) analyses the perfective and 
imperfective forms of the Arabic verb on the basis of few examples from 
the data. After a brief discussion of the uses of these forms, he 
concludes that these two terms, Le. 'perfective' and 'imperfective', 
are used to refer simultaneously to tense and aspect: 
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.•• we may say that the perfective indicates 
both perfective meaning and relative past time 
reference I while the imperfective indicates 
everything else (i. e. either imperfective 
meaning or relative non-past tense). 
Comrie also believes that the Arabic oppos ition imperfective/ 
perfective incorporates both as peet and I relative I tense. 
CHAPTER III 
Imperfectivity and Punctual Verbs 
3.1. Punctual and non-punctual verbs 
It has been pointed out that punctual verbs pertain to events 
that do not last in time, i. e. they refer to situations that take place 
momentarily (cf. Chapter I). Examples include the 'transitive' 
(1) c c;: 
verbs : Ita lanai (3MS, pf.) 'stab', /bala lal (3MS, pf.) 'swallow', 
/!araqal (3MS, pf.) 'knock on', Ibataral (3MS, pf.) 'cut', Iqatalal 
(3MS,pf.) 'kill', Ixa~afal (3MS,pf.) °snatch', lua1}alal (3MS,pf.) 
'reach', Ilaqa!al (3MS,pf.) 'pick up', and the 'intransitive ' verbs (2): 
/zafalal (3MS,pf.) 'startle', Isa1ala/ (3MS,pf.) 'cough', Iqafazal 
(3MS,pf.) 'jump', /fatasal (3MS,pf.) 'sneeze', Isaraxal (3MS,pf.) 
. . 
'shoue. Moreover, punctual verbs refer only to dynamic situations, 
i. e. there is no punctual stative verb. (3) Consider: 
(1) A 'transitiveO verb is a verb which requires the presence of a 
subject and an object. The subject takes the 'nominative' case 
marker I-u/, I-un/, whereas the object may take the 'accusative' 
case marker I-ai, I-ani if it is nominal, or the 'genitive' case 
marker I-V, I-inl if it is a prepositional phrase. 
(2) An Dintransitiveo verb is a verb which does not require the presence 
of an object. 
(3) A stative verb denotes a situation that is conceived of as existing, 
rather than happening, and being continuous and unchanging 
throughout its duration, e. g. the verb IC(alimal (3MS, pi.) 'know', 
Ihada tal (3MS, pf.) 'be calm'. A dynamiC verb, on the other hand, 
denotes a situation that happens, e.g. Ixarazal (3MS,pf.) 'go out' I 
Ifatanal (3MS, pf.) 'open'. 
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1. /~araqat zainabu 7albaba ~arqatan/ 'Zainab knocked on the door once' 
(3FS, pf) 'knock on' (Zainab) (the + door) (one knock) 
2. /sa 9ala 7alualadu sa (hatan/ 'the boy coughed once' 
(3MS, pi) 'cough' (the + boy) (one cough) 
3. /kasara zaid 7azzuzaza/ 'Zaid broke the glass' 
(3MS, pf) 'break' (Zaid) (the + glass) 
4. /batara 7ali1addadu 7i?ba 9a"hu/ 'the blacksmith cut his finger' 
(3MS, pf) 'cut' (the + blacksmith) (finger + his) 
5. /qatala ?alfallal1U ?a '51i 7 ba/ 'the farmer killed the wolf' 
(3MS, pf) 'kill' (the + farmer) (the + wolf) 
Non-punctual verbs (trans itive or intrans itive), on the other 
hand, can be stative as well as dynamic, no matter whether they refer 
to the duration or successive phases that make up a situation. 
Examples of non-punctual dynamic transitive verbs are /daraba/ 
(3MS,pf) 'beat', /zalaba/ (3MS,pf) 'bring', /i1asaba/ (3MS,pf) 'coune, 
/kataba/ (3MS, pf) 'write', /qara ?a/ (3MS, pf) 'read', whereas non-
punctual dynamic intransitive verbs may be exemplified by /rakaga/ 
(3MS, pf) 'run', /?akala/ (3MS, pf) 'eat', / ~ ahaba/ (3MS, pf) 'go away' , 
/zalasa/ (3MS, pf) 'sit down'. Examples of non-punctual stative 
trans itive verbs include /sami9a/ (3MS, pf) 'hear', /fahima/ (3MS I pf) 
·understand', /sahada/ (3MS, pf) 'see', /1arifa/ (3MS, pf) 'know', 
whereas non-punctual stative intrcnsitive verbs may be exemplified by 
/fardia/ (3MS,pf) 'rejoice, be glad', /hada?a/(3MS,pf) 'be calm', 
/i?amata/ (3MS, pf) 'be silent', /ii.azina/ (3MS, pi) 'be sad', /mariga/ 
(3MS, pf) 'be /become sick'. Cons ider the following instances; 
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6. /7akalat 7alqittatu 7alla11ma/ 'the cat ate the meae 
(3FS / pf) 'eat' (the + cat) (the + meat) 
7. /haraba 7alli~~u/ 'the thief fled' 
(3MS / pf) 'flee' (the + thief) 
8. !1arifa 7aluaziru 7almuskila/ 'the minister knew the problem' 
(3MS / pi) 'know' (the -+- minister) (the + problem) 
9. Ita liba 7alqamilu/ 'the worker became tired n 
(3MS/ pf) 'become tired' (the + worker) 
10. /zalasa 7arra 7isu/ 'the pres ident sat down I 
(3MS / pf) 'sit down' (the + pres ident) 
11. /qara 7at laila kitaban/ 'Layla read a book' 
(3FS / pf) 'read' (Layla) (a book) 
3.2. Punctual verbs in the imperfective form 
Punctual verbs as well as non-punctual verbs may take the 
imperfective form. However/there is a difference in meaning of the 
imperfective with non-punctual and punctual verbs. With the former 
we have a habitual or durative meaning; cons ider: 
12. /iasrahu 7al7us6i ~ u ?anna~ ariiata/ 'the professor explains/ is 
(3MS, impf) 'explain' (the + professor) (the + theory) 
explaining/will explain the theory' 
but given that punctual verbs have no duration, we note an iterative 
meaning; 
13. lias qulu 7agiflu/ 'the child is coughingl 
(3MS, impf) 'coughD (the + child) 
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In contrast to the above meaning of the imperfective form, 
as in 13 above, punctual verbs in the perfective form, e.g. /sa9ala/ 
(3MS,pf) 'coughU , refer to a single event. In other words, unlike 
lias 9ulu/ (3MS, impf) 'cough', which must refer to a repeated 
situation (see below), /sa 9ala/ (3MS, pf) 'cough' can refer to a 
momentary situation. Cons ider for instance: 
14. /sa 9ala 7agiflu/ 'the child coughed' 
(3MS, pf) 'cough' (the + child) 
3.3. Behaviour with the adverb /marratan/ 'once' 
Punctual verbs in the perfective form are compatible with the 
adverb /marratan/ 'once', hence examples 15-16 are grammatical. 
15. Ita 9ana 7alliss u 7albinta marratan/ 'the thief stabbed the girl once I 
. . . 
(3MS, pf) 'stab' (the ;-. thief) (the + girl) (once) 
16. /qafazat 7alqigatu marratan/ 'the cat leapt once' 
(3FS, pf) 'leap' (the + cat) (once) 
By contrast, punctual ver;:s with imperfective form are 
incompatible with the adverb /marratan/ Donee', hence the 
ungrammaticality of 17 -18. 
* 17. /ia~9anu 7alli~~u 7albinta !:1arratan/ Uthe thief is stabbing the girl once' 
(3MS, impf) 'stab' (the + thief) (the + girl) (once) 
* 18. /taqfizu 7alqiE!atu marratan/ 'the cat is leaping once' 
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3.4. Behaviour with the as pectual verbs 
Punctual verbs as well as non-punctual verbs collocate with 
the aspectual verbs /~alla/ (3M3, pf.) 'continue', /baqHa/ (3MS, pf.) 
. 
'remain', /bada?a/ (3MS,pf.) 'start', /mazala/ (3MS,pf.) 'still', 
/kana/ (3MS I pf.) /iakunu/ (3MS, impf.) 'be' (see below). However, 
there is a difference in meaning of the imperfective with non-punctual 
and punctual verbs. With the former we have the meaning of 
continuity, Le. progressiveness; conSider: 
19. a. /qara 7a 7almutami 7alua~ iiata/ 'the lawyer read the will' 
(3MS, pf.) 'read ' (the + lawyer) (the + will) 
b. /bada 7a ?almui1am1 iaqra 7u 7alua~iiata/ 'the lawyer began to read/ 
(3MS, pf.) 'begin' (the + lawyer) (3M3, imp£.) 'read' (the + will) 
read ing the will' 
20.a. /lfazalat 7albintu 7a~~ufa/ 'the girl spun the wool ' 
(3FS, pf.) I s pin I (the + girl) (the + wool) 
b. /bada7at 7albintu ta'6"zulu 7a~~ufa/ 'the girl began to spin the wool' 
(3FS, pf.) 'begin' (the + girl) (3FS, imp£.) IS pin' (the + wool) 
but given that punctual verbs have no duration, progressive meaning is 
ruled out with as pectual auxiliaries. Instead we have an iterative 
meaning; consider: 
21. a. /nabaha 7alkalbu/ 'the dog barked I 
(3MS,p£.) 'bark' (the +dog) 
b. /bada 7a 7alkalbu ianbatu/ 'the dog began to bark/barking' 
(3MS, pf.) 'beginU (the + dog) (3 MS, impf.) 'bark' 
22.a. ;ra~asat suhad/ 'Suhad sneezed' 
(3FS, p£,) 'sneeze' (Suhad) 
b. /bada 7at suhad ta 1~usu/ 'Suhad began to sneeze/sneezing ' 
(3FS, pf.) 'beginU (Suhad) (3FS, imp£') I sneeze l 
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It should be noted, however, that in MSA there is also 
incompatibility between the aspectual verbs and the adverb· /marratan/ 
lonce', and thus, when a situation refers to a single event, Le. when 
it takes place once and only once, the punctual verb in question 
cannot co-occur acceptably. Hence, the ungrammaticalness of 
23b-24b. 
23.a. /7istaiqa~at 7al7urnrnu rnarratan/ 'the mother woke up once' 
(3FS, pf) 'wake Upl (the + mother) (once) 
* b. /bada 7at 7al?ummu tastaiqu1u marratan/ 'the mother began to 
(3FS, pf) 'begin' (the + mother) (3FS, impf) 'wake Upl (once) 
wake/waking up once l 
24.a. /qafaza 7alualadu qafzatan/ 'the boy jumped once l 
(3MS, pf) Ij ump' (the + boy) (one jump) 
* b. /bada 7a ?alualadu iaqfizu qafzatan/ 'the boy began to jump/ 
(3MS, pf) 'begin' (the + boy) (3MS, impf) (one jump) 
jumping once l 
Note that in the absence of adverbs such as /marratan/ loncel I 
each of the punctual verbs in 23a-24a, Le. /?istaiqa~at/, /qafaza I, 
can co-occur acceptably with or without the as pectual verbs where we 
have iterative meaning. 
25. a. /7ista iqa~ at ?al?ummul 'the mother woke Upl 
(3FS, pf) 'wake Upl (the + mother) 
b. Ibada 7at 7a17ummu tastaiqu~ ul 'the mother began to wake/waking up' 
(3FS, pf) 'begin ' (the + mother) (3FS, impf) 'wake Upl 
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26.a. /qafaza 7alualadu/ 'the boy jumped' 
(3MS I pf) 'jump' (the + boy) 
b. /bada 7a 7alualadu iaqfizu/ 'the boy began to jump/jumping' 
(3MS, pf) 'begin' (the + boy) (3MS, impf) 'jump' 
3.5. Active participle 
Punctuality is incompatible with the meaning of the active 
participle 1 since the latter indicates a progressive situation; consider 
for instance: 
27 .a.* / crall xatifun baqibatan/ 'Ali is snatching a bag' 
(Ali) (3MS,impf) 'snatch' (a bag) 
* 28.a. /7attilmT~u laqi~un qalaman/ Uthe pupil is picking up a pencil' 
(the + pupil (3MS,impf) ipickup' (a pencil) 
Note that the above examples can co-occur acceptably if 
plurality (see 3.6) is a feature of the object 
27.b. /1alL xatifun baqa 7ibun/ 'Ali is snatching bags' 
(Ali) (3MS, impf) 'snatch' (bags) 
28. b. /7attilmi~u laqitun 7aqlamun/ 'the pupil is picking up pencils I 
(the + pupil) (3MS,impf) 'pick up' (pencils) 
On the other hand, there is compatibility between the meaning 
of the active participle and non-punctuality where the situation indicates 
imperfectivity; consider: 
29. /7ana katibun risalatan/ 'I am writing a letter' 
(I) (3 MS, im pf) 'write I (a letter) 
1. The active participle also functions as an adjective or a noun, 
express ing a habitual state or permanent quality, e. g. /ma7un 
~arin/'running water', /katibun mashiirun/'famous writer'. 
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30. /'i'a1ualadu rakibun 11i~anan/ 'the boy is riding a horse' 
(the + boy) (3MS I impf) 'ride' (a horse) 
31. /nada nazilatun 7assullama/ 'Nada is descending the stairs' 
(Nada) (3FS I impf) Idescend' (the + stairs) 
3.6. Plurality 
Plurality is one of many factors that need to be considered in 
discussion of aspect since it is of particular relevance to punctual 
and non-punctual verbs in their perfective form as well as their 
imperfective form. Cons ider the following examples: 
32. a. /!araqa 7a??a ifu 7albaba/ 'the vis itor knocked on the door' 
(3MS I pf) 'knock on' (the + vis itor) (the + door) 
b. /~araqa 7aggaifu 7a17abuaba/ 'the visitor knocked on the doors' 
(3 MS I pf) 'knock on' (the + vis itor) (the + doors) 
33.a. /iatruau 7addaifu 7albaba/ 'the visitor is knocking on the door' 
. - ... 
(3MS I impf) 'knock on' (the + vis itor) (the + door) 
b. /ia~ruqu 7agga ifu 7al7abuaba/ 'the vis itor is knocking on the doors' 
(3MS, impf) 'knock on' (the + vis itor) (the + doors) 
The punctual verb /~araqa/ (3MS I pf) 'knock on' in its perfective 
as well as imperfective form, in the above examples, entails iterativeness I 
regardless of the singularity or plurality of the object, since there is 
nothing in the above examples indicating a single action. However I 
someone might argue that (32a-33a) could refer to one single event in 
which case (32a-33a) are ambiguous. This claim could be held only for 
(32a)on the condition that the adverb /marratan/ 'once' (cf. 3.3) is 
present, that is: 
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34. /taraqa 7addaifu 7albaba marratan/ 'the vis itor knocked on the 
. . . 
(3MS, pf) 'knock on' (the + visitor) (the + door) (once) 
door once' 
As for example (33a) this possibility is ruled out due to the fact that 
the imperfective form of a punctual verb is neither compatible with one 
single event, nor with the adverb /marratan/ 'once' (cf. 3. 3). The 
only difference between (a) examples and (b) examples is that in the 
former the repeating action is taking place on the one and the same 
object on the same occasion, whereas the latter indicate that the 
event of knocking is occurring on more than one object: it may either 
mean that there was/is one single knock at each one of the doors, or 
repeated knocks at all doors. 
In contrast with what is said above, for punctual change of 
state verbs only plural objects are possible. Cons ider: 
* 3S.a. /ianqubu zaid uaraqatan/ 'Zaid is punching (a hole in) a paper· 
(3MS, impf) 'punch' (Zaid) (a paper) 
b. /ianqubu zaid 7auraqun/ 'Zaid is punching papers' 
(3MS, impf) 'punch' (Zaid) (papers) 
* 36.a. /taksiru hindun -?ai1nan/ 'Hind is breaking a saucer' 
(3FS, impf) Dbreak' (Hind) (a saucer) 
b. /taks iru hindun ~uhunan/ 'Hind is breaking saucers' 
(3FS, impf) 'break' (Hind) (saucers) 
Moreover, it is worth noting that even with non-punctual verbs 
plural objects entail iterativity; consider for instance: 
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37.a. /iarsumu 7attalibu suratan/ 'the student draws/is drawing a picture' 
.. . 
(3MS, impf) 'draw' (the + student) (a picture) 
b. /iarsumu 7attalibu suuaran/ 'the student drawing pictures' 
. . . 
Furthermore, in the case of some trans itives, the obj ect of 
the verb cannot be a singular count noun. Consider the following 
examples: 
38.a. * /tuba1eiru 7aE~iflatu lu1bataha/ 'the baby-girl is scattering her toy I 
(3FS, impf) 'scatter' (the + baby-girl) (toy + her) 
b. /tuba geiru 7aE!iflatu lu 1abiha/ 'the baby-girl is scattering her toys I 
(3FS, impf) 'scatter' (the + baby-girl) (toys+ her) 
* 39. a. /iafma 1u 7almudarrisu 7aluaraqata/ 'the teacher is gathering 
(3MS, impf) 'gather' (the + teacher) (the + paper) 
the paper' 
b. /iazma 9u 7almudarrisu 7a17auraqa/ Uthe teacher is gathering the pa persl 
(3MS, impf) 'gather' (the + teacher) (the + pa pers) 
40.a. * /ia1lsubu t.aidar 7a~~aira/ 'Haider is counting the bird' 
(3MS,impf) 'count' (Haider) (the + bird) 
b. /iahsubu 11aider 7a~~uiura/ 'Haider is counting the birds' 
(3MS, impf.) 'count' (Haider) (the + birds) 
3. 7. Ambiguous verbs 
Certa in verbs in MSA are ambiguous, referring either to the 
punctual action or to the non-punctual resulting state. For example, 
the verb /labisa/ (3MS, pf) may either mean 'put on' or 'wear'. Other 
examples include /rafa1a/ (3MS,pf) 'pick UpD or 'carry', /rakiba/ 
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(3MS I pf) 'get on' or 'ride', /uaqafa/ (3MS, pf) 'stop, corne to a halt' 
or 'stand (still)'. Cons ider for instance: 
41.a. /labisa mu'hammadun 7almi9~afa/ 'Mohammed put on the coat' 
(3MS, pf) 'put on' (Mohammed) (the + coat) 
b. /labisa mubammadun 7almi1i~afa/ 8Mohammed wore the coat' 
(3MS I pf) 'wear' (mohammed) (the + coat) 
42. a. /rakibat 7albintu 7addarazata/ 'the girl got on the bicycle' 
(3FS I pf) 'get onD (the + girl) (the + bicycle) 
b. /rakibat 7albintu 7addarazata/ Uthe girl rode the bicycle' 
(3FS, pf) 'ride' (the + girl) (the + bicycle) 
43. a. /uaqafa t 7assaiaratu/ 'the car stopped' 
(3FS,pf) 'stop' (the + car) 
b. /uaqafat 7assaiaratu/ 'the car stopped (stand still)' 
(3FS,pf) 'stop' (the + car) 
Which of the above interpretations is intended by the speaker would 
generally be clear from the context in which the inherently ambiguous 
utterance occurs. 
The imperfective of the above verbs is also ambiguous: it 
may either have habitual or progressive meaning; consider: 
44.a. /ialbasu mubammadun mil~afan/ 'Mohammed wears/is wearing a. coat' 
(3MS I impf) 'wear' (Mohammed) (a coat) 
In order to disambiguate the above situation, an adverb such as /kulla/ 
Uevery' or /7al7ana/ 'now' is used; consider: 
44. be /ialbasu mu'ilammadun miq~afan kulla iaumin/ 'Mohammed wears a 
(3 MS I im pf) 'wearu (Mohammed) (a coat) (every) (day) 
coat every day' 
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44. c. /ialbasu mubammadun miq~afan ?al7ana/ 'Mohammed is wearing 
(3MS, impf) (Mohammed) (a coat) (now) 
a coat now' 
It should be noted, however, that since punctuality and 
durativity are incompatible I example (44a) cannot mean 'Mohammed 
is putting on a coati. 
To sum up, we have a prob18m in that what we have labelled 
the imperfective form appears to have different meanings depending on 
whether we have a punctual or non-punctual, i. e. imperfective and 
iterative. We have also seen that the imperfective can mean future. 
Consequently I we shall consider the matter of whether we are dealing 
here with three separate signs once we have introduced the essential 
notions of Axiomatic Functionalism. 
We are now in a pos ition to turn to the grammatical description 
of as pectual phenomena us ing the methodology provided by Axiomatic 
Functionalism. We shall find that aspectual distinctions can be 
manifested either morphologically or syntactically. In part two I we 
shall give the basic outlines of Axiomatic Functionalism morphology 
and demonstrate its application to the verb, paying particular attention 
to the allomorphy of the aspect monemes. In part three, we shall use 
the syntactic methodology to describe syntactic manifestations of 
aspect and also to lay the foundations for a fuller description of 
Arabic outlining the prerequis ites for the description of certain syntactic 
and semantic interactions within Axiomatic Functionalism. 
CHAPTER IV 
Relevant Notions in Grammar 
4. 1. Introduction 
One of the salient features of Axiomatic Functionalism is its 
adoption of the functional pOint of view as its criterion of relevance. 
The functional principle is regarded as the dominating principle which 
spreads through and characterises the whole approach. Mulder 
defines 'functional' as "separately relevant to the purport of the 
whole of wh ich it is a part" (Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 1~) I the purport 
being communication by conventional means. According to this 
interpretation of functionality I a functionally relevant entity in a 
semiotic system(l) including human natural language/ of course, 
is said to be functionally distinctive. The notion "distL."1ctive 
function" is defined as "the set of commutations in which a semiotic 
entity may partake (Ibid:Def. 7~:?) I and commutation/ in turn, is 
defined as "alternation between semiotic entities (or' zero' and 
semiotic entities) in functional opposition as immediate constituents 
in a given context" (Ibid:Def. 7a 2). In this manner, the method by 
which the 'possession' of distinctive function by an entity with regard 
to at least one other entity in the language is established, is usually 
referred to as the commutation test. In other words / commutation 
(1) "Semiotic system" for "system of conventions for communication 
(Mulder, 1980 (c):Def. lc). 
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gives us a criterion for recognis ing that an entity is functionaL 
Under this interpretation of functionality, only those features 
of speech phenomena are deemed to be relevant for the purposes of 
communica tion are accounted for, or dealt with. Non-functional 
features of speech are not regarded as relevant. An example of a 
functionally distinctive entity is the phoneme /t/ in /tin/ in English 
because it is "functionally relevant to the purport of the whole of 
which it is a part", i. e. /tin/. This can be easily demonstrated 
by commuting the phoneme /t/ to other entities J or with its own 
absence I symbolised by '¢' . Thus, by commuting /t/ with /p/ and 
/s/ we get /pin/ and /s in/ res pectively, or with' ¢ , to get /¢ in/. 
This oPPosition yields that all the resultant entities have different 
messages linked to them from that linked with /tin/. 
The same procedure holds for grammar where the distinctive 
function of a sign is determined by the set of signs with which it 
commutes in equivalent context (Mulder J 1968). Put differently, 
for a grammatical entity to have a distinctive function, it must be in 
functional oppos ition with other grammatical entities in a given context. 
For example, the distinctive function of the sign "baby" in "the beautiful 
baby" can be established by opposing it with at least one other Sign, 
for instance, "girl", "picture" J "flower". 
4.2. The notion "sign" 
In order to approach the's ign' J we shall start from what could 
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be said to be the model of the unique form of each single realisation 
of a sound, an 'image' I which is represented by (i). A particular 
class of images ~i1 constitutes a phonetic form (1) i, Le. sound 
protocolised by phonetics, which has reference to every occurrence 
of a particular phonetiC phenomena; that is an 'image'. A 
particular phonetic form i with a particular distinctive function ~ in 
phonology is an allphone: rRdx where R means in its capacity of 
having. A self-contained class of allophones, Le. a class of 
phonetic forms t f} in relation to a particular distinctive function 
~, constitutes . (2) ~ 1 x x a phonologlcal form f : P = If J Rd . A 
particular phonological form f in its capacity of having a certain 
distinctive function ~ in grammar I Le. pXRs x , constitutes an 
allomorph l (3) e. g. the phonological form of the plural allomorph in 
such a word like" horse" I /iz/R pl. A self-contained clas s of 
allomorphs I i. e. a clas s of phonological forms, -t P 1 in its ca pac ity 
of having a relation to a certain distinctive function ~ in grammar, 
constitutes an "expression" (4) E: E = f p} xRsx which iS I at the 
(1) "Phonetic form" for "realisation form in natural language" (Mulder, 
1980 (c) :Def. 2 2a). 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
"Phonological form" for" a particular self-conta ined class of one 
or more phonetic forms t. f ~ ( each member i in its capacity of 
standing in a relation with a particular distinctive function ~" 
(Mulder( 1980 (c):Def. 23). 
"Allomorph" or "morph" for "a particular phonological form P, 
member of a particular class of phonological form l P 1 I i~ its 
capacity of standing in a relation with a particular distinctive 
function ~1I (Ibid:Def. 24a 1) • 
"Expression" for "a particular self-contained class of one or more 
phonological forms t p} , each member f in its capacity of standing 
in a relation with a particular distinctive function ~" (Ibid:Def. 24a). 
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same time, a class or set of allomorphs (see below), whilst a 
particular" content" (1) C is the converse of this formula, i. e. a 
particular distinctive function ~ in its capacity of being the 
distinctive function of any member of a particular set of phonological 
forms. The formula of "content" can be represented as follows: 
From the above discussion, it is obvious that we have two 
linguistic ontological levels, phonological and grammatical. The 
two levels are distinct from each other. The phonological level 
represents entities with form only, e. g. the phonemes, whereas the 
grammatical, i. e. the level of signum, represents entities with form 
and meaning, e. g. monemes, pleremes (see below). 
For the classification of the two ontological levels, we can 
set up the following scheme: 
phonological level grammatical level 
fRd PRd 
(allophone) allomorph 
P= fi-- nRd S i---n = P Rd 
(phonological form) (signum) 
(1) "Content" for "a particular distinctive function~, in its capacity 
of being the distinctive function s of each member of a particular 
class of phonological forms t p}-" (Ibid:Def. 24b). 
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Following the Saussurean concept of the linguistic sign 
which holds that the sign is an entity with two facets namely 
'signifiant' and 'signifie', axiomatic functionalism views the sign as 
the conjunction of two particular aspects, the 'formal', i.e. expression 
(E), and the 'meaning-bearing', Le. content (C) (cf. M. & H. 197:;:). 
These two aspects are, as it is generally agreed, inseparably united I 
the one mutually implying the other. (1) The relationship between the 
"expression" (E) and the "conte:1t" (C) may be represented as follows: 
E ~(--------~> C 
On account of this mutual implication, it can be said that the two 
aspects of "expression" and "content" are equivalent (Ibid.). 
Moreover, as the sign is the cO:1junction of an "expression" and a 
"content", and that a particular" expression" and a particular 
"content" mutually imply one ar:.other, each of them, then, implies 
a specific sign(s) and ~ verS3. Therefore, the notions "sign", 
"expression" and "content" may be said to be equivalent (Ibid.), i.e. 
(1) It should be noted that Mulder's concept of the linguistic sign 
after de Saussure, brings Dore precision to linguistic descriptio::. 
Mulder has clarified the implications of the relationships between 
the components of the sign, especially with respect to the notior:.s 
"expression", "content", "homonymy", "synonymy" and 
"allomorphy" (cf. Mulder, Sets and Relations in Phonology, 
Oxford, 1968; "On the art of definition, the double articulation 
of language and some of the consequences" Forum for Modern 
Language Studies, Vol. 5, No.2, 1969; "Linguistic Sign, 
Word and Grammateme", Lc. Linguistique 7, 1971; S.G.J. Hervey, 
Axiomatic Semantics, 1979. See also (c) and (d), in Mulder and 
Hervey, The Strategy of Linguistics, Scottish Academic Press, 1980. 
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everything that is said about one of the three can be equally sa id 
about any of the three. This can be represented as follows: 
s 
In Axiomatic Functionalists' linguistics these three terms represent 
three ways of looking at the same thing. "Using the term 'sign' 
implies looking at the sign' in its totality, uSing 'expression' implies 
looking at the's ign' from a formal angle, and us ing the term 'content' 
implies looking at the sign from the side of meaning" (Mulder and 
Hervey, 1972:27). 
In view of the above, as the "expression" is a class of 
allomorphs, i. e. \. P } Rs == pI Rs U p2Rs U -- pnRs (U: a symbol 
Signifies the union of terms), therefore the "content" and the "sign", 
being equivalent, are each also a clas s of allomorphs, i. e. the 
"content" == sR {P) == sRpl U xRp2 U ---sRPn, and the sign == 
" ~ ., plRs & sRpl p2Rs & sRp2 U -- pnRs & sRpn. An instance of an 
"expression" is the" phonological forms" of the plural sign in English 
represented as { liz/U /z lu Iz /U IQ I U I m/u / e,.,a/U - - etc.) (1) 
These phonological features represent the form of the allomorph of the 
plural sign in such words as "house" I "pin", "head", "sheep" I "child" 
and "man", respectively. 
(1) See Mulder, 1968; Mulder and Hurren, 1968. 
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A sign is a class or set of allomorphs, L e. a class of one 
or more allomorphs. Each allomorph has a phonological form which 
is a member of the expression of the sign. As members of a given 
sign, allomorphs are formally different but they do not commute with 
one another because they have the same distinctive function. 
Allomorphs, generally speaking, are combinatory or contextual 
variants ofa sign. For example, "am" and "is", in English, are 
combinatory variants of the same sign, verb "to be". (1) In the 
case of free variants, one cannot s peak of allomorphs, but of 
different signs, Le. synonyms, (2) if and only if, these signs are 
found to be denotationally equivalent, e. g. the elements /felOu/ 
Ifellow l and /blOuk/ Ibloke l may be conSidered to be free variants 
of one another. They are formally different, and they are opposed 
to, Le. they have different distinctive function from, each other(3) (Ibid.). 
4.3. Amalgamation 
Amalgamation is a purely realisational phenomenon. It 
involves allomorphs of two or more signs that totally coincide in one 
(1) Cf. Mulder and Hervey, 1972. Note that allomorphs as members 
of a given sign are equivalent to one another with regard to that 
sign, and each of them represents the sign in question. 
(2) "Synonyms" for II signum, in comparison with and having the same 
intrinsic information (denotation) as another signum" (Mulder, 
1980(c):Def.28). 
(3) It should be noted that synonyms, in Axiomatic Functionalism, are 
conceived of as different signs that, by definition, correspond to 
identical denotation classes (Hervey I 1979). 
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phonological form. In French, for instance, /0/ in "au gar9on" is 
treated by Mulder as the amalgamated realisation of the two signs 
"~,, and "le". (1) .. In other contexts the signs "a" and "le" are 
realised by the allomorphs "/a/" and "/1/", respectively, but in 
, 
the context" au garcion" the realisation of "a" which is /o/r ... ''/a/ 
and the realisa tion of "Ie" which is /o/t-' /1/ coincide in the 
phonological form /0/ of "au ganion" . In other words, amalgamation 
is between two (or more) replacives that manifest themselves at one 
and the same place in linear sequence, but, which, as replacives, 
have different phonological correlates, e. g. /0/"-; /a/ is different 
replacive from /o/~ /1/. 
4.4. iLanguage
'
: An Axiomatic Functionalist Point of View 
As a semiotic theory, Axiomatic Functionalism cons iders 
'language' as a type of semiotic system, Le. as a particular kind of 
system of conventions for communication (Mulder, 1968). Consequently, 
semiotic systems fall into two major categories with respect to the 
potential of analys ing entities which belong to them into two or more 
entities: Simple and complex systems. Simple semiotic system is 
defined as a "s ystem without combinations of [its] elements" 
(Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 4a). Examples of such a system are "human 
(1) cf. J. W. F. Mulder, Sets and Relations in Phonology, Oxford 
University Press (1968); "On the Art of Definition, the Double 
Articulation of Language, and Some of the Consequences" Forum 
for Modern Language Studies 5 (1969); and The Strategy of 
Linguistics, Scottish Academic Press (1980(i) ). 
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gestures" and "animal cries" (Mulder and Hervey, 1972). Complex 
system is defined as a II system with combinations of [itS] elements II 
(Mulder, 1980(c):Def.4b). This system is further classified into 
unordered and ordered systems. An unordered system is defined as 
a II com plex system without ordering relations (1) between its 
elements ll (Ibid:Def.41l), e.g. "bee dance" and IItraffic signsll. 
Ordered complex system is defined as a "complex system with 
ordering relations between [itS] elements II (Ibid:Def. 4b 2). This 
system may only have a cenological (2) articulation, such as IIMorse 
code", or plerological (3) articulation such as II number writingll I or 
both cenological and plerological articulation I such as human natural 
language. 
The classification of semiotic systems outlinekbove may be 
represented by the following scheme (Mulder and Hervey I 1980 (a) ): 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
"Ordering relations ll for lIasymetrical relation between entities 
in combinations II (Mulder I 1980 (c) :Def. 6~). 
II Cenologyll for II com plex s ys tern of figurae II (Ibid:Def. 2b Ie). 
"Figurae ll for" semiotic entity which has only form" (Ibid:Def. 2b) • 
In natural language "cenology" is referred to as phonology. 
3e IIPlerologyll for IIcomplex system of signa ll (Ibid:Def. 2~ ). 
In natural language "plerology" is referred to as 'grammar'. 
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Class ification of semiotic systems 
simple 
unordered 
with a 
cenological articulation 
~ 
complex 
-I 
7e~ 
with a with both 
plerological articulation 
Mulder defines natural language as a II semiotic system with 
. . (1) 1 
a double arhculatlOn ll (Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 3c ). II Articula tion ll 
is defined in Axiomatic Functionalism as a II set of ordering relations 
between constituents in combina Hon", and a "potential for functional 
ordering of constituents II • (2) The term 'ordering' implies that the 
constituent elements of a complex cannot be termed an 'articulation' 
unless some complexes in the system may be analysed into functionally 
ordered constituents, i. e. into entities which are established as 
separately relevant to the purport of the whole. Functional ordering, 
constructional asymmetry, is the relation that exists between the 
elements in the complex in question. In English, for example, if we 
permute (cf. 4. 2.) the phonemes (3) of the complex/lip/, we get /pU/ 
(1) II Semiotic system ll for II system of conventions for communication ll 
(Mulder, 1980(c):Def.1Q). 
(2) cf. Mulder, 1968; 1969; and. Mulder and Hervey, 1980(a). 
(3) II Phoneme II for II self-contained simultaneous bundle of one or 
more distinctive features (Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 8~). 
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where both /lip/ and /pU/ have communicative potential because 
they are separately relevant. The nature of the arrangement of the 
phonemes, in each of the two complexes of phonemes, is functional. 
In other words, if two or more complexes with the same constituents 
are different, then that difference must lie in relations between the 
constituents, i. e. ordering relation. 
Other than functional ordering relations, there are simultaneous 
relations which also exist between elements in combinations, 
simultaneous relations being" symmetrical relations between entities 
in combination" (Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 61;2). This means that a 
construction is simultaneous if the way in which its constituents are 
arranged is not, in itself, separately relevant to communicative 
potential. For example, in English, it is irrelevant to qualify the 
phoneme /b/ as a bundle of features 'labial' 'occlusive', 'voiced' or 
as 'voiced', 'occlusive', 'labial' since the relations between the 
features are the same in both cases, i. e. simultaneity. (1) 
By "double articulation" Mulder means the 'grammatical' and 
the 'phonological' articulations. Grammatical articulation or syntax 
is conceived of as segmentation of complexes into functionally 
orderable constituents, i. e. articulation into elements with both form 
d . (2) an meanmg. Phonological articulation or phonotactics, on the 
(1) "Simultaneity" in Axiomatic Functionalism is opposed to "ordering". 
(2) We shall see below that, in fact, not all syntactic complexes have 
ordering relations between their constituents, co-ordination and 
inter-ordination are relations of simultaneity. 
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other hand, may be regarded as segmentation of phonological 
complexes (chains) into functionally ordered constituents, i. e. 
articulation into ordered elements with form alone. The ultimate 
atomic units of the 'grammatical' articulation, generally called the 
'firse articulation, are the II pleremes II (words), (1) while the 
ultimate atomic elements of the phonological I articulation I , generally 
called the 'second ' articulation, are the "phonemes ll (Mulder, 1969). 
'Natural language I , from the point of view of axiomatic 
functionalism, differs from other types of semiotic systems in that 
it has a fully-fledged phonology which, in turn, divided into 
phonematics, phonotactics, and para -phonotactics, (2) and a 
fully-fledged grammar which, in turn, divided into morphology, a 
syntax and a para-syntax (these sub-systems will be explained in 
h . d· .) (3) tJ. e ensuIng IScusslon. These sub-systems are circumscribed 
under 'systemology'. IIStrongly connected with these are the areas 
of phonetics, allophony and allomorphyll (Mulder, 1980 (a) ). 
Allophony and allomorphy deal with the realisational as pect of phonology 
(1) "Flereme ll for II word or grammateme ll (Mulder, 1980(c):Def. 8b; 
see also Def. 8!2.1). 
(2) The para-tactic systems, i. e. para-phonotactics and para-syntax, 
stand slightly outside the system of systems which constitutes 
language in the sense that their relation with the tactic levels, 
i.e. with phonotactics and syntax, is not that of simple interlock 
(cf. Mulder, 1980 (c), and Mulder and Hervey, 1980 (a) ). 
(3) Mulder refers to this as a • proper language'. 
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and grammar, res pectively. Natural language may be schematised 
as follows (the dotted line to read "linking"): 
allophony 
/ , 
" , 
" " 
" " , " 
Natural language 
phonetics "" , 
" ... , ... "" 
" / ........ 
, ~ 
allomorphy 
... , 
,,/ " 
" 
" 
" 
" , , 
" 
" '\ /n\~ 
phonematics phonotactics para-
phonotactics 
/~ 
morphology syntax para-
syntax 
As usually acknowledged, phonetiCs studies speech sounds 
.E!£!.. from the point of view of the 'functional' role they fulfil in 
communication, but from the point of view of their articulatory, 
acoustic and auditory properties. It, therefore, does not qualify as 
being central to the theory. It is linked to linguistics proper via 
the sign theory by the concept of "allophony". (1) That is "allophony" 
has the task of linking the systemic entities of phonology (phonological 
elements) to their phonetic forms, i. e. as signing appropriate phonetic 
value to phonological elements. 
(1) That part of phonology which deals with the study of allophones. 
"Allophones" or "phone" (formally defined as fRd) for" a particular 
phonetiC form..L member of a particular clas s of phonetic forms [ f 1, 
in its capacity of standing in a relation with a particular distinctive 
function~" (Mulder, 19 80:Def. 23~). The relation of "allophony" 
can be defined as fXRdx ,...,., fYRdx where x*, y. For more details see 
Mulder, 1980(d). 
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In natural language one finds, on both the phonological 
and grammatical levels I simple as well as complex (ordered and 
unordered) elements. Phonology and grammar I which are different 
levels must be kept strictly separated. The relation between the 
grammatical and the phonological planes is established via 
"allomorphy". This may be viewed in the following manner: an 
"allomorph" 0:- "morph" I as a member representing a sign (see 4.1) I 
is also a conjunction of a memcer of the expression and a member of 
the content of the sign concerned. It is represented formally as PRs I 
in which P is a particular phonological' form, R is a relation and ~ 
is a grammatical distinctive function Ie. g. the phonological form of 
the plural allomorph in such a word like "bus", /iz/R pl. The task of 
"allomorphy" I then I is to link the systemic entities of grammar 
(Signs) to their phonological forms I i. e. ass igning appropriate 
phonological value to grammatical elements. Moreover I "allomorphy" 
is conceived of as a companion to the whole of grammar and not to a 
particular sub-system t in the sense that all grammatical entities have 
a realisational aspect. 
As outlined above, "allophony" and "allomorphy" I in Axiomatic 
Functionalis m, constitute the realisa tional as pect of phonology and 
grammar I respectively. They ere neither sub-systems nor interlevels, 
"to call them interlevels may even be misleading, because as soon as 
we are dealing with allophones, i. e. as soon as we have brought in 
"distinctive function" I we are no longer in phonetics, but in phonology. 
Similarly, allomorphs belong to grammar, not to phonology" (Mulder I 
1980 (h) ). 
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In phonology, phonematic is defined as an unordered complex 
system whose basic elements are the distinctive features (1) which 
may combine with each other simultaneously to form phonemes in 
a language. In phonotactics, identified as an ordered complex 
system, the phonemes combine into larger ordered complexes I i. e. 
phonotagms. (2) The two sub-systems of phonematics and 
phonotactics interlock in the sense that phonematics provides 
phonotactics with the minimal phonotactic entities I the phonemes. 
The so-called interlock between these two sub-systems may be 
diagrammatically represented in the following manner: 
phonematics phonotactics 
atomic distinctive features . . ...---- phonemes 
0, 
.\ 
molecular phonemes ~ If'\; phonotagms 
In grammar I morphology is identified as an unordered complex 
system whose basic elements are the monemes. (3) Monemes are 
simple signs (4) which, by definition, may combine with each other 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
"Distinctive feature" for" minimum phonematic entity" (Mulder I 
1980 (c) :Def. 8~ 3). 
"Phonotagm" for" self-contained bundle of pos itions in phonology" 
(Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 9a). 
"Moneme" for "minimum morphological (plerematic) entityll. This 
implies" minimum gramma tical entity" (Ibid:Def. 8b 3; see also Def. 8a 3). 
- -
A simple sign is a sign which is not analysable into two, or mo:e, 
constituent signs. 
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by morphological simultaneity relations to form pleremes, Pleremes 
are simultaneous bundles of one or more monemes. Syntax is an 
ordered complex system whose basic elements are the pleremes. 
They are the minimum syntagma tic entities (Mulder and Hervey I 
1980(a)). Pleremes may combine into ordered syntactic complexes I 
syntagms, (1 ) 
With regard to the foregoing I we may conclude that the 
defining feature of morphology is that any constructional relations 
which occur in it must bel by definition I symmetrical relations I i.e, 
total absence of any potential fOr internal asymmetry, In other words I 
morphology is that grammatical system which deals with the analys is 
of signs into simultaneous bundles, The essential characteristic 
feature of syntax, on the other hand I is that constructional relations 
occurring in it are I by definition l relations between elements that 
can stand in asymmetrical relations with one another, The two sub·· 
s ys terns of morphology and syntax interlock with one another in the 
sense that the former provides the bas ic grammatical elements 
(pleremes) for the latter. This interlock may be diagrammatically 
represented in the following manner: 
morphology syntax 
atomic moneme \ ~ plereme 
molecular Plereme'" syntagm 
(1) "Syntagm" for" self-contained bundle of position in grammar" 
(Mulder l 1980(c):Def.9Q). 
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Furthermore, phonology and grammar interlock with one 
another in that the distinction between the forms of grammatical 
entities is achieved by means of the formal differences between 
phonological entities, i. e. phonology provides the phonological 
forms that are involved in the FORMS of the entities in grammar. In 
terms of entities, the parallelism between phonology and grammar 
can be expressed in this manner: the monemes in grammar are 
analogous to the distinctive features in phonology, while the pleremes 
are on a par with the phonemes, and the syntagms are, generally 
speaking, on a par with the phonotagms ~ 
As mentioned earlier, natured language also incorporates a 
para-phonotactic and a para-syntactic sub-system. The tactic 
entities of phonotactics and syntax are accompanied by para-tactic 
features. From the functional point of view, these para-tactic 
features are grouped or lumped together under the term • prosody· . (1 ) 
Mulder sums up the relation between the para-tactic and tactic levels 
in that "the tactics provide the bases for the para-tactic entities 
prod uced by para -tactic level" (cL Mulder, 1980 (g) ). 
4.5. IIPosition ll , IISyntagm ll and IISentence ll 
One of the main notions in the theory of Axiomatic Functionalism 
is the notion" pos ition ll • It is defined as II a place in which a 
(1) See (Mulder, 1980(c) :DeL16). Para-tactic features imply 
(para-phonotactic) and (para-syntactic) features. 
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syntagmatic element can stand and is substitutable for a similar 
element or for zero. One can regard it as a paradigmatic (1) point 
on the syntagmatic axis" (Mulder and Hurren, 1968:44). An 
alternative definition is "divisions within a chain, (2) such that 
in every such divis ion an entity, as an immediate constituent of 
that chain, can stand and alternate (Le. commute) with other 
entities, or with zero" (Mulder, 1980(c):Def. 7g). So, ipositionl 
is a place within a chain that can be occupied by an orderable element, 
i. e. pleremes and syntagms. Elements that can occur at the same 
place within a chain are said to commute with one another in that 
position. 
Mulder (1968:26) recognises two types of positions: the 
nuclear and peripheral pos itions. The nucleus, i. e. the entity 
filling the nuclear pos ition in a particular complex (phonotagm or 
syntagm), is the identity element of the complex concerned, and, 
therefore I cannot be replaced by zero. In contradistinction, entities 
(elements) standing in peripheral pos itions I referred to as peripheral 
entities (cf. Mulder, 1980(c):Def.13b), may be replaced by zero and, 
in such instances, they are called I expans ions I , (3) L e. pheripheral 
(1) "Paradigmatic" for "the oppositional or distinctive aspect of 
semiotic entities" (Mulder, 1980(c):Def. 7~). 
(2) "Chain" for "self-contained bundle of positions" (Ibid:Def. 9). 
(3) "Expansion" for" immediate constituent that commutes with zero" 
(Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def.13,£). For more details about nuclearity 
and peripheralness, see 4.7. 
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elements of a construction tha t may be replaced by zero. In 
phonology, Mulder recognises two types of peripheral pos itions: 
explosive, or pre-nuclear, and implos ive, or post nuclear positions 
within which further sub-positions can be established. Peripheral 
pos itions in grammar, on the other hand, differ from one syntagm to 
another, according to the type of that syntagm. For instance, four 
peripheral positions are recognised for the verbal syntagm in English. 
Those are: modal, tense, aspect, and modality (Mulder, 1980(h) ). 
In the sub-system of syntax, the notion "position" plays an 
important role, in that positions are established to account for the 
syntactic relations between entities. In other words, it is via 
pOSitions that the syntactic functions of the entities of any syntagm 
can be completely and exhaustively described. Every entity which 
occurs in a particular syntc.gm is ass igned to a position in that 
s yntagm. Therefore, in syntactic analys is it is important to 
establish the correct number of positions in the structure which 
accounts for that type of a syntagm. In the syntagm "three beautiful 
girls" in English, for example, the entities IIthree" and "beautiful", 
as they commute with zero, fill the peripheral pos itions "numeral 11 
and lIadjective ll , respectively. As it does not commute with zero, 
the entity 11 girls 11 fills the nuclear pos ition and consequently, the 
entities 11 three 11 and 11 beautiful 11 , in the syntagm in question, are, in 
terms of their function dependent on the nucleus 11 girls 11 • (1) 
(1) For more details regarding the pOSitions and types of syntagms and 
their analysis, the reader is referred to Mulder, 1980(c) and (h). 
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Mulder defines "syntagm" as "self-contained bundle of 
pos itions in grammar" or for" instance of a self-contained bundle of 
positions in grammar" (Mulder, 1980(c):Def.9b). Thus "syntagm" 
does not only refer to the descriptive model, it also refers to 
instances of the model which we encounter in the data. In syntax 
"syntagm" is the largest unit one has to consider for the establishment 
and distribution of the syntactic entities in a language. The "syntagm" 
is the model which enables the syntacticist to give an adequate and 
straightforward description. 
The maximum sign in a semiotic system such as natural 
language is a "sentence". "Sentence" is defined as "signum with 
such features that it cannot be a feature (constituent, or other feature) 
of another signum" • An alternative definition" signum such that it 
is a self-contained vehicle for conveying messages" (Mulder I 1980 (c): 
Def. 20). The" sentence", then, is not to be regarded as just an 
ordered combination of syntactic entities. It also has para-syntactic 
features such as intonation and pauses. In syntactic descriptions, it 
is the sentence-base (1) which correspond to well-formed syntagms, 
rather than the sentences themselves, that are subj ected to analys is, 
Le. a syntactic analYSiS, it can be said, is an analysis of sentence-
bases. 
(1) "Base" for" in para-tactic unit the total complex of those features 
that corresponds (on another level) to tactic entities" (Mulder, 
1980(c):Def. 20b). 
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4.6. Syntactic Relations 
In syntactic analysis, the procedure followed to establish 
the immediate constituent (1) analys is may be conducted in the 
following manner: the pleremes of a syntagm are grouped together 
with regard to the direct and indirect relations which hold between 
them. "Direct relation" is defined as "relation between constituents 
(not necessarily immediate constituents) that is not a relation via 
other constituents" (Mulder, 1980 (c) :DeLlS). This definition may 
be presented symbolically as follows: ~ is in relation to b, L e. 
aRb, and b is in relation to Q, Le. bRc, implies that~is in relation 
to c, i.e. aRc, and vice versa. We may, then, say that the relation 
aRc is via 12., and consequently aRc is not a direct relation, while in 
all other cases, i. e. aRb and bRc, it is a direct relation. In the 
sub-system of syntax, there are direct relations between peripheral 
immediate constituents and the nucleus, and between the immediate 
constituents in co-ordinative and in interordinative constructions 
(see below). 
As pOinted out above, it is via the direct and indirect relations 
holding between them, pleremes are grouped into syntagms and the 
latter into higher level syntagms, and so on. This in effect means 
that syntactic relations may obtain between pleremes as well as 
(1 ) "Immediate constituent" for" constituents that are not constituents 
of constituents within the combination in question" (Ibid:Def. 7fla). 
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syntagms, or, in fact, between pleremes and syntagms since the 
immediate constituents of one and the same chain may be a 
combination of pleremes, of syntagms, or a combination of both 
pleremes and syntagms, i. e. syntactic entities. Syntactic relations 
are defined as "tactic relations in grammar" (Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 7d 1), 
and tactic relations are defined as II constructional relations (whether 
ordering or not) between syntagmatic entities I as immediate 
constituents in combination" (Ibid:Def. 7~3). We now come to the 
question as to which of the direct and indirect relations are direct or 
indirect tactic rela tions. This in effect means that all other relations 
are I of course I non-tactic. Relations between a nucleus and a 
peripheral entity at the same level of analys is are direct tactic 
relations. Relations between peripheral entities at the same level 
of analysis are indirect tactic relations. The following diagram shows 
the types and sub-types of relations which may obtain between 
syntagmatic(1) entities in grammar, Le. syntactic entities. 
tactic non-tactic tactic non-tactic 
(1) "Syntagmatic" for "the ordering aspect of semiotic entities" 
(Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 7b). 
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To exemplify the relations shown in the above diagram, 
consider: "this butcher is selling good meat". This syntagm is a 
combination of the pleremes "this", "butcher", "is", "selling", 
"good", and "meat". The relations between: 
"this" and "butcher" 
"is" and "selling" 
"good" and "meat" 
and on the next level between: 
"this butcher" and" is selling" 
"good meat" and "is selling" 
are direct tactic relations because these relations do not hold via 
other constituents but between immediate constituents on the same 
level (cf. Mulder, 1980(c):Def.lS). On the other hand, the relation 
between "butcher" and" selling", "meat" and" selling" is a direct 
non-tactic relation. Mulder (Mulder, 1980 (c) ) explains that this 
relation may hold when the relation between the nucleus of the 
peripheral immediate constituent and the nucleus of the nuclear 
immediate constituent is not via other constituents, i.e. direct relation, 
e.g. the direct relation is between "butcher", the nucleus of the 
peripheral immediate constituent "this butcher" and "selling" the 
nucleus of the nuclear immediate constituent" is selling". In addition, 
as these two nuclei, i. e. "butcher" and" selling" I without their 
peripherals "this" and "is", respectively, are mere constituents, not 
immediate constituents in the syntagm in question, such a relation is 
direct but non-tactic relation (cf. Ibid:Def.lS). At the same time one 
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can establish indirect tactic as well as non-tactic relations between 
syntactic entities. In the syntagm in question, for example, an 
indirect tactic relation may be established between: IIthis butcher ll 
and IIgood meatll as immediate constituents. As the relation between 
IIthis butcherll and IIgood meat ll goes through II is sellingll, i.e. 
indirect relation, and since both "this butcher" and "good meat" are 
immediate constituents of the same syntagm, 1. e. they are in tactic 
rela tion with one another, therefore, we conclude that the relation 
obtained is indirect tactic relation. Indirect non-tactic relations, 
on the other hand, may be established between: 
"this" and" selling" 
"this" and "good" 
"this" and "meat" 
"butcher" and" good ll 
"butcher" and "meat" 
IIgood ll and IIselli::gll 
Concerning these relations, MuiC.er indicates that such relations are 
uninteresting, as they have just c. little or no importance in the 
syntactic analysis (d. Ibid.). 
Three sub-types of direct tactic relation may be established 
between syntactic entities: 
1. Relation of sub-ordination 
2. Relation of co-ordination 
3. Relation of inter-ordination 
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As we shall see below, the first as well as the third 
possibility entails a functional dependency relation, whereas cases 
of mutual functional independency are designated by co-ordination. 
Though axiomatic functionalism has not given a separate definition 
for "functional dependency", such definition can be theorematically 
derived from the definitions given for each of the above three types. 
Broadly speaking "functional de-;Jendency" designates the determination 
of those syntactic entities which are in direct tactic relation. Withi:l 
functional dependency between :wo immediate constituents there is a 
possibility that one constituent determines the other, for its function, 
but not vice versa, or neither of the two constituents determines the 
other for its function, or each of the two determines the other for its 
function (see below). 
1) Relation of sub-ordination or "determination" 
"Relation of sub-ordination" is defined as "direct tactic 
asymmetrical relation of functio::al dependency" • Its converse is 
super-ordination or "government" (Mulder, 1980(c):Def.ll~). An 
example which illustrates this relation is "the boy". This syntagm 
is a combination of two immedia::e constituents of which "boy" is the 
identity element, i. e. the nucle"-ls, whereas "the" is a peripheral 
element standing in a sub-ordinc::.tion relation with respect to "boy" 
since "the" depends for its func:ion on the nucleus" boy" • We can 
also say that the element "boy" is super-ordinated to the element "tte". 
In other words, "the" determines "boy", whereas "boy" governs "the". 
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The relation of sub-ordination between these two elements may be 
represented as follows: 
the ---------~) boy 
From the point of view of Axiomatic Functionalism, two types 
of sub-ordinative relation may obtain between syntactic entities: 
"disjunctive or diverse determination", and "conjunctive or parallel 
determination" • 
a. Disjunctive or diverse determination 
"Disjunctive or diverse determination" is defined as "complex 
tactic relation such that two or :nore peripheral immediate constituents 
are sub-ordinated to the same nucleus I but in different ways" (Mulder, 
1980 (c) :Def. 14~). In terms of symbols: ~Rx£ and l2.Ryc I where ~ and 
b are peripherals, c is nuclear, Rx and Ry are different tactic relations. 
This type of determination may be shown as follows (the arrow pOints 
to the element in the nuclear pos ition): 
a 
-------+-------->~c 
b 
For example, in the syntagm "Jim met Jill" the immediate constituents 
"Jim" and "Jill" are sub-ordinated to the nucleus "met". However, 
the relation of "Jim" to "met" is different from the relation of "Jill" to 
"met". This can be demonstrated by the fact that "Jim met Jill" and 
"Jill met Jim" entail two different messages but the same constituents. 
Hence I the difference lies in the relation. That is I in II Jim met Jill" 
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and "Jill met Jim" the relation in which any of the peripheral 
elements stands with respect to the nucleus in the first syntagm 
is different from the relation in which that peripheral element stands 
with respect to the nucleus in the second, i. e. we have two different 
messages. In other words, the constituents "Jim" and "Jill" belong 
to the same position class, (1) the class that stands in either the 
It 
"Subj ect", or the Obj ect" pos ition. In "Jim met Jill", the element 
"Jim" belongs to the 'subject' position-class, whereas "Jill" belongs 
to the 'objece position-class. In "Jill met Jim", "Jill" belongs to 
the 'subject' position-class, whereas "Jim" belongs to the 'object' 
position-class. Hence, we encounter diverse determination. The 
relation between the two peripheral elements and the nucleus can be 
represented as follows: 
"subj. " Jim 
----+---~ met "pred. II 
"obj • " Jill 
b. Conjunctive or Parallel determination 
"Conj unctive or parallel determination" is defined as "complex 
tactic relation such that two or more peripheral immediate constituents 
are sub-ordinated to the same nucleus, but it cannot be ascertained 
that they are so in different ways" (Ibid:Def.14l2.). An instance whic~ 
exemplifies this type of relation is the syntagm "three useful books", 
(1) "Position-class" for "A set of items which can occur in the same 
position or archi-position" (Mulder, 1968,b:1l8). 
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where "three", "useful" and "books" are its immediate constituents 0 
The governing element, i. e. the nucleus, of this syntagm is "books" 
whereas "three" and "useful" are peripheral elements, i.e. both 
of them are sub-ordinated to "books". Since it cannot be 
ascertained that the relation between each of the peripheral elements 
and the nucleus is different, as each of "three" and "useful" is from 
a distinct paradigmatic set, parallel determination is obtained. 
Moreover, the revers ibility of elements r i. e. the change of ordering 
of elements, would not lead to ;Jroducing two r or more r syntagms 
that are functionally distinct. Furthermore r "three" and "useful" 
belong to different pos ition-cla.sses. This type of relation can be 
shown by the following diagram: 
"number" threJ--~ books 
useful 
"nominal" 
"adj." 
2) Relation of Co -ord ina tion 
Mulder defines this type of relation as "direct tactic (by 
implication: symmetrical) relation of mutual functional independenc::-:1 
(Ibid:Def.lll2.). This relation way be established when two elements 
stand in a direct tactic relation to one another r and both of them are 
functionally independentr i. e. ::1either of them for its syntactic func::on 
depends on the other. In the syntagm "a big ugly pig" I for instance, 
we encounter a relation of co-ordination between the elements "big" 
and "ugly" I since both of them stand in a direct tactic relation to one 
another r moreover, neither of these two constituents is dependent :Jll the 
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other for its tactic function. That is neither "big" nor "ugly" has 
recourse to the other for the determination of its function, and both 
are ass igned to the same pos ition-class in the syntagm in question. 
In this case there is neither a nucleus nor a peripheral element. 
This relation can be symbolised as follows: 
big ~( __ 7_?"L"--__ ~"> ugly 
3) Relation of inter-ordination 
Relation of inter-ordination is defined as "direct tactic (by 
implication: symmetrical) relation of mutual functional dependency" 
(Ibid:Def.11g). Two elements are said to be inter-ordinated only 
when they stand in a direct tactic relation to one another in such a wa y 
that each of them, for its syntactic function, depends on the other. 
The s yntagm "the sooner the better" shows the type of this relation. 
The elements "the sooner" and "the better" stand in a direct tactic 
relation to one another, and each of them de pends on the other for its 
syntactic function, i.e. a mutual functional dependency is maintained 
between them. This relation can be demonstrated as follows: 
the sooner ~(-"'--------"'--")o~ the better 
In syntactic relations, three types of occurrence dependency 
are distinguished: 
1 Occurrence interdependency 
2 Unilateral occurrence independency 
3 Bilateral occurrence independency 
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1) Occurrence interdependency 
"Occurrence interdependency"or "bilateral {or mutual} 
occurrence dependency" is defined as "relation such that neither 
of the two entities in direct relation which are immediate constituents 
of a chain can occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero" 
(Ib id :Def. 12~) . What is implied in this definition can be explained 
in the following manner: if two entities are dependent on one another 
for their occurrence I therefore, both of them must be bound to one 
another. This case I it can be added, may either be a case of sub-
ordination or inter-ordination, but not of co-ordination. For example, 
in the syntagm "the child likes sweets" I the entity "likes", i.e. 
the verb, cannot occur without, i. e. depends on for its occurrence, 
the entity "sweets" I the obj ect, and vice versa. Thus, both "I ike s" 
and" sweets" are mutually depe:1dent l for their occurrence. 
2) Unilateral occurrence inc.ependency 
Mulder defines" unila tefal occurrence independency" or 
"unilateral occurrence depende:--_cy" as "relation such that one of 
two entities in direct relation w~ich are immediate constituents of a 
chain can occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero, but 
the other one cannot" (Ibid. DeL 12b). In such relation/ one of the 
two entities/ i.e. the dependent, for its occurrence/ should be an 
expans ion, while the other entity should be a nucleus I i. e. it must not 
commute with zero. In "the dogs" I for instance, the entity "the" is 
dependent for its occurrence on the entity "dogs" but not vice versa. 
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This case implies sub-ordination though not vice versa. 
3) Bilateral occurrence independency 
This relation is defined as "relation such that each of the 
two entities in direct relation which are immediate constituents of 
a chain can occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero" 
(Ibid:Def.12~). This means that when two entities of a construction 
are mutually independent, then, each of them is an expansion, Le. 
it commutes with zero. This case is always a case of co-ordination. 
For instance, in the syntagm "a nice sweet child", the entities "nice" 
and" sweet" are not dependent, for their occurrence, on each other. 
That is to say that both" nice" and" sweet" are in a relation of 
bilateral occurrence independency. In the same manner, both of 
them are not dependent, for their function, on each other which boils 
down to say that they are in a relation of co-ordination. 
4.7. "Nuclearity" and" Perior:eralnes s " 
Mulder (Mulder, 1980 (c) :Def. 13~) defines "nucleus" as 
entity in nuclear position". In. terms of symbols it is represented 
as: b ~~, [bJ ) a, a ~ b, or ~ ~ [b J I in which 
a is the nucleus. It is further added in the postulates (Ibid.) that 
"the nucleus is the 'identity-element ' [for the relation~in the chain 
in question, i. e. the tactic functions of all other elements depend on 
their relation towards the nucleus". The above definition implies that 
the nucleus, syntactically speaking, is the most important element 
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within a construction. Moreover I this definition, as well as 
other axioms and definitions in Axiomatic Functionalism, also implies 
that the concept of nuclearity is connected with the concept of 
ordering relations. One of the properties of syntactic nuclei, e.g. 
"girl" in "the girl in the office", "write" in "he writes a letter", 
"in" in "in the garden" is that they determine the distribution of 
the complex in question. The complex" the girl in the office" has 
the distribution of nominal complexes, "he writes a letter" that of 
predicative based complexes, "in the garden" that of prepositional 
constructions. Furthermore, it is implied that when a relation of 
sub-ordination is maintained between the immediate constituents of 
a syntagm no immediate constituent in the syntagm in question can be 
recognised as "nucleus" unless all other immediate constituent(s) in 
that syntagm are recognised as "peripherals". Peripheral element 
is defined as "entity in peripheral position" (Ibid:Def.13~). A 
peripheral element is sub-ordinated to the nuclear element and 
determines it, i. e. a ~ b where ~ is a peripheral and b is 
nuclear. That is, a determines b whereas l2. governs ~. 
In view of the Saussurean tenet (Saussure, 1970:120), "in 
language there are only differences", we may say that the nucleus of 
a particular syntagm is characterised by the fact that it is what the 
other immediate constituent (s) in that chain is not, i. e. the nucleus 
of a construction is negatively defined by the fact that it is not 
peripheral and vice versa. Thus, for instance, taking the s yntagm 
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"little Sheena ate the apple" to be a complex of five immediate 
constituents of which "little" is the" nucleus" 
little / Sheena / ate / the / apple 
This hypothes is may be upheld if it can be demonstrated that "little" 
occupies the nuclear pos ition, and consequently, it can be shown 
that each of the other immediate constituents in the complex in question 
is, for its function, dependent on "little". On investigation we see 
that the absence of "little" does not affect the construction" Sheena 
a te the apple", i. e. without the occurrence of "little" the above 
chain can stand as a well-formed utterance. Since the other 
immediate constituents cannot, for their function, depend on a zero 
element, that element, i. e. "li:tle" cannot occupy a nuclear positior:. 
By virtue of the same cons iderc. ~ions, the hypothes is that" Sheena" , 
"the" or "apple" is the nucleus, is refuted. This, in effect, leaves 
us with the sole alternative of recognising "ate" as the nucleus of 
the syntagm in question. The recognition of "ate" as the nucleus is 
justified for the following cons iderations: 
a. It is the constituent whicl: governs the function of the other 
immediate constituents in the syntagm. As a necessary, but not 
sufficient condition, it may be :ldded that "ate" stands in direct 
relation with the other immedic.:e constituents. 
b. It is the immediate constit:J.ent that characterises the syntagm 1:: 
question, that determines the ciistribution of the syntagm, and via 
which the syntagm in question could be related to a 'higher level' 
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immediate constituent(sL i.e. a 'higher level' syntagm. Consider: 
IIlittle Sheena ate the apple in the garden ll • 
In syntax, a distinction is made between two types of 
nuclear elements: 
1. Free nucleus 
IIFree nucleus ll is defined as "nuclear immediate constituent 
that does not require the preser:ce of a non-zero peripheral constiLe:l.t" 
(Ibid:Def.13~). In terms of sy:nbols [aJ ~ 12. where b is a free 
nucleus and [§. ] is a peripheral element that is an expansion (see 
below). Consider, for instance, the syntagm 
1I/7akala 7allai1ma/1I 'he ate meat' in Arabic 
(3MS, pf) 'eat' (the + meat) 
where the peripheral element II /7allai1ma/1I 'meat' is an expans ion, 
i. e. commutes with zero, and :he nucleus II /7akala/" (3MS, pf.) lee.:' 
is a free nucleus. 
2. Actualised or non-free nuc~eus 
IIActualisation" is defi:"'_ed as II situation in which a nuclear 
immediate constituent requires :he presence of a non-zero peripherc.l 
constituent ll (Ibid:Def .131). :t can be represented symbolically as: 
a ~ b where 12. is a non-free nucleus I and a is called a bound 
peripheral element (see below). For example, in the syntagm 
II/iubibbu 7alxubza/" 'he likes bread' in Arabic, 
(3MS I impf.) 'like' (the + bread) 
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the nucleus "/iubibbu/" (3MS,impf.) llike l cannot occur on its 
own without the presence of the peripheral element" /?alxubza/" I 
I bread I I nor, vice versa. In the above example there is mutual 
occurrence dependency ecf. Def:12~) between" /iubibbu/" and 
"/?alxubza/" • 
With regard to the peripheral elements I a distinction is also 
made between two types of peripherals: the so-called lexpans ionl 
and Ibound I. An expans ion is defined as an "immediate constituent 
that commutes with zero" (Ibid:Def.13~), in symbolS I [aJ ~ 12. I 
where is considered as an expansion. In this case the nucleus 
Ib l is a free nucleus (see above). A "bound element" or "actualizer" 
is defined as "a peripheral immediate constituent that does not 
commute with zero" (Ibid:Def.13d), in symbols ~ ~12.1 where la l 
is the bound element. In this case the nucleus Ib' is actualised or 
a non-free nucleus (see above). 
4.8. Morphological Complexes and Syntactic Complexes 
With a view to the morphology-syntax dichotomy (cf. 4. 2.), 
signs, in language, may be classified according to their degree of 
complexity as follows: 
/iq~ 
Simple ~Pl~ 
morphological complex syntactic complex 
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A simple sign (1) is a sign not analysable into two or more smaller 
constituent signs, e.g. "baby". A complex sign, (2) on the other 
hand, is a sign that can be analysed into at least two smaller 
constituent signs, e. g. "the baby" which is a complex of two 
constituents, each of which is a sign in its own right. A complex 
sign can either be morphological or syntactic. Hervey and Mulder 
(1980) define a morphological complex as "a self-contained 
simultaneous (3) bundle of two or more monemes". These monemes 
are the minimal linguistic signs. Consequently, a morphological 
complex, it can be said, is a complex sign whose constituents are, 
all, minimal signs standing in c. relation of simultaneity. A 
syntactic complex is a complex sign containing at least two 
constituent signs in a syntactic relation with one another. 
Strictly speaking I the distinction between morphological 
complexes and syntactic complexes, and, by implication, morpholog-::" 
and syntax, in axiomatic functionalism is not necessarily based on 
the distinction simultaneous versus ordering relations. While it is 
true that all morphological com;Jlexes are characterised by relations 
of simultaneity, it is not true that all syntactic complexes are 
(1) "Simple sign" for" sign not consisting of more than one moneme' 
(Hervey I 1979). 
(2) "Complex sign" for "sign consisting of more than one moneme" 
(Hervey, 1979). 
(3) What is meant by • Simultaneity' is the absence of functional 
ordering. For instance, the pa irs ("to smile", "past") and 
(" past" I "to smile") are not functionally different, but are the 
same simultaneous bundle" smiled" . 
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characterised by ordering relations. Relations of simultaneity 
also holds between constituents in syntactic combinations Ie. g. 
cases of co-ordination (cf. 4. 6). This implies that the existence 
of ordering relations between constituents in grammatical 
combinations is only a sufficient, but not necessary I condition for 
the establishment of such combinations as syntactic complexes. 
A both necessary and sufficient condition for specifying syntactic 
complexes is the existence of tactic relations (1) (cf.Def. 7c3) between 
constituents in grammatical complexes, as well as finding any 
potential for relational hierarchy or syntactic positions within the 
given grammatical complexes. 
In order to identify and to distinguish morphological complexes 
from syntactic ones I Axiomatic Functionalism provides a methodology 
of four successive conditions to establish the hypothesis that fa give::1 
complex signl' is a simultaneous bundle of the setXof monemes', 
Le. E. is a 'morphological complex'. We shall explain this 
methodology by considering the tentative morphological complex 
"dance group" . 
(1) In grammar, such relations are called syntactic relations. 
SyntactiC relations "are not necessarily syntagmatic, i. e. 
ordering, [relations] but they are between syntagmatic entities It 
(cf. Def. 7~3). Note the distinction between" syntactic" and 
II syntagmatic" relations. II Syntactic relations II are IItactic 
relations in grammar" while" Syntagmatic relations" are ordering 
relations between semiotic entities in combination ll (cf. Def. 7d 1 
and De£. 712.1 , in Mulder 1980 (c) ). -
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1 - "The complex sign P is a self-contained potential constituent". 
Commutation is the sole procedure by which we test whether 
or not a particular grammatical element is a self-contained potential 
constituent in at least one higher complex sign in the language it is 
said to belong to. Mulder (M:J.lder l 1980(c):Def. 7~2) defines 
commutation as "alternation be:ween semiotic entities (or 'zero' 
and semiotic entities) in functi~:mal opposition as immediate 
constituents I in a given contex:". For example I the identity of 
the sign "plural" in "girls" ca:-_ be established by commuting it with 
at least one other s ign l for ins:ance I II hood II or "ish II I or with its 
own absence I i. e. zero. 
A pplying the above tes-:: to our example "dance group" I we 
notice that this complex fulfils the condition of being a self-contained 
potential constituent in a higher complex sign, thus: "the fantastic 
dance group" /'--' \"bOOk l , ";:lans" I "party"} • 
2 - .. The set X cons ists of a t ~ ea s t two signs. If this were not the 
case - and a condition is tha: each constituent must be identifiable 
as a sign with a sign in at leas: one other context - then the sign E. 
could not cons istently be sa id :0 be complex" . 
Again, commutation is :he procedure by which axiomatic 
functionalists test whether or ::ot a given sign satisfies the conditior: 
of analysability into at least rNO constituent signs. In order to 
avoid pseudo-analysis I that is analysis on either intuitive grounds 
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or on features of form alone, (1) it is essential to ensure that 
commutation is conducted between constituent signs only. 
Axiomatic Functionalism stipulates a necessary condition 
which must be observed in testing for the second criterion. It 
states that II unless each of the constituents can be identified as a 
s ign, ~ of the constituents can be identified as a s ign" . (2) This 
boils down to saying that analysis with residual elements are rejected. 
To qualify as a fully-fledged sign, each constituent sign in 
a tentative complex sign must fulfil the following both sufficient and 
necessary condition: "a tentative constituent sign in a tentative 
complex sign must occur, in at least one other relationally equivalen: 
com plex sign, with the same form, or a combinatory variant of that 
form, and the same denotation or semantic role. II (3) In testing for 
this condition, all other tentative constituent signs in the complex 
sign in question, and the semantic role of the relation(s) between 
them must be held constant. 
The denotation of a cor:: ~lex sign is sa id to be a function of 
(1) For more deta ils concernir.g pseudo-analys is, the reader is 
referred to Hervey and Mdder (1980). 
(2) Hervey and Mulder, II Psec:.do-composite and Pseudo-words: 
Sufficient and Necessary Criteria for Morphological Analys is" f 
in Mulder and Hervey, The Strategy of Linguistics, 1980:125. 
3 • Ib id : 1 2 8 . 
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the denota tion of its constituent signs and the semantic role of 
the relation(s) between them. Concerning the semantic role of 
the relation(s) between immediate constituent sign in a complex 
sign, Hervey and Mulder (1980 :12 7) assert that "the denotation of 
the complex sign bears some relation to the denotation of each of 
the immediate constituents" . They (Ibid.) further assert that 
"within a complex sign, the de:1otation of each of the immediate 
constituents bears some relation, semantically speaking, to that of 
the other immediate constituendsL and, of course, vice versa". 
Now, given a complex sign 1:, -Nhich consists of the constituent 
signs ~ and 12 in some grammatical relations B., then it is possible to 
represent the complex s ign cor:~erned, with regard to semantic role 
as follows: 
a 
denotation of 
a 
denotation of 
b 
p 
R 
which bears some 
re~ation to 
which bears some 
re~ation to 
b 
denotation of 
b 
denotation of 
a 
In order to establish ~ :=.s a . valid constituent sign of the 
tentative complex sign f, we :::ust find another complex sign El, 
consisting of the constituents 2, or a combinatory variant of b, ane. 
£, which is relationally equiv2.lent to P, and in which ~ can be shown 
to commute validly(l) with.£. The same procedure can be repeated 
(1) "A valid commutation is a ~ommutation of elements in a complex in 
such a way that the complex remains well-formed and the grammatical 
relations between the imr::ediate constituents are not demonstr2.::1y 
affected" (Hervey and Mt:.lder, 1980, ft. 27:143). 
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for establishing 12. as a valid constituent sign of 1:. provided that 
there is another complex sign ~ consisting of the constituents a, 
or a combinatory variant of a, and Q., which is equivalent to f as 
to the relation between its immediate constituents, and in which 12. 
can be shown to commute validly with Q.. The above discussion may 
be schematically represented e.s follows: 
c 
denotation of 
c 
denotation of 
b 
(or its combin-
a .) atory vanant 
denotation of 
a 
denotation of 
d 
PI 
R 
whic:: bears some 
relation to 
whic:: bears some 
re~ation to 
P2 
R 
whic:: bears some 
re~3tion to 
whic:: bears some 
re~3tion to 
b (or its combinatory 
variant) 
denotation of 
b 
denotation of 
c 
d 
denotation of 
d 
denotation of 
a 
To show how the above :est works, let us launch the 
hypothesis that the tentative ::::Jrphological complex "dance group" 
consists of the constituent s i;:-_s "dance" and "group". To test 
whether or not "dance" and "group" are signs in the complex in 
question, and, by implicatioI:, whether or not this tentative 
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morphological complex itself is a complex sign, we apply the 
following commutation test: 
"dance" 
denotation of "dance" 
(a series of 
rhythmical steps and 
movements, usually 
in time to mus ic) 
denotation of "group" 
(a number of persons 
or things cons idered 
as a collective unit) 
" play" 
denotation of "play" 
(games, exercises, 
or other activities 
undertaken for 
pleasure, diversion, 
etc. ) 
denotation of "group" 
(a number of persons 
or things cons idered 
as a collective unit) 
"dance grou p" 
R 
which bears some 
relation to 
which bears some 
relation to 
Play group 
R 
which bears some 
relation to 
which bears some 
relation to 
II group" 
denotation of "group" 
(a number of pers ons 
or things cons idered 
as a collective unit) 
denotation of "dance tl 
(a series of rhythmical 
steps and movements, 
usually in time to mus ic) 
"group" 
denotation of "grouptl 
(a number of persons 
or things cons idered 
as a collective unit) 
denotation of "play" 
(games, exercises, or 
other activities under-
taken for pleasure, 
diversion, etc.) 
JldanceJl 
denotation of "dance" 
(a series of rhyth-
mical steps and 
movements, usually 
in time to mus ic) 
denotation of "hallJl 
(a large building or 
room used for 
assemblies, concerts, 
dances, etc.) 
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dance hall 
R 
which bears some 
relation to 
which bears some 
relation to 
Jlhall Jl 
denota tion of "hall" 
(a large building or 
room used for 
assemblies, concerts, 
dances, etc.) 
denotation of Jldance" 
(a series of rhythmical 
steps and movements, 
usually in time to 
mus ic) 
The above test demonstrates that the requirements for the 
identification of the tentative morphological complex "dance groupll 
as a complex sign which consis"::s of the constituent signs IIdance ll 
and IIgroupll are fulfilled. 
3 - liThe set ~ contains only simple signs. Monemes are all simp~e 
signs (though not vice versa), =.nd therefore any complex containing =.t 
least one constituent which is ~:self a complex sign, cannot be 'a 
simultaneous bundle of monemes I, by definition. This requirement 
could be restated as a requirer..snt that the immediate constituents 0: 
a 'morphological complex' shoL~d at the same time be its ultimate 
constituents II . 
According to this condiC::'on, the immediate constituents of a 
morphological complex are, by requirement, not allowed to be complex 
signs. In other words, the imoediate constituents of a morphologicc.l 
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complex can not be further analysed into other smaller constituents, 
i. e. they must be its ultimate g-rammatical constituents. 
It m us t be noted, howe ver, that if all the immed ia te 
constituents of a particular cor::plex sign are demonstrably simple 
signs, i. e. ultimate constituents, that complex does not qualify as 
a morphological complex withot.:t applying the fourth and final criterion. 
This is due to the fact that it is possible to find syntactic complexes 
in which the immediate constit:.:.ents are all Simple signs. 
If we apply the commut=.tion test, by which this hypothesis is 
tested, to the duly established complex sign "dance group", we find 
that none of its immediate cons:ituents, "dance" and "group", can ::::e 
further analysed into two or more smaller signs. At this stage, we 
can neither establish the complex sign in question as a syntactic 
complex, nor can we establish it as a morphological complex. 
4 - "The members of the set ~ (of simple signs) all stand in a relation 
of morphological simultaneity to one another in the complex sign £. 
The other alternative, which is that at least two members of the set ~{ 
are not simultaneous in £1 im;:l:.es that they must stand in syntactic 
pOSitions in that complex, which, in turn, implies that the complex ? 
is a 'syntactic complex', and :::ereby directly refutes the hypothes is 
that P is a 'morphological com;:~ex'. " 
By virtue of this conditL:m, we have to determine whether the 
relation holding between the cO::1stituent signs of a given complex is 
morphological or syntactic. According to Hervey and Mulder (1980), 
relations of simultaneity, cannot be pos itively or directly proved to 
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hold in a construction. Consequently, the axiomatic functionalists 
methodology for establishing whether or not a complex sign is a 
morphological complex is based on "attempting to find, and finding 
or failing to find, evidence of syntactic relations between the constituents 
of a complex sign" (Ibid:13l). The following procedure is employed: 
We hypothes ise that a complex sign is a morphological complex, i. e. 
a simultaneous bundle of its constituents, and then we attempt to 
refute this hypothesis by trying to produce evidence of syntactic 
relations within the complex itself. If the hypothesis is not refuted 
then the complex as it stands is cons idered to be morphological. 
In attempting to refute t~e hypothes is that a particular complex 
Sign is a morphological complex, Axiomatic Functionalism proposes t-NO 
tests: 
1. Reversibilitv, i. e. "Permutation", and 
2. Commutation with a svntao::1. 
rl 
The revers ibility or permutation test 
The significance of this :est lies in the point that if, by 
permutation, it can be shown ttat the constituents of a complex sig:: 
stand in a relation of functional as ymmetry to each other, i. e. orderi:1g 
relation, then this is sufficier::, though not necessary, proof for 
demonstrating that the complex in question is a syntactic, and, 
therefore/not a morphological complex. Now given a complex sign'£, 
which consists of the constituents a and b. If by reversing the 
constituents a and b in the complex sign'£, while holding the relation 
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constant, we arrive at a complex£]; which is demonstrably different 
from l' , then this is sufficient for regarding the complexJ.> as 
syntactic, and not morphological. 
If, however, the attempted test of permutation is not satisfied / 
i. e. if the reversibility of the constituents does not produce a 
functionally different complex! it does not follow that the complex 
sign in question is a morpholcgical complex. As has been mentioned 
above, the demonstration of ordering relations between the constitue!1ts 
of a given complex sign is or:~y a sufficient/ and not a necessary, 
condition for establishing the ::omplex in question as a syntactic 
complex. For this reason Ee~eY and Mulder (Ibid.) set up another 
criterion, commutation with 2. 3 yntagm, which is both sufficient and 
necessary for the identificati'::1 of syntactic complexes. 
Commutation with a svntaam :est 
The procedure of cor::::::ltation with a syntagm may be summec. 
up as follows: we try to co::::::ute at least one of the immediate 
constituents~, of a given c.::::plex sign ~ with a syntagm Q, while 
holding the rest of the conte;c constant. If it becomes evident that 
the syntagm Q.. stands in a ;:o~ ition with QI the other constituent s ig:: 
of the given complexb the:: :...~e commutation test is a valid one, i. e. 
this is sufficient proof that :::'e complex sign in question is syntactic 
and ~ morphological. Ho':;ever, only if the following both sufficient 
and necessary criterion is 32.::'sfied, we can conclude that a given 
complex sign is a morpholog'ic3.l complex (Ibid:135): 
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"p is a simultaneous bundle of monemes a and b 
(simple signs), if and only if none of the constituents 
(from immediate 1£ ultimate) ~ P, nor any of the 
constituents (from immediate !2..ultimate) of any 
valid commutant of a .2!:.. b in P, stands demonstrably 
in a pos ition with res pect to any other constituent 
in the same complex. " 
On the basis of what has been said above, we can conclude 
that whenever internal evidence of syntactic relations within a given 
complex sign exists, then, the complex in question is a syntactic 
complex. If, on the other hand, we cannot demonstrate that there 
is internal evidence within a given complex sign, then, the complex 
in question is a morphological complex. 
Let us now apply the above testing procedure to our potential 
complex sign "dance group". By reversing the ordering of the 
constituents "dance" and "group" in this complex, we get the complex 
sign "group dance". The identity of both "dance" and "group" is 
kept constant in the two distinct complexes "dance group" and "grou;: 
dance" • The difference between the two complexes in question, is 
a matter of the relations that hold between the constituents of each 
of them. That is to say, the relation between "dance" and "group" 
in "dance group" is functionally different from the relation between 
"group" and "dance" in "group dance". This constitutes sufficient 
proof that the complex "dance group" is a syntactic and not a 
morphological complex. 
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By applying the 'commutation with a syntagm' test (1) 
to the complex sign "dance group" we can show that the constituent 
sign IIdance" commutes with the syntagm "song and dance" to 
produce the functionally different complex sign" song and dance 
group". In this complex sign the immediate constituents are 
song and dance / / group 
and on the next level of analys is "song and dance" has the immediate 
constituents 
song / / and dance 
At a yet lower level of analysis !land dance" may be further analysed 
into the immediate constituents 
and / / dance 
This demonstration shows that on the lowest level of analysis the 
immediate constituents lIand ll and "dance" stand in separate syntactic 
positions. Consequently, on the next higher level, the immediate 
constituents "song ll and II and dance ll stand, also in separate s yntac::ic 
positions. On the highest level of analysis II song and dance" stanc:s 
in syntactic relation with respect to the constituent IIgroupll. Since 
we have a valid commutation between IIdance ll in IIdance/groupll and 
II song and dance ll in II song and dance/groupll, therefore, the complex 
sign IIdance groupll is a syntactic complex. 
(1) It should be noted that the above test is actually sufficient proof 
that the complex in question is syntactic. However, we contim.:e 
to the second test, i.e. 'commutation with a syntagm', for the 
purpose of clarification of the methodology. 
PART --':'WO 
CHAPTER V 
THE VERB: MORPHOLOGICAL OR SYNTACTIC COMPLEX 
The aim of this chapter is to hypothesise that an adequate 
description involves recognising a set of verbs which are complex 
pleremes, i. e. morphological complexes (1) in Arabic. The hypothes is 
tentatively advanced takes the form that each member of the set of 
the complex pleremes presented in the sections below might be a 
combination of the following monemes. 
1 - the verb-root moneme (a verb-root), 
2 - One of the Gender monemes (masculine or feminine, or neither, i. e. Zero), 
3 - One of the Number monemes (singular, dual or plural), 
4 - One of the Person monemes (third, second or first), 
5 - One of the Aspect monemes (perfective or imperfective), 
6 - One of the Voice monemes (active or pas s ive). 
For each complex plereme presented in this description, tests 
were performed according to a methodology cons isting of a step-by-ste~ 
application of four successive criteria stipulated by Axiomatic Functior:alist 
theory. These tests were deSigned for the identification of morphological 
(1) "Morphological com plex" for II com plex plereme" • "A com plex 
plereme (i. e. a complex word or a complex grammateme) is a 
morphological complex as opposed to a syntactic complex". 
A complex grammatical entity is either morphologically complex 
or syntactically complex (Mulder, 1980 (c) :De£. 8b2) . 
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complexes as opposed to syntactic complexes (cf. part I, chapter IV). 
In order to achieve the a im of our analys is, let us take, for 
instance, the tentative complex II /rasama/" (3MS, pf.) 'draw' and 
hypothes ise that this complex is a s imultateous bundle of monemes. 
This hypothes is, to be a valid one, implies that" /rasama/" (3MS I pf.) 
'draw' must satisfy the following criteria: 
a. It must be a self-contained ootential constituent in grammar 
To determine whether "/rasama/" (3MS, pf.) 'draw' is a self-
contained potential constituent in grammar or not, we try to commute 
it with other constituents in the same context. Thus, for instance, ic 
the context /--- 7alualadu 7attuffafiata/ 'the boy ---the apple! I 
we find that" /rasama/" is a self-contained potential constituent since 
it validly commutes with "/7akala/" (3MS,pf.) leat', "/qa!afa/" 
(3MS,pf.) 'pick'; consider 
1. /rasama 7alualadu 7attuffatata/ 'the boy drew the apple' 
(3MS, pf.) Idraw l (the + boy) (the + apple) 
2. /7akala 7alualadu 7attuffan.ata/ 'the boy ate the apple' 
(3MS, pf.) I eat' (the + boy) (the + apple) 
3. /qatafa 7alualadu 7attuffiihata/ 'the boy picked the a pple ' 
(3MS,pf.) 'pick ' (the + boy) (the + apple) 
b. It contains at least two signs 
According to the second criterion, a self-contained potential 
grammatical constituent qualifies as a complex sign if it contains at 
least two constituent signs. The test by which we decide whether a 
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particular potential grammatical constituent is a complex sign or a 
simple one is commutation. Thus, to establish the constituent signs 
of the self-contained poten tial grammatical constituent II /rasama/ II 
(see above), we first hypothesise that it is a complex sign containing 
the constituent signs of the categories Verb-root, Gender I Number I 
Person l Aspectl and Voice. These constituents should be commutable 
with other entities of the same category in the same context. By 
a pplying the commutation test to the constituent signs I we obta in 
paradigms of the commutant signs. Each paradigm can be labelled I 
in res pect to their commutant signs, after the category which holds its 
label l Le. the paradigms of Verb-root I Gender l Number l Person l Aspect, 
and Voice. In testing the hypothes is concerning the moneme identity I 
we find that there is a constant correlation of difference of form with a 
difference of denotation in each separate commutation in each paradigm. 
In other words, as a result of commutation there is a functional difference 
between the commutant signs within a particular paradigm I that is, a 
different message is conveyed when commuting one sign with another 
in the same paradigm. In what follows, we propose to give a brief 
discussion of the commutation of the tentative signs of each paradigm 
separately. 
1) The Verb-root parad igm 
This paradigm contains the verb-root signs. The so-called 
verb-roots are recognised as signs because they are opposed to each 
other in the same context. As is already known (see part I, chapter N), 
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we shall commute only the verb-roots given in the paradigm of the Verb-
root while keeping the rest of the constituent signs constant. (1) 
Usually in commutations I all constituent signs of a particular 
entity must be commuted; but because we have allocated a separate 
section for the discussion of the signs of each paradigm, we shall 
commute only the signs of the paradigm being discussed in the section 
concerned. By the end of these separate discuss ions, we shall have 
all the constituent signs of "/rasama/" commuted. 
Verb-root (2) 
vr 
a) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-a/ (3) = /rasama/ (3MS, pf.) 'drawl 
vr 
b) /7-k-l-/ /-a-a-a/ = /7akala/ (3MS, pf.) 'eat' 
vr 
c) /q-~-f-/ /-a-a-a/ = /qa~afa/ (3MS, pf.) 'pick' 
vr = verb-root 
A pplying the test of commutation, it is found that the mes sage 
conveyed by (a) is different from the message conveyed by (b) or (c). 
That is, there is a functional difference between (a), (b) and (c). In 
addition, it is also found that there is a constant correlation of differe::1ce 
(1) Note that in this chapter we establish the sign of each paradigm, 
whereas the allomorphs of each sign will be presented in cha pter six. 
(2) The categories' labels are written with initial capital letters while 
the labels of the monemes are written with small ones. 
(3) For the moment we do not analyse /-a-a-a/, but note that as a sign 
it denotes II perfective, active, 3rd person I masculine and singular. II 
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of form with a difference of denotation. Consequently, each of the 
verb-roots in (a), (b) and (c) res pectively can be identified as a sign. 
As far as the paradigms of Gender, Number and Person are 
concerned, we are going to launch two hypotheses. The first 
hypothes is is to cons ider each sign of the Gender, Number and Person. 
paradigms as a separate and dis~inct sign. The second hypothesis 
states that the gender I number and person of a relevant complex 
plereme is one sign, for example, the sign "third person, feminine, 
dual" of the complex "/rasamat~/" (3FD, pf.) 'draw', whose allomorpr: 
is represented phonologically as lata/. 
In order to demonstrate :~e refutability of one of the above twc 
hypotheses, we shall give relevant examples from the data and carry 
out the commutation for both hy;:otheses. From the discussion that 
follows, it will be shown that -.'Ie opt for the first hypothesis, i.e. 
that "first person", "second pe1:"son", "third person", "feminine", 
masculine", "singular", "dual" I and "plural" are distinct and separa:e 
Signs. It must be noted at this juncture, that all signs, retained in 
either the first or the second hT;::othes is, are identified as signs in 
terms of the tests performed. ','Ie have refrained from spelling out 
the demonstration for each of 'C[:e Signs under consideration in the mai:1 
body of this chapter as its incL.:s ion would make for cumbersome, if 
not tedious, reading. 
i-Commutation of "feminine" and "masculine" in the context of 
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"third person" ,"aotive 14 , "perfective" and "imperfective". (1) 
Verb-root Person Gender Number Aspect Voice 
vr 3rd f d pf act 
) /r-s -m-/ /-a-/ /-t-/ /-a/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ _ "/rasamafa/" 
- (3FD, pf.) 'draw' a 
b 
vr 3rd m d pf act 
(2.) 
) /r-s-m-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ _ .. /rasama/" 
- (3MD, pf.) Idraw' 
vr == verb-root, f == feminine, 3rd == third person, d == dual, pf == perfective, 
act == active, m == masculine. 
Verb-root Person Gender Number As pect Voice 
vr 3rd f d impf. act 
a) /r-s-m-/ /t-/ /t-/ /-ani/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ _ "/tarsumani/" 
- (3FD, impf) 'draw' 
vr 3rd m d impf. act 
/r-s-m-/ /i-/ /i-/ /-ani/ /-a--~-/ /-a--u-/ b) _ "/iarsumani/" 
- (3MD,impf) 'draw' 
vr == verb-root, f == feminine, m == masculine, 3rd == third person, 
d == dual, impf = imperfective/ act = active. 
ii - Commutation of the "3rd/ f/ dual" in the context of the "active", 
"perfective" and" imperfective" . 
(1) For the identification of the signs" perfective", II imperfective" , 
and "active", see the discussion in section 5 of this chapter. 
(2) Note that /a/ is an amalgamated phonological form of the 
allomorphs of the "third person", "feminine", and "dual" signs. 
See chapter VI of realisation. 
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Verb-root Person, Gender, Number Aspect Voice 
vr 3rd, f, d pf act 
a) /r-s-m-/ fatal /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ _"/rasamata/" 
- (3FD, pf) 'draw' 
vr 3rd, m, d pf act 
/r-s-m-/ /-a/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ b) _ "/rasama/" 
- (3MD, pf) 'draw' 
vr = verb-root, (3rd, f, d) = third person, feminine, dual, 
pf = perfective, act = active, (3rd, m, d) = third person, masculine, dual. 
Verb-root Pers on, Gender, Number Aspect Voice 
vr 3rd, C d impf act 
a) /r-s-m-/ /t __ ani/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ _ II /tarsumani/a 
- (3FD, im pf) 'draw' 
vr 3rd, m, d impf act 
/r-s-m-/ /i __ ani/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ b) _"/I.arsumani/" 
- (3MD, impf) 'draw' 
vr = verb-root, impf = imperfective, act = active, (3rd, f, d) = third 
person, feminine, dual, (3rd, m, d) = third person, masculine, dual. 
The above illustration supports the first hypothes is which 
considers the distinctiveness of each sign within the paradigms of 
Gender, Number and Person. This decis ion is taken on the bas is that 
this hypothesis is more consistent, adequate and simpler than the second 
alternative. This can be clearly demonstrated in the following manner. 
If we consider "/ata/" as a simple sign representing "third person, 
feminine, dual" of the complex" /rasamata/", then, we cannot 
commute any tentative part of the sign in question. This cannot be done 
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while keeping the other tentative constituent signs constant, because 
if the commutation is possible the sign in question, Le. II/ata/II , 
would not be s im pIe but a com plex sign. In other words, the 
commutation of the entity /t/, for instance, of the 1I3rd, f, d ll sign 
in "/rasamata/1I (3FD,pf) 'draw' as opposed to /5./ in /rasama/ (3MD, 
pf) Idraw D while keeping the /a/ and /a/ of /ata/ constant is 
incons istent with the simple sign hypothes is. 
2) The Gender paradigm 
This paradigm contains two signs labelled as "masculine ll and 
IIfeminine ll. Both of them are regarded as signs because they can be 
opposed to each other in the same context. Commutations are given 
below wherein the masculine and the feminine are commuted while the 
rest of the tentative constituents, in the complex sign in question, 
and the semantic imports of the relations between them are kept constant. 
Verb-root Gender Number Person Aspect Voice 
vr m s 2nd pf act 
} /r-s-m-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-t-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ _ "/rasamta/" 
- (2MS, pf) 'd:aw' a 
vr f s 2nd pf act 
b ) /r-s-m-/ /-i/ /-v /-t-/ I-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ _ "/rasamti/" 
- (2FS, pf) 'draw' 
vr = verb-root, m = masculine I f =feminine, 2nd = second person, 
pf = perfective, act = active. 
Analogous to the above case (cf. section 1), commutation produces 
two different messages. Thus, we establish the signs "masculine" and 
. " feminine. 
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It should be noted, however, that there is no opposition 
between 'masculine' and 'feminine ' in the context of the first person 
singular, first person plural or second person dual in the verb. 
3) The Number paradigm 
Within this paradigm, three signs are recognised: II singular" , 
IIdual" and "plural li • Similar to the previous cases, their identification 
as signs is due to the functional difference between them. Cons ider 
the following commutation: 
Verb-root Gender Number Person Aspect Voice 
vr f s 3rd pf act 
) /r-s-m-/ /-t/ /_a)l) /-a/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ _ "/rasamat/" 
- (3FS, pf) I dra Wi a 
vr f d 3rd pf act 
b ) /r-s-m-/ /-t-/ /-a/ /-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ _ "/rasamata/" 
- (3FD, pf) Idraw l 
vr f pI 3rd pf act 
) /r-s-m-/ /-na/ /_na)2) /-na/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ c _ II /rasamna/'. 
- (3FP, pf) Idraw' 
vr = verb-root, f = feminine, s = singular, d = dual, pl = plural, 
3rd = third person, act = active, pf = perfective. 
The above test establishes three distinct signs because the 
message conveyed by each entity is different from that of the other two 
entities. 
(1) Note that /a/ is an amalgamated phonological form of the allomo["~hs 
of the "s ingular" and "third person ll signs. See chapter VI on 
realisation. 
(2) Note that /na/ is an amalgamated phonological form of the allomorphs 
of the IIfeminine ll , IIpluralli and IIthird person ll signs. See chapter VI 
on realisation. 
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4) The Person paradigm 
Three signs are identified within the person paradigm as a 
result of the functional oppos ition between them in the same context: 
"first person" I "second person" and "third person" • The test of 
commutation is conducted in the following manner: 
Verb-root Gender (1 ) Number Person Aspect Voice 
vr s 1st pf act 
a) /r-s-m-/ /-u/ /-t-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ " /rasamtu/" 
- (IS, pf) 'draw' 
vr m s 2nd pf act 
/r-s-m-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-t-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ b) _ "/rasamta/" 
- (2MS, pf) 'draw' 
vr m s 3rd pf act 
/r-s-m-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ c) "/rasama/" 
- (3MS I pi) 'draw' 
vr = verb-root, m = masculine lIst = first person, 2nd = second 
person I pf = perfective, act = active I s = singular. 
Commutation establishes three different signs, wherein the mes sage 
conveyed by (a) is different from that of either (b) or (c) and vice versa. 
In other words there is a functional distinction between (a), (b), and (c). 
5) The Aspect and Voice paradigms (2) 
The main point which faces US in dealing with the Aspect and 
Voice paradigms is whether these two paradigms are distinct paradigms 
(1) Due to the fact that there is no opposition between the "masculine" 
and the "feminine" signs in the context of the first person and singular, the 
Gender paradigm in (a) is left empty. 
(2) We present the 'Aspect' and 'Voice l paradigms in one section in 
order to convince the reader that there are two paradigms: lAs pectl 
and 'Voice ' I and.ill21 one paradigm of lAs pect-Voice I • 
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or not. If we regard lAs pect-Vo ice ' as one paradigm, then we may 
establish the following entities: "perfective active" I "perfective 
passive", "imperfective active", and" imperfective passive". This 
may be supported by the following commutation tests: 
Commutation of "perfective active" and "perfective passive" 
in the context of "verb-root" . 
Verb-root Aspect-Voice Person 
vr pf-act 3rd 
a ) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ == "/rasama/" (3MS, pf-act) Idraw' 
vr pf-pass 3rd 
b \ /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-a/ == "/rus ima/" (3MS I pf-pass) Idrewl 
Commutation of "imperfective active" and" imperfective pass ive" 
in the context of "verb-root" 
Verb-root Aspect-Voice Person 
vr impf-act 3rd 
a ) /r-s-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-u/ == "/iarsumu/" (3MS, impf-act) I ::l.raw' 
vr impf-pass 3rd 
b ) /r-s-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u/ == "/iursamu/" (3MS I impf-pass) 'draw' 
ISS 
Commutation of "perfective active" and" imperfective active" 
in the context of "verb-roof' • 
Verb-root As pect-Voice Person 
vr pf-act 3rd 
a ~ /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-j /-a/ = "/rasama/" (3MS, pf-act) 'drawl 
vr impf-act 3rd 
b ) /r-s-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-u/ = "/iarsumu/" (3MS, impf-act) Idraw' 
Commutation of "perfective passive" and "imperfective passive" 
in the context of "verb-root" . 
Verb-root Aspect-Voice Person 
vr pf-pass 3rd 
a) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-a/ = "/rus ima/" (3MS, pf-pass) 'draw' 
vr impf-pass 3rd 
b) /r-s-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u/ = "/iursamu/" (3MS, impf-pass) 'draw' 
Alternatively, if we treat As pect and Voice as separate paradigms, 
then we may establish the following entities as signs" perfective" , 
"imperfective", "active", and "passive". This is supported by the 
following commutation tables: 
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Commutation of "active" and "passive" in the context of "perfective". 
Verb-root Aspect Voice Person 
vr pf act 3rd 
a) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ = "/rasama/" (3MS, pCact) 'draw' 
vr pf pass 3rd 
b) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-a/ = "/rusima/" (3MS, pf, poss) 'draw· 
Commutation of "active" and "passive" in the context of "imperfective". 
Verb-root Aspect Voice Person 
vr impf act 3rd 
a) /r-s-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /-u/ = "/iarsumu/" (3MS,impf,act) 'draw' 
vr impf pass 3rd 
b) /r-s-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /-u/ = "/iursamu/" (3MS, impf, pass) 'draw' 
Commutation of "perfective" and "imperfective" in the context of "active". 
Verb-root Aspect Voice Person 
vr pf act 3rd 
a) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ = "/rasama/" (3MS, pf,act) Idraw' 
vr impf act 3rd 
b) /r-s-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /-u/ = "/iarsumu/" (3MS, impf, act) Idraw' 
Commutation of 'perfective" and "imperfective" in the context of "passive". 
Verb-root Aspect Voice Person 
vr pf pass 3rd 
a) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-a-/ = "/rusima/" (3MS, pf, pass) 'draw' 
vr impf pass 3rd 
b) /r-s-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /-u/ = "/iursamu/" (3MS, impf, pass) 'draw' 
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The first solution appears to be preferable to the second 
solution because of the complete amalgamation in form between what 
are regarded as separate entities inter-paradigmatically under the 
second solution as shown in the four last tables above. Under the 
first solution "perfective-active" , for example, must be a simple sign. 
For this solution to be acceptable it must be the case that no complexity 
on the level of signs can be established within this sign. However, 
this is not the case, as it is possible to show that the tentative members 
of "perfective-active", i.e. "perfective" and "active" can each 
separately commute with another sign while the other member is held 
constant. The following tables demonstrate this point: 
perfective 
imperfective 
perfective 
imperfective 
active 
passive 
active 
passive 
active 
active 
pass ive 
pass ive 
perfective 
perfective 
imperfective 
imperfective 
The above demonstration shows that Aspect and Voice cannot be 
regarded as one paradigm, but as two distinct, i.e. separate, paradigms. 
In what follows we are going to establish the signs of the iAspect' and 
'Voice' paradigms. 
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5 • 1 The As pect parad igm 
In cha pter two I we have mentioned that the category of verb 
in MSA consists of two basic forms: I perfective I and I imperfective I • 
The I perfective I denotes a complete action. For instance "/rasama/" 
(3MS, pf) 'draw' expresses completeness of the action of 'drawing' due 
to the occurrence of the perfective sign (see below) which has, in this 
case, an allomorph of the phonological form /-a-a-/. The 
uimperfective ' I on the other hand, denotes an incompleted action. 
For example "/iarsumu/" (3MS, impf) 'draw' expresses the incompleteness 
of the action of 'drawing' owing to the occurrence of the IJimperfective" 
sign (see below) which has, in this case I the allomorph of the 
phonological form /-a--u-/. 
From the foregoing I let US launch the hypothesis that the Aspect 
paradigm consists of the constituent signs "perfective" and "imperfective". 
To test whether or not "perfective" and "imperfective" are signs, we 
a pply the commutation procedure by which axiomatic functionalists 
establish the identity of a given sign. The identification of the 
"perfective" and the" imperfective" as signs depends on the functional 
oppos ition between them as constituents in the same context. In the 
table below, the process of commutation is applied for the • perfective 1 
and the I imperfective I only while keeping the other constituent signs in 
the complex in question constant. 
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Verb-root Aspect Person Gender Number 
vr pf 3rd f d 
/r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-/ /-t/ /-a/ _ "/rasamata/" 
- (3FD I pf) Idraw' a) 
vr impf 3rd f d 
b) /r-s-m-/ /-a--u-/ /t-/ /t_)l) /-ani/ _ "/tarsumani/" 
- (3FD I impf) Idraw l 
The above test demonstrates that there is a functional difference 
between (a) and (b), i. e. we have two different messages. It also 
demonstrates that there is a constant correlation of difference of form 
with a difference of meaning. Consequently" perfective" and 
"imperfective" are identified as signs. 
5. 1 . 1 . The ide ntity of the " im perfective" sign 
The aim of this section is to decide whether we are dealing 
with one sign" imperfective" I which has been set up above I or with 
homonymous signs. 
Regarding homonymy, Axiomatic Semantics offers theoretically-
based solutions in as much as Denotational Theorem I (D.T.I) I 
Denotational Theorem II (D. T. II) and Denotational Theorem III (D. T. III) 
are used to establ ish sign identity in linguistic descriptions. In what 
follows, we shall proceed to a ;xief expos ition of (D. T. II) which is 
used here to solve the problem under consideration. (2) 
(1) Note that /t/ is an amalgamated phonological form of the allomorphs 
of the "third person" and "feminine" signs. 
(2) For a detailed discussion regarding these theorems, the reader is 
referred to Hervey (l979:pp. 67-73). 
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Axiomatic Semantics states that: "Respective subclasses of 
one and the same form class do not belong to separate signs, unless 
the denotation classes of these signs to which they are assigned, are 
non-intersecting classes" (Hervey, 1979:69). This theorem can be 
paraphrased as stating that homonymous signs cannot have overlapping 
denotation classes. (1) D.T.II is built on the assumption that the 
hypotheses of homonymy excludes the existence of any close 
"relatedness" in meaning between two putative homonyms. If it so 
ha ppens that the denotation clas ses of putative homonyms are related, 
these denotation classes cannot therefore be regarded as disjunct 
denotation classes. Rather they would have to be cons idered as 
continuous in one and the same denotation class. 
As far as the category of verb in MSA is concerned, we have 
pOinted out in chapter N that the imperfective in the language in 
question may correspond to habituality, progress iveness or futurity. 
For example, it is not possible to know whether "/iarsumu/" (3MS,impf) 
'draw' denotes a habitual action of drawing or refers to a progress ive 
action of drawing, or that the ac::ion of drawing will take place some 
time in the future. In fact" /iarsumu/" out of context is ambiguous 
in the sense that it admits of three interpretations, L e. the context is 
the crucial pOint in deciding the intended situation. In other words, 
"/iarsumu/" (3MS, impf) 'draw' may correspond to three English 
(1) "Denotation class" for Ita class of denotata corresponding to one 
sign (Le. to a class of equivalent utterances)", (cf.Ibid:60). 
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translations: Ihe draws I, Ihe is drawing I and Ihe will drawl. Thus, it 
might be suggested that this case represents indeterminacy. However, 
we should not allow the above translations to distort our data, because 
the I imperfective I in MSA, in itself, i. e. out of context, refers to the 
information-value of luncompleted action I, whether that action denotes 
habituality, progressiveness or futurity. 
To come back to the a im of this section and for the sake of 
argument, let us take a concrete example from the data such as "/iaktubu/" 
(3MS, impf) Iwrite l and advance the hypothes is that the respective 
subclasses of "/iaktubu/" belong to three different, i. e. separate, signs. 
The three signs in question have the sign" imperfective", whose 
phonological form is /-a--u-/, as one of their constituent Signs. 
Consequently, we have three different signs" im perfective II with the 
phonological form /-a--u-/, i. e. homonyms. That is, the form class (1) 
/a--u/ belongs to three separate signs. On the other hand, the 
denotation class of the first sign II imperfective II is equivalent to a 
Ihabitual, uncompleted actionl (roughly: he writes), the denotation class 
of the second sign "imperfective" is equal to a Iprogressive uncompleted 
actionl (roughly: he is writing), whereas the denotation class of the third 
sign" imperfective ll is equivalent to an uncompleted action in the future 
(roughly: he will write). 
(1) IIForm class II , for "a class of formally Similar utterances ll (c£'Hervey, 
1979:60). 
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Since the class of 'uncompleteness' is common to the above 
three denotation classes of the II imperfective" sign, they can be 
seen to intersect and therefore rule out our hypothes is that the form 
class /-a--u-/, i.e. "imperfective" belongs to three different signs. 
In other words, D.T.II prevents US from setting up the hypothesis 
affirming the separate identities of three" imperfective" signs in MSA. 
The refutation of the hypothes is in question leaves us with the 
conclusion that there is only one Sign "imperfective" in MSA. 
5.2. The Voice paradigm 
It has been pointed out in (2.2.5.3) that the verb category in 
MSA incorporates two voice forms: 'active ' and ipass ive i . Each of 
them could be used with the form.s of 'perfective ' and 'imperfective'. 
For example, "/rasamata/" (3FD t pf,act) 'draw ' t "/rusimata/" (3FD, 
pf, pass) 'draw' , and "/tarsumani/" (3FD, impf, act) 'draw', "/tursamani/" 
(3FD, impf, pass) 'drawl. 
Analogous to the above cases "active" and "passive" are 
identified as signs because the~7 are opposed to each other. In the 
following commutation the II active II and the II pass ive" are commuted 
with each other while holding the context constant. 
Verb-root Voice Aspect Person Gender Number 
vr act pf 3rd f d 
a ) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ /-t-/ /-a/ 
vr pass pf 3rd f d 
b ) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-a/ /-t-/ /-a/ 
_ /rasamata (3FD, pf, 
- act) 'draw! 
_ "/rus ima63:/" (3FD t 
- pf, pass) 'draw' 
a) 
b) 
Verb-root Voice Aspect 
vr act impf 
/r-s-m-/ /-a--u-j /-a--u-
vr pass impf 
/r-s-m-/ I-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ 
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!Person Gender 
3rd f 
/ /t-/ /t-/ 
3rd f 
/t-/ /t-/ 
Number 
d 
/-ani/ 
d 
/-ani/ 
_ 'Ytarsumani/" (3FD, 
- impf, act) 'draw' 
_ "/tarsumani/" (3FD, 
- impf, pass) 'draw· 
vr = verb-root, pf = perfective I impf = imperfective I act = active, 
pass = passive l 3rd = third person l f = feminine, d = dual 
The above test manifests a functional oppos ition between (a) and 
(b)1 and therefore, we establish two signs "active" and "passive". 
Looking back at the above tables I we find that the allomorphs of 
the "perfective" and the "active" signs have one phonological form 
/-a-a-/as in "/rasamata/" (3FD / Pf) 'draw'; the "perfective" and the 
"passive" have also one phonological form /-u-i-/ as in "/rusimata/" 
(3FD I pf l pass) 'draw'. The same holds for the "imperfective" and "active" 
signs where each of them has the phonological form /-a--u-/. It also 
goes for the "imperfective" and "passive" signs in that their allomorphs 
totally coincide in one phonological form /-u--a-/. Hence l we have 
amalgamated phonological forms. For the time being, we shall refrain 
from giving a detailed argumentation concerning this complex phenomenon 
as this section is intended to establish the relevant signs only. We shall 
reserve such discussion until we present the realisation of the Aspect and 
Voice monemes. (1) 
(1) For the realisation of the Aspect and Voice monemes, the reader is 
referred to cha pter VI. 
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To sum up what is said above/ concerning the second criterion/ 
the self-contained potential grammatical constituent "/rasama/" 
(3MS / pf) 'draw' has been demonstrated to be a complex sign cons isting 
of the constituent signs" verb-root"; "masculine" / "feminine"; 
"singular"/ "dual"/ "plural"; "1st person"/ "2nd person"/ "3rd person"; 
"perfective", "imperfective"; "active" / and" pass ive" . Moreover, the 
denotations of these signs are maintained in the separate commutations 
given in the discussion of each paradigm of the signs in question. 
c. It must have as its constituents simple signs only 
By virtue of this criterion/ we must note that none of the 
immediate constituents of "/rasama/" may themselves be complex. 
In other words / all the constituent signs of "/rasama/" are, at the 
same time, its ultimate grammatical constituents / i. e. not further 
analysable into smaller grammatical constituents. This criterion can 
be satisfied since the constituent signs of "/rasama/" which are 
identified above, cannot be further analysed into smaller grammatical 
signs. This boils down to saying that the constituent signs of 
"/ 'II • l" (1) rasama/ are slmp e slgns/ l.8. monemes. 
d. It must be a simultaneous bundle of its constituents 
This criterion demands that "/rasama/" must not have any 
(1) Attention is drawn at this point to the fact that if it is demonstrated 
that the constituent signs of "/rasama/" are its ultimate constituents / 
the complex sign in question/ then, does not qualify as a 
morphological complex without applying the fourth and final 
criterion (see below). 
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potential for tolerating constructional asymmetry within itself. It 
is important to note at this point that relations of simultaneity cannot 
be positively or directly proved to hold in a construction. Therefore, 
in determining whether "/rasama/" is morphological or syntactic, we 
first assume that it is a simultaneous bundle of its constituent 
monemes and then we attempt to refute this assumption by trying to 
provide evidence of syntactic relations within" /rasama/" itself. 
If the hypothesis is not refuted then "/rasama/" as it stands is 
cons idered to be morphological. In attempting to refute the first 
hypothesis we apply the two tests which are proposed by Axiomatic 
Functionalism, Le. "reversibility" and "commutati.on with a syntagm". 
1 b ( .) f h' (1) . Reversi ility permutatlOn 0 t e constltuent monemes 
vr pf act 3rd m s 
a) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ 
pf vr act 3rd m s 
b) /-a-a-/ /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ 
act pf vr 3rd m s 
c) /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /r-s-m-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ 
3rd pf act vr m s 
d) /-a/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a/ /r-s-m-/ /-a/ /-a/ 
m pf act 3rd vr s 
e) /-a/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ /r-s-m-/ /-a/ 
s pf act m 3rd vr " 
f) /-a/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ /-a/ /r-s-m-/ 
(1) . Note that this test must be applied in principle to all forms of the 
verb" /rasama/". However, we have refrained from spelling out all 
the permutations which are similar to the permutation of the example 
illustrated below as their inclusion would make for tedious repetition. 
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By permuting the constituent monemes of the complex plereme 
"/rasama/" (3 M, pf) 'draw' above with one another, we find that there 
are no functional differences. That is, the message conveyed in 
(a - f) are always the same. Consequently, we have to apply the 
lcommutation with a syntagm' test which should give us a positive 
result in whether "/rasama/" is a morphological complex or a syntactic 
one. 
2. Commutation with a syntagm 
The procedure of commutation with a syntagm may be summed 
up as follows: in principle we try to commute validly one of the 
constituent monemes of the complex sign "/rasama/" with a syntagm 
while keeping the context, together with the denotation of the 
constituent signs and the relation constant. (1) If the commutation 
is valid, (2) then we will end by saying that" /rasama/" is a syntactic 
complex. That is to say I the complex in question will not be a 
simultaneous bundle of monemes. We have tried and failed to find 
(1) Having tried and failed to commute one of the constituents of a 
particular complex with a syntagm, one must, then, repeat the 
same test for each of the other constituents, and only if none of 
the other constituents commutes with a syntagm can we claim 
that the criterion has produced negative results, i. e. the complex 
in question is morphological. 
(2) "A valid commutation is a commutation of elements in a complex 
in such a way that the complex remains well-formed and the 
grammatical relations between the immediate constituents are 
not demonstrably affected (Hervey and Mulder, 1980, g, ft. 27). 
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any syntagm in the Arabic language which can fulfil the requirement 
for a valid commutation with anyone of the constituent signs of the 
complex sign" /rasama/". We / then/ conclude that "/rasama/" is 
a morphological complex. 
In accordance with what has been said above / all the entities 
of the "verb" category in Arabic are morphological complex signs / 
i. e. complex pleremes. Such complex pleremes may include the 
constituent monemes: verb-root / perfective or imperfective I active 
or pass ive / third person/ second person or first person/ masculine 
or feminine / and Singular / dual or plural. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE CONSTITUENT MONEMES OF THE VERBAL COMPLEX 
PLEREME IN MSA AND THEIR REALISATIONS 
This chapter will be concerned with the realisations of each 
of the constituent monemes of the verbal complex in MSA, i. e. the 
monemes: verb-root, perfective and imperfective, active and pass ive, 
first person I second person and third person, masculine and feminine, 
dual and plural. The statements of realisation are necessary in order 
to make pos sible the activation of the morphological description, i. e. 
to generate new data on the bas is of the description. 
It must be pOinted out, however, that we are not going to limit 
ourselves by covering only the phenomenon of complex pleremes with 
three consonantal verb-roots, e.g. "/kataba/" (3MS,pf.) 'write', 
In order to be exhaustive, the present description is going to deal also 
with the 'as pectual phenomenon' of complex pleremes conta ining two 
or four consonantal verb-roots, e. g. II /nama/" (3MS, pf.) 'sleep' and 
"/da11raza/" (3MS I pf.) 'roll'. 
Before going into the discuss ion of the realisations in question, 
we shall first give tables of the phonological forms of the allomorphs 
of the constituent monemes of the "verb" category in MSA as they occur 
in verbal complex pleremes with verb-roots containing three consonants, 
e.g. "/r - s - m/" of the complex plereme "/rasama/" (3MS,pf.) 'draw'. 
We have divided these tables into four groups. The complex 
ple-remes of the first group contains the perfective and the active 
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monemes I whereas the second group includes complex pleremes that 
have the perfective and the pass ive monemes. The complex 
pleremes of the third group contains the imperfective and the active 
monemes I whereas the fourth group includes complex pleremes having 
the monemes imperfective and pass ive. Each of these four groups is 
further divided into sub-groups in terms of the occurrence of the Person, 
Gender and Number monemes in the constructions of the res pective 
complex pleremes. 
Group I 
r 
Verb-root I - I I I i Aspect I Voice lPerson Gender Number I A) 
vr pf act 3rd m s 
1) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ == .. /rasama/" 
pf act 3rd I d vr m 
I /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/· /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ I I/r-s-m-/ 
I vr pf act 3rd m pl. 
I/r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/I /-u/ /-u/ /-ti/ I I I I 
2) 
3) 
== II /rasama/" 
== II /rasamu/" 
B) Verb-root As pect I Voice jperson I Gender I Number! 
vr pf 
1) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ 
vr pf 
2) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ 
I 3rd f/ ! s 
/-a-a-/: /-a-/ /-t/ /-a-/ 
act ! 3rd f I d 
/-a-a-;! /-a-/ /-t-/ /-a/ 
act 
== II /rasamat/" 
== II /rasama6i/" 
I 
vr pf act I 3rd f pl. 
3) /r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/I/-na/ /-na/ /-na/ 
I 
== II /rasamna/" 
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C) Verb-root Aspect Voice I Person Gender Number 
vr pf act 2nd m s 
/-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ 1/-t-/ /-a/ /-a/ 
pf I act I 2nd I (1) d 
/-a-a-/!/-a-a-/ I/-tum-/ 1 /-a/ 
pf act! 2nd I m I pI 
/-a-a-/ /-a-a-/! /-tum/ I /-tum/ i /-tum/ 
I i I 
1) /r-s-m-/ 
vr 
2) /r-s-m-/ 
vr 
3) /r-s-m-/ 
= "/rasamta/II 
= "/rasamtuma/" 
= "/rasamtum/II 
D) 
I 
Verb-root I 
1 
I Gender I Number I ~ Aspect I Voice : Person 
vr 2nd I f s pf I act ; I /r-s-m-/ /-t-/ /-i/ /-i/ /-a-a-/I/-a - a -/ I I 1) = "/rasamti/" 
vr pf I act 2nd f I pI 
I I 
/r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/i/-a-a-/ /-tun-/ /-na/ I /-na/ 2) = "/rasamtunna/" i 
I I I 
I I 
Numberl E) Verb-root! Aspect I Voice Person Gender· 
vr ! pf act 1st (2) s 
1) /r-s-m-/ • /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-t-/ /-u/ = "/rasamtu/" 
vr pf act 1st pI 
2) //r-s-m-/ /-a-a-/ /-a-a-/ /-na/ /-na/ = "/rasamna/" 
(1) Neither the masculine nor the feminine occurs with second person 
dual t and thus we need to give the dual only once. 
(2) With first person neither the masculine nor the feminine occurs. 
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Group II 
A) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf pass 3rd m s 
1) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-a/ /-a/ I /-a/ = .. /rus ima/" 
vr pf pass 3rd m d 
2) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ = II /rus ima/II 
vr pf pass 3rd m pI 
3) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-u/ /-u/ /-u/ = 11 /rus imu/" 
I 
B) verb-rootl 
, I Number I 
, 
Aspect Voice ! Person Gender , I 
I 
vr pf pass : 3rd f s 
1) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-a-/ /-t/ /-a-/ = "/rus imat/II 
vr pf pass 3rd f d 
2) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-a-/ /-t-/ /-a/ = II /rus il.lata/" 
vr pf pass 3rd f pI 
3) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ I /-u-i-/ /-na/ /-na/ /-na/ = "/rus il.lnna/" 
C) I verb-rootl I [Gender Num~~;! Aspect Voice ! Person I 
I vr pf pass i 2nd m s 
/r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/; /-t-/ /-a/ /-a/ 1) = .. /rus L":lta/" 
vr pf pass 2nd d 
2) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ . /-tum-/ /-a/ = "/rus L":ltuma/" 
vr pf pass 2nd m pI 
3) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ I /-tum/ /-tum/ /-tum/ = II /rus il.ltum/" 
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D) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf pass 2nd f s 
1) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-t-/ /-v /i-/ == II /rus imti/" 
I vr pf pass 2nd f pi 
I/r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-tun-/ /-na/ /-na/ 2) == II /rus imtunna/" 
E) Verb-root Aspect ! Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf pass 1st s 
1) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-t/ /-u/ == "/rusimtu/" 
vr pf pass 1st pi 
2) /r-s-m-/ /-u-i-/ /-u-i-/ /-na/ /-na/ == II /rus imna/" 
I 
Group III 
A) verb-rootl As pect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr impf act 3rd m s 
1) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /-u/ /i-/ /-u/ == II liars umu/" 
vr impf act 3rd m d 
2) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /i-/ /i-/ /-ani/ == "/iarsumani/II 
vr impf act 3rd m pi 
3) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /i-/ /-u-/ /-na/ == II liars umuna/" 
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B) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr impf act 3rd f s 
1) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /-u/ /t-/ /-u/ == II /tars urn u/" 
vr impf act 3rd f I d 
2) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /t-/ /t-/ /-ani/ == II/tarsumani/" 
vr impf act 3rd f pI 
/-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /i-/ 
! 
/-na/ i /-na/ 
i 
, 
3) == II/iars umna/" 
C) 
, 
Genderl 
I 
Verb-root Aspect Voice Person 1 Number l ! 
vr impf act 2nd m s 
1) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /t-/ /-u/ /-u/ = "/tarsumu/" 
vr impf act 2nd d 
2) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /t-/ /-ani/ = II/tars umani/" 
vr impf act 2nd m pI 
3) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /t-/ 
1 
/-u-/ /-na/ = II/tarsumuna/II 
D) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr impf act 2nd f s 
1) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /t-/ /-ina/ /-ina/ = "/tarsum"Ina/" 
vr impf act 2nd f pI 
2) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /t-/ /-na/ /-na/ == II/tarsumna/II 
--
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E) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr impf act 1st s 
/-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/, /-u/ /7/ = 1/7arsumu/" 
vr impf act 1st pl 
2) /-rs-m-/ /-a--u-/ /-a--u-/ /-u/ /n/ 
, 
Group IV 
-
A) I Verb-root Aspect Voice I Person Gender/ Number ! 
vr impf pass I 3rd I m s I 
I I 
l/-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/I /-u/ I-if /-u/ 
i 
impf pass i 3rd d 1 vr I m 
I 
i/-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ ' /i-/ /i-/ /-ani/ 
I vr impf pass i 3rd 
I 
pl ! m 
I/-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/' /i-/ /-u-/ /-na/ 
I 
, I 
I , I 
I 
I I 
1) 
2) 
3) 
= II/iursamu/" 
= "/iursamani/II 
... 
= II/iursarr£na/II 
B) I 
--
Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr impf pass 3rd f s 
1) /-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /-u/ /t-/ /-u/ = II/tursamu/II 
vr impf pass 3rd 
I 
f d 
/-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /t-/ /t-/ /-ani/ 2) = II/tursamani/" 
vr impf pass 3rd f pl 
3) /-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /i-/ 
I 
/-na/ /-na/ = II/iursamna/" 
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C) verb-rootl Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr impf pass 2nd m s 
1) /-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /t-/ /-u/ /-u/ = II /tursamu/" 
vr impf pass 2nd d 
2) /-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /t-/ I /-ani/ = "/tursamani/" 
vr impf pass 2nd 
I 
m I pi 
/-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /t-/ 
I 
/-u-/ ! /-na/ 
I I 
I I I 
3) = II/tursamuna/" 
--~----
D) 
I I I I Person I I Aspect Verb-rootl Voice Gender! Number 
i 
vr impf pass 2nd f I s 
1) /-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /t-/ I /-ina/: I /-ina/ = II/tursam"ina/" 
vr impf pass 2nd f I pi , I 
/-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/I/-u--a-/ /t-/ /-na/ i /-na/ 
I 
2) = II/tursamna/" 
E) Verb-rooti Aspect Voice Person Gender! Number 
vr impf pass 1st 
I 
s 
1) /-rs-m-/ !/-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /-u/ /7/ = 1/7ursamu/" i 
impf 1st I pi vr pass I 2) /-rs-m-/ /-u--a-/ /-u--a-/ /-u/ /n-/ = "/nursamu/" 
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6.1 The Verb-root moneme 
Throughout the above tables, we notice that the verb-root 
moneme has two different allomorphs, e.g. the allomorph /r-s-m-/ Rs 
"rasama" "iarsumu" 
, and the allomorph /-rs-m-/ Rs of the complex 
pleremes II /rasama/" (3MS I pf.) and" /iarsumu/" (3MS, impf.) Idraw' I 
respectively, where /r-s-m-/ and /-rs-m-/ are the phonological forms 
of the verb-root monemes, R = in relation to I or in its ca pacity of 
having I S = distinctive function in grammar. 
In addition to the above conjugations of "rasama" , we have 
examined the conjugations of other examples of verb-root monemes, 
i. e. verb-roots containing two or four consonants, and we find that 
each of these other types has one allomorph only, e. g. / -n-m-/ Rs 
"nama" 
of the complex pleremes II /nama/" (3MS, pf.), /ianamu/ 
..,. "datu-aza" (3MS 1 impf.) isleepl, and /-d-;;...r-z-/ Rs of the complex 
pleremes "/daTu-aza/" and /iuda"i1rizu/ (3MS / impf.) Irolli. 
6.2 The Aspect and Voice mone::1es 
In chapter five and also L:1 the tables on pp. 169-175 I we 
noticed that the allomorphs of tte perfective and the active monemes of 
As pect and Voice I 'res pectively I ':otally coincide in one phonological 
form. The same holds for the allomorphs of the perfective and passive 
monemes I the imperfective and active monemes, the imperfective and 
pass ive monemes. In other words, the monemes in question have an 
amalgamated phonological form, e.g. /-a-a-/ represents the 
phonological form of the allomor~hs of the perfective and of the active 
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monemes as in II /rasama/" (3MS, pf.) 'draw'. In such a case where 
we cannot separate out the discrete correlates of the two distinct 
monemes, we shall present them in the following manner: we give 
the phonological form of the allomorph of the concerned moneme and 
oppos ing it to the phonological form of the allomorph of the moneme 
with which it commutes in its capacity of having a particular 
distinctive function. Consequently, we can present the perfective 
II perfective II 
and the active monemes as follows: V-a-a-/r-//-a--u-/ Rs ) 
where ~ = instead of or as opposed to, and / -a--u-/ is the 
phonological form of the allomorph of the moneme II imperfective II , and 
II active II 
V-a-a-/,,-t /-u-i-/ Rs ) where /-u-i-/ represents the 
phonological form of the allomorph of the "passive" moneme. 
It should also be noted that the pos ition of the vowels has a 
role in marking the Aspect monemes. The first vowel of the II perfective" 
moneme follows the first consonant of the verb-root, whereas the first 
vowel of the II imperfective II moneme precedes the first consonant of 
the verb-root, e.g. "/rasama/" (3MS,pf.), "/iarsumu/II (3MS,impf.) 
'draw' • 
6.2.1 Allomorphy with roots with three or more consonants 
In the following, we give tables representing the phonological 
forms of the allomorphs of the monemes: perfective, imperfective, 
active and passive that occur in complex pleremes whose verb-roots 
are of three or more consonants, e.g. "/d-r-s-/II of the complex 
II/darasa/II (3MS,pf.) 'study' and II/t-rz-m-/II of the complex 
"/tar~ama/" (3MS,pf.) 'translate'. 
6. 2. 1. 1. The perfective 
a. Active 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
(6 ) 
Complex plereme 
containing the 
two monemes 
"/9araba/" 
"/kataba/" 
"/fata11a/" 
"/?'ariba/" 
"/raqaba/" 
II /tarzama/" 
b. Passive 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
(6) 
Complex plereme 
conta in ing the 
two monemes 
"/~uriba/" 
II /kutiba/" 
"/futd1a/" 
"/suriba/" 
"/ruqiba/" 
II /turZima/" 
I 
I 
I 
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citation form of phonological form of 
the complex the allomorphs of the 
plereme perfective and active 
hit /-a-a-/ 
write /-a-a-/ 
open /-a-a-/ 
drink /-a-a-/ 
watch /-a-a-/ 
translate /-a--a-/ 
citation form of phonological form of 
the complex the allomorphs of the 
plereme perfective and pass ive 
hit /-u-i-/ 
write /-u-i-/ 
open /-u-i-/ 
drink /-u-i-/ 
watch /-u-i-/ 
translate /-u--i-/ 
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6.2.1. 2. The imperfective 
a. Active 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
(6 ) 
Complex plereme 
containing the 
two monemes 
" /iagribu/" 
" /iaktubu/" 
" /iafta-11u/" 
II /iasrabu/" 
" /iuraqibu/" 
/iutarz imu/" 
b. Passive 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
(6 ) 
Complex plereme 
conta ining the 
two monemes 
" /iugrabu/" 
" /iuktabu/" 
" /iuftabu/" 
" /iusrabu/" 
" /iuraqabu/" 
" /iutarZ'amu/" 
citation form of 
the complex 
plereme 
hit 
write 
open 
drink 
watch 
translate 
citation form of 
the complex 
plereme 
hit 
write 
open 
drink 
watch 
translate 
phonological form of 
the allomorphs of the 
imperfective and active I I 
/-a--i-/ I /-a--u-/ I 
/-a--a-/ I i 
I 
/-a--a-/ i , 
I 
/-u-a-i-/ I 
/-u-a--i-/ ! I 
I 
I 
phonological form of I i 
the allomorphs of the i I I 
imperfective and passive: 
/-u--a-/ : 
/-u--a-/ , 
/-u--a-/ 
! 
: 
/-u--a-/ I ! 
/-u-a-a-/ I I I 
/-u-a--a-/ I I 
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6.2.2. Representation of the allomorphs of Aspect and Voice monemes 
The allomorphs of the perfective I imperfective, active and 
pass ive monemes, whose phonological forms are given above, can be 
represented as follows: X~YRs, where (X) is the phonological form of 
the allomorph concerned; (y) is the phonological form of the allomorph 
of the oppos ing moneme; R = in relation to; s = distinctive function 
in grammar; rv = as opposed to. 
a) 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 
6 
7 -
8 -
9 -
b) 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
6 -
7 -
8 -
9 -
Perfective 
/-a-a-/ r--/ /-a--i-/ Rs "pf" as in /daraba/ ,.-..../ /iadribu/ 
. . 
/-a-a-/.r-/ /-a--u-/Rs " pf" as in /kataba/"-'/ /iaktubu/ 
/-a-a-/.-..;' /-a--a-/Rs "pf" as in /fatalla/ /V' /iaftanu/ 
/-a-i-/.--/ /-a--a-/Rs "pf" as in /sariba/ ~ /iasrabu/ 
/-u-i-/~ /-u--a-/Rs "pf" as in /kutiba/ ~ /iuktabu/ 
_ "pf" /-a-a-/~/-u-a-i-/Rs as in /raqaba/ .r-I /iuraqabu/ 
_ _ "pf" 
/-u-i-/ -.,/ /-u-a-a-/Rs as in /ruqiba/..,-.../ /iuraqabu/ 
"pf" /-a--a-/..-I/-u-a--i-/Rs as in /tadama/.I"'V" /iutarzimu/ 
" pf" /-u--i-/~/-u-a--a-/Rs as in /turZima/ r./ /iutarZamu/ 
Imperfective 
. "impf". /-a--l-/""""" /-a-a-/Rs as m /ia~ribu/r-/ /~araba/ 
"impf" /-a--u-/v/-a-a-/Rs as in /iaktubu/.J".,/ /kataba/ 
"impf" /-a--a-/~ /-a-a-/Rs as in /iaftal1u/,,,.1 /fata1ia/ 
"impf" /-a--a-/v /-a-i-/Rs as in /iasrabu/ /'0"'" /sariba/ 
"impf" /-u--a-/...J /-u-i-/Rs as in /iuktabu/,-/ /kutiba/ 
/_u_a_i/...,.//_a_a_/Rs"impf" as in /iuraqibu/,...../ /raqaba/ 
_ _." im pf" . . _ _ . 
/-u-a-a-/,....,,/-u-l-/Rs as m /LUraqabu/ro/ /ruqlba/ 
" . f" /-u-a--i-0/-a--a-/Rs lmp as in /iutarZimu/ I"'-" /tadama/ 
. " im pf" ../ .J • /-u-a--a-/""",/-u--l-/Rs as m /LUtarzamu/ r-/ /turzlma/ 
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c) Active 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
6 -
7 -
8 -
9 -
/-a-a-/ /V /-u-i-/Rs 
lIactll 
/-a--i-/ r-/ /-u--a-/Rs 
II act" 
/-a--u / ~ /-u--a-/Rs "act" 
/-a--a-/ r../ /-u--a-/Rs "act" 
/-a-i-/ .~ /-u-i-/Rs "act" 
/-a-a-/ r-/ /-u-i-/Rs "act" 
as in /daraba/.........,I /duriba/ 
. . 
as in /iagribu/ r/ /iu~rabu/ 
as in /iaktubu/ r-/ /iuktabu/ 
as in /iaftatlU/ ..-./ /iufta"i1u/ 
as in /S'ariba/"......; /suriba/ 
as in /raqaba/,-/ /ruqiba/ 
_ - II act" /-u-a-i-/,.,......; /-u-a-a-/Rs as in /iuraqibu/,.,J /iuraqabu/ 
II act" 
/-a--a-/,.../ /-u--i-/Rs as in /tarzama/r-/ /turZima/ 
" t" /-u-a--i-/I"-"'/-u-a--a-/Rs ac as in /iutarZimu/,-I/iutarzamu/ 
d) Pass ive 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
6 -
7 -
8 -
9 -
6.3. 
IIpass ll 
/-u-i-/ r-" /-a-a-/Rs as in /9uriba//'o"" /~araba/ 
/-u--a-/r-/ /-a--i-/Rs "pass" 
/-u--a-/~ /-a--u-/Rs IIpass" 
/-u--a-/~ /-a--a-/Rs " pass" 
/-u-i-/"'-""/ /-a-i-/Rs "pass" 
_ _" pass" 
/-u-i-/ .,--/ /-a-a-/Rs 
as in /ill';lrabu/ /"-"" /ia9ribu/ 
as in /iuktabu/".,..., /iaktubu/ 
as in /iuftatlU/ .r-'" /iaftatu/ 
as in /suriba//'-""" /sariba/ 
as in /ruqiba/,......, /raqaba/ 
_ _ II pass" 
/-u-a-a-/._ .. /-u-a-i-/Rs as in /iuraqabu/ "..,v/iuraqibu/ 
"pass II _ 
/-u--i-/,..,.......,.. /-a--a-/Rs as in /turzima/..-./ /tarzama/ 
/ -u-a--a-//'o"'/ -u--a-i-/Rs" pas s lias in /iutadamu/ r-'" /iutarz imu/ 
Allomorphs of Aspect and Voice monemes in complex pleremes 
whose verb-roots contain two consonants 
Following the same procedure as for verb-roots with three 
consonants given above, i.e. the four group division, we give below 
the conjugation of a verb-root of two consonants, e.g. II/q _l_/II of 
the complex plereme "/qala/II (3MS,p£.) 'sayi, where we have two 
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allomorphs of the perfective moneme occurring in one group as in 
l/qaIa/" (3MS,pf.) and "/quIna/" (3FP,pf.) ·say'. 
Group I 
A) Verb-root Aspect I Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf act 3rd m s 
(1 ) /q-I-/ /-a- / /-a-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ = "/qaJa/" 
vr pf act 3rd m d 
(2) /q-I-/ /-a-/ /-a-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ 
vr pf act 3rd m pI 
(3) /q-I-/ /-a-/ /-a-/ /-li/ /-il/ /-il/ 
! 
B) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf act 3rd f s 
(1) /q-I-/ /-a-/ /-a-/ /-a-/ /-t/ /-a/ 
vr pf act 3rd f d 
(2) /q-I-/ /-a-/ /-a-/ /-a-/ /-t-/ /-a/ 
vr pf act 3rd f pI 
(3 ) /q-I-/ /-u-/ /-u-/ /-na/ /-na/ /-na/ = "/quIna/" 
I 
c) Verb-root Aspect I Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf act 2nd m s 
(1 ) /q-I-/ /-u-/ /-u-/ /-t-/ /-a/ /-a/ = "/quita/" 
vr pf act 2nd d 
(2) /q-I-/ /-u-/ /-u-/ /-tum/ /-a/ = "/quituma/ll 
vr pf act 2nd m pI 
(3) /q-l-/ /-u-/ /-u-/ /-tum/ /-tum/ /-tum/ = "/qultum/" 
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D) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf act 2nd f s 
(1 ) /q-l-/ /-u-/ /-u-/ /-t-/ I-if I-if == "/qulti/II 
vr pf act 2nd f pl 
(2) /q-l-/ /-u-/ /-u-/ /-tun-/ /-na/ /-na/ == "/quitunna/" 
I 
E) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf act 1st s 
(1 ) /q-l-/ /-u-/ /-u-/ /-t-/ /u/ == II /qultu/" 
vr pf act 1 st pl 
(2) /q-l-/ /-u-/ /-u-/ /-na/ /-na/ == "/quina/" 
Group II 
A) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf pass 3rd m s 
(1 ) /q-l-/ /-i-/ /-1"-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ == "/qila/" 
vr pf pass 3rd m d 
(2) /q-l-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /-a/ /-a/ /-a/ 
vr pf pass 3rd m pI 
(3 ) /q-l-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /-u/ /"':u/ /-u/ == II /qilu/" 
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B) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf pass 3rd f s 
(1 ) /q-I-/ /-1-/ /-1-/ /-a-/ /-t/ /-a/ = "/qilat/" 
vr pf pass 3rd f d 
(2) /q-I-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /-a-/ /-t-/ /.:a/ 
vr pf pass 3rd f pI 
(3) /q-I-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /-na/ /-na/ /-na/ = "/qilna/" 
i I 
C) I Voice Person Gender Numberl Verb-root i As pect 
vr I pf pass ·2nd m s 
I -
/q-I-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /t~/ /-a/ /-a/ (1) = "/qilta/" 
vr pf pass 2nd d 
(2) /q-I-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /-tum-/ /-a/ = "/q iltuma/" 
vr pf I pass 2nd m pI /q-I-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ / -tum/ I / -tum/ ! /-tum/ I (3) = "/q iltum/" 
D) 
I I I I I Verb-root I Aspect I Voice Person I Gender Number 
vr pf pass 2nd f s 
I /q-I-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /-t-/ I-if /-i/ 
I vr pf pass 2nd f pI 
(1 ) = "/qilti/" 
(2) /q-I-/ I/-i-/ I 
/-i-/ I / -tun-/ / -na/ I /-na/ 
= II /qirtunna/" 
E) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr pf pass 1st s 
(1 ) /q-I-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /-t-/ /-u/ = "/qiltu/" 
vr pf pass 1st pI 
(2) /q-I-/ /-i-/ /-i-/ /-na/ /-na/ = "/qilna/" 
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Group III 
A) Verb-root As pect Voice Pers on Gender Number 
vr impf act 3rd 
(1) /-q-I-/ /-a-u-/ /-a-u-/ /-u/ 
vr impf 
(2) /-q-I-/ /-a-il-/ 
vr impf 
(3) /-q-I-/ /-a-u-/ 
B) verb-rootl Aspect 
vr impf 
(1 ) /-q-I-/ /-a-u-/ 
vr impf 
(2) /-q-l-/ /-a-il-/ 
vr impf 
(3) /-q-l-/ /-a-u-/ 
I 
i 
C) : Verb-root Aspect 
i 
impf i vr , 
I 
(1 ) . /-q-I-/ /-a-il-/ 
vr impf 
(2) /-q-I-/ /-a-u-/ 
vr impf 
(3) /-q-I-/ /-a-u-/ 
act 3rd 
/-a-u-/I/i-/ I 
act _ I 3rd 
/-a-u-/,/i-/ 
I 
I Voice I Person I 
act 3rd 
/-a-u-/ /-u/ 
act 3rd 
/-a-il-/ /t-/ 
act 3rd 
/-a-u-/ /i-/ 
Voice I i Person 
I 
I 
2nd I act 
I 
/-a-u-/ /t-/ 
act 2nd 
/-a-u-/ /t-/ I 
I act 2nd 
/-a-u-/ /t-/ 
m 
/i-/ 
m 
/i-/ 
m 
/-u-/ 
s 
/-u/ 
d 
/-ani/ 
pI 
/-na/ 
Gender I Number I 
f s 
/t-/ /-u/ 
f d 
/t-/ /-ani/ 
f pI 
/-na/ /-na/ 
..... ·--·1 
Gender Number: 
I 
m s I 
I I 
I /-u/ 
, 
/-u/ 
d I 
/-ani/ 
I 
m I pI 
/-il-/ /-na/ 
= "/iaquiu/" 
= II /iaquluna/" 
= "/taqulu/" 
= "/iaqulna/II 
= II /taqulu/" 
= "/taquluna/" 
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D) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr impf act 2nd f s 
(1 ) /-q-i-/ /-a-u-/ /-a-u-/ /t-/ /-ina/ /-Ina/ = II /taquiIna/" 
vr impf act 2nd f pi 
(2) /-q-i-/ /-a-u-/ /-a-u-/ /t-/ /-na/ /-na/ = II /taquina/" 
E) Verb-root Aspect Voice I Person I Gender I Number 
vr impf I 
I 
act i 1 st s 
I , 
/-q-i-/ /-a-u-/ /-a-u-/ : /-u/ /7-/ I (1 ) = II /?aquiu/II 
vr impf act 1st pi 
(2) /-q-i-/ /-a-u-/ /-a-u-/ /-u/ /n-/ = II/naquiu/II 
I i 
Group IV 
A) Verb-root Aspect ! Voice ! Person' Gender! Number 
1 I I 
vr impf pass 3rd m s 
(1 ) /-q-i-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /-u/ /i-/ /-u/ = II /iuqaiu/II 
vr impf pass 3rd m 1 d 
I 
(2) /-q-i-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /i-/ /i-/ /-ani/ I = II/inqaiani/" 
vr impf pass 3rd m pi 
(3 ) /-q-l-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /i-/ /-u-/ /-na/ = II /iuqaiuna/" 
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B) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender Number 
vr impf pass 3rd f s 
(1 ) /-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /-u/ /t-/ /-u/ 
vr impf pass 3rd f d 
(2) /-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /t-/ 
I 
/t-/ /-ani/ = II /tuqaIani/" 
vr impf pass 3rd f pI 
(3) /-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /i-/ /-na/ /-na/ = "/iuqaIna/" 
I 
c) 
I 
1 
Aspect I I Person 
i 
I Gender I Verb-root: Voice Number 
I 
I 
i 
vr impf pass 2nd m. s 
J 
(1) /-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /t-/ /-u/ /-u/ = II /tuqalu/" 
vr impf pass 2nd d 
(2) /-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /t-/ /-ani/ = II /tuqalani/" 
vr impf pass 2nd m pI 
(3 ) /-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /t-/ /-u-/ /-na/ = "/tuqaluna/" 
D) I verb-root; Aspect I Voice Person j Genderl Number 
! 
impf I pass 2nd 
I = I 
I vr s i 
! 
/-ina/ ! /-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ I /-u-a-/ /t-/ I /-ina/ I I I i 
i vr impf pas s 2nd f pI 
I I 
(1 ) = "/tuqalina/" 
(2) 
I 
/-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /t-/ /-na/ /-na/ = "/tuqalna/" 
J 
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I 
E) Verb-root Aspect Voice Person Gender I Number 
vr impf pass 1st s 
/-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /-u/ /7-/ (1) = "/?uqaIu/" 
vr impf pass 1st pI 
(2) = "/nuqaIu/" /-q-I-/ /-u-a-/ /-u-a-/ /-u/ /n-/ 
6.3.1. Allomorphy with roots with two consonants 
We give below tables of the phonological forms of the allomorphs 
of the Aspect and Voice monemes as they occur with verb-roots 
conta ining two consonants. 
6.3.1.1. The perfective 
a. Active 
Com plex plereme citation form of phonological form of I 
containing the the complex the allomorphs of the 
two monemes plereme perfective and active i 
(1 ) "/xafa/" I fear a. /-a-/ 
"/xifna/" I b. /-i-/ 
(2) "/qala/" say a. /-a-/ 
"/quIna/" b. /-u-/ 
(3 ) "/sara/" walk a. /-a-/ 
"/sirna/" b. /-i-/ 
(4) "/zada/" increase a. /-a-/ 
"/zidna/" b. /-i-/ 
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b. Passive 
Complex plereme I citation form of phonological form of 
containing the . the corn plex the allomorphs of the 
two monemes ! plereme perfective and pass ive 
(1 ) II/xifa/II i fear a. /-i-/ I 
I 
II/xufna/II 
I 
b. /-u-/ 
II/qila/II say a. /-i-/ (2) 
II/qilna/II I b. /-i-/ 
lI/sTra/" I walk /-i-/ I a. ! (3) 
II/surna/" I b. /-u-/ I I 
I 
"/zida/" : increase a. /-i-/ i (4) 
i 
II/zudna/" b. /-u-/ 
I 
6.3.1.2. The imperfective 
a) Active 
Complex plereme citation form of phonological form of 
containing the the complex the allomorphs of the 
two monemes plereme imperfective and active 
(1) "/iaxafu/" fear a. /-a-a-/ 
II /iaxafna/" b. /-a-a-/ 
(2) I II/iaqulu/" say a. /-a-u-/ 
II /iaqulna/II b. /-a-u-/ 
(3 ) II/iasiru/" walk a. /-a-t-/ 
II lias irna/" b. /-a-i-/ 
(4) II/iuzidu/II increase , a. /-u-i-/ 
II /iuz idna/" b. /-u-i-/ 
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b) Pass ive 
Com plex plereme citation form of phonological form of 
containing the the complex the allomorphs of the 
twomonemes plereme imperfective and passive 
(1 ) "/iuxafu/" fear a. /-u-a-/ 
" /iuxafna/" b. /-u-a-/ 
(2) " /iuqalu/" say a. /-u-a-/ 
" /iuqalna/" b. /-u-a-/ 
(3) "/iusaru/" walk a. /-u-a-/ 
" /iusarna/" b. /-u-a-/ 
(4) "/iuzadu/" increase a. /-u-a-/ 
" /iuzadna/" b. /-u-a-/ 
I 
6.3.2. Representation of the allomorphs of the Aspect and Voice monemes 
The allomorphs of the perfective I imperfective I active and 
pass ive monemes I whose phonological forms are given in the above 
tables I can be represented as follows: (rJ == as opposed to; R == 
in relation to I or in its capacity of having ---; s == distinctive function 
in grammar. 
a) Perfective 
1 /-a-/..-' /-a-a/Rs " pf" as in /xafa/ I"-'" /iaxafu/ 
2 /-i-/r-/ /-a-a/Rs " pf" as in /xifna/,-./' /iaxafna/ 
3 - / -a. -/ ....-/ / -a -u/Rs "pf" as in /qala/'-"/ /iaqulu/ 
4 - /-u-/--, /-a-u-/Rs "pf" as in /qulna/.-.-' /iaqulna/ 
5 - - "pf" /-a-/,.J /-a-i-/Rs as in /sara/,-../ /iasi"ru/ 
6 / -i-/.I"--" / -a -i -/Rs "pf" as in /s irna/.I"--" lias irna/ 
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7 - /-a-/.r-' /-u-i-/Rs 
II pfll 
as in /zada/t"'--" /iuzidu/ 
8 - /-i-/,-/ /-u-i-/Rs 
II pfll 
9 - - - "pf" / -i-/ r--' / -u-a/Rs 
10 - /-u-/~/-u-a-/Rs " pfll 
11- /-i-//,-" /-u-a /Rs 
II pfll 
b) Imperfective 
1 - /-a-a-/.-.,/ /-a-/Rs "impf" 
2 - / -a-a-/ --./ / -i-IRs 
lIimpfll 
3 - /-a-u-/~ /-a--/Rs lIimpfll 
4 - /-a-u-/r-//-u-/Rs "impf
ll 
5 -
- _ lIimpfll 
/-a-i-/...-' /-a-/Rs 
6 - /-a-i-/.-./ /-i-/Rs "impfll 
7 -
- _ "impfll 
/-u-i-/r-...// -a-IRs 
8 - / -u-i-/--, / -i-IRs 
lIimpfll 
9 -
_ - lIimpf" 
/-u-a-/,.-,../ /-i-/Rs 
10 - /-u-a-/.....-,./ /-u-/Rs 
lIimpfll 
11- / -u-a -/ r-J / -i-IRs 
lIimpfll 
c) Active 
- - "actll 1 - /-a-/ .. ~, /-i-/Rs 
2 - /-i-/"-,,,/-u-/Rs 
II act" 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
as in 
/zidna/""-""/ /iuzidna/ 
/xifa/ ~ /iuxafu/ 
/xufna/.rV /iuxafna/ 
/qilna/,rJ /iuqalna/ 
/iaxafu/,......, /xafa/ 
/iaxafna/"-""'/ /xifna/ 
/iaqulu/r-/ /qala/ 
/iaqulna/ .r-' /qulna/ 
/iasiru/~/sara/ 
lias irna/.-...r /s irna/ 
/iuzidu/r--./ /zada/ 
/iuz idna/,.--.- /z idna/ 
/iuxafu/r--/ /x"Ifa/ 
/iuxafna/~/xufna/ 
/iuqalna/~ /qilna/ 
/xafa/--.J /xifa/ 
/xifna/ .-../ /xufna/ 
3 - /-u-/ ___ /-i-/Rs lIactll as in /qulna/~ /qilna/ 
_ _ lIactll 
4 - /-a-a-/r-.-/ /-u-a/Rs as in 
lIactll 
5 - /-a-a-/",-,,'/-u-a-/Rs as in 
_ _ lIact ll 
6 - /-a-u-/.......",/ /-u-a-/Rs as in 
II act" 
7 - /-a-u-/~/-u-a-/Rs as in 
- _ II act" 
8 - /-a-i-/ r--/ /-u-a-/Rs as in 
/iaxafu/...-' /iuxafu/ 
/iaxafnaj,~ /iuxafna/ 
/iaqulu/.rJ /iuqalu/ 
/iaqulna/ /"'-"" /iuqalna/ 
lias iru/".-' /iusaru/ 
9 - /-a-i-/r-/ /-u-a-/Rs 
lIactll 
_ II act" 
1 0 - /-u-i-!.,. ...... ",; -u-a-/Rs 
as in lias irna/." ..... ,,/iusarna/ 
as in /iuzidu/r/ /iuzadu/ 
- "actll 
11 - /-u-i-/,.-.."/-u-a-/Rs as in /iuz idna/ rJ /iuzadna/ 
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d) Passive 
1 
_ _ IIpass ll 
/-i-/rJ/-a-/Rs as in /xifa/ .-..;' /xafa/ 
2 /-u-/ r-//-i-/Rs 
IIpass ll 
as in /xufna/ t"'-'" /xifna/ 
3 /-i-/,--v /-u-/Rs 
IIpass ll 
as in /qilna/rJ /qulna/ 
4 -
IIpass ll 
/-u-a-/,.-/ /-a-a-/Rs as in /iuxafu/-..; /iaxafa/ 
5 IIpass
ll 
/-u-a-/rJ/-a-a-/Rs as in /iuxafna/ r--" /iaxafna/ 
6 
IIpass ll /-u-a-/.--.....I /-a-u-/Rs as in /iuqalu/ ~ /ia quI u/ 
7 
IIpass ll 
/-u-a-/,.-./ /-a-u-/Rs as in /iuqalna/ ,.........., /iaqulna/ 
8 
_ - "pass ll 
/-u-a-/,.,......,- /-a-i-/Rs as in /iusaru/ r--' lias tru/ 
9 IIpass
ll 
/-u-a-/-...I/-a-i-/Rs as in /iusarna/ "-,,,-lias irna/ 
10 
_ _ IIpass ll 
/-u-a-/....--.: /-u-i-/Rs as in /iuzadu/"-"/ /iuzTdu/ 
11 
11 passll 
/-u-a-/-..//-u-i-/Rs (is in /iuzadna/.........,., /iuzidna/ 
6.4. Statement of distribution of the allomorphs of the Aspect and 
Voice monemes 
As was pOinted out in 6.1, complex pleremes of the verb 
category in MSA contain different verb-roots. These verb-roots can 
be grou ped together with re s pect to the set of allomorphs of the As pect 
and Voice monemes that they take. In other words, the allomorphy of 
the As pect and Voice monemes is conditioned by the identity of the 
verb-root moneme. For instance, the verb-root 11 /q-t-l-/II of the 
complex plereme II/qatala/II (3MS, pf.) IIkill" takes the set of the 
Aspect monemes whose phonological forms are: 
/-a-a-/ and /-u-i-/ of the 11 perfective" as in "/qatala/" and 
"/qutila/II , res pectively 
/-a--u-/ and /-u--a-/ of the lIimperfective" as in II/iaqtulu/" and 
/iuqtalu/", respectively. 
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Nevertheless, there is an additional factor that conditions the 
distribution of the allomorphs of As pect and Voice monemes in 
complexes with verb-roots of two consonants. In the tables cited on 
pages 188-190 above, we find that there is an alternation of the 
allomorphs of the perfective monemes as well as of the imperfective 
monemes. This alternation is one of long vowel versus short vowel. 
That is, the phonological form of one allomorph contains a long vowel 
while the other contains a short vowel, though not necessarily the 
same one, e.g. /-a-/ as in "/qala/" (3MS,pf.) 'sayG and /-u-/ as 
in "/qulna/" (3FP, pf.) I say', or / -a -iJ.-/ as in "/iaqulu/" (3MS, imp£.) 
I say' and / -a -u-/ as in "/iaqulna/" (3FP, imp£.) • sayG . The same 
holds for the allomorphs of the active and pass ive monemes. 
As we have mentioned in (6.1.) above, there are verb-roots 
which take different sets of allomorphs of the As pect and Voice monemes. 
Consequently, we are going to classify and number the verb-roots, 
which differ from those of :he other groups, in terms of the sets of 
allomorpns of the As peet and Voice monemes that they take (see 6.4.1. 
below). For instance, verb-roots such as "/r-s--m/" of the complex 
"/rasama/", "/k-t-b-/" of "/kataba/", "/f-t-b-/" of "/fatata/" , 
II /q-t-l-/" of II /qatala/" belong to group No. (1); verb-root such as 
/r-b-t/ of "/rabiha/" belong to group No. (2); verb-roots such as 
"/-rs-m-/" as in "/iarsumu/", "/-dr-s-/" as in "/iadrusu/", "/-qt-l-/" 
as in "/iaqtulu/" belong to group No. (3); verb-root such as "/-sr-b-/" 
of "/iasrabu/" belongs to group No. (4); verb-roots such as "/-n~-q-/" 
as in "/ian!iqu/", "/-ml-k-/" of "/iamliku/" belong to group No. (5); 
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verb-roots such as "/-q-t-T-/" as in "/qatala/" and l/iuqatiJu/", 
"/-x-l-f-/" as in "/xa lafa/" and "/iuxalifu/" belong to group No. (6); 
verb-roots like "/-z-xr-f-/" of "/zaxrafa/" and "/iuzaxrifu/", 
"/-l-ll-m-/" of "/Tallama/" and "/iu" allimu/" belong to group 
No. (7). As far as roots with two consonants are concerned, verb-
roots such as "/q-l-/" of the complex plereme "/qala/" I "/s - r -/" 
of "/sara/", "/z-d-/" of "/zada/" belong to group No. (Sa) which 
takes the allomorph of the perfective, whereas verb-roots like 
"/_q_l_/" of "/iuqulu/", "/-s - r -/" as in "/iasiru/" and "/-z-d-/" 
as in "/iuz"idu/" belong to groups Nos. (9), (10), and (11) respectively. 
6.4.1. Groups of the verb-root moneme 
No . Verb-root 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
6 -
7 -
moneme 
"/d-r-b-/" 
. 
"/s-r -b-/" 
"/-kt-b-/" 
II I-ft-t-/" 
"/-?r-b-/" 
II / -r-q -b -II 
11/ .., /' 
-t-rz-m-
Complex sign 
containing 
the verb-root 
"/daraba/" 
"/?uriba/" 
"/sar iba/" 
" /iaktubu/" 
"/iuktabu/II 
II /iaftab u/II 
II /ia~ribu/" 
"/raqaba/" 
II/ruq ibu/" 
"/iuraqibu/" 
II/iuraqabu/" 
I II /tarzama/II 
II /turZ ima/" 
"/iutarZimu/" 
lI/iutarZamu/" 
allomorph of the 
Aspect and 
Voice monemes 
"/-a - a -/" 
"/-u-i-/" 
"/-a -i-/" 
"/_a __ u_/" 
II I-u--a/II 
I/-a--a-/" 
"/ -a--i-/" 
"/-a -a -/" 
"/ - . /" -U-l-
"I -. /" -u-a-l-
"/-u-a-a -/II 
II/-a --a -/" 
"/_u __ i_/" 
"/ . /11 
-u-a--l-
"/ /11 -u-a--a-
the monemes Citation 
of Aspect form 
and Voice 
pf and act hit 
pf and pass 
pf and act drink 
impf and act write 
impf and pass 
impf and act open 
impf and act hit 
pf and act watch 
pf and pass 
impf and act 
impf and pass 
pf and act translate 
pf and pass 
impf and act 
impf and pass 
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Sa - "/x -f-/" "/xafa/" "/_a._/" pf and act fear 
"/x ifna/" "/_i_/" pf and act 
"/xifa/" "/-i_/" pf and pass 
"/xufna/" "/_U _/" pf and pass 
Sb - "/-x -f-/" "/iaxafu/" II/-a -a-/II impf and act 
"/iaxafna/" "/-a - a -/" impf and act 
"/iuxafu/" "/-u-a-/" impf and pass 
II /iuxafna/" "/-u- a -/" impf and pass 
9 - "/_q _l_/" "/iaqulu/" "/-a -ii-/" impf and act say 
II /iaqulna/" "/-a - u-/II impf and act 
10 - II /-s -r-/" "/iasiru/" "/-a -"i-/II impf and act walk 
II lias irna/" "/-a -i-/" impf and act 
11- "/-z -d-/" "/iuzadu/" "/-u-a -/" impf and act increase 
II /iuz idna/" "/-u-i-/II impf and act 
6.4.2. Distribution of the allomorphs of As pect monemes with res pect 
to the monemes of Voice and vice versa 
The distribution of the allomorphs of the Aspect monemes with 
respect to the Voice monemes is automatic. This is due to the fact that 
the phonological forms of the allomorphs of the As pect monemes and 
those of the monemes of Voice are always amalgamated. In other words I 
if the perfective moneme occurs in a complex piereme with an allomorph 
having the phonological form /-a-a-/, then the phonological form of the 
allomorph of the active moneme would also be /-a-a-/ on account of the 
fact that the two phonological forms are amalgamated. 
As there is an alternation of long vowel versus short vowel in 
the allomorphs of the perfective moneme as well as in the imperfective 
moneme in complex pleremes containing two consonantal verb-roots I 
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therefore, the distribution of the allomorphs of the As pect monemes 
will be given in the following manner: 
a) The perfective moneme 
The allomorphs of the perfective moneme whose phonological 
forms having a long vowel occur in the contexts of the monemes: 
1 - Third person, masculine and singular; third person masculine 
and dual; third person, masculine and plural. 
2 - Third person, feminine and singular; third person, feminine and 
dual. 
The allomorphs of the perfective moneme whose phonological 
forms having a short vowel occur in all other contexts. 
b) The imperfective moneme 
The allomorphs of the imperfective moneme whose phonological 
form conta in short vowels only occur in the contexts of the monemes: 
feminine and plural. 
The allomorphs of the imperfective moneme whose phonological 
forms contain a long vowel occur in all other contexts. 
Since the phonological forms of the allomorphs of the As pect 
and Voice monemes are always amalgamated (see above), then, in 
terms of distribution, what applies to the allomorphs of the perfective 
and the imperfective monemes, also applies to the allomorphs of the 
active and the pass ive monemes. 
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6.5. The Realisations of the Person, Gender and Number monemes 
This section deals with the realisations of the Person, Gender, 
and Number monemes when they occur with the perfective and 
imperfective monemes. The monemes of the paradigm in question are 
established in chapter Five. The Person paradigm contains the monemes~ 
third person, second person, and first person; the Gender paradigm 
consists of the masculine and the feminine monemes, whereas the 
Number paradigm includes the monemes singular, dual and plural. 
Below, we give tables of the phonological forms of the 
allomorphs of the above monemes as they occur in complex pleremes 
with the verb-roots "/r-s-m-/" and "/-rs-m-/", for example, "/rasama/" 
(3MS,pf.) and "/iarsumu/" (3MS,impf.) Ddraw', respectively. 
Moreover, these forms represent all the allomorphs of all the signs in 
questions, i. e. the allomorphs of the Person, Gender and Number 
monemes. The tables also show that the monemes of the above 
paradigms have separate as well as amalgamated phonological forms. 
As a further remark, it is worthwhile mentioning that the Arabic 
language is not susceptible of a neat analys is. There may be points 
of debate but we have chosen solutions which, though arbitrary in 
places, lead to a coherent adequate system. For example, in the 
complex plereme II liarsumuna/" (3MP, impf.) 'draw', it is more adequate 
to choose the phonological form lil/, instead of Iii, for the masculine 
moneme than the third person moneme. This solution is based on the 
following reasons. First the form lill is used as the phonological form 
of the masculine moneme elsewhere within the system. Second, in the 
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context of the monemes feminine and plural, e. g. II /iarsumna/" 
(3FP I impf.) 'draw· I the third person moneme has the phonological 
form /V which is parallel to the /i/ of the third person moneme in the 
context of the masculine and the feminine monemes I i. e. in 
"/iarsumuna/" . 
a) In the perfective 
1 - "/rasama/" 
2 - "/rasamat/" 
3 - "/rasama/" 
4 - II/rasamata/" 
5 - "/rasamu/" 
6 - "/rasamna/" 
7 - II /rasamta/" 
8 - "/rasamti/" 
9 - II /rasamtuma/ll 
10 - II/rasamtum/1I 
11 - II Ira s amtunna/II 
12 - II/rasamtu/" 
13 - II Ira s amna/ll 
third person 
/-a/ 
third person 
/-a-/ 
third person 
/-a/ 
third person 
/-a-/ 
third person 
/-u/ 
third person 
/-na/ 
second person 
/-t-/ 
second person 
/-t-/ 
second person 
/-tum-I 
second person 
I-tuml 
second person 
/-tun-/ 
first person 
I-t-/ 
first person 
I-ria/ 
masculine 
I-al 
feminine 
/-t/ 
masculine 
/-al 
feminine 
/-t-/ 
masculine 
I-ul 
feminine 
/-nal 
masculine 
I-al 
feminine 
I-V 
masculine 
I-tuml 
feminine 
I-nal 
singular 
/-a/ 
singular 
/-a/ 
dual 
/-a/ 
dual 
I-a/ 
plural 
I-u/ 
plural 
/-na/ 
singular 
/-a/ 
singular 
/-V 
dual 
/-al 
plural 
/-tum/ 
plural 
/-na/ 
singular 
I-ul 
plural 
/-nal 
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b) In the imperfective 
1 - "/iarsumu/" third person masculine singular 
/-u/ /i-/ /-u/ 
2 - II /tars urn u/" third Qerson feminine singular 
/-u/ /t-/ /-u/ 
3 - II liars umani/" third person masculine dual 
/i-/ /i-/ /-ani/ 
4 - II /tars umani/" third person feminine dual 
/t-/ /t-/ /-ani/ 
5 - II liars umuna/" th ird pers on masculine plural 
/i-/ /-u-/ /-na/ 
6 - II liars umna/" third person feminine plural 
/i-/ /-na/ /-na/ 
7 - II /tars urn u/" second person masculine singular 
/t-/ /-u/ /-u/ 
8 - "/tarsumina/" second person feminine singular 
/t-/ /-ina/ /-ina/ 
9 - II /tarsumani/" second person dual 
/t-/ /-ani/ 
10 - "/tars umuna/" second person masculine plural 
/t-/ /-u-/ /-na/ 
11- II /tars umna/" second person feminine plural 
/t-/ /-na/ /-na/ 
12 - "/?arsumu/" first person singular 
/-u/ /7-/ 
13 - "/narsumu/" first person plural 
/-u/ /n-/ 
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6.5.1. Realisations with the Perfective (1) 
6.5.1.1. The third person moneme 
This moneme is realised as II / -a/" in the contexts of the 
monemes: masculine and singular, feminine and singular, and 
feminine and dual. It is realised as "/-ii/" in the context of the 
masculine and plural monemes. In the context of the moneme 
masculine and dual, the third person moneme is realised as / -ai, 
whereas it is realised as / -na/ in the context of the monemes feminine 
and plural. These realisations as well as the identity and distinctive 
functions of these allomorphs are established by the use of the 
commutation test. For example, the realisation of the allomorph 
/-ii/ of the third person moneme in "/rasamii/" (3MP,pf.) Idraw· is 
established by opposing it to all the other allomorphs of either the 
second person or the first person monemes as in II /rasamtum/ 
above allomorphs may be presented as follows: 
(1) Note that all the realisations of the monemes of Person, Gender, 
and Number contained in the tables that follows are established 
in the light of the commutation tests performed. We have 
refrained from spelling out the demonstrations in the main body 
of the description as their inclus ion would make for cumbersome 
reading. 
(2) Note that all the following realisations are established in the 
same manner, i. e. by oppos ing the allomorph concerned to the 
other allomorphs of the same paradigm. 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
6 -
complex plereme 
containing the 
moneme "third 
person" 
"/rasama/" 
"/rasamat/" 
"/rasama/" 
"/rasamata/" 
"/rasamu/" 
"/rasamna/II 
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context phonological form 
of the allomorph 
of the third 
person moneme 
(MS) 'draw' /-a/ 
(FS) 'drawu /-a-/ 
(MD) 'draw' /-a/ 
(FD) 'drawD /-a-/ 
(MP) 'draw' /-u/ 
(FP) 'drawl /-na/ 
6.5.1.2. The second person moneme 
representation 
of the allomorph 
of the third 
person moneme 
"/-a/" 
"/-a /" 
II/_a/" 
"/-a-/" 
"/_il/" 
"/-na/" 
This moneme is realised as "/_t_/" in the contexts of the 
monemes masculine and singular and the monemes feminine and singular. 
In contexts of dual (gender is irrelevant), masculine and plural it is 
realised as "/-tum/II . It is also realised as "/-tun-/" in the context 
of the monemes feminine and plural. These realisations can be shown 
in the following manner: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
complex plereme 
conta ining the 
moneme "second 
person" 
II /rasamta/" 
" /rasamti/" 
" /rasamtuma/" 
"/rasamtum/" 
" /rasamtunna/" 
context 
(MS) 'draw' 
(FS) 'draw' 
(D) 'draw' 
(MP) 'draw' 
(FP) 'draw' 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorph 
of the second of the second 
person moneme person moneme 
/-t-/ "/_t_/" 
/-t-/ "/-t-/" 
/-tum-/ "/-tum-/" 
/-tum/ "/-tum/" 
/-tun-/ "/-tun-/" 
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6.5. 1 .3. The first person moneme 
The first person moneme is realised as "/_t_/" in the context 
of the moneme singular. In the context of the moneme plural it is 
realised as "/-na/". This can be seen in the following table: 
1 -
2 -
complex plereme 
containing the 
moneme "first 
person" 
II /rasamtu/" 
"/rasamna/" 
context 
(S) Idraw l 
(P) Idraw ' 
6.5.1. 4. The masculine moneme 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorph 
of the first of the first 
person moneme person moneme 
/-t-/ "/_t_/" 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
This moneme is realised as "/ -a/" in the context of the monemes 
third person and singular I and the monemes second person and singular. 
In the context of the monemes third person and dual it is "/_a/". It is 
realised as "/_il/" in the context of third person and plural, whereas in 
the context of second person and plural it is "/-tum/". The following 
table represents these realisations: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
complex plereme 
conta ining the 
moneme 
II masculine II 
"/rasama/" 
II /rasamta/" 
"/rasama/" 
"/rasamu/" 
II /rasamtum/II 
context 
(3S) udraw ' 
(2S) udrawu 
(3D) 'draw
' 
(3P) 'draw' 
(2P) udraw ' 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorph 
of the masculine of the masculine 
moneme moneme 
/-a/ "/-a/" 
/-a/ "/-a/" 
/-a/ "/-a/" 
/-il/ "/-ti/" 
/-tum/ "/-tum/" 
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6.5.1.5. The feminine moneme 
In the contexts of the monemes third person and singular, 
third person dual, the feminine moneme is realised as "/ -t/" • It is 
realised as "/ -na/" in the contexts of third person and plural, and 
second person and plural. In context of second person and singular I 
it is realised as "/-i/". These realisations may be presented in the 
following manner: Note that there is no opposition between masculine 
and feminine with second person and dual, first person singular and plural. 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
complex plereme 
containing the 
moneme 
"feminine" 
II /rasamat/" 
II /rasamata/" 
II /rasamna/" 
II /rasamtunna/" 
" /rasamti/" 
context 
(3S) °draw ' 
(3D) 'draw ' 
(3P) 'drawo 
(2P) 'draw ' 
(2S ( 'draw l 
6 . 5 . 1 . 6. The singular moneme 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorph 
of the feminine of the feminine 
moneme moneme 
/-t/ "/-t/" 
/-t-/ "/-t-/" 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
/i-/ "/i-/" 
This moneme is realised as "/-a/" in the contexts of the 
monemes third person and masculine I third person and feminine I and 
second person and masculine. The singular moneme is realised as 
II / -i/" in the context of second person and feminine monemes I whereas 
it is realised as II / -u/" in the context of the first person moneme. 
The following table presents these realisations. 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
complex plereme 
containing the 
moneme 
II singularll 
II/rasama/II 
II /rasamat/II 
II /rasamta/II 
II /rasamti/II 
II /rasamtu/ll 
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context phonological form 
of the allomorph 
of the singular 
moneme 
(3M) 'draw' /-a/ 
(3F) 'drawl /-a/ 
(2M) 'draw' I-a/ 
(2F) 'draw' /-i/ 
(1 ) 'draw' /-u/ 
6 • 5 • 1. 7. The dual moneme 
representation 
of the allomorph 
of the singular 
moneme 
II/-a/II 
II/-a/II 
II/-a/II 
II/_i/II 
II/_U/" 
This moneme is realised as II/_aj" in the contexts of the 
monemes third person and masculine, third person and feminine I and 
second person. The realisations of the dual moneme can be shown 
as follows: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
complex plereme 
containing the 
moneme "dual ll 
"/rasama/" 
II /rasamata/II 
" /rasamtuma/" 
context 
(3M) udraw' 
(3F) 'drawD 
(2) 'draw' 
6.5.1. 8. The plural moneme 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorph 
of the dual of the dual 
moneme moneme 
/-a/ II/_a /" 
/-a/ "/-a/" 
/-a/ II/_a/" 
In the contexts of the monemes third person and masculine I 
second person and masculine, the plural moneme is realised as "/_il/ II 
and "/-tum/" I respectively. In the contexts of the monemes third 
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person and feminine, second person and feminine, it is realised as 
"/ -na/" . In the context of the first person moneme (Gender is 
irrelevant), it is realised as "/ -na/" • The realisations of this 
moneme may be presented as follows: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
complex plereme 
containing the 
moneme "plural" 
"/rasamu/" 
II /rasamtum/" 
II /rasamna/" 
" /rasamtunna/" 
" /rasamna/" 
context phonological form 
of the allomorph 
of the plural 
moneme 
(3M) 'draw' /-u/ 
(2M) 'draw' /-tum/ 
(3F) 'draw' /-na/ 
(2F) 'draw' /-na/ 
(1 ) 'draw' /-na/ 
6.5.2. Realisations with the Imperfective 
6.5.2.1. The third person moneme 
representation 
of the allomorph 
of the plural 
moneme 
"/-u/" 
"/-tum/" 
"/-na/" 
"/-na/" 
"/-na/" 
This moneme is realised as "/ -u/" in the contexts of the 
monemes masculine and singular, feminine and singular. In the 
context of feminine and dual, it is "/t_/". The third person moneme 
is realised as "/i-/" in the contexts of masculine and dual, masculine 
and plural, and feminine and plural. The realisations of the third 
person moneme may be presented in the following table: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
6 -
complex piereme 
containing the 
moneme "third 
person" 
" /iarsumu/" 
" /tarsumu/" 
"/tarsumani/" 
" /iarsumani/" 
II liars urn una/" 
" /iarsumna/" 
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context phonological form 
of the allomorph 
of the third 
person moneme 
(MS) 'draw' /-u/ 
(FS) 'draw' /-u/ 
(FD) 'draw' /t-/ 
(MD) 'draw' /i-/ 
(MP) 'draw' /i-/ 
(FP) 'draw' /i-/ 
6.5. 2.2. The second person moneme 
representation 
of the allomorph 
of the third 
person moneme 
"/-u/" 
"/-u/" 
" /t-/" 
"/i-/" 
"/i-I" 
"/i-I" 
This moneme is realised as "/t-/" in all contexts where it 
occurs, i. e. in the contexts of mas culine and singular, feminine and 
singular, dual, masculine and plural, and feminine and plural. The 
table below shows these realisations: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
com plex plereme 
conta ining the 
moneme "second 
person" 
"/tarsumu/" 
II Itars urn ina/" 
II /tarsumani/" 
II /tarsumuna/" 
" /tarsumna/" 
context phonological form 
of the allomorph 
of the second 
person moneme 
(MS) udraw' /t-I 
(FS) 'daw' It-/ 
(D) 'drawl /t-/ 
(MP) Idraw l /t-/ 
(FP) 'draw' /t-/ 
representation 
of the allomorph 
of the second 
person moneme 
"It-I" 
II/t-/" 
"/t-/" 
"/t-/II 
"/t-/" 
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6.5.2.3. The first person moneme 
This moneme is realised as "/-u/" in the contexts of the 
moneme singular, and the moneme plural. Note that Gender is 
irrelevant for both contexts. This can be shown in the following manner: 
1 -
2 -
com plex plereme 
containing the 
moneme "first 
person" 
" /7arsumu/1I 
"/narsumu/" 
context 
(8) 'draw' 
(p) 'draw' 
6. 5. 2.4. The mas culine moneme 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorph 
of the moneme of the first 
first person person moneme 
/-u/ "/_U/II 
/-u/ "/_U/II 
This moneme is realised as II /i-/" in the contexts of the monemes 
third person and singular I third person and dual monemes. In the 
contexts of third person and plural, second person and plural, it is 
II / -u-/", whereas in the context of second person it is realised as 
"/_U/". This may be presented e.s follows: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
com plex plereme 
containing the 
moneme 
II mas culine II 
II liars urn u/" 
"/iarsumani/" 
" liars urn una/" 
II /tarsumuna/" 
II /tars11 mu/" 
context phonological form 
of the allomorph 
of the masculine 
moneme 
(38) 'draw' /i-/ 
(3D) 'draw' /i-/ 
(3P) 'draw' /-u-/ 
(2P) 'draw' /-ii-/ 
(2) 'draw' /-u/ 
representation 
of the allomorph 
of the mas culine 
moneme 
"/i-/" 
"/i-/" 
"/-ii-/" 
"/_ii_/" 
"/_U/" 
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6. 5. 2.5. The feminine moneme 
In the contexts of the monemes third person and singular, 
third person and dual, the feminine moneme is realised as "/t_/". 
It is realised as "/-na/" in the contexts of the monemes third person 
plural, second person and plural. In the context of the second person 
moneme, it is "/-ina/". The following table shows these realisations: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
complex plereme 
conta ining the 
moneme 
II feminine" 
"/tarsumu/" 
II /tarsumani/" 
"/iarsumna/" 
II /tars umna/" 
II /tars urn ina/" 
context 
(38) 'draw u 
(3D) 'draw' 
(3P) 'draw' 
(2P) 'draw' 
(2$) 'draw' 
6. 5. 2. 6. The singular moneme 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorph 
of the feminine of the feminine 
moneme moneme 
/t-/ "/t-/" 
/t-/ "/t-/" 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
/-ina/ "/-Ina/" 
This moneme is realised as "/_U/" in the contexts of the 
monemes third person and masculine, third person and feminine, and 
second person and masculine. In the context of the monemes second 
person and feminine the singular moneme is realised as "/-ina/" , 
whereas it is realised as II /7-/" in the context of the first person 
moneme. These realisations can be shown as follows: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
complex plereme 
containing the 
moneme 
" singular" 
" /iarsumu/" 
"/tarsumu/" 
" /tarsumu/" 
II /tars umina/" 
"/?arsumu/" 
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context phonological form 
of the allomorph 
of the singular 
moneme 
(3M) 'draw
' /-u/ 
(3F) 'draw' /-u/ 
(2M) 'draw' /-u/ 
(2F) 'draw
' /-ina/ 
(1 ) 'draw' /7-/ 
6.5.2.7. The dual moneme 
representation 
of the allomorph 
of the moneme 
singular 
"/-u/" 
"/-u/" 
"/-u/" 
"/-ina/" 
"/7-/" 
In all contexts where the dual moneme occurs, i.e. third person 
and masculine, third person and feminine, and second person, it is 
realised as "/-ani/". These realisations are presented in the 
following table: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
com plex plereme 
containing the 
moneme "dual" 
" /iarsumani/" 
" /tarsumani/" 
" /tarsumani/" 
context 
(3M) 'drawl 
(3F) 'draw l 
(2) udraw' 
6.5.2.8. The plural moneme 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorpn 
of the dual of the dual 
moneme moneme 
/-ani/ "/-ani/" 
/-ani/ "/-ani/" 
/--ani/ "/-ani/" 
In the contexts of the monemes third person and masculine, 
third person and feminine I second person and masculine, second person 
and feminine I the plural moneme is realised as "/ -na/" • It is 
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realised as "/n_/" in the context of the moneme first person (Gender 
is irrelevant). These realisations can be shown in the following table: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
com plex plereme 
containing the 
moneme 
II plural" 
II /iarsumuna/" 
II /iarsumna/" 
II /tars urn una/" 
"/tarsumna/" 
"/narsumu/" 
context 
(3M) 'draw
' 
(3F) Idrawl 
(2M) idraw' 
(2F) idrawi 
(1) 'drawl 
phonological form representation 
of the allomorph of the allomorph 
of the plural of the plural 
moneme moneme 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
/-na/ "/-na/" 
/n-/ "/n_/" 
! 
6.5.3. The distribution of all the monemes within the verbal 
com plex plereme 
6.5.3.1. Distribution of the monemes of As pect and Voice 
according to verb-root 
As we pointed out earlier (cL 6.1) verb-roots are either of two 
three or four consonants, e.g. "/_q _l/" of the complex pleremes 
II /qala/" (3MS, pf.) and II /iaqulu/" (3MS, impf.) 'say', II /k-t-b-/" 
or "/-kt-b-/" of "/kataba/" (3MS,;Jf.) and "/iaktubu/" (3MS,impf.) 
'write ' respectively, or "/-r - q -b-/" as in II/raqaba/II (3MS,pf.) and 
I< 
II /iuraqibu/II (3MS, impf. )'watch' , andA-rz-m-/1I of the complexes 
II/tarzama/II (3MS,pf.) and "/iatarzimu/II (3MS,impf.) 'translate i • 
Consequently, we may set up five conventions for the verb-roots which 
are as follows: 
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a - X (1) - C
1 
- C2 for verb-roots of two consonants 
b - Cl - C 2 - C 3 for verb-roots of three consonants 
c - X - CC1 - C 2 for verb-roots of three consonants 
d - X - Cl - C2 - C 3 for verb-roots of three consonants 
e - X - C 1 - CC 2 - C 3 for verb-roots of four consonants 
The places between or before the consonants (C) of the verb-
roots are filled by the vowels which constitute the amalgamated 
phonological forms of the allomorphs of the monemes of the As pect and 
Voice paradigms. These places may be labelled thus: 
a - X 1 C 2 1- C 2 
b - C 2 1 - C 3 2- C 3 
c - X 1 CC 2 1 - C2 
d - X 1 C 1 2 C2 ~ C3 
e - X 1 C1 2 CC2 ~ C3 
In accordance with what is said above I the vowels of the 
phonological forms of the relevant allomorphs of the monemes of Aspect 
and Voice that fill the above places can be distributed as follows: 
a - When the perfective moneme occurs with either the active or 
the passive moneme, the vowels are distributed in place 2 with a two 
(1) X is a place that may be filled by the phonological form of either 
the Person monemes or the Gender monemes, or the Number 
monemes when they occur with the imperfective moneme. See 
6. 5 . 3. 2. be low. 
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consonant verb-root, or in places 2 and 3 with a three or four 
consonant verb-root. Hence, the conventions for the perfective are: 
/ - V 2 - ~l X2 X3 /, / V 2 - V 3 - Xl ~2 X3 /, and / - V 2 - - V 3 - Xl X2 ~3 / 
respectively. Note that Xl' X2 and X3 are places for the phonological 
forms of the Person, Gender and Number monemes, respectively. 
b - When the imperfective moneme occurs, places 1 and 2 are 
filled by the relevant vowels of the phonological forms of the active 
or pass ive moneme in respect to verb-roots with two consonants. In 
case of verb-roots with three consonants, there are two possibilities: 
if the phonological form consists of short vowels only, these vowels 
occupy places 1 and 2 as in convention (c) above. When the 
phonological form includes a long vowel, the vowels fill places I, 2 
and 3 as in (d) above. As for verb-roots with four consonants, places 
I, 2 and 3 are occupied by the relevant vowels of the phonological forms 
of the imperfective moneme. Thus, for the imperfective moneme we 
have the conventions: 
~ VI - V 2 - Xl ~2 / 
~ VI - - V2 - ~1 ~2 / 
Ix VI - V 2 - V 3 - ~1 X2 I 
I~ VI - V 2 - - V 3 - Xl X2 I 
Now we can match the perfective conventions with the 
verb-root conventions in the following manner: 
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a - With the perfective moneme 
convention of convention of 
verb-root perfective 
1 - C 1 - C2 /- V2 -/ 
Z - C1-CZ-C 3 /-VZ-V3-/ 
3 - C 1-CC Z-C 3 /-VZ--V3-/ 
b - With imperfective moneme 
convention of convention of 
verb-root imperfective 
1 - -C1 -C Z /-V1-V2-! 
Z - -CCI-C Z /-V1--V2-/ 
3 - -C1-C Z-C 3 /-V1-VZ-V3-/ 
4 - -C 1-CC Z-C3 /-V1-VZ--V3-/ 
e.g. "/qala/" (3M3,pf.) 'say' 
e.g. "/darasa/" (3M3,pf.) 'study' 
e.g. "/dahraza/" (3M3,pf.) 'roll' 
e.g. "/iaqulu/" (3M3, impf.) 'say' 
e.g. II /iadrusu/" (3MS,impf.) 'study' 
e.g. II /iuraqibu/" (3MS, impf) 'watch' 
e.g. II /iudal1rizu/" (3M3, impf) 'rolP 
6.5.3. Z. Distribution of the monemes of Person, Gender and Number 
according to the monemes of verb-root, As pect and Voice 
When the perfective moneme occurs in a complex plereme, the 
monemes of the Person, Gender and Number paradigms occur after the 
verb-root in the following order: Person-Gender-Number. Take for 
instance II /darasata/" (3FD, pf. )' studyt which contains the monemes 
third person, feminine and dual. These monemes are realised as "/-a/", 
"/ -t-/" and "/-a/", respectively. 
When the imperfective moneme occurs in a complex plereme, 
the order of the realisations of the Person, Gender and Number monemes 
is not constant, it depends on the context. One of the monemes of the 
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above paradigms fills place (X) before the vowel of the phonological 
form of the allomorph of the imperfective moneme, while the other 
two monemes, the order of which are also not constant appear after 
the verb-root. For example, in the complex plereme "/tadrus~na/" 
(2l'v1P, impf.) 'study', the "It-I" which is the realisation of the 
second person moneme fills place (X), whereas the II I -u-I" and 
"I-na/" which are the realisations of the monemes masculine and 
plural respectively, occupy places Xl and X2 . In "/7adrusu/" 
(lS,impf.) ·study', the Singular moneme realised as "/7_1" fills 
place (X) while the" I-u/" representing the first person moneme 
occupies place (Xl). 
Because of the lack of constancy in the order of the monemes 
of Person, Gender and Number, we are going to state the context in 
which each moneme of the above paradigms occur, i. e. before or 
after the verb-root. 
a - The third person moneme 
In the contexts of masculine and dual, feminine and dual, 
masculine and plural, and feminine and plural it occurs before the 
verb-root. In the contexts of masculine and singular, and feminine 
and singular, it occurs after the verb-root. 
b - The second person moneme 
In all contexts where this moneme exists, it occurs only after 
the verb-root. 
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c - The first person moneme 
This moneme occurs in the contexts of singular I and plural. 
In these two contexts it occurs after the verb-root. 
d - The masculine moneme 
In the contexts of third person and singular, third person and 
dual, it occurs before the verb-root. In the contexts of third person 
and plural, second person and singular I second person and plural this 
moneme occurs after the verb-root. 
e - The feminine moneme 
What applies to the place of occurrence of the masculine 
moneme with respect to the verb-root above, applies to the feminine 
moneme. 
f - The singular moneme 
In the contexts of the monemes third person and second person, 
masculine and feminine, this moneme always occurs after the verb-root. 
In the context of the first person moneme, it occurs before the verb-root. 
g - The dual moneme 
In all contexts where this moneme exists, it occurs after the 
verb-root. 
h - The plural moneme 
In the contexts of third person and masculine, third person and 
feminine, second person and masculine I second person and feminine, 
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it occurs after the verb-root. This moneme occurs before the 
verb-root in the context of first person moneme only. 
To sum up, the distribution of the monemes of Person, Gender 
and Number paradigms can be accounted for in the following manner: 
1 - With the perfective moneme, the above monemes always occur in 
that order which is relative to each other after the verb-root, i. e. 
Person-Gender-Number. 
2 - With the im perfective moneme, there is no cons tancy in the order 
of monemes occurring before or after the verb-root and the order depends 
on the context. 
PART THREE 
CHAPTER VII 
THE DISTRIBUTIONAL UNIT(S) (SYNTAGMS) OF MSA 
The aim of this cha pter is to establish the distributional unit 
(syntagm) of Modern Standard Arabic. Following that, however, we 
shall, for the sake of completeness, proceed by giving a description 
of the syntactic relations existing within the constituents of the bas ic 
predicative syntagm in MSA and the main types of verbs within the 
syntagm in question. These relations holding between the syntagmatic 
entities will be represented in terms of the model set up for a 
consistent and an adequate description of those relations. 
7. 1. Nuclearity in MSA 
It has been mentioned earlier (cf. chapter IV) that "functional" 
as well as "occurrence" dependency are two fundamental notions in 
Axiomatic Functionalism. However, it must be pointed out that 
whereas the notion of functional dependency is relevant to systemology, 
the notion of occurrence dependency is relevant to realisation. By 
virtue of the fact that in Axiomatic Functionalism these two levels are 
distinct from each other, it follows that the afore-mentioned notions 
must always be kept separated in syntactic analysis, which analysis 
is ultimately interested in functional dependency relations. Nevertheless, 
occurrence dependency plays an important role in the process of setting 
up syntactic description in that it provides the describer with what 
might be called, for the lack of better term, clues as to the functional 
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dependency relations in a syntagm. Ideally, one should base onself 
on functional dependency relations only in the process of carrying out 
syntactic description. But since functional dependency relations are 
extremely abstract, it appears to make sense to approach them via 
occurrence dependency relations. The importance of occurrence 
dependency relations is, therefore, not a theoretical but an operational 
or pragmatic one. In other words, occurrence dependency relations, 
though strictly distinct from functional dependency relations, act as 
a short cut to the identification of the latter. It is with this 
understanding in mind that the following analyses are carried out. 
To show the importance of such notions, cons ider the syntagms: 
"/ia ?kulu ?alqirdu ?almauza/" Ithe monkey eats bananas J 
(3MS, imp£.) leatl (the + monkey) (the + bananas) 
and "/iuEibu ?alqirdu ?almauza/" Ithe monkey likes bananas l 
(3MS, imp£.) llike l (the + monkey) (the + bananas) 
Each of the above two syntagms contains three immediate constituents 
of which the constituents" /ia ?kulu/" (3MS, imp£.) leatl and" /iuEibu/" 
(3MS,impf.) llike l , i.e. the verbal predicatives, (1) are identified as 
the nuclei of the above syntagms (see below), whereas the rest of the 
constituents are recognised as peripherals. The identification of the 
afore-mentioned constituents as nuclei is based on two cons iderations: 
(1) The 'verb J in traditional sense. 
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commutation with 'zero' , (1) and dependency relations (functional and 
occurrence). As far as the first cons ideration is concerned, both 
constituents figure as the back bone of the above s yntagms without 
which we cannot have self-contained syntagms, i. e. commuting the 
constituents II /ia 7kulu/1I and II /iutibu/II with • zero' will produce the 
(1) It must be pOinted out, however, that commutation with 'zero' is 
not cons idered as a criterion of nucleus status in the • Postulates J 
(cf. Mulder, 1980, c). In Sets and Relations in Phonology (1968), 
Mulder actually establishes nuclei which he admits can commute 
with 'zero'. More recent literature in Axiomatic Functionalism, 
(liOn the Representation of Syn~actic Structure (1978)11, and IISome 
Difficult Cases in Syntax (19i8)" re-printed in Mulder and Hervey I 
The Strategy of Linguistics (1980)11 ), seems to regard non-
commutation with i zero ' as, at least, an operationally Significant 
criterion of nuclear identification. In discussions with the founder 
of the theory, he indicated to me that the afore-mentioned situation 
in Sets and Relations in Phonology is no longer valid - though no 
justification for this position was explicitly given. It may, 
however, be suggested on the bas is of the literature available (see 
above, II On Representation ... II and II Some Difficult •.. II; Hadj-
Mohammed (1980) - who was supervised by Mulder) that non-
commutation with 'zero' is now implicitly recognised as criterion 
of nucleus status which we acknowledge may not be an entirely 
satisfactory solution. The nucleus status may be justified Simply 
by notion of nucleus as the identity-element for the syntactic 
function of the other peripheral immediate constituents, i. e. the 
element towards which the tactic functions of all the other elements 
depend for their relation. This solution is included within the 
second cons ideration above I i. e. dependency relations. In the 
present work, however, we shall base our description on both of 
the above two cons iderations, since through both of them we can 
identify the nucleus of a syntagm in MSA. 
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instance "/7alqirdu 7almanza/1I 'the monkey the bananas i which is 
not a self-contained syntagm in the data under cons ideration. This, 
in effect, means that the establishment of the constituents" /ia 7kulu/1I 
and "/iui1ibu/1I as the nuclei, according to the first consideration, is 
tenable. 
With res pect to dependency relations, both constituents I i. e. 
II/ia 7kulu/1I and lI/iul1ibi/", are recognised as the nuclei of the above 
syntagms for the following cons iderations: 
a) a direct relation holds between each of the other immediate 
constituents and the nuclei in question; constructions like "/ia 7kulu 
7at~iflu/1I 'the child eats' I "/ia ?kulu ?alkalbu/" 'the dog eats I, 
"/ia7kulu 7a!~acrama/1I ihe eat the food', and "/ia7kulu 7allahma/1I 
'he eats the meat' stand as instances of self-contained syntagms. 
Each of the constituents II /7a~tiflL:/", II /7alkalbu/", "/7atta 'lama/1I 
and II /7allahma/", in the above s yntagms depends for its tactic function 
on "/ia 7kulu/1I but not vice versa. On the level of utterance, each of 
the afore-mentioned constituents depends for its occurrence on the 
constituent" /ia 7kulu/" but not vi~e versa. 
b) It is via "/ia 7kulu/" and no other immediate constituent in the 
syntagm "/ia 7kulu 7alqirdu 7alma-J.za/" 'the monkey eats bananas' that 
this syntagm could be related to c.:1other element or syntagm. For 
instance I in the syntagm "/ia 7kulu 7alqirdu 7almauza kulla iaumin/II 
'the monkey eats bananas every day', (3MS, imp£') 'eat' (the + monkey) 
(the + bananas) (every) (day), it is via II/ia 7kulu/1I (3MS, imp£.) 'eat' 
that the syntagm II/ia 7kulu 7alqirc:u 7almauza/" 'the monkey eats bananas' 
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is related to the syntagm 11 /kulla iaumin/II 'every day' . This 
consideration is supported by the fact that in the language under 
analysis we may form a self-contained syntagm with the two immediate 
constituents 11 /ia 7kulu/1I and 11 /kulla iaumin/II of the above syntagm I 
consider: lI/ia7kulu kulla iaumin/II 'he eats every day', whereas neither 
of the other two constituents, i. e. 11 /7alqirdu/1I 'the monkey' and 
1I/7almauza/1I 'the bananas' can form a self-contained syntagm with 
the constituent II/kulla iaumin/II 'every day' I consider: 
* 11 /7alqirdu kulla iaumin/II 'the monkey every day' 
* 1I/7almauza kulla iaumin/II Uthe bananas every day' 
(The same form of argument goes for the constituent 11 /iubibu/II 
(3MS,impf.) 'like' in the syntagm II/iuhibu 7alqirdu ?almauza/II , the 
monkey likes bananas' above). 
The above discussion shows that the two nuclei of the syntagms 
in question have similar function with res pect to their nature in both 
s yntagms I i. e. in the ir ca pacity to govern the syntactic functions of 
the peripheral constituents which are sub-ordinated to them. Thus I 
structurally the above two syntagms manifest the same bundle of 
positions. On the level of realisation l the two syntagms in question 
differ from each other in that the constituent 11 /7alma uza/II 'the bananas' 
in the syntagm lI/ia7kulu 7alqirdu 7almauza/1I 'the monkey eats bananas' 
is an expans ion which depends for its occurrence on the nucleus 
11 /ia 7kulu/1I but not vice versa, whereas in the syntagm II/iuiiibu 
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7alqirdu ?almauza/" 'the monkey likes bananas' the constituent 
1/7almauza/" 'the bananas' is a bound peripheral which depends for 
its occurrence on the nucleus II /iul1ibu/" and vice versa. The syntactic 
structure of the above syntagms may be represented in the following way: 
'falqirdu 
t-------:;,. ia 7k ul u 
7almauza 
?alqirdu 
t-------~ iutibu 
?almauza 
7.2. The distributional unit(s) (syntagms) of MSA 
As pOinted out in cha pter IV, in syntax, the pleremes combine 
in ordering relations to form syntagms of the grammatical system. Thus, 
syntax accounts for the distribution of pleremes in syntagms, and such 
syntagms in turn maya ppear in pos itions in higher level syntagms. It 
has also been mentioned that the sub-s ystem of syntax deals with 
positions and distributional units. This, in fact, inherently involves 
treating the distribution of syntactic elements, i. e. phonemes or 
syntagms, and the syntagmatic functions these elements have in forming 
self-contained syntactic constructions. 
Before trying to establish a distributional unit (syntagm) of MSA 1 
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let us briefly review the notions of "position" and "distributional 
unit" which have occurred in the discuss ion. The two notions I as 
we shall see, are inextricably bound together. One cannot conceive 
of positions without conceiving of distributional units, nor vice versa. 
"Pos ition" is one of the key concepts of the theory. It is an 
important notion in phonotactics and syntax since every element, 
which has a function (phonotactic or syntactic) and stands in a tactic 
relation, is assigned to a position set up in the relevant model which 
accounts for that relation. "Pos itions" are defined as "dimens ions 
within a chain such that in every such dimens ion an entity, as an 
immediate constituent of that cha in, can stand and alternate (i. e. 
commute) with other entities, or with zero", or alternatively as "points 
on a chain corresponding to relata of direct tactic relations", and 
"points of intersection between paradigms (visualised as a vertical 
straight line, called paradigmatic axis) and a chain (visualised as a 
horizontal straight line called syntagmatic axis)" (Mulder,1980(c), 
Def:7g). So" position" is a place or diviSion within a construction 
that can be occupied by an orderc.ble element. The process of 
commutation is the decisive factor which establishes all the elements 
that can occu py that same place, i. e. pos ition, within a chain. The 
"pos ition" in phonotactics, as in syntax, are points on the syntagmatic 
axis at which paradigms can be established. In the Axiomatic 
Functionalist theory, the term "distributional unit" in its wide sense, 
is used to cover self-contained bundles of positions or instances of 
those self-contained bundles, both in phonology and grammar (c£. Ibid: 
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Def:9). The term in question is referred to as II phonotagm ll in 
phonology and" syntagm" in grammar. 
In the preceding paragraph, we pointed out that in the theory 
of Axiomatic Functionalism the term "distributional unit" applies to 
both phonology and grammar. Since in phonology we may set up one 
distributional unit which can accommodate all the phonotagms of a 
language (cf. Mulder (1968), (1980 9f)) ) I whether these phonotagms 
represent the minimum or the maximum extens ion of that distributional 
unit, then there is nothing against applying the same procedure to 
grammar. That is, we may establish one distributional unit to 
accommodate, for instance, all types of the verbal predicative based 
syntagm in a language. It should be noted, however, that this procedure 
is different from the one followed by Mulder, 1. e. our interest is to 
establish only one distributional unit on to which all VPB syntagms 
may be mapped, whereas Mulder ' s procedure is to establish a different 
(1 ) 
model for each type of the VPB s yntagm (cf. Mulder, (1968) I (1980 (h)) ). 
Moreover, the one distributional unit, Le. model, as we shall see, 
offers a more adequate, simpler, as well as a more economical analys is 
of the syntagm in question than Mulder's various models. Further I this 
procedure is cons istent with the Axiomatic Functionalists I theory I in 
the sense that it has been successfully applied in establishing the 
distributional unit in phonology. In the following paragraph we are 
going to discuss briefly the distributional unit in phonology, and then 
(1) Note that Hadj -mohammed (1980), who was supervised by Mulder, 
established fifteen models for the VPB syntagm in Kamali Arabic. 
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proceed to the establishment of the distributional unit in grammar. 
"Phonotagm" is defined as a "self-contained bundle of 
positions in phonology" (Ibid, Def:9~). An alternative definition 
is "minimum type of structure within which the distribution of 
phonotactic entities can be described completely and exhaustively" 
(Ibid.). The distributional unit in phonology is the largest unit one 
has to consider for the establishment and distribution of the phonemes 
in a language. By definition, the minimum extens ion of a distributional 
unit cons ists of two pos itions, namely, a nuclear and a peripheral 
position, e. g. /ra/ (not) in MSA (see below). The maximum 
extension of such a unit in any given phonotactic system can only be 
established with regard to the optimum size of its phonotagms which 
is treated as a model in terms of which all further phonotagms can be 
described. The basic way to arrive at a statement of the distribution 
of phonemes is to begin with the item in the nuclear pos ition and to 
work outwards from that item to tte items which occur in the peripheral 
positions along with it. In other words, to identify a distributional 
unit for a language, one should S ;Jecify the nuclear pos ition for that 
unit together with all the peripheral, explos ive and implos ive, pos itions 
that are de pendent on it, with the if degree of peripherality from the 
nucleus. For example, in MSA, a distributional unit of four pos itions 
can be established as the maximal one in the language. In terms of 
sequential order, the four pos itions are: explos ive (e), nuclear (n), 
first implosive (i l ) and second im;Jlosive (i2). The four-position 
distributional unit can be diagram:natically illustrated as: 
e n 
.1 
1 
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.2 
1 
This distributional unit represents the maximum extens ion of MSA 
phonotagm, e.g. the phonotagm /harfl (letter 'of alphabet'). As 
the vowel phoneme lal is the ide:1tity element of this phonotagm, it 
occupies the nuclear position. The consonantal phonome 1111 fills 
the (e) pos ition whereas the phonemes Irl and If I occupy the (i 1) 
2 
and (i ) pos itions, res pectively. Note that a phonotagm such as 
Il~V (not), which represe nts the :ninimum extens ion of MSA phonotagm, 
is also an instance of the above distributional unit with zeros in the 
implosive pOSitions. This phonctagm can be mapped onto the model 
in question as follows: 
1 a 
Concerning the distributicnal unit (syntagm) in syntax r this unit 
is defined as II a self-contained :::.mdle of pos itions in grammar ll or 
instances of a self-contained b1..:::dle of pos itions in grammar II (Ibid I 
Def:9l2.). That is r this notion m=-y refer not only to the theoretical 
model, or meta-model r and to tI:s descriptive model but also to instances 
of, or realisations of the model ·,,-hich we recognise in the data. In 
other words r the distributional u::it can mean just a set of unfilled 
pOSitions in grammar, while a sy::tagm must have the positions in the 
distributional unit filled by the constituent elements of a self-contained 
grammatical construction. The ciistributional unit in syntax is of 
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hierarchical nature. That is, in syntax, one can have syntagms 
with in s yntagms and the latter s yntagms aga in with in s yntagms I 
etc. Moreover I within the sub-system of syntax, unlike in 
phonotactics (see above), all types of relation envisaged by the 
theory of axiomatic functionalism, i. e. relations of sub-ordination, 
co-ordination and inter-ordination, (1) may be established between 
syntagmatic entities I i. e. pleremes and syntagms. Within such a 
field of relations, there is a limit to the extent to which the function 
of one element may directly determine or be dependent on the function 
of another; the syntagm marks the.limits·such that the functions of the 
elements, or the relations of the elements orie to another can be 
described completely and exhaustively without reference to any element 
outside the syntagm, while the syntagm as a whole may itself contract 
syntactic relations with other syntagms. 
Every element which occurs in a particular syntagm is ass igned 
to a pos ition of that syntagm. The element standing in a pos ition stands 
in a functional relation, or ordering relation, with another element 
standing in a pos ition, or with other elements standing in different 
pos itions. Accordingly, and as far as the adequacy of the 
distributional unit is concerned, it is important for statements of 
distribution of syntactic elements to establish the correct number of 
positions in a syntagm. If the distributional unit has too few pOSitions 
to account for the functions of all the elements which can occur in that 
(1) For 'sub-ordination' , 'co-ordination ' and 'inter-ordination' , see 
chapter Four. 
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syntagm, it is inadequate in its description of the syntactic function 
of the elements and has to be discarded or altered. That is I the 
model should be fully tested and the field of relations, or positions 
set up within it must be adequate. 
In the following paragraphs, we shall give examples of 
instances of the "verbal predicative based" syntagm, henceforth 
VPB syntagm, in MSA, which enable us to set up an exhaustive 
descriptive model for the distributional unit of which this syntagm is 
an example. In this res pect, we are going to set up only one 
distributional unit as an abstract model wh.ich may account for all 
the instances of the verbal predicative based syntagms in MSA. If 
we find that this distributional unit does not suffice for any VPB 
syntagm in MSA, therefore, this distributional unit has to be rejected 
for reasons of inadequacy and another distributional unit has to be 
established. Our concern will be to establish that all VPB syntagms 
can be mapped onto the distributional unit established either as an 
instance with all pos itions filled or with some pos itions filled with 
zero, i. e. we are going to follow the phonology approach. For the 
above purpose cons ider the following examples: 
1. "/zalasat ?almuhandisatu 1ala ?alkursi/" 'the female engineer sat 
(3FS,pf.) 'sits (the +'f' engineer) (on) (the + chair) 
on the chair' 
2. "/nama 7alualadu/" 'the boy slept' 
(3MS, pf.) 'sleep' (the + boy) 
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3. "/7a~bara ?a17abu 7albinta 1ala 7azzauazi/" 'the father forced the 
(3MS / pi.) 'force' (the + father) (the + girl) (on) (the + marriage) 
girl to get married' 
4. "/uadda 1a 7almudarrisu 7attaliba ?alkitaba 1ala ?attauilati/" 
. ~ .. . --
(3MS/ pi.) 'put' (the + teacher) (the" student) (the + book) (on) (the + table) 
'the teacher made the student put the book on the table' 
5. "Ilallama zaidun mul1ammadan 7arhisaba/" 'Zaid taught Mohammed 
(3MS, pi.) 'teach' (Zaid) (Mohammed) (the + arithmetic) 
arithmetic' 
6. "/eabbatat 7almumari<;latu 7a~~urata 1ala 7azZidari/" 'the nurse fixed 
(3FS, pi.) 'fix' (the + nurse) (the + picture) (on) (the + wall) 
the picture on the wall' 
7. "/7a 1ta 7arrazulu 7al1amila nuqudan/" 'the man gave the worker money' 
(3MS, pi.) 'give I (the + man) (the + worker) (money) 
8. "/uac;la 1a xalidun 7alkitaba fi ?ari1aqibati/" 'Khalid put the book in the bag' 
(3 MS, pi.) 'put' (Khalid) (the + book) (in) (the + bag) 
9. "/rakala ?alla 1ibu 7alkurata/" 'the player kicked the ball' 
(3MS/pi.) 'kick' (the + player) (the + ball) 
The above syntagms exemplify different types of verbal predicatives, 
i. e. whether the verbal predicative takes one nominal, two nominals, 
a complement/ or whether it takes none. Of these syntagms, example 
(4L i.e. "/uadda1a ?almudarrisu ?attaliba 7alkitaba 1ala 7attauilati/" 
. . . . . . 
'the teacher made the student put the book on the table', provides an 
instance of the VPB syntagm with five immediate constituents. We 
have not found a syntagm with more than five. Our task, then, will 
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be to establish a model which accommodates this syntagm and then 
to test its adequacy with respect to the other syntagms cited. The 
verbal predicative "/uaSlSlala/" (3MS,pf.) 'make put' is the identity 
element of the syntagm in question, and hence it is the nucleus 
(cf. 7.1.). This element is determined by the peripheral elements 
"/7almudarrisu/" 'the teacher', "/7atl;alibu/" 'the studene, "/7alkitaba/" 
'the book' and "!rala 7a!!auilati/" 'on the table'. Moreover, each of 
these four elements is standing in a relation of sub-ordination with 
res pect to the nucleus. Accordingly, we need to establish a five-
position distributional unit to accommodate all the constituents of the 
above syntagm. To these five positions we shall assign the labels 
"subject", "direct object", "indirect object", "complementary object" 
and "verbal predicative". These positions are labelled with respect 
to the function which each class of commutants contracts with the 
nucleus, i. e. the labels which are given to the pOSitions are regarded 
as function indicators for these pos itions. Traditional terminology has, 
by and large, been retained in labelling the positions of a syntagm since 
it is most widely understood and accepted. The assignment of the constituents 
of a syntagm to the relevant pos itions depends on the following criteria: 
1) Case: In MSA, case plays an important role, as it determines the 
pOSition-class of the elements of a syntagm (see below). Elements with 
the nominative case belong to the" subject" pos ition-class, and as such 
they fill the" subj ect" pos ition. Examples are "/7albintu/" 'the girl' , 
"/7alualadu/" 'the boy', "/7albabu/" 'the door', "/7alkalbu/" 'the dog' , 
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etc. Elements with the accusative case belong either to the "direct 
object" pos ition-class or to the" indirect obj ect" pos ition-class (see 
noun class below). Examples are" /7a!taliba/" 'the student', 
"/7alkitaba/" 'the book', "/7al7asada/" 'the lion', "/7arrazula/" 
'the man', etc. The genitive case marks the nominal within a 
functional syntagm and as such this syntagm is assigned to the 
"complementary object" position class, e.g. "/fi 7ai"11adiqati/" 
'in the garden', ")1ala 7al7ar~i/" 'on the floor D , "/min 7albaiti/" 
'from the house', etc. 
2) Agreement 
a) The subject, but not the object, agrees with the predicate in 
number and gender when the two peripheral elements are expressed by 
two nominals within a predicative syntagm, consider: 
"/7al7auladu fatatu ?albaba/" 'the boys opened the door' 
(the + boys) (3MP, p£.) 'open' (the + door) 
II /7albanatu iusahidna filman/" 'the girls see a film' 
(the + girls) (3FP I imp£. )'see' (a film) 
b) When the two peripheral elements, assumed to be subject and 
object are expressed in third person by two nominals having the same 
number and gender, we examine the case. That is, without case, it 
becomes difficult to determine the identities of the subject and the 
object in a construction of this type. In order to make this point 
clear, cons ider: 
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"/qatala 7assurtiiu 7almuZrima/" 'the policeman killed the criminal' 
In the above syntagm it is difficult to determine the identities of the 
subject and object, i. e. the above syntagm may convey another 
message: 'the criminal killed the policeman'. The only way which 
enable US to identify subject and the object is case. Since 1/7assurtiiu/" 
Dthe policeman' have the /u/ (see below) of the nominative case, it is 
identified as subject, whereas the element II /7almuzrima/" ends with 
the /a/ of the accusative case and thus it is identified as object. 
c) The object, but not the subject, when pronominalised is cliticised 
to the verbal predicative. For iristance, we can either have: 
"/7alualadu fatata 7albaba/" 'the boy opened the door' 
or II /7alualadu fatatahu/" 'the boy opened it' 
or "/fatahabu 7alualadu/" 'the boy opened it' 
This new status of the complex "/fatahatu/" 'he opened it' has no effect 
on its grammatical complexity. A pronoun such as II /hu/" 'it' is 
commutable with a whole syntagm, and consequently, "/hu/" 'it' can 
be legitimately given the status of a plereme I rather than a moneme. 
Moreover, the above case gives test of direct object. That is, if a 
nominal commutes with pronominal which cliticises to the verbal 
predicative I then this nominal is a direct object, provided that it is 
the only obj ect in the s yntagm (s ee the above exam pie). On the other 
hand I if there are two nominals in a s yntagm functioning as obj ects I 
then the one commuting with a pronominal which cliticises to the verbal 
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predicative is the indirect object while the other is the direct 
object. Cons ider: 
"/7al7ummu 7a 1~at 7aHiflata mauzatan/' 'the mother gave the female 
child a banana' 
"/7al7ummu 7a 1~atha mauzatan/" 'the mother gave her a banana I 
3) Noun class: This criterion is mainly applied to elements filling 
the "direct object" and the II indirect object" positions. In this respect, 
cons ider the following pos s ibilities: 
a) In a syntagm conta ining two nominals functioning as objects, the 
one which is more likely to be optional is the indirect object element, 
i. e. it can be replaced by zero. Cons ider: 
II ;1amila 7alualadu 7al7arnaba lu 1batan/" 'the boy made a toy out of the rabbit' 
(3MS, pf.) 'make' (the + boy) (the + rabbit) (a toy) 
II ;1amila 7alualadu lu 9batan/" 'the boy made a toy' 
Hence, if there is only one object present, it is generally the direct 
object. But with a small number of verbs that ,are normally ditransitive, 
the indirect object may be reta ined while the direct object is optional. 
Consider: 
"/darrasa mutammadun 7albanata 7atta 7rLxa/" 'Mohammed taught the 
(3MS, pf.) 'teach' (Mohammed) (the + girls) (the + history) 
girls historyU 
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"/darrasa mutammadun ?albanata/" • Mohammed taught the girls I 
b) Nominals standing in indirect object position typically are 
animate, while direct object position generally have inanimate nouns 
although animate nouns are poss ible on occas ions. This fact may be 
taken as a strong clue to occurrence in pos itions. Cons ider: 
"/7a )tat 7almudarisatu 7at~alibata 7alkitaba/" 'the female teacher 
(3FS, pf.) Igive l (the + If I teacher) (the + If I student) (the + book) 
gave the female student the book l 
c) As the word-orders: verb-subject-indirect object-direct object, 
and subject-verb-indirect object-direct object, are the most common 
ones in MSA syntagms I then the element following the subject and the 
verbal predicative are assignable to the "indirect object" position, and 
the following element to the "direct object" position, consider: 
"/?aTta 7almuhandisu 7al)amila mis~aratan/" °the engineer gave the 
(3MS,pf.) Igive l (the + engineer) (the + worker) (a ruler) 
worker a ruler l 
"/7almuhandisu ?a )ta 7al9amila mis~aratan/" Ithe engineer gave the 
worker a ruler l 
4) Complex functional syntagm: Functional syntagms are assignable 
to the "complementary obj ect" pos ition since it is the status of the 
functional syntagm which determine this position. Consider 
"/min ?alualadi/" Ifrom the boy' in the syntagm: 
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"/7axa'5 at 7albintu 7attufai1ata min 7alualadi/" 'the girl took the 
(3FS, pf.) 'take' (the + girl) (the + apple) (from) (the + boy) 
apple from the boy' 
In accordance with what has been sa id above I the elements 
"/ua~~a la/" (3MS, pf.) 'make pue I "/7almudarrisu/" 'the teacher' , 
"/7a!~aliba/" 'the studene, "/7alkitaba/" 'the book' and" ;rala 
7a!!auilati/" 'on the table' of the syntagm "/ua??ala 7almudarrisu 
7attaliba 7alkitaba lala 7attauilati/" 'the teacher made the student 
put the book on the table', are assignable to the positions "verbal 
predicative" , "subject" I "indirect object", "direct object" and 
"complementary object", respectively. The constituent "/7almudarisu/" 
'the teacher' ends with the allomorph /u/ of the "nominative" and thus 
it is ass igned to the" subject" pos ition. The constituents "/7a~~alibu/" 
'the student' and" /7alkitaba/" 'the book' are both having the allomorph 
/a/ of the" accusative" I but since the former is an animate and the 
latter is an inanimate, they are assigned to the "indirect object" and 
the "direct object" positions, respectively. Being a functional syntagm, 
the constituent ";rala 7attauilati/" 'on the table' fills the "complementary 
obj ect" pos ition. 
In order to complete the model, we need to identify the type of 
determination, i.e. whether we encounter udiverse' or 'parallel' 
determination, in MSA verbal predicative based syntagms, and this 
question tied up with case. These two matters will be dealt with in 
the next section. 
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7.3. 'Case', and types of determination 
This section has two aims. The first aim is to find whether 
case in MSA can be established as a sign or not. Its second aim 
is to establish the relevant type of determination for the VPB syntagm 
in MSA. According to that type we may, as said above, complete 
the model of the VPB syntagm in the language in question. 
7.3.1. Case 
It was mentioned earlier (cf. Chapter II) that Arabic nouns have 
a three-case system: Nominative, Accusative and Genitive. It is 
crucial in this work to find whether each of these traditional 
grammatical categories of inflection can be identified as a sign or not. 
From the axiomatic functionalist's point of view I a particular 
phonological form with a particular distinctive function is an allomorph, 
and a self-contained class of allomorphs with some distinctive function 
is a sign. The distinctive function of a sign is determined by the set 
of Signs with which it commutes in equivalent contexts. Hence, for 
its identity I a sign must commute with at least one other sign, or with 
'zero' (in equivalent contexts), in such a way that the commutation 
brings about a functional difference in the message conveyed. In order 
to determine whether the 'nominative', for example, represented by 
lui or /un/, is a sign or not, consider the entity "/?alualadu/" 'the 
boy' .(1) The establishment of the constituent signs of "I?alualadu/" 
'the boy' is done by applying the commutation test. We start off by 
as suming that the entity in question cons ists of the tentative signs 
(1) Under the axiomatic functionalist's theory such entities as 
17alualadul 'the boy', is cons idered as an instance of a nominal 
syntagm in MSA (cf. Al-Nobani, 1978). 
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"/'i'al/" 'the', "/ualad/" 'boy' and the sign" nominative" represented 
by the allomorph "/u/". Next we shall try to commute each of the 
above tentative signs with other constituents I or with its absence, 
in the same context. Thus, by applying the commutation test to 
"/7al/" 'the' we get the following: 
"/~ualadun/" 'a boy' (1 ) 
Similarly, by commuting "/ualad/" 'boy' with other entities while 
keeping the other constituents constant we get: 
"/'i'alkitabu/" 'the book' 
"/7alqalamu/" 'the pencil' 
"/7albintu/" 'the girl' 
In the same manner, we commute the allomorph "/u/" of the nominative 
in the same context: 
"/7alualad~/" 'the boy' 
" /7alualada/" Uthe boy' 
(2) 
From this valid commutation we conclude that the sign "/7alualadu/" 
'the boy' is a complex sign consisting of the constituent signs "/7al/" 
'the', "/ualad/" 'boy' and the "nominative". The latter sign is 
represented by the allomorph "/u/" • In the same procedure I we can 
(1) Note that" /u/" and" /un/" are allomorphs of one and the same 
sign, i. e. "nominative". 
(2) "/a/" is the allomorph of the "accusative" sign. 
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identify the" accusative" and the "genitive" as signs. The 
allomorphs "/a/" and" /an/" represent the former sign whereas the 
latter sign is represented by the allomorphs "/i/" and "/in/". 
In addition to what is said above, we can also say that the 
allomorphs "/u/" and "/un/" of the "nominative" sign identify the 
°subject i • (1) The allomorphs "/a/" and "/an/" of the "accusative" 
sign characterise the 'object', whereas the allomorphs "/i/" and "/in/" 
of the" genitive" sign mark any type of nominal governed by a functional 
s yntagm (cf. Cha pter IX). Cons ider: 
1. "/nama 7al7asadu/" 'the lion slept' 
(3MS,pf.) 'sleep' (the + lion' 
2. "/qa~a Ta 7arrazulu 7assazarta/" 'the man cut the tree' 
(3MS,pf.) 'cut' (the + man) (the + tree) 
3. "/daxalat 7a~~alibatu 7ila ?almadrasati/" 'the female student 
(3FS, pf.) 'enter' (the + If' student) (to) (the + school) 
entered the school' 
Hence, we can state that these three signs, Le. "nominative" I 
"accusative" and II genitive II, constitute an important factor in 
determining the position-classes (2) of the elements within any syntagm 
in MSA. In other words, elements ending with the II nominative" sign 
(1) Note that in the discussion of cases (cf. 2.2.2.)' we pointed out 
that the ending of a noun or an adjective specifies the function of 
that element within the relevant syntagm. 
(2) "Position-class" for "A set of items which can occur in the same 
position or archi-position" (Mulder, 1968:118). 
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belong to a different position-class from those elements which end 
with either the accusative sign or the "genitive" sign. Elements 
having the latter two signs also belong to two distinct position-
classes. In the above syntagms the elements "/7al7asadu/" 'the 
lion', "/7arrazulu/" 'the man I I "/7analibatu/" 'the female student' I 
"/7assazarata/" 'the tree' I and" /7ila 7almadrasati/" 'to the school ' 
belong to distinct pos ition-classes . The elements" /7al7asadu/" I 
"/7arrazulu/" and "/7a~~alibatu/" contain the sign "/U/" I i.e. 
"nominative" I and as such they belong to a pos ition-class which is 
different from the position-class of the element "/7assazarata/" which 
ends with "/a/" of the "accusative" sign and the position-class of the 
prepositional phrase "/7ila 7almadrasati/" which includes the "genitive" 
sign. In other words I the above elements can be as signed to the 
following pos ition-clas ses: 
I subject' 
" /7al7asadu/" 
"/ 7arraz ul u/" 
" /7a~~alibatu/" 
'direct object' 
"/7as sazarata/" 
I complementary object' 
"/7ila 7almadrasati/" 
7.3.2. 'Diverse' and 'Parallel' determination with regard to the VPB syntagm 
in MSA 
As was pointed out in 4.6 I within the relation of sub-ordination 
a distinction is made between two types of determination: 'diverse ' 
determination and' parallel I determination. Within 'diverse ' determination 
the peripheral constituents stand in different relations of sub-ordination 
with res pect to the nucleus; on the other hand I this cannot be 
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demonstrated within the I parallel I determination, i. e. within parallel 
determination the peripheral constituents cannot be demonstrated to 
stand in different relations to the nucleus. Note also that the latter 
entails distinct sets of items in each position. In other words, one 
of the tests of diverse and parallel determinations is identity versus 
distinctness of the commutation classes, i. e. if the classes are the 
same we obtain 'diverse i determination but if the commutation classes 
are different then we obtain parallel determination (cL Chapter IV). 
The crucial test in deciding the type of determination within a syntagm 
is word-order (see below). That is, if any change in the ordering of 
the constituents of a syntagm leads to producing a new message which 
is functionally distinct from the one we have already got, then we 
obtain 'diverse ' determination. 
The occurrence of these two types of determination varies from 
one language to another or between different types of syntagms within 
the same language. Within the English predicative syntagm, for 
example, we encounter 'diverse ' determination. In the syntagm 
'Jack hit Andrew' there are thre~imr:1ediate constituents namely" Jack" I 
"hit" and "Andrew" of which the constituent" hit" is the nucleus. In 
this construction, the elements "Jack" and "Andrew" stand in a 
relation of sub-ordination with respect to "hit". Since they do so in 
different ways, as the syntagm "Jack hit Andrew" conveys a different 
message from that of "Andrew hit Jack", we establish 'diverse ' 
determination. In other words, syntagms of a language differ from 
each other in terms of: (a) signs, (b) relations, (c) signs and relations. 
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Since the two syntagms above have the same signs, they must differ 
in terms of relations within each of them. It might be added that 
there is a contrastive function between the peripheral elements within 
each of the two s yntagms . In" Jack hit Andrew" I the element "Jack" 
is identified as 'subject' precisely because its function contrasts with 
that of "Andrew" in the 'object' position. Conversely, one may state 
that "Andrew" is identified as 'object' because its function contrasts 
with that of "Jack" in the' subject' position. The difference between 
the two contrastive functions of the peripheral elements is yielded by 
, . 
the sequential order of the elements in question on the realisational 
level. This type of determination can be represented in the following 
structures: 
" subj . II Jack 
------+---~ hit " predicate" 
"obj. " Andrew 
"subj. " Andrew 
-----+---...:?~ hit II predicate" 
"obj." Jack 
Within the verbal predicative based syntagm in MSA, we 
encounter "parallel" determination only. Consider the syntagm: 
"/qatala ?a§-?aiadu fal ?asada/" 'the hunter killed the lion' 
(3 MS I pf.) 'kill' (the + hunter) (the + lion) 
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This syntagm is a combination of three immediate constituents, of 
which" /qatala/" (3MS, pf.) 'kill ll is the nucleus. Each one of the 
two peripherals, L e. "/7a?iiiaiadu/" 'the hunter' and" /7al7asada/" 
'the lion ' , is standing in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to 
the nucleus. As mentioned above, we have distinct sets of elements 
in each position-class, L e. the above elements belong to different 
pos ition-classes. The set to which the element II /7a~~aiadu/" 
'the hunter ' belongs, ends with either "/u/" or "/un/" of the "nominative" 
sign, whereas the element "/7al7asada/" Gthe lion' belongs to a set 
whose elements ends with "/a/" orn/an/" of the "accusative" sign. 
Moreover, we cannot ascerta in that the relation between the peripheral 
constituents II /7a~~a iadu/" 'the hunter ' and the nuclear element 
II /qatala/" (3MS, pf.) 'kill', L e. (7a!?~aiadu--~,>qatala), is different 
from the relation between the peripheral constituent" /7al7asada/1I 
'the lion' and II/qatala/II (3MS,pf.) 'kill', Le. (7al7asada--..,.~qatala). 
Note that in MSA, permuting of the elements, i. e. the change of ordering 
of the elements, on the realisational level would not lead to producing 
two, or more, syntagms that are functionally distinct. In other words, 
it makes no difference whether we say: 
"/qatala ?assaiadu 7al7asada/" 
or "/qatala 7al7asada 7al? ~a iadc:/" 
or "/7a!?~aiadu qatala 7al7asada/1I 
or "/7al7asada qatala 7a!?~aiadu/1I 
Hence, we encounter I parallel I determination. The relations between 
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the immediate constituents of this syntagm, which represents one 
type of the verbal predicative based syntagm in MSA, may be 
represented as follows: 
"subj. " 7assaiadu 
I----~qatala IIV. p. II 
"obj. " 7a17asada 
It may be concluded from what has been said above that the 
only type of determination we encounter within the VPB syntagm of 
MSA is 'parallel' determination. It is interesting, however, to mention 
that the situation in the Arabic dialects is different. Within the dialects, 
we encounter 'diverse' determination. This is due to the absence of 
case which plays an outstanding role in determining the type of 
determination within a s yntagm. For this purpose I cons ider: 
"/safat ?albnaiia 7albaqara/" 'the girl saw the cow' 
(3FS I pi.) 'see' (the + girl) (the + cow) 
The above syntagm is a combination of three immediate constituents of 
which" /safat/" 'she saw' is the nucleus. Each of the peripheral 
elements" /7albnaiia/" 'the girl' and" /7albaqara/" 'the cow' is 
standing in a relation of sub-ordination with res pect to the nucleus. 
By permuting the peripheral elements of the above syntagm we got the 
syntagm "/safat 7albaqara 7albnaiia/" 'the cow saw the girl'. The 
above two syntagms contain the same constituents, but convey two 
different messages. The syntactic functions of the peripheral elements 
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in the first syntagm is different from the syntactic functions of the 
peripheral elements in the second. In the first syntagm the element 
II /7albnaiia/" 'the girl' functions as 'subj ect' (1) whereas the element 
"/7albaqara/" functions as 'object'. In the second syntagm, i.e. 
"/safat ?albaqara 7albnaiia/" 'the cow saw the girl', the element 
II /7albaqara/" functions as 'subject' whereas the element II /7albnaiia/" 
functions as 'object'. In other words, the relations exhibited by the 
peripheral elements in the first syntagm are functionally different from 
the relations exhibited by the two peripheral elements in the second 
syntagm. On the basis of these different relations I the elements 
II /?albna iia/" 'the girl' and II /?albaqara/" 'the cow' are sa id to stand 
in a relation of 'diverse' rather than 'parallel' determination with respect 
to the nucleus II /safat/" (3FS, pf.) 'see'. Accordingly, the syntactic 
structure of the above s yntagms may be re presented as follows: 
II subj." 7albnaiia "subj." 7albaqara 
--------~-7safat ---------4~s.afat II v. p. II 
II obj . II ?albaqara II obj . II ?albnaiia 
Now, let us return to the is sue of establishing the distributional 
unit of the VPB syntagm in MSA (cf. 7.2.). We have established five 
positions for the syntagm in question, namely 'verbal predicative', 
and 'complementary object' 
'subject', 'direct object' r uindirect object;(. Further, we have 
(1) Note that in the dialects, the 'subject' and the 'object' are 
characterised by certain properties, i. e. they can be identified 
by different methods. However, we shall not deal with these 
properties here as such discussion lies outside the scope of 
this thes is. 
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demonstrated in the above analysis that within the VPB syntagm in 
MSA we encounter I parallel ' determination. Therefore, the underlying 
structure (1) of the syntagm in question can be schematised as follows: 
subject 
direct object 
indirect object 
complementary obj ect 
verbal predicative 
Now, we are in a pos ition to show how the constituents of the s yntagm 
II /ua slsl a 1a 7almudarrisu 7at~aliba 7alkitaba 9ala 7at~auilati/1I 'the 
teacher made the student put the book on the table I (cf. Ibid.)' can 
be accommodated in the above model: 
II subj. II 
II d. obj . " 
"ind. obj . II 
II com pl. obj . II 
7almudarrisu 
?alkitaba 
7attaliba 
(1 a la~~--?a ~~a u ila t i) 
I---~uaddala IIV. p. II 
Having subjected the five-position model to attempted refutations, 
by testing it on as many examples from the data as possible, and failed 
to discover any counter-evidence '.\Thich might make it necessary for us 
to revise our analysis, we are in a position to adopt it as a valid, i.e. 
unrefuted I descriptive statement. 
In the following section, we are going to test the adequacy of 
(1) "Underlying structure" for "abstract representation of a chain in 
terms of pos itions with or without indication of functional 
dependencies, or occurrence dependencies (Mulder I 1980 (c), 
Def:14s~) . 
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the above model by establishing all the VPB syntagms in MSA which 
map onto it. These syntagms, as we shall see, vary according to 
the nature of the verbal nucleus in each of them, i. e. whether this 
verbal predicative nucleus is transitive or intransitive and what kind 
of trans itivity or intrans itivity it is. 
7.4. Types of the verbal predicative nucleus within the VPB syntagm 
With respect to the VPB syntagm, different types of nucleus, 
corresponding closely to the different types of objects and complements, 
can be found within these syntagms (see below). These nuclei may 
refer either to trans itive verbal predicative or to intrans itive verbal 
predicative. Both transitive and intransitive verbal predicatives, in 
their turn, include different types of verbal predicative. The 
traditionally recognised terms "transitive", "intransitive", etc. are 
a pplied as mere clas sificatory labels for the different types of verbal 
predicatives. However, we retained these terms for the sake of the 
readeru s convenience since they are most widely understood and 
accepted. Terms of the aforementioned kind will, in this work, be 
taken to refer not only to the verbal element (1) which stands in the 
nuclear pos ition, but to the class ification of verbal predicatives and 
derivatively of syntagms, in that the nucleus selects which e- -'s ition 
may be filled. In what follows, we are going to present the different 
types of the verbal predicative nucleus, with all the relevant information 
of each type. 
(1) Terms such as "transitive" "intransitive" in traditional grammar are 
used to refer exclusively to verbs which may, or may not, take an 
object. 
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7.4.1. Intransitive verbal predicative 
This type of verbal predicative cannot appear with any 
element in either of the two pos itions: "direct object" or "indirect 
object" I e.g. "/iahduru/" (3MS / imp£') 'roar'l "/7irtafa1a/" (3MS I 
p£') 'rise'l "/za?ara/" (3MS / P£') 'roar l l "/hada'(a/" (3MS / P£') 
'become calm'. As an instance representing this type of verbal 
predicative I cons ider: 
"/namat 7azzau~atu/" Ithe wife slepe 
This syntagm is a self-contained bundle of two immediate constituents 
of which" /namat/" (3FS I pf.) 'sleep' is the nucleus. For its function I 
the element "/?azzauzatu/" 'the wife l is standing in a direct relation 
of sub-ordination to the nucleus I i. e. the constituent "/7azzauzatu/" 
Ithe wife' depends on the nucleus element "/namat/" (3FS I p£') 'sleep· 
but not vice versa. The structure of the above syntagm can be 
represented in the following manner: 
"subj. " 
"d. obj . " 
"ind. obj. " 
" com pl. obj . " 
7azzauzatu 
I----~ namat "v. p. " 
It should be noted I however I that the element" /7azzauzatu/" is 
ass igned to the" subject" pos ition because it ends with the allomorph 
"/u/" of the nominative I and controls verb agreement. 
As the nuclear element within the intrans itive VPB s yntagm can 
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occur on its own, it follows that the peripheral element is an 
expansion, L e. it can be replaced by 'zero'. Being an expansion, 
the element II /7azzau~atu/" 'the wife' of the above syntagm depends I 
for its occurrence, on the verbal predicative element "/namat/". 
That is, as an instance of the intransitive VPB syntagm, the constituent 
II /namat/" (3FS, pf.) 'sleep' does not require the presence of a bound 
element to actualise it; consequently, it is a free nucleus. 
Note that in realisation, the elements filling the' subj ect' 
position are readily identifiable in all types of the VPB syntagm in 
MSA, as they are indicated by the form of the predicative, Le. person, 
gender and number are expressed within the form of the predicative. 
With every verbal predicative type there is one with a subject and one 
without it. For instance, we can have 
II /katabat 7albintu risalatan/" 
or "/katabat risalatan/" 
'the girl wrote a letter' 
'she wrote a letter' 
In this sense, the" subj ect" element figures as a peripheral expans ion 
in all types of the VPB syntagm in ~1SA. 
7.4.2. Complementary intransitive verbal predicative 
The prominent feature of this type of verbal predicative is that 
it must appear with a bound element in the "complementary object" 
position. Examples of this type of verbal predicative are: 1I/7istanada/" 
(3MS,pf.) 'lean', 1/7iqtaraba/" (3MS,pf.) 'approach', "/7istafada/" 
(3MS,pf.) 'benefit froml. As an instance containing the above type of 
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verbal predicative, consider: 
"/7istanada 7allamilu 1ala 7aziidari/" 'the worker leaned on the wall l 
This syntagm has three immediate constituents of which "/7istanada/" 
(3MS, pf.) 'lean' is the nucleus. Each of "/7al1amilu/" 'the worker' 
in the 'subject' pOSition and ";lala 7azZidari/" 'on the wall l in the 
"complementary object" pOSition, (1) is standing in a direct relation of 
sub-ordination to the nuclear element. The above elements are 
as signed to their relevant pos itions as they belong to different pos ition-
classes, i. e. the element" /7a11amUu/" 'the worker l belongs to a 
class which ends with the allomorph "/u/" of the nominative sign, 
whereas the prepositional phrase "/fala 7azzidari/" 'on the wall l 
belongs to another pos ition -clas s. The above s yntagm can be mapped 
onto the model of the VPB syntagm in the following manner: 
"subj." 
"d. obj . " 1----~7istanada "v. p. " 
"ind. obj . " 
"comp. obj. " (crala~<--7azzidari) 
On the level of realisation, the nucleus of the syntagm in question 
is not free since it has to be actualised by an obligatory element. 
(1) The complementary object always figures as a complex syntagmatic 
element l i. e. a syntagm the nucleus of which is a "functional". 
"Functionals" are entities like °prepositions', °relative pronouns' 
of traditional grammar, or some other particles. For a detailed 
discussion of 'functional syntagms l in MSA see chapter IX. 
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7.4.3. Non-complementary intrans itive verbal predicative 
The term II non-com plementaryll refers to a type of nucleus 
which can stand in two syntagms: one with prepos itional phrase and 
one without it. This type of verbal predicative occurs in the syntagm 
patterns, intrans itive and complementary intrans itive. Examples of 
the type in question are: II /zalasa/II (3MS I pf.) 's it', II /~ahaba/" 
(3MS,pf.) 'go'. In a syntagm such as II/zalasat 7almulalimatu/1I 
'the female teacher sat down', the verbal predicative II /~alasat/II 
(3FS, pf.) 's it down' behaves as intrans itive I whereas it behaves as 
complementary intrans itive in a syntagm such as "/zalasat 7almu 1alimatu 
lala 7alkursi/" 'the female teacher sat on the chair' (cf. 7.4.1. -2.). 
The constituent "/7almulalimatu/" 'the female teacher' occupies the 
IIsubject ll position in both syntagms since it has the allomorph II/U/II 
of the II nom inative II , whereas the constituent lI;1ala 7alkurs 1/" 'on 
the chair' fills the IIcomplementary object ll position. The structures 
of the above two syntagms may be represented as follows: 
ii) 
"subj. " 
"d.obj.1I 
II ind. obj. II 
II com pl. obj • II 
IIsubj.1I 
"d. obj • " 
II ind. obj . II 
"comp. obj. II 
7almu lalimatu 
7almu 1alimatu 
c;6 
c;6 
(9 alaE-( --7alkurs"i) 
r----,~zalasat 
zalasat 
"v. p. " 
IIV. p." 
On the level of utterance, the nucleus in each of the above syntagms 
is a free one. 
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7.4.4. Transitive verbal predicative 
The characteristic feature of this type of verbal predicative 
is its potentiality to appear with an obligatory I i. e. bound, peripheral 
in the "direct object" position. Examples of the above type are: 
"/slaraba/" (3MS,pf.) 'hitD , "/iu"bibu/" (3MS,impf.) 'like ' , "/qatala/" 
(3MS, pf.) 'kill', "/~ arasa/" (3MS, pf.) I plant' . An instance 
containing this type of verbal predicative is the syntagm: 
"/iuhibu 7attaziru 7assafara/" 'the merchant likes travelling' 
This syntagm is a self-contained bundle of three constituents of which 
II /iuEibu/" (3MS, impf.) 'like I is the nucleus. This nucleus governs 
the tactic functions of the other two peripheral constituents 
"/7attaziru/" 'the merchant ' and II /7assafara/" 'travelling' in the 
"subject" and the "direct object" positions, respectively. The 
ass ignment of these two constituents to the aforementioned pos itions 
depends on the case ending of each element. The element "/7ai:taziru/" 
has the allomorph "/u/" of the nominative sign and thus it belongs to 
the subject position-class, whereas the element" /?assafara/" has 
the allomorph "/a/" of the accusative sign in addition to the fact that 
it is inanimate and commutes with the pronominal" /hu/" 'it', thus it 
belongs to the "direct object" position-class. The relation between 
the immediate constituents of the above syntagm can be shown by the 
following structure: 
"subj." 
lid. obj . II 
II ind. obj . II 
II compl. obj . II 
?attaziru 
7assafara 
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r----? iuhibu 
In terms of realisation, since the constituent II /iul1ibu/" 
"V. p. II 
(3MS, imp£.) 'like', demands the presence of the actualiser "/7assafara/" 
Utravelling', hence it is not free. 
7.4.5. Ditrans itive verbal predicative 
The essential feature of this type of verbal predicative is that 
it appears with bound elements filling the "direct object" and the 
II ind irect obj ect" pos itions . Examples of this type are: II /7a T~a/" 
(3MS,p£.) 'give', "/7albasa/" (3MS,p£.) 'dress', "/manatia/" (3MS,pf.) 
'award' . An instance representing the relevant information is: 
II /7a 1~a 7arrazulu 7alualada tuffaEatan/" 'the man gave the boyan apple I 
This syntagm is a combination of four immediate constituents of which 
"/7a 1~a/" (3MS, p£') Dgive' is the nucleus. Since the constituent 
"/7arrazulu/" 'the man' ends with the allomorph "/u/", it is assigned 
to the" subj ect" pos ition. The elements" /7alualada/" 'the boy' and 
"/tuffa11atan/" 'an apple', which end with the allomorphs "/a/", "/an/" 
of the accusative, are ass igned to the pos itions II indirect object" and 
"direct object", res pectively. This is due to the fact that the former 
is an animate and commutes with the pronominal "/hu/" 'him', whereas 
the latter is an inanimate (cf. 7.2.). Each of the above peripheral 
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constituents is standing in a direct relation of sub-ordination with 
respect to the nucleus "/7a 1~a/". The syntagmatic relations between 
the constituents of the syntagm in question can be shown by rna pping 
these constituents onto the model of the VPB syntagm as follows: 
II subj. II 
"d.obj." 
II indo obj. II 
"compi. obj. II 
?arrazulu 
tuffa:tatan c t----~ ?a Ita 
7alualada 
7.4.6. Non-ditrans itive verbal predicative 
"V. p. II 
The label II non-ditrans itive" is given to this type of verbal 
predicative as it may appear with an optional element in the "indirect 
object" position. As such, this type of verbal predicative behaves 
like a transitive verbal predicative and a ditransitive verbal predicative. 
Examples are: l!1amila/" (3MS, pf.) 'make', "/taxaiiala/" (3MS, pf.) 
'imagine'. Put differently, this verbal predicative can occur in the 
s yntagm patterns: 
i) trans itive, e. g. 
";1amila 7a~!iflu lu 1batan/" 'the child made a toy' 
ii) ditransitive, e.g. 
";1amila 7a!!iflu 7arra~i1a lu1batan/" 'the child made the infant a toy', 
or, more accurately, 'the child made a toy out of the infant'. The above 
two syntagms are self-contained bundles of three and four immediate 
constituents, res pectively. As the identity element of both syntagms 
is the constituent "fiamila/" (3MS, pf.) 'make', therefore, it occupies 
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the 'nuclear' position in both of them. For the same considerations 
stated in the previous sections I the constituents II /7a~Vflu/1i 'the 
child' and II/lu~batan/II 'a toy' of both syntagms fill the II subject li 
and the IIdirect object ll pos itions I res pectively I whereas the constituent 
1I/7arra<:Iila/1i of the second syntagm occupies the II indirect object ll 
pos ition. Moreover I each of the peripherals in each of the above 
syntagms is standing in a direct relation of sub-ordination to the 
nucleus II/famila/II (3MS I pf.) 'make'. All the relevant information 
can be represented in the following two structures: 
II subj. II 
IId.obj.1I 
II ind. obj . II 
II compl. obj .11 
ii) IIsubj.1I 
II d. obj . II 
II ind. obj . II 
II compl. obj. 
7a tt iflu 
lu1batan 
7aHiflu 
lu~batan 
1----~1amila 
7arrac;ii1a 1----~1amila 
7.4.7. Complementary transitive verbal predicative 
Ilv. p. II 
IIV.p.1I 
The defining feature of this type of verbal predicative is its 
potentiality to appear with two obligatory elements in the IIdirect 
object ll and the IIcomplementary obj ect ll pos itions Ie. g. II /uacJ.a la/II 
(3MS I pf.) 'put' I II /7axa'5 a/" (3MS I pf.) 'take', II /hanna 7a/1I (3MS I pf.) 
'congratulate'. The syntagm II /ua9a Tat 7albintu 7a~~ahna 1ala 
?a~!auilati/" 'the girl put the plate on the table' provides an example 
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of a VPB syntagm containing the above type of nucleus. The 
constituent "/ua~a1at/" (3FS,pf.) 'put· fills the "verbal predicative", 
i. e. 'nuclear', pos ition. The constituent .. /7a~~a1i.na/" 'the plate' 
fills the "direct object" position, whereas the immediate constituent 
"!1ala ?at~auilati/" 'on the table' occupies the" complementary 
object" position. (1) In order to account for the whole field of the 
syntagmatic relations within the above syntagm, we may represent 
it in the following manner: 
II subj. " 
"d.obj." 
"ind. obj . " 
"compl.obj." 
7albintu 
7a~~atna 
I---~uada rat 
As the two elements "/7a~~atma/" 'the plate' and "!1ala 
7a~~auilati/1I 'on the table', on the level of realisation, contract a 
relation of bilateral occurrence dependency (cf. 4.6.) with the nucleus, 
then, the nucleus is not free. 
7.5.8. Non-complementary trans itive verbal predicative 
The characteristic feature of this type of verbal predicative is 
that it can appear with an obligatory element in the IIdirect object ll 
pOSition and an optional element in the IIcomplementary object" pOSition, 
e.g. II/bara/" (3MS,pf.) 'sharpen', "/sazzala/II (3MS,pf.) 'write 
down', "/~ aHa/II (3MS, pf.) 'cover'. In this sense, this type of 
(1) For the assignment of the constituents to their relevant positions, 
see sections 7. 4.1. -5 • ). 
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verbal predicative occurs in the syntagm patterns: 
i) transitive, e.g. 
"/bara 7a~~alibu ?alqalama/" 'the student sharpened the pencil v 
ii) complementary transitive, e.g. 
"/bara ?a~~alibu ?alqalama bils ik'ini/" 'the student sharpened the 
pencil with the knife' 
In order to proceed with our analys is of the above verbal predicative, 
Le. non-complementary transitive, consider the syntagm: "/sazzala 
7alxadimu 7aHalaba 1ala 7aluaraqati/" 'the waiter wrote the order on 
the paper'. This syntagm provides an example representing the above 
type of verbal predicative. This syntagm consists of four immediate 
constituents of which" /sazzala/" (3MS, pf.) 'write' is the nucleus. 
Each of the other constituents I "/7alxadimu/" 'the waiter' in the 
"subject" position, "/'?a!~alaba/" 'the order' in the "direct object" 
position and "!1ala 7aluaraqati/" (1) 'on the paper i in the "complementary 
object" position (cf. 7.4.1. -5.), is standing in a direct sub-ordinative 
relation with res pect to the nucleus. As in the previous cases I the 
verbal pred icative element in the nuclear pos ition governs the syntactic 
functions of the other three peripherals within the above syntagm. All 
the relevant information can be represented in the following way: 
(1) The constituent "/1ala ?aluaraqati/" 'on the paper' constitutes a 
functional s yntagm (cf. cha pter IX). 
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"subj." 7alxadimu 
"d.obj.1I 7attalaba 
"ind.obj. " J-----?sa~zala 
"compi. obj." ('1alaE-( --7aluaraqati) 
7.4.9. Optional trans itive verbal predicative 
This type of verbal predicative occurs in the syntagm patterns: 
i) trans itive, e. g . 
"/darrasat fa~imatu latta 7rixa/" 'Fatima taught history' 
ii) ditransitive l e.g. 
"/darrasat fa~imatu 7albinta 7atta 7rtxa/" 'Fatima taught the girl history' 
iii) with indirect object but no direct object, e.g. 
"/darrasat fa~imatu 7albinta/" 'Fatima taught the girl' 
In this sense I what characterises a syntagm containing the verbal 
predicative in question is that either the element occupying the "direct 
object" pos ition or the element filling the" indirect object" pos ition has 
to be bound. In the above syntagms, the element" /darrasat/" (3MS, 
pf.) Dteach' is the nucleus towards which each of the peripheral 
constituents stands in a direct relation of sub-ordination. The 
structures of the syntagms in question can be shown as follows: (1) 
(1) For the assignment of the elements to their relevant positions, 
see 7.4. 1 • -5 . 
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i) 
"subj. " t'atimatu 
"d. obj. " ?atta ?rixa 
"ind. obj. " yJ darrasat "v.p." 
"compl. obj. " yJ 
ii) 
"subj. " fatimatu 
"d.obj. " ?atta 7rixa 
"ind. obj . " ?albinta darrasat "v. p." 
"compl.obj. " yJ 
iii) 
"subj. " fatimatu 
"d.obj." yJ 
"ind. obj . " ?albinta darrasat "v.p." 
" com pl. obj . " yJ 
7.4.10. Optional com plementary trans itive verbal pred icative 
This type of verbal predicative occurs in the syntagm patterns: 
i) transitive, e.g. 
"/?axbara ?aluaziru 7annasa/" 'the minister told the people I 
ii) complementary transitive, e.g. 
"/7axbara ?aluaziru ?annasa bil7amri/" 'the minister told the people 
of the rna tter l 
iii) with complementary object but no direct object, e.g. 
"/7axbara ?aluaziru bil7amri/" 'the minister told of the matter I 
According to the above three environments, we may say that the defining 
feature of a syntagm containing the verbal predicative in question is 
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that either the element filling the "direct object" position or the 
element filling the "complementary object" position has to be bound 
while the other is an expansion. In the above syntagms, the 
constituent" /7axbara/" (3MS I pf.) 'tell ' , is the identity element and, 
therefore, it occupies the nuclear position. Each of the peripheral 
constituents in the above syntagms is standing in a relation of sub-
ordination with res pect to "/7axbara/" (3 MS, pf.) Vtell i • All the 
relevant information of the above syntagms can be represented in the 
following way: 
i) 
"subj. " 7aluaziru 
"d.obj. " 7annasa 
"ind. obj • " 1:; ~------~?axbara lI V • p .1I 
"com pl. obj • ¢ 
ii) 
"subj. " 7aluaziru 
"d.obj. " 7annasa 
"ind. obj . " ¢ t-------=~ 7axbara IIV. p. II 
"compl.obj. " (bi~l 7amri) 
iii) 
"subj. " 7aluaziru 
"d. obj . " ¢ 
"ind. obj. " ¢ ~------~?axbara "v. p. " 
"com pl. obj. " (bi~17amri) 
7.4.11. Complementary ditrcinsitive verbal predicative 
The essential feature of this type of verbal predicative is its 
potentiality to appear with three obligatory elements in the "direct 
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object", "indirect object" and the" complementary object" pos itions. 
As an instance containing the above verbal predicative, consider: 
"/ua9ga qat suhadu 7alualadu 7annuquda fi 7alhaqibati/" 'Suhad made 
the boy put the money in the bag'. This syntagm is a self-contained 
bundle of five positions: a verbal predicative in the nuclear position 
governing the syntactic functions of four peripherals in the pos itions 
"subject", "indirect object" I "direct object" and "complementary 
object". The constituent "/uag<;J.a qat/" (3FS, pf.) 'make put' occupies 
the nuclear pos ition l whereas the constituents" /suhadu/" 'Suhad', 
"/7alualadu/" 'the boy', "/7annuquda/" 'the money' and "/fi 
7arhaqibati/" 'in the bag' fill the positions "subject" I "indirect object", 
"direct object" and "complementary object" I respectively. The above 
syntagm can be mapped onto the model established to account for the 
whole field of relations within the VPB syntagm in MSA as follows: 
"subj. " 
"d.obj." 
"ind. obj . " 
"com pl. obj . " 
suhadu 
7annuquda 
7alualada 
(fi~<---7artaqibati) 
t---~ uadda 1at 
The table below shows the different types of the verbal 
predicative, and how they appear within the VPB syntagm in MSA. 
"v. p. " 
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Type of verbal predicative nucleus d. obj. ind. obj . compl. obj . 
1 Intrans itive F 
---- -------- - -- - t- ---- --- - --------------
2 Complementary intransitive A + 1-------------------- ..... ---------- t------ --------
3 Non-complementary intransitive F x 
~------------------~-----t----- - --------- ----
4 Trans itive A + 
1------------------ ---------- t---- -- -------
5 Ditrans itive A + + 
------ ------------- -----1----- ------ -------
6 Non-ditransitive A + x 
------- - ---- ------- --- -- r------------ t--------
7 Complementary transitive A + + 
------------------------ ----- ------ -------
8 Non-complementary transitive A + x 
------------------- ----- -----t---------------
9 Optional transitive A "x" "x" 
1-------- ----- ------ ---- - --- - ------- -------
10 Optional complementary trans itive A "x" "x" 
1--- -------- -------1----------- ------ ------
11 Complementary ditransitive A + + + 
A For an actualised nucleus 
F For a free nucleus 
x For an expans ion element 
+ For a bound element 
"x" For either bound or expansion 
7.5. Non-verbal predicative nucleus (1) 
This type of nucleus can be represented by an adj ective I (2) a 
prepOSitional phrase I or a noun. An adjective is an element which 
(1) Note that this type of nucleus should be included within the 
discussion of the intrans itive verbal predicative cited above I since 
it can be mapped onto the distributional unit of the VPB syntagm in 
the same way the intransitive verbal predicative fitted. We set up 
a separate section for the non-verbal predicative to avoid the 
confus ion with verbal predicative nucleus I and to make it eas ier 
for the reader to distinguish both nuclei. 
(2) It should be noted that the terms "adjective" I "prepositional phrase" 
and" noun" are taken in the traditional sense. 
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agrees with the nominal it modifies in case, gender and number. 
A prepositional phrase is a syntagm which contains a complement 
determin ing a functional (cf. cha pter IX). A noun, like an aj ecti ve , 
is an element which agrees with the nominal functioning as a subject 
in case, gender and number. The following syntagms provide examples 
containing a non-verbal predicative nucleus: 
1. "/7arriilu sadidatun/" 'the wind is strong l 
(the + wind) (strong) 
2. "/7alqalamu 1ala 7a~~auilati/" 'the pencil is on the table ' 
(the + pencil) (on) (the + table) 
3. II /mu'hammadun razulun/" 'Mohammed is a man l 
(Mohammed) (a man) 
In an identical procedure to the one followed in establishing 
a distributional unit for the relations within the VPB syntagm (cf. 7.3.) 
above, we can demonstrate that non-verbal predicative based syntagm, 
henceforth NVPB syntagm, is a self-contained bundle of two positions: 
a non-verbal predicative in "Y" position governing the tactic function 
of a peripheral element in "X" position. This implies that "Y" is the 
nuclear pOSition, and "X" is a peripheral pOSition. The two-position 
model set up for the whole field of syntactic relations involved within 
the syntagm in question is the following: 
X--------~~ Y 
Any of the above three syntagms provides an example which can fill 
the above two pos itions. For instance, the syntagm "/7arriEu 
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sadidatun/" 'the wind is strong', i. e. example (1) I is a self-
contained bundle of two immediate constituents of which "/sadIdatun/" 
'strong' is the nucleus. It is recognised as the nucleus because it 
is the identity element of the syntagm in question, and thus it fills 
the "y" position. The peripheral element "/7arriEu/" 'the wind' 
stands in a relation of sub-ordination with res pect to the nucleus. 
This syntagm can be mapped onto the above model as follows: 
"X" "y" 
7arriEu--------.,> sadidatun 
By investigating the position-class of the elements "/7arr1IlU/" 
'the wind', "/7alqalamu/" 'the pencil' and "/mu'tammadun/" 
'Mohammed' of the above syntagms we find that they belong to the 
same set of elements which constitutes the II subject" position-class 
of the VPB syntagm, Le. they have the allomorphs "/11/"1 "/un/" of 
the nominative case Ie. g. "/7albintu/" 'the girl', "/7arrazulu/" 
'the man', "/7alkalbu/" 'the dog', "/7aIti~anu/" 'the horse', etc. 
In the same manner I we may say that the nucleus of the non-verbal 
predicative syntagm can stand in the same position of an intransitive 
verbal predicative in the model of the VPB syntagm since it can properly 
commute with it , conSider: 
"/7albintu na 7imatun/" 
"/7albintu nasi~atun/" 
'the girl is sleeping' 
'the girl is active' 
This I in effect, means that the NVPB syntagm can be mapped onto the 
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dis tributional unit of the VP B s yntagm (cf. 7. 3. 2.) in the same wa y 
we mapped the intransitive VPB syntagm onto it. Accordingly I the 
structure of the syntagm "/7arr1'hu sadldatun/" can be represented 
as follows: 
"subj. " 7arriiiu 
"d.obj." 
"ind.obj. " I----~ sadtdatun "non-v. p." 
"com pl. obj • " 
In a parallel fashion the other two examples I i. e. (2) and (3) 
above I can be mapped onto the model: 
"subj. " 7alqalamu 
(rala~( --?a~~auilati) "non-v. p. " 
.. d. obj . " 
.. indo obj. " 
"compl. obj." 
.. subj ... mubammadun 
"d. obj ... 
.. indo obj • " razulun "non-v. p. " 
"compl. obj." 
It may be concluded from what has been said above that the 
five-position model is sufficient in that all syntagms identified can be 
rna pped onto it. 
7.6. Realisations of the predicatives 
In the realisation of the predicative (verbal and non-verbal) 
based syntagms of MSA I the constituents may succeed one another in 
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different sequential orders. The order of the constituents of a 
syntagm, as we shall see below, varies according to the presence 
of the constituents and their common usage from one syntagm to 
another. In some cases, certain realisation is used to lay emphas is 
on certain constituent which makes it necessary to change the order 
of that constituent. 
In order to discuss the realisation of the VPB syntagm, we 
are going to start with the most common order and then proceed to the 
other cases of sequential orders. 
The normal word-order of a VPB syntagm in MSA. is the following 
sequences: 
1. verbal predicative - subject - indirect object - direct object -
complementary object 
2. subject - verbal predicative - indirect object - direct object -
complementary object 
Note that the above word-order always applies, no matter whether any 
of the above constituents, a part from the verbal predicative, is present 
or not. 
When an emphas is is made on anyone of the other constituents, i. e. 
indirect object, direct object, or complementary object, the emphasised 
element usually comes at the beginning of the syntagm. Thus, we may 
have: 
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3. indirect object - verbal predicative - subject - direct object -
complementary object 
4. direct object - verbal predicative - subject - indirect object -
complementary object 
5. complementary object - verbal predicative - subject - indirect 
object - direct object 
When a syntagm contains an auxiliary verb such as "/kana/II 
(3MS,pf.) 'be', the order of the elements will be: 
1. auxiliary - subj ect - verbal predicative - indirect object -
direct object - complementary object 
2. subject - auxiliary - verbal predicative - indirect object -
direct object - complementary object 
Note that the auxiliary should always precede the verbal predicative. 
Note also that the same procedure above holds for the emphatic elements. 
As far as the NVPB syntagm is concerned, the most common 
realisation of this syntagm is the sequence: 
subj ect - non-verbal predicative 
The order: 
non-verbal predicative - subject 
can also be used, but it is less admissible. 
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When a NVPB syntagm includes an auxiliary we may have the 
following sequences: 
1. auxiliary - subject - non-verbal predicative 
2. subj ect - auxiliary - non-verbal predicative 
When emphas ised I the non-verbal predicative may precede the auxiliary 
and the subject: 
non-verbal predicative - auxiliary - subject 
To sum up I there are common realisations for the verbal 
predicative based syntagm as well as the non-verbal predicative based 
syntagm in MSA (see above), but this does not mean that other 
realisations are inadmissible in the data. When an emphasis is made 
on one of the constituent elements of a syntagm, we may have a 
different realisation; and this depends to a large extent on which 
element the emphas is falls. The emphas ised element may precede the 
other elements. 
CHAPTER VIII 
PREDICATIVE SYNTAGM 
8.1. Introduction 
It has been pOinted out in chapter IV that syntax deals with 
the syntactic relations between the s yntagmatic entities in grammar I 
i. e. between pleremes or syntagms. As these tactic relations are 
the essential feature of syntax, therefore, our task is to determine 
and describe the syntactic relations which may hold between the 
constituent elements of the predicative syntagm (verbal and non-
verbal) in Modern Standard Arabic. Such syntactic analys is should 
be approached, according to the Axiomatic Functionalist theory, by 
analysing the syntagm into its immediate constituents first, and then 
establishing the kind of relation which holds between these immediate 
constituents, i. e. whether they are in sub-ordinative, co-ordinative, 
or inter-ordinative relations. If we find that the immediate constituents 
are in a relation of sub-ordination, we have to identify the nuclear and 
peripheral elements of the syntagm in question. Following that, 
however, we shall give the syntactic structures of various aspectual 
phenomena in the language under cons ideration. 
8.2. Verbal and Non-verbal predicative syntagms 
The term predicative syntagm, in the present work, will refer 
to any syntagm whose nuclear position is filled by a predicate. In 
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MSA two types of predicative syntagms are linguistically distinguished: 
verbal predicative and non-verbal predicative. The verbal predicative 
syntagm represents a syntagm whose 'nuclear' position is, as we shall 
see below, always filled by a 'verb', whereas the nuclear position in 
the non-verbal predicative syntagm may either be occupied by an 
'adjective', a 'noun' or a 'prepositional phrase' (see below). 
8.2.1. Verbal predicative syntagm 
In this section we shall establish and discuss the syntactic 
relations which may exist between the constituents of the verbal 
predicative syntagm in MSA. To deal with the syntactic relation/ we 
shall start the analysis by setting up a model to account for the 
relations within the syntagm in question. Now consider the syntagm: 
11 /7albintu kanat ta 19abu 7ass itranza/" 'the girl was playing chess' 
(the + girl) (3FS/ pf) 'be' (3FS/ imp£.) 'play' (the + chess) 
This syntagm is analysable into the following pleremes: 
7albintu / kanat / talqabu / 7assitranza 
By grouping the above pleremes of the syntagm in question, we get the 
following immediate constituents: 
/7albintu / kanat tal9abu / 7a~sitranza 
Separate tests, i. e. direct and indirect relations, and a valid commutation, 
would show that the syntagm "/kanat tal1abu/" 'she was playing' is the 
identity element of the above syntagm/ i. e. the nucleus (cf. 7.3). This 
syntagm is a combination of the immediate constituents: 
kanat / ta11abu 
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The syntactic structure of the verbal predicative syntagm in question 
may be represented by one of the following models: 
l. kanat <' ;> ta19abu 
2. kanat c( /7 /' > ta19a bu 
3. kanat to( c tallabu 
4. kanat > ta19abu 
The first structure shows that the constituent" /kanat/" (3FS / pf) 'bel/ 
for its function/ depends on the constituent II /tal9abu/1I (3FS / impf) I play' 
and vice versa / i. e. this is a case of interordination where the relation 
between the two elements is both of sub-ordination and of super-
ordination. This also means that/ on the realisation level t the two 
elements are t for their occurrence / also dependent on one another t i. e. 
neither of them commutes with Izerol. However / this is not the case 
in the above syntagm where we can commute the element II /kanat/II 
(3FS/pf) Ibe l with Izerol and still have a well-formed syntagm in 
II /ta11abu/" I she plays I. Therefore / the model in question has to be 
rej ected. 
The second model shows that the elements "/kanat/" and 
"/tal1abu/" contract equivalent relation between each other / i. e. the 
two elements are in a relation of co-ordination. It also implies that 
"/kanat/" (3FS I pf.) Ibe l is neither for function nor for occurrence 
dependent on "/ta19abu/" Ishe playsl and vice versa. Since it can 
be shown that "/kanat/" depends on "/ta19abu/" but not vice versa/ 
then the relation between "/kanat/" and "/ta19abu/1I cannot be a matter 
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of co-ordination. Therefore, the second structure has also to be 
rej ected. 
Having rejected the first two analysis, we are left with 
alternatives 3 and 4. The third structure shows that the constituent 
II /tal1abu/" 'she plays' contracts a relation of sub-ordination with 
respect to "/kanat/" (3FS , pf.) 'be'. This implies that "/tal1abu/" 
is standing in a peripheral position and "/kanat/" in nuclear position, 
i.e. the constituent "/tal1abu/" depends, for its function, on the 
constituent "/kanat/". Further investigation of the data, however, 
reveals that replacing the element "/tal1abu/", in the syntagm 
"/7albintu kanat tal1abu 7as~itran:ia/" 'the girl was playing chess', 
with zero does not produce a self-contained syntagm, while it does 
in the case of "/kanat/". This can be demonstrated as follows: 
"/7albintu kanat ta11abu 7assitranza/" 'the girl was playing chess' 
"/7albintu 0' tal1abu 7assitranza/" 'the girl plays chess' 
* "/7albintu kanat 0' 7assitranza/" 'the girl was chess' 
Therefore, the third structure is, clearly, not adequate and has to be 
rej ected. 
The above facts favour the fourth structure which shows that 
the element II /kanat/" (3FS, pf.) 'be' stands in a sub-ordinative 
relation with res pect to "/tal1abu/" (3FS, impf.) 'play', and by 
implication it stands in a peripheral pOSition, whereas the constituent 
"/ta19abu/" stands in a nuclear pOSition. Hence "/tal9abu/" is 
identified as the identity element, i. e. the nucleus, of the syntagm 
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II/kanat ta19abu/1I 'she was playing' since it is the element which 
governs the distribution of the pleremes within the syntagm in question 
(cf. 7.3). Thus I we s hall adopt the fourth hypothes is I in our 
description, as a valid hypothes is. Consequently, we may say that 
the verbal predicative s yntagm in MSA is a se1£-conta ined bundle of 
two positions: a 'verb' in the 'nuclear' position, and a peripheral in, 
what we shall label, the iauxiliary' position. A model to account for 
the syntactic relations within the verbal predicative syntagm would be: 
auxiliary-------~"> verbal predicative 
The syntagm II/kanat ta19abu/1I 'she was playing' is mapped onto this 
model as follows: 
In terms of realisation, the occurrence of the constituents 
within the verbal predicative syntagm is restricted to the order given 
by the example above, Le. IIkanat ta19abu ll • 
8.2.2. Non-verbal predicative syntagm 
In an identical procedure to the one followed in setting up a 
model for the relations within the verbal predicative syntagm above I 
we can demonstrate that the non-verbal predicative syntagm is a se1£-
contained bundle of two pos itions: a non-verbal predicative in the 
nuclear pos ition governing the tactic function of a peripheral element 
in the auxiliary pos ition. The model set up to account for the syntagmatic 
relation within the non-verbal predicative syntagm is as follows: 
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auxiliary-------~2> non-verbal predicative 
An instance which can fill these two pas itions is the non-verbal 
predicative "/kanat na~itatan/" 'she was active' in the syntagm: 
"/7a19amilatu kanat nasi~atan/" 'the female worker was active' 
(the + If' worker) (3FS, pf.) ube' (active) 
The structure of the syntagm "/kanat na~iEatan/" 'she was active' is 
represented in the following manner: 
kanat ---------:~~ na~I~atan 
In realisation, the element "/kanat/" can be replaced by zero, Le. 
is an expans ion. Thus we may either have: 
"/kanat 7a19amilatu nasI~atan/" 'the female worker was active' 
or "/0 7a19amilatu nasItatun/" 'the female worker is active' (1) 
As was mentioned earlier (cf. chapter VIIL elements which can 
stand in the nuclear pas ition of the non-verbal predicative syntagm are 
"adjectives", as in the above example, "nouns" or "prepositional 
phrases", consider: 
"/kana ualadan/" 'he was a boy' 
(3MS, pf.) 'be' (a boy) 
"/kanat fi 7alma~baxi/" 'she was in the kitchen' 
(3FS,pf.) 'be' (in) (the + kitchen) 
The above syntagms can be mapped onto the model of the non-verbal 
predicative syntagm as follows: 
(1) Note that when the inflected forms of /kana/ (3MS, pf.) or /iakunu/ 
(3MS, impf.) 'be' precedes a non-verbal predicative, the case sign 
of that element is changed from the "nominative" to the "accusative". 
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kana-------...::>~ualadan 
kanat "> (fi~<---7alma!baxi) 
In terms of realisation, the auxiliary always precedes the predicative. 
8.3. The syntactic structures of various aspectual phenomena in MSA 
It has been pOinted out in chapter III that a distinction is made 
between two verb categories: II Perfective ll and II imperfective II • 
Moreover, we have shown that the perfective as well as the imperfective 
forms of lithe verb ll , as as pectual phenomena, can be used with 
auxiliary verbs such as II/kana/II (3MS, pf.) 'be', II /~alla/II (3MS, pf.) 
'remain', II/mazala/II 'be still', etc., in addition to some particles 
such as II/qad/II 'already', II/lam/" 'not'. 
In this section, we are going to show how the structures of 
the identified as pectual phenomena can be fitted into the model set up 
to account for the verbal predicative syntagm in MSA (cf. 8. 2.1 above). 
8.3.1. The particle II/qad/II 'already' 
As mentioned earlier (cf. chapter II), this particle can be used 
with perfective as well as the imperfective forms of the verbal predicative. 
With the former, it has a disambiguating function, i.e. marking the 
perfective, cons ider: 
II/qad kataba fauzi 7arrisalata/1I 'Fawzi has already written the letter l 
whereas it has a modal function, meaning lIexpectation" or II poss ibilityll 
with the latter, cons ider: 
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"/qad iaktubu fauzi 7arrisalata/" 'Fawzi may write the letter'. 
This shows that "/qad/" in the first example and "/qad/" in the 
second example are two distinct signs since each of them has a 
particular distinctive function in grammar as well as different 
denotation. In other words / the two signs "/qad/" are homonyms. 
Before we consider how to accommodate each of the above 
two signs "/qad/" in a position within the syntactic structure of the 
verbal predicative syntagm (cL 8. 2.lL we must first investigate and 
decide the kind of grammatical complexity of a complex including the 
particle "/qad/" within its structure/ i.e. whether that complex is 
morphologically or syntactically complex. This can be done by 
applying the four success ive criteria for the identification of 
morphological complexes as opposed to syntactic complexes (cL 
chapter IV). For the time being let us consider a complex such as: 
"/qad 7akalat/" I she has already eaten' , and assume that the entity 
"/qad/" is a morphological complex. 
The above complex satisfies the first criterion since it is a 
self-conta ined potential constituent in: 
"/qad 7akalat 7albintu 7attufal1ata/" 'the girl has already eaten the apple' 
(already) (3FS, pL) leat' (the + girl) (the + apple) 
where it commutes with" /ramat/" (3FS, pL) 'throw', II /7istarat/" 
(3FS/ pf.) 'buy', etc. 
According to the second criterion l the self-contained potential 
constituent" /qad 7akalat/" I she has already eatenl qualifies as a 
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complex sign if it contains at least two constituent signs. Again, 
commutation is the procedure by vyhich we test whether or not II /qad 
7akalat/" satisfies the condition of analysability into two or more 
constituents which can be duly established as signs. 
Following the implications of the statements above, we can 
say that within the tentative complex sign "/qad 7akalat/", it is possible 
to identify a constituent sign "/qad/" if it recurs in at least one context 
other than" /qad 7akalat/", with the same form and the same denotation. 
This holds, of course, only provided that this procedure can be repeated 
for the other constituent in the complex II /qad 7akalat/" due to the 
necessary condition stipulated by Axiomatic Functionalism tl~at ,lIunless 
each of the constituents can be identified as a sign, none of the 
constituents can be identified as a sign" (Hervey and Mulder, 1980). 
On the ba s is of th is, let us launch the hypothe sis that the 
tentative morphological complex "/qad 7akalat/" consists of the 
constituent signs "/qad/" and "/7akalat/". To test whether or not 
"/qad/" and" /7akalat/" are signs proper in II /qad 7akalat/", and, by 
implication, whether or not this tentative morphological complex itself 
is a proper complex sign we apply the following commutation procedure: 
"/qad 7akalat/" 
"/qad/" R II /7akalat/" 
denotation of "/qad/II which bears some denotation of "/7akalat/" 
(already) relation to (she ate) 
denotation of II /7akalat/" which bears some denotation of II /qad/" 
(she ate) relation to (already) 
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II/qad/II R II/?akalat/II 
denotation of II /qad/II which bears some denotation of II /7akalat/" 
(already) relation to (she ate) 
denotation of II /eumma/II which bears some denotation of II /7akalat/" 
(then) relation to (she ate) 
denotation of II /qad/" which bears some denotation of II /namat/II 
(already) relation to (she slept) 
The above test demonstrates that the tentative morphological 
complex II /qad 7akalat/1I is a complex sign proper, which cons ists of 
the constituent signs II /qad/" and II /7akalat/1I • 
On the bas is of the third criterion, for the tentative morphological 
complex II /qad 7akalat/1I to be a morphological complex, it must contain 
simple signs only. If, however, it turns out to be the case that one or 
more of the constituents of a tentative morphological complex is/are 
complex, then, the tentative morphological complex cannot, by 
theorematic criteria, be regarded as a morphological complex proper. 
Now, let US as sume that the entities II /qad/II and II /7akalat/1I which are 
established as constituents of the tentative complex "/qad 7akalat/", 
as a result of applying the second criterion, are both simple signs. 
This hypothes is cannot be upheld since it is refuted by the fact that 
all entities belonging to the verb category in MSA are morphological 
complex signs, i. e. complex pleremes (cf. chapter V). In other words, 
it has been demonstrated that an entity such as II/?akalat/II (3FS, pf.) 
ieae is a complex plereme cons isting of the monemes: verb-root, 
perfective, active, third person, feminine, and singular. This, in 
effect, means that the third criterion has been violated, and this is 
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sufficient for the refutation of the hypothesis that the construction 
II /qad 7akalat/" is a morphological complex. 
Having rejected the hypothesis that the construction under 
analys is is a morphological complex I we are left only with the 
possibility of regarding it a syntactic complex. That this is the only 
plausible solution is supported by the fact that one of its immediate 
constituents commutes with a whole syntagm that can demonstrably 
stand in a pos ition with res pect to the other constituent. For this 
purpose consider the syntagm "/7akalat ua saribat/" 'she ate and 
drank' . This syntagm validly commutes with the constituent 
1/7akalat/" in the complex sign "/qad 7akalat/" ishe has eaten' 
producing the functionally different complex sign "/qad 7akalat ua 
~aribat/" 'she has eaten and drunk', in which case the constituent 
II /7akalat ua saribat/" stands in the same type of relation to II /qad/" 
as "/7akalat/" stands to "/qad/" in "/qad 7akalat/". And since the 
immedia te constituents of this new complex, i. e. II /qad 7akalat ua 
~aribat/", are not its ultimate ones (see analys is below), it follows 
that this complex is a syntactic complex, and, by implication, that 
the complex sign "/qad 7akalat/" is a syntactic, and not a morphological, 
complex: 
qad / / 7akalat ua ~aribat 
7akalat / / ua ~aribat 
ua / / saribat 
In the same manner I we can establish the construction II /qad ta 7kulu/" 
'she may eat I as a syntactic complex, since it has relational hierarchy 
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within itself. 
With regard to the syntactic structure of a construction, it is 
necessary to establish the kind of relation between its immediate 
constituents, i. e. whether they are in a relation of sub-ordination, 
co-ordination or inter-ordination. If the immediate constituents 
are in sub-ordinative relation, we should establish the nuclear 
constituent. On investigating this point, we find out that the 
constituent II /qad/", of the construction" /qad 7akalat/" 'she has 
already eaten', depends in res pect of its syntactic function on the 
presence of the constituent" /7akafat/" which we therefore recognise as 
the nucleus. We establish the entity "/7akalat/" 'she ate' as nucleus 
since it does not commute with zero (see below), and since it is the 
identity element for the relation within the construction in question. 
It is, therefore I syntactically speaking, the most important element in 
the construction" /qad 7akalat/", without which we cannot have a 
self-contained syntagm, but not vice versa. This can be demonstrated 
as follows: 
qad 7akalat 
c;tf 7akalat 
qad c;tf 
'she has already eaten' 
'she ate' 
, already' 
The above commutations also show that the constituent" /qad/" is 
dependent on the constituent 1I/7akalat/1I in the construction "/qad 
?akalat/" 'she has already eaten' but not vice versa. Accordingly, 
the two constituents "/qad/" and "/?akalat/" of the construction in 
qUE?stion are in a relation of sub-ordination in the sense that one of 
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them is governing the syntactic relation of the other. The element 
"/7akalat/" will occupy the nuciear pos ition whereas the element 
"/qad/" will allocate the peripheral pos ition. A model to account 
for the syntactic relations within the s yntagm in question will be: 
particle --------:>~ verbal predicative 
The syntactic structure corresponding to the syntagm "/qad 7akalat/" 
'she has already eaten' I can be represented as follows: 
qad - _______ -=?:>'=> ?a kala t (1) 
Note that the syntagm "/qad ta 7kulu/" vshe may eat' can also be 
rna pped onto the above model: 
qad----------~>ta7kulu 
8.3.2. The particle" /lam/" 'not' 
As pOinted out earlier (cf. cha pter II) I the negative particle 
"/lam/" 'not' can only precede the imperfective form of the verbal 
predicative. In this case the information value of a verbal predicative 
with imperfective form function as the negation of a perfective form, 
e.g. "/lam iaktub/" (roughly:'he did not write'). 
In order to account for the above entity in a syntactic structure l 
we shall first investigate the grammatical complexity that may be 
involved in a complex such as "/lam iadrus/" uhe did not study' . To 
(1) For how this model fits into the overall model of the verbal 
predicative syntagm l see 8.3.3. below. 
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settle this issue, we shall resort to certain criteria (cf. chapter IV). 
Adopting the hypothesis that the tentative construction 
"/lam idrus/" 'he did not studyD is a morphological complex, the 
complex in question has to satisfy the four criteria set up for the 
identification of morphological complexes as opposed to syntactic 
ones. 
That the element "/lam iadrus/" 'he did not studyR is a sel£-
contained potential constituent is demonstrated by the fact that it 
forms an immediate constituent in a complex like: 
"/lam iadrus 7alualadu fi 7almaktabati/" 'the boy did not study in 
the library' 
where it commutes with "/~alasa/" 'he sat', "/qara 7a/" 'he read' , 
"/kataba/" 'he writes', etc. 
The second criterion is satisfied by the following commutations: 
lam iadrus 'he did not study' 
0 iadrus 'he studies' 
7in iadrus 'if he studies' 
lam iadrus 'he did not studyD 
lam ia~ hab 'he did not go' 
lam iaktub 'he did not write I 
Now, if "/lam iadrus/" is truly morphological complex, then it 
cannot be the case that any of its immediate constituents is a complex 
sign. Applying the theoretically based conditions (cf. Hervey and 
Mulder, 1980) to our example "/lam iadrus/" 'he did not study', we 
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may come to the conclusion that this sign is not a morphological 
complex since one of its immediate constituents, i. e. II /iadrus/" , 
as has been demonstrated earlier (cf. chapter V), is not a simple sign. 
In other words, an element such as "/iadrus/" belongs to the verb 
category, in MSA, which has been proved to be a complex plereme 
containing six monemes. That is, the element in question is further 
analysable into smaller grammatical constituents. Since a complex is 
either a morphological or syntactic, then, by impl ication II /lam iadrus/" 
must be a syntactic complex. 
As far as the syntactic structure of the above construction is 
concerned, the constituent "/lam/" gnot' will occupy the peripheral 
position "particle" in the model established for the verbal predicative 
syntagm in MSA. It occupies this position because it constitutes the 
same 'position class g as that of the particle "/qad/". This can be 
demonstrated as follows: 
"/qad ia 7ti/" 
II /lam ia (ti/" 
'he may come g 
'he did not come' 
Consequently, the underlying structure of the construction II /lam iadrus/" 
'he did not study' is: 
II part. II "v. p. II 
lam ---------...::>'!> iadrus 
The above syntagm is always realised as: 
particle-verbal predicative 
lam iadrus 
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8.3.3. The syntactic structure of the verbal predicative syntagm 
It was mentioned earlier (cf. 8.2.1.) that the verbal predicative 
syntagm in M8A may include an auxiliary, e. g. "/kana/II (38, pf.) Ibe l 
within its structure, and thus I we have set up a model which accommodoltes 
such phenomena as follows: 
a uxiliary----------:>~verbal predicative 
But the data in question, as we have already seen, may include particl()s 
such as II/qad/II lalreadyl I and "/lam/II Inoe within the verbal 
predicative syntagm, e.g. 
II/kanu qad darasu/" 
II/lam iakunu qad darasu/" 
Ithey had studied I 
Ithey had not studied I 
The above syntagms are self-contained sub-ordinative constructions of 
which the constituent II/darasu/" Uthey studied' is the nucleus. It is 
identified as nucleus since it is the identity element of each of the above 
two s yntagms, and since it is the element which does not commute with 
uzerol. Consider: 
"/kanu qad darasu/" 
"/0 qad darasu/" 
11/0 0 darasu/II 
II flam iakunu qad darasu/II 
"/0 iakunu qad darasu/II 
11/0 0 qad darasil/II 
11/0 0 0 darasil/II 
Ithey had studied I 
Ithey has studied I 
fthey studied l 
Ithey had not studied l 
Ithey will have studied I 
Ithey has studied I 
Ithey studied I 
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Consequently I we can say that the element "/darasu/" (3MP I pf.) 
I study' governs the syntactic functions of the constituents" /lam/" 
'not', "/kanu/" (3MP I p£') 'be' I "/iakunu/II (3MP I imp£') 'bel and 
"/qad/" 'already'. That is to say I the peripheral constituents in the 
above syntagms I for their functions I dependent on the nucleus "/darasii/". 
The above fact shows that the hypothesis: aux -----'>>-v. p., needs 
to be modified so that it can accommodate the above phenomena in a 
cons istent and adequate way. 
In the above syntagm, Le. II/lam iakunu qad darasli/" 'they had 
not studied I, the presence of the negative particle" /lam/" Inot' depends 
on the presence of the auxiliary II/iakunli/II (3MP, imp£.) 'be' (or its 
inflexion). In other words, it is not poss ible to have constructions such 
as *" /la m q ad dara s ii/II or * II /la m dara s ii/II. More over, the part icle 
II/qad/" is obligatory in the presence of the auxiliary "/iakunii/II 
(3MP, imp£') 'be' and a verbal predicative in the perfective form, 1. e. 
in MSA it is not p'os sible to have a construction such as * II /iakunu 
darasu/". Furthermore, according to the message conveyed by the 
utterrance II/lam iakunu qad darasu/" 'they had not studied U , the 
following observations are made: 
1. the element II/lam/" Inot U should always precede the other elements. 
2. the element II/qad/" 'already' always follows the element II/iakunil/II 
(3MP, imp£') ube ' and never precedes it. 
3. the word -order of the above s yntagm is always: 
negative - auxiliary - particle - verbal predicative. 
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Now I in order to analyse the syntagm "/lam iakunu qad 
darasu/" 'they had not studied I into its immediate constituents I the 
following six alternatives are proposed: 
a. lam / iakunu / qad / darasu 
b. lam / iakunu qad darasu 
c. lam iakunu qad / darasu 
d. lam iakunu / qad darasu 
e. lam / iakunu qad / darasu 
f. lam iakiinu / qad / darasu 
On the basis of the first immediate constituent analysis I the 
syntactic structure of the syntagm in question may be represented as 
follows: 
lam 
iakunu 
qad 
darasu 
This structure as it stands is materially inadequate I as it excludes any 
direct relation between" /lam/" Inot' and the elements" /iakunu/" 
(3MP I impf.) Ibe u and between the latter and "/qad/" 'already'. On 
the one hand, the structure shows that the three elements are indirectly 
related via the nucleus "/darasii/" (3MP, pf.) Ustudy' I and maintains a 
direct tactic relation between" /lam/" and II /darasu/", on the other. 
According to what we have stated above, neither of these two relations 
is pia US ible. The above model, therefore, and the immediate constituent 
analysiS on which it is based have to be rejected. 
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The second analys is has also to be rejected since a direct 
tactic relation cannot be maintained between the element "/lam/" 
'not' and the constituent "/iakunu qad darasU/" as a whole, as "/lam/" 
is related to "/daras'li./" via the elements "/iakunu/" and /qad/ (see 
above). Therefore, a structure such as 
(lam------,;>;;. (iakunu ------;;~~qad---.,.> darasu) ) 
which shows a direct relation between the element "/lam/" 'not' and 
the element "/darasu/" (3MP,impf.) 'study' has to be rejected. In the 
same manner, alternatives (c) and (d) are rej ected since they also show 
a direct tactic relation between "/lam/" 'not' and "/darasu/". 
The fifth immediate constituent analys is is also materially 
inadequate since it shows a direct relation between II /lam/" 'not' and 
"/iakunu qad/" as a whole. Such a relation cannot be maintained as 
"/lam/" is related to "/qad/" via the element II /iakunu/" (see above). 
Therefore, a structure such as 
(lam---~ ... (iakunu---~> qad) )---~)odarasu 
has to be rej ected. 
Having rej ected the above five analyses, we are left with 
alternative (f) as the only plaus ible solution. With reference to this 
analys is, i. e. lam iakunu/qad/darasu, the syntactic structure of the 
above syntagm may be represented by one of the following structures: 
l. ( (lam ;; iakunu)< I >qad) >darasu I 
2. ( (lam > iakunu)<, >qad) >- darasu 
3. ( (lam )or iakunti)< qad) >darasti 
'4. ( (lam >iakunu) >qad) >darasU: 
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The first structure shows that the syntagm "/lam iakunu/" 'they will 
not l and the element "/qad/" 'already' contract equivalent direct 
relations with res pect to the element" /darasu/" (3MP I pf.) 'study', 
i. e. the two constituents" flam iakunu/" and" /qad/" are in a relation 
of co-ordination. It also implies that "/lam iakunu/" is neither for 
function nor for occurrence dependent on "/qad/" . Neither of the 
above possibilities can be maintained, as "/lam iakunu/" is related 
to "/daras u/" via the particle "/qad/", therefore I the first structure 
has to be rejected. 
The second structure shows that the constituent" flam 
iakunu/", for its function, depends on the constituent "/qad/" and 
vice versa. This also means that l on the level of realisation l the 
two constituents are I for their occurrence, also dependent on one 
another l i.e. neither of them commutes with 'zero'. However l this 
is not the case in the utterance in question where we can commute the 
constituent" flam iakunu/" with' zero' and still have a well-formed in 
"/qad darasu/" 'they have already studied u• Hence l the second 
structure has also to be rejected. 
The third structure shows that the constituent "/qad/" 'already' 
contracts a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the constituent 
"/lam iakunu/" . This implies that" /qad/" depends for its function 
as well as its occurrence on "/lam iakunu/" . The optionality of 
"/lam iakunu/", as argued above, refutes this hypotheSiS, since this 
demonstrates that "/qad/" is not dependent on "/lam iakunu/" for its 
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occurrence. Therefore, the third structure has also to be rejected. 
The fourth structure, L e. 
( (lam---,.,. iakunG)---"qad) ___ ~>darasu) 
seems to be the only plaus ible analys is. This analys is shows that 
"/lam iakunu/" 'they were not l constitutes a sub-ordinative syntagm 
standing, in its turn, in a relation of sub-ordination to "/qad/" 
'already'. The latter syntagm, Le. "/lam iak'unu qad/" 'he had not 
already', in its turn, is also standing in a relation of sub-ordination 
to the nucleus "/darasu/" (3MP,pf.) 'study'. On the level of 
utterance, the syntagm "/lam iakunu qad/" contracts a unilateral 
occurrence dependency with respect to the element "/darasu/". That 
is, being an expansion, the peripheral syntagm in question, for its 
occurrence, depends on the nucleus" /darasu/" but not vice versa. 
As far as the analysis of the syntagm "/lam iakunu qad/" 'they had 
not already' is concerned, this syntagm is a combination of two 
immediate constituents "/lam iakunu/" and "/qad/" of which the latter 
is the nucleus. The identification of "/qad/" 'alreadyi as nucleus is 
based on the following cons ideration: replacing the element" /qad/" 
'already' in the syntagm "/lam iakunu qad darasu/" 'they had not 
studied ' with Izerol does not produce a self-contained syntagm in the 
data under analys is, while it does in the case of the constituent "/lam 
iakunu/" . This can be demonstrated by the following commutation: 
"/lam iakunu qad darasu/" 
"/ (}5 qad darasu/" 
* "/lam iakunu (}5 darasu/" 
'they had not studied I 
'they have studied I 
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On a lower level of analys is, the s yntagm "/lam iakunu/" 'they were 
noe is also a combination of two immediate constituents of which 
"/iakunii/" is the nucleus. It is identified as nucleus since it is 
the element without which we cannot obtain a self-contained syntagm. 
Cons ider: 
"/lam iakunu qad darasu/" Dthey had not studied' 
"/~ iakunu qad darasu/" 'they will have studied' 
* "/lam ~ qad darasu/" 
Being an expansion on the level of realisation the element "/lam/" 'not' 
is, for its occurrence, dependent on the element "/iakunu/II but not 
vice versa. 
Having subjected the above analysis to attempted refutations 
and failed to discover any counter-evidence which might make it necessary 
to revise our analys is, we are in a pos ition to adopt it as a valid 
descriptive statement. It should be noted, however, that the above 
analysis applies only to a verbal predicative syntagm whose verbal 
predicative is in the perfective form. (1) According to the above 
discuss ion, we may say that the perfective verbal predicative syntagm 
in MSA is a self-contained bundle of two pos itions: a perfective verbal 
pred icative (abbreviated as II pf. v. p. II) in the nuclear pos ition governing 
the syntactic functions of a peripheral constituent in the Auxiliary 
position (abbreviated as "Aux"). In the latter position a single plereme 
(1) For matters of cons istency and material adequacy I it seems 
impossible to map an imperfective verbal predicative syntagm onto 
~ the model of a perfective verbal predicative syntagm. Consequently, 
we have established (see below) a different model for the former 
syntagm. 
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or a syntagm may stand. A syntagm occupying the "Aux" position 
may also be said to be a self-contained bundle of two positions. 
The nuclear position may be called II particle" (abbreviated as II part ll ), 
and the peripheral position may be called "auxiliary oneil (abbreviated 
as "aux 111). In this position also a single plereme or a syntagm may 
stand. A syntagm filling the "aux I" position is a combination of two 
positions. The nuclear position may be called "tense" (abbr. as "T"), 
and the peripheral position may be called "negative" (abbr. as "Neg"). 
The model set up to account for the syntactic relations within the 
"pf. v. p." syntagm would be 
IIAux" 
r-------____ ~k~ ________ ~ 
"aux I" 
r--__ -..JA'-__ --"'I 
( (Neg--.....;..,~T)---?>part)---~)o pLv. p. 
In realisation, the occurrence of the constituents within the 
syntagm in question is restricted to the order given by the above 
example, i.e. "lam iakunu qad darc.sii" 
As far as a verbal pred icative s yntagm having a verbal 
predicative in the imperfective form is concerned, we are gOing to 
establish and discuss the syntactic relations which may exist between 
the constituents of the syntagm in question. On the basis of that 
analysis we can set up a model to c.ccommodate the elements of such 
a syntagm in a cons istent and adequate way. For the purpose of the 
present discussion, consider the following examples: 
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l. "/iaktubu/" 'he writes' 
2. "/kana iaktubu/" 'he wa s writing' 
3. II /iakunu iaktubu/" 'he will be writingS 
4. "/qad iaktubu/" I he may write l 
5. II /lam iaktubu/II I he did not write' 
6. II /lam iakunu iaktubu/" 'he was not writingS 
7. "/qad iakunu iaktubu/" I he rna y be writing I 
In the above type of syntagms I i. e. where we have a verbal predicative 
in the imperfective form l each of the auxiliary II /kana/" (3MS I pf.) 
ube ' (or its inflexion), the negative particle II/lam/" Inot' and the 
particle "/qad/" ImayU depends on the presence of the verbal 
predicative but not vice versa. This is due to the fact that in the 
absence of the imperfective verbal predicative, we cannot have a 
self-contained syntagm, whereas in the absence of the elements 
II /kana /" I II /lam/" and II /qad/" we can still have a self-conta ined 
syntagm. Consider: 
"/kana 7alfalla11u ia~ risu 7assczarata/" Bthe farmer was planting the tree l 
"/(/; 7alfallahu ia~ risu 7assaicrata/" 'the farmer plants the tree l 
* "/kana 7alfallal1u 95 7assazarata/" 'the farmer was the tree l 
The same goes for the elements "/lam/" 'not' and II /qad/" Imay. It 
follows that these elements are expans ions. Moreover I it is also 
confirmed by the above data that none of the elements II /kana/" I "/lam/" 
or "/qad/" depends for its presence on the other, as we can have 
II /kana iaktubu/" 'he was writing', "/lam iaktubu/" 'he did not write I I 
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and II /qad iaktubu/" 'he may write I • 
Now, in order to analyse the syntagm II /qad iakunu iaktubu/II 
'he may be writing' into its immediate constituents, the following 
three alternatives may be proposed: 
a. qad / iakunu iaktubu 
b. qad iakunu / iaktubu 
c. qad / iakiinu / iaktubu 
On the bas is of the first immediate constituent analys is, the syntactic 
structure of the syntagm in question may be represented as follows: 
qad ------3>-;) (iakunu---?> iaktubu) 
This structure is immed iately rej ected since a direct tactic relation 
cannot be maintained between the constituent "/qad/" Imay' and 
"/iakunu iaktubu/" 'he will be writing I as a whole. The data under 
analysis confirms that within the imperfective verbal predicative 
syntagm, (1) the element "/qad/" Imayl is indirectly related to the 
element "/iakunu/" (3MS, imp£.) °be I. 
With respect to the second analysis, Le. qad iakunu / iaktubu, 
the syntactic structure of the above syntagm may be represented by one 
of the following structures: 
(1) This case is different from that of the perfective verbal predicative 
syntagm where the auxiliary "/iakunu/" is in direct relation with 
the particle II/qad/" (see above). This is only one difference, 
bes ide other diferrences, which necess itates the establishment of 
a different model for the imperfective verbal predicative syntagm 
than that of the perfective verbal predicative syntagm. 
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l. (qad ( / > iakunu) ")iaktubu 7 
2. (qad< ) iakunu) "> iaktubu 
3. (qad 0( iakunu) '> iaktubu 
4. (qad >- iakiinu) )0 iaktubu 
Each one of the above four structures exhibits a direct tactic relation 
between the element "/qad/" and" /iakunu/". As the data under 
analysis does not confirm the propos ition that either of these two 
elements is dependent on the other (see above) I therefore I the above 
models and the immediate constituent analys is on which it is based 
have to be rejected. 
Having rejected the first two immediate constituent analyses, 
we are left with alternative (c) as the only plaus ible solution. With 
reference to this analys is I i. e. qad / iakunu / iaktubu, the syntactic 
structure of the above syntagm may be represented by one of the 
following models: 
qad 
(1 ) ------~----------~ iaktubu 
iakunu 
qad 
(2) ~--------~~~iaktubu 
iakunu 
The first structure shows that the elements "/qad/" 'may' and 
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II /iakunu/" (3MS / impf.) 'be I, which are standing in a direct relation 
of sub-ordination to the nucleus "/iaktubu/" (3MS/ impf.) Iwrite ' / 
are in a relation of 'diverse ' determination (cf. chapter IV). This 
implies that the two peripherals "/qad/" and "/iakunu/" are sub-
ordinated to the nucleus in different ways. In other words / the above 
structure implies that the two elements II /qad/" and" /iakunu/" 
exchange function / i. e. the/form the same pos ition-clas s • Th is / in 
effect/ means that the revers ibility of the elements, i. e. the change 
of ordering of elements on the realisational level, would lead to 
produce two, or more I syntagms that are functionally distinct. 
However I this is not the case with the above syntagm. The above 
syntagm can only have one message: ihe may be writing'. On the 
basis of what has been said above / the first model has to be rejected. 
The above facts favour the second structure, i. e. 
qad 
J-------~ ia ktubu 
iakunu 
which seems to be the only plaus ible analys is. This analys is shows 
that the two elements are sub-ordi:1ated to the nucleus II /iaktubu/" 
(3MS I impf.) 'write ' • Moreover/the relation between II /qad/" Imayl 
and "/iaktubu/" i.e. (qad.----'>~iaktubu), is not different from the 
relation between "/iakunu/" (3MS/ impf.) 'be ' and "/iaktubu/" / i.e. 
(iakunu---...::>~iaktubu). In other words, the elements in question 
are standing in 'parallel ' determination. 
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Having subjected the above analysis to attempted refutations 
and failed to discover any counter-evidence which might make it 
necessary to revise our analysis, we are in a position to adopt it 
as a valid descriptive statement. Accordingly, we may say that the 
imperfective verbal predicative syntagm in MSA is a self-contained 
bundle of three positions: an imperfective verbal predicative (abbr. 
as "impf. v. p. ") in the nuclear pos ition governing the syntactic 
functions of two peripheral constituents in the" particle" and" auxiliary" 
pos itions. In the particle pos ition (abbr. as II part") elements such as 
II/qad/" and "/lam/" may stand as they constitute the same position-
class in the "impf.v.p." syntagm(l) (cf.8.3.2.), whereas in the "aux" 
position elements such as "/kana/" (3MS,pf.) 'be', "/iakunu/" 
(3MS I impf.) 'be', or their inflexions I can stand. The model set up 
to account for the syntactic relations within the" impf. v. p." syntagm 
would be 
part 
I---------..:.~ im pf. v. p. 
aux 
In realisation, the occurrence of the constituents within the 
syntagm in question is restricted to the order given by the above example, 
i. e. "qad iakunu iaktubu". 
(1) This situation is different from the one accounted for within the 
"pLv. p." syntagm. Within the latter syntagm, the elements 
"/qad/" and "/lam/" belong to two different position-classes. 
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8.3.4. The As pectual Verbs 
As indicated earlier (cf. 2.2.S.S.L MSA aspectual system 
includes a variety of aspectual verbs, among them are II/~alla/II 
(3MS,pf.) 'remain', lI/bada7a/1I (3MS,p£.) 'begin', II/kada/II (3MS,p£.) 
'be about to /be on the point of', It/baqiia/II (3MS, p£') akeep/remain', 
"/mazala/II (3MS ) ube still', lI/sar i1a/", 1/7axa-=:sa/" (3MS, pf.) 
'begin/start', etc. Each of these as pectual verbs has the same 
inflexional system as that of the main verbal predicative, e. g. the 
verbal predicative "/kataba/" (3MS,p£.) 'write', consider: 
"/kataba/" (3MS, pf.) 
"/katabat/" (3FS,pf.) 
"/katabu/" (3MP, pf.) 
"/katabna/" (3FP, pf.) 
"/katabtu/" (lS,pf.) 
II /katabna/II (1 P, pf.) 
II /katabtum/II (2MP, p£') 
II /katabtunna/" (2FP, p£. ) 
etc. 
In the same manner we may have: 
II/iaktubu/" (3MS,imp£.) 
II /taktubu/" (3F S,im pf. ) 
"/iaktubuna/II (3MP, impf.) 
II/iaktubna/" (3FP, imp£.) 
II/?aktubu/" (IS, impf.) 
II /naktubu/II (lP I imp£.) 
"/taktubuna/" (2MP, impf. 
II/taktubna/II (2FP, impf.) 
etc. 
"/bada 7a/" 
II /bada ?a t/" 
"/bada 7il/" 
" /bada 7na/" 
"/bada 7tu/" 
II /bada 7na/" 
II /bada 7tum/" 
II /bada 7tunna/" 
etc. 
II/iabda 7u/1I 
II /tabda 7u/" 
II /iabda 7una/" 
II /iabda 7na/1I 
"/?abda 7u/1I 
II /nabda 7u/1I 
II /tabda ?una/" 
II /tabda 7na/" 
etc. 
"/kada/II 
"/kadat/" 
"/kadu/" 
"/kudna/" 
"/kudtu/II 
"/kudna./II 
"/kudtum/II 
" /kudtunna/" 
etc. 
II/iakadu/" 
II/takadu/II 
"/iakaduna/II 
" /iakadna/" 
II/?akadu/II 
II/nakadu/II 
" /takaduna/II 
"/takadna/It 
etc. 
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It should be noted that the as pectual verbs may only be followed by 
the imperfective form of the main verbal predicative, e.g. "/bada 7a 
ial9abu/" 'he began to play'. Moreover, the verbal predicative that 
falls within the scope of the aspectual verbs may either be punctual 
or non-punctual (cf. chapter III). The following syntagms exemplify 
the afore-mentioned as pectual verbs: 
1. II /~alla 7alma!aru iasqu!u/" 'the rain remained falling' 
(3MS,pf.) aremain' (the + rain) (3MS,impf.) 'fall' 
2. II /bada 7a 7azza is u iazhafu/" 'the army began to advance' 
(3MS, pf.) 'begin' (the + army) (3MS, impf.) 'advance' 
3. "/kada 7annahru iafi9u/1I 'the river was on the point of over-flowing I 
(3MS, pf.) abe on the point of' (the + river) (3MS, impf.) 'over-flow' 
4. II /baqiia 7alma 7u iahi/II 'the water kept running' 
(3MS,pf.) Ikeep' (the + water) (3MS,impf.) 'run' 
5. II /mazala 7al1amilu iabni 7alba ita/II °the worker is still building the house' 
(3MS,pf.) 'be s till a (the + worker) (3MS,impf.) ubuild' (the + house) 
6. "/sari1at 7albintu tabuku/" 'the girl started knitting' 
(3FS,pf.) istarta (the + girl) (3FS,impf.) 'knie 
7. II /7axa "S a 7a~~iflu iabki/II iU"'.e child began to cry' 
(3 MS , pf.) 'beg in' (the + child) (3 MS , im pf.) 'cry' 
As far as the grammatical complexity of a construction such as 
II/bada 7a iarku9u/" 'he began to run' is concerned, this construction 
can easily be demonstrated to be syntactically complex by the fact that 
one of its immediate constituents commutes with a syntagm. ConSider: 
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bada?a / iarku~u 'he began to run' 
bada?a / ia ?kulu ua iasrabu 'he began to eat and drink' 
A.ccordingly, the syntagm "/bada?a iarku~u/" 'he began to run' is a 
self-conta ined combination of two immediate constituents of which 
"/iarku<}u/" (3MS,impf.) 'run' is the nucleus. It is identified as 
nucleus since it is the identity element which governs the syntactic 
function of the peripheral constituent "/bada ?a/" (3MS r pf.) 'begin l 
in a pos ition r which we may call, "as pectual verb" • Moreover r 
without the constituent "/iarkugu/" we cannot obtain a well-formed 
syntagm but not vice versa. 
A.s we have already seen (cf. 8.3.3.), the model set up for the 
"impf. v. p." syntagm includes an "auxiliary" pos ition, which may be 
occupied by an element such as "/kana/" (3MS r Pf.) 'be' (or its 
inflexions), within its structure. Our rna in purpose now is to find out 
whether a peripheral element such as "/bada ?a/" r "/~alla/"r "/baqiia/", 
"/mazala/" r etc. can be accommodated in that position. If it does in 
a convincing way, then, it is an adequate model r if it does not, then 
the above model must be modified and a new model must be set up and 
tested. In other words, we have two assumptions: 
1. The aspectual verbs may occupy a peripheral "aspectual verb" 
position whereas "/kana/" may fill an auxiliary position, in which case 
the impf.v.p. syntagm consists of three peripheral positions r i.e. 
II particle II r "auxiliary" and "aspectual verb" positions. 
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2. The aspectual verbs and "/kana/" may occupy one and the same 
position. This implies that the hypothesis considering the 
possibility of setting up another model, Le. aspectual verb-----7)impf. 
v.p., in addition to the model already set up, Le. ~rt . lmpf. v. p. , aux 
is refuted. 
In order to investigate the above hypotheses, we should resort 
to the notion "position-class'. Mulder (1968:118) defines "position-
clas s" as a set of items which can occur in the same pos ition or archi-
position". Since the aspectual verbs in MSA can be accommodated in 
the same peripheral pos ition, they, then, constitute the same 
position-class. Consider: 
l. "/~alla iaktubu/" 'he remained writing' 
2. "/mazala iaktubu/" ihe is still writingi 
3. "/bada 7a iaktubu/" 'he began to write' 
4. \I /baqiia iaktubu/" °he remained writingV 
5. "/kada iaktubu/" 'he was about to write' 
6. "/?axa~ a iaktubu/" 'he began to write' 
Cons ider the first hypothes is. For this to be the case, then one should 
be able to find a well-formed utterance from the data under consideration 
which has the negative particle" /lam/", a form" /kana/", an "as pectual 
verb" and an impLv. p., which can fill all the positions within a 
hypothetical model such as: 
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part 
aux ~----------------'~ impf.v.p. 
as p. v. 
In fact no syntagm of this structure is acceptable in MSA, i.e. the 
language in question excludes such a possibility where "/lam/" , 
II /kana/" and any of the as pectual verbs can co-occur together in one 
and the same syntagm. In this sense, the first hypothesis which is 
materially inadequate must be rejected. 
Having rejected the first hypothesis/ we are left with the 
second one as the only plausible solution. This hypothesis is 
supported by the fact that the auxiliary verb "/kana/" (3MS/pf.) Gbe ' 
can commute with anyone of the aspectual verbs in the above syntagms 
without affecting the structure of that syntagm, and we still get well-
formed syntagms, i.e. "/kana/" and the aspectual verbs are mutually 
exclusive. Consider: 
II /kana iaktubu/" 
II /~ alla iaktubu/" 
II /rnazala iaktubu/" 
II /bada 7a ia ktubu/" 
II /7axa:lS a iaktubu/" 
I he was writingr 
I he re rna ined writing I 
'he is still writing' 
'he began to write' 
'he started writing' 
The above valid commutations demonstrate that the verb "/kana/" 
belongs to the same pos ition-class as the rest of the as pectual verbs. 
Thus / they all occupy the same pos ition in a syntactic structure. 
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Fa iling to discover any counter-evidence to the above 
hypothesis l i.e. by subjecting it to attempted refutation/ which 
might make it necessary for us to revise our analys is / we are in a 
position to adopt it as a valid descriptive statement. Consequently, 
we may still say that the II impf. v. p. II syntagm in MSA is a self-
contained bundle of three pos itions: an imperfective verbal predicative 
in the nuclear pos ition governing the tactic function of two peripheral 
constituents in the II particle II and the II auxiliaryll pos itions. In the 
latter pos ition a plereme such as "/kana/" (3 MS / pf.) 'be' (or its 
inflexions) as well as any plereme. of the as pectual verbs may stand 
(for the relevant model the reader is referred to 8.3.3). The syntagm 
II /bada 7a iarku~u/" 'he began to run U can be rna pped onto the model of 
the imperfective verbal predicative syntagm as follows: 
"part. II 
impf. v. p. 
"aux" bada 7a 
The realisation of the syntagm in question is restricted to the 
order given in the above example, i.e. IIbada7a iarkudull . 
8.3.5. The Participles 
We noted in cha pter II that Arabic includes the two categories of 
the verb, labelled in traditional grammars as l7ism 7alfa1 ill (roughly: 
'active participle'), e.g. "/zalisun/" 'sitting'/ "/naqilun/" 'carrying', 
II /manihun/" 'giving' / and' ?ism 7almai'1iil' (roughly:' pass ive participle'), 
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e.g. "/maktubun/" 'written'l "/manqulun/" 'carried', "/mamniihun/" 
'given' • The former refers to a progress ive action, L e. denoting 
imperfectivity, whereas the latter form refers to a completed action, 
Le. denoting perfectivity. Consider: 
1. II /7almudarrisu manihan zaidan kutuban/" 'the teacher is giving 
(the + teacher) (giving) (Za id) (books) 
Zaid books' 
2. "/zaidun mamnuhun kutuban/" 'Zaid is given books' 
(Zaid) (given) (books) 
Note that suitably inflected forms of "/kana/" (3MS,pf.) 'be' 
"/iakunu/" (3MS, impf.) 'be' may precede the above two forms to mark 
past and future tenses, respectively, without affecting their aspectual 
status, L e. (3 - 4) still denote imperfectivity, whereas (5 - 6) denote 
perfectivity. Cons ider: 
3. II /7almudarrisu kana mand1an zaidan kutuban/" 'the teacher was 
(the + teacher) (3MS, pf.) 'be' (giving) (Zaid) (books) 
giving Zaid books' 
4. II /7almudarrisu iakunu mani'i1an zaidan kutuban/" 'the teacher will 
(the + teacher) (3MS, impf.) 'be' (giving) (Zaid) (books) 
be giving Zaid books' 
5. "/za idun kana mamnuhan kutuban/" 'Zaid was given books' 
(Zaid) (3MS, pf.) 'be' (given) (books) 
6. "/zaidun iakunu mamnuhan kutuban/" 'Zaid will be given books I 
(Zaid) (3MS, impf.) 'be' (given) (books) 
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Note also that the meaning of the active participle is incompatible 
with punctual ity (cf. 3. 5) • Cons ider for ins tance the s yntagm: 
II /7ana ~ariqun 7alhaba/" 'I am knocking on the door' 
(I) (knocking on) (the door) 
where the form "/~ariqun/" (knocking on) has an iterative meaning. 
On the other hand, there is compatibility between the meaning of the 
pass ive participle and punctuality I consider: 
II /?arrazulu maqtulun/II 'the man is killed' 
(the + man) (killed) 
As far as the morphological analys is of the categories of the 
active and the passive participle are concerned, consider the tentative 
complexes: "/ras imun/II 'drawing' and" /marsumun/" 'drawn'. Let 
US hypothes ise that each of these two complexes is a simultaneous 
bundle of monemes. To be a valid one, this hypothes is implies that 
"/rasimun/" 'drawing' and "/marsumun/" 'drawn' must satisfy certain 
criteria (cf. cha pter IV). 
a) The tentative complexes "/rasimun/" 'drawing' and "/marsumun/" 
'drawn' are self-contained potential constituents in the complexes: 
1. "/7alualadu rasimun tuffahatan/" 'the boy is drawing an apple' 
(the + boy) (drawing) (and apple) 
2. II/?attufrahatu marsumatun/" 'the apple is drawn' 
(the + apple) (drawn) 
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This may be shown by commuting the two tentative complexes with, 
for instance, "/7akilun/" 'eating' or "/1asilun/" 'washing', and 
"/ma7kulun/" 'eaten' or "/malfsulun/" 'washed', respectively. Consider: 
1a. "/7alualadu 7akilun tuffal1atan/" 'the boy is eating an apple' 
"/7alualadu 'tasilun tuffanatan/" 'the boy is washing an apple' 
2a. "/7attuffahatu rna 7kiilatun/" 'the apple is eaten' 
"/?attuffahatu malfsulatun/" 'the apple is washed' 
b) Each of the tentative complexes "/ras imun/" 'drawing' and" /marsumun/" 
'drawn' is analysable into the signs "base" I "active participle" I 
"nominative", and "base", "passive participle" I "nominative", 
respectively as the following commutations demonstrate: 
1. The base-form "/r-s-m-/" of the tentative complex "/rasimun/" 
'drawing' validly commutes with the base-form "/s-m-1-/" of the complex 
"/sami1un/" 'hearing', or the base-form "/k-t-b-/" of the complex 
"/katibun/" 'writing': (1) 
/r-s-m-/ of "/rasimun/" 'drawing' 
/s -m-Cf-/ of" /sami1un/" 'hearing' 
/k-t-b-/ of" /katibun/" 'writing' 
In the same way the base -form "/-rs - m-/" of the tentative complex 
"/marsumun/" 'drawn' commutes with "/-sm-1-/" and "/-kt-b-/" to 
yield "/masmu1un/" 'heard' and "/maktubun/" 'written', respectively. 
(1) Note that we may have bases with four consonantal roots, e. g. 
"/d-hr-z-/" of the complex signs "/mudanrizun/" 'rolling', and 
"/mudanrazun/" 'rolled', or "/-st-n-d-/" of the complex signs 
"/mustanidun/" 'leaning' and" /mustanadun/" 'leaned I. 
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2. The tentative constituent "/ -a-i-/" of the II active participle II 
sign in II /rasimun/" 'drawing' validly commutes with the tentative 
constituent "/ma--u-/" of the" passive participle" sign to yield: (1) 
"/marsumun/" 'drawn' 
"/masmu9un/" 'heard' 
"/maktubun/" 'written' 
3. The tentative constituent "/un/" of the "nominative" in "/rasimun/" 
'drawing' and "/marsumun/" 'drawn' validly commutes with the allomorph 
"/an/" of the "accusative" to yield: 
"/ras iman/" 'drawing' 
"/marsuman/" 'drawn' 
The above commutations demonstrate that the tentative 
morphological complexes" /ras imun/" and" /marsumun/" are complex 
signs conSisting of the constituent signs "base", "active participle", 
"nominative", and "base" J "passive participle" J "nominative" J 
res pectively. 
c) By virtue of the third criterion we try to establish whether the 
immediate constituents of the complex signs "/rasimun/" 'drawing' and 
(2) Note that the" active participle" sign has two other allomorphs: 
"/mu--a-i-/" and "/mu-a--i-/" of the complex signs "/mustanidun/" 
'leaving' and" /mudahrizun/" 'rolling' J res pecti vely. Note also 
that the "passive participle" sign has also two other allomorphs: 
"/mu--a-a-/" and "/mu-a--a-/" of the complex signs "/mustanadun/" 
ileaned' and "/mudahrazun/" Irolled'J respectively. 
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II /marsumun/" 'drawn' are, at the same time, their ultimate grammatical 
constituents, i. e. not further analysable into smaller grammatical 
constituents. On testing the duly established complex signs 
"/rasimun/'and "/marsumun/" against this criterion, we find that 
none of their constituent signs, established on the bases of the second 
criterion can be further analysed into two or more smaller signs. It 
follows from this that the constituent signs of the above complex signs 
are simple signs. This implies that the immediate constituents of the 
above tentative morphological complexes are at the same time their 
ultimate ones. 
d) As far as the commutation with a syntagm test is concerned, we 
have tried and failed to find any syntagm in the language under 
cons ideration which can fulfil the requirement for a valid commutation 
with any of the constituent signs of each of the complex signs "/ras imun/" 
and" /marsumun/". We, then, conclude that" /rasimun/" 'drawing' and 
"/marsumun/" °drawn' are morphological, and not syntactic, complexes. 
In accordance with what has been said above, we can conclude 
that the entities of the two categories 'active participle' and 'passive 
participle' in MSA are morphological complex signs, i.e. complex 
pleremes. Such complex pleremes may include the constituent monemes 
"base", "active participle" or "pass ive participle", and the allomorph 
"/un/" of the "nominative". 
As far as the syntactic structure of the above as pectual phenomena 
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is concerned I cons ider the s yntagms : 
1. "/7almudarrisu kana manihan zaidan kutuban/" 'the teacher was 
giving Zaid books' 
2. "/zaidun kana mamniihan kutuban/" 'Zaid was given books' 
The first s yntagm is analysable into the following pleremes: 
7almudarrisu/kana/mani11an/zaidan/kutuban 
Separate tests, i. e. commutation, and direct and indirect relation, 
would show that the immediate constituents of the syntagm in question 
are: 
7almudarrisu/k~ma mani11an/zaidan/kutuban 
and that the syntagm II /kana manLI1an/" 'he was giving' is the nucleus I 
since it is the identity element of the above syntagm. 
Before going any further in our analysis I it is necessary to show 
that any syntagm in MSA having a participle (active or pass ive) within 
its structure has a corresponding syntagm with inflected verbal 
predicative. Cons ider the follO\liing commutations of the 'active 
participle' form: 
lao "/7albanru iahduru/" 'the sea roars / is roaring' 
b. "/7albahru hadirun/" 'the sea is roaring' 
2a. "/iastanidu 7a11amilu 1ala 7azzidari/" 'the worker leans / is 
leaning on the wall' 
b. "/mustanidan 7al1amilu 1ala 7azzidari/" 'the worker is leaning 
on the wall' 
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3a. "/iazlisu basilun ~ala 7alkursi/" 'Basil is sitting on the chair' 
b. "/zalisun basilun ~ala ?alkursi/" 'Basil is sitting on the chair' 
4a. "/'?alualadu ianqulu ?alxabara/" 'the boy is carrying the news' 
b. "/7alualadu naqilun 7alxabara/" 'the boy is carrying the news' 
Sa. "/7almudarrisu iamnahu 7attaliba kutuban/" 'the teacher is giving 
the student books' 
b. "/7almudarrisu mani1ian 7a~~alibu kutuban/" 'the teacher is giving 
the student books' 
6a. "/ia1malu 7attiflu 7arradl.1a lu9batan/" 'the child makes / is 
" . 
making a toy out of the infant' 
b. ";1amilun 7a~~iflu 7arrad!.1a lu1batan/" 'the child is making a toy 
out of the infant' 
7a. "/iac;ia 1u zaidun 7a-?~ul1iina 1ala 7a~~auilati/" 'Zaid puts lis putting 
the plates on the tableO 
b. "/ua~i1un zaidun 7a-?~ul1una lala 7a~~auilati/" 'Zaid is putting the 
plates on the table' 
8a. "/7alxadimu iusazzilu 7agalaba 1ala 7aluaraqati/" 'the waiter 
writes / is writing the order on the paper' 
b) "/7alxadimu musazzilun 7aHalaba 1ala 7aluaraqati/" 'the waiter 
is writing the order on the pa per' 
9a. "/7almudarrisu iudarrisu 1amran 7atta 7r"ixa/" 'the teacher teaches / 
is teaching Amr History' 
b. "/7almudarrisu mudarrisun 1amran 7atta 7r"ixa/" 'the teacher is 
teaching Amr History' 
lOa. "/iuxbiru 11asanun zaidan bil7amri/" 'Hassan tells / is telling 
Zaid of the matter' 
b. "/muxbirun nasanun zaidan bil7amri/" 'Hassan is telling Zaid of 
the matter' 
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lla. "/iuau~9iqu 1amrun ?albinta ?annuquda fi (alhaqibati/" 'Amr 
makes / is making the girl put the money in the bag' 
b. "/muuaddirun ramrun ?albinta ?annuquda fi ?alhaqibati/" 'Amr 
. -
is making the girl put the money in the bag' 
In the same manner we can commute the form of the' pas ive 
participle', consider: 
la. "/iumnahu 7a~~alibu kutuban/" 'the student is given books' 
b. "/mamnu11un 7attalibu kutuban/" 'the student is given books' 
2a. "/7arra9l.1a iu~malu lu~batan/" 'the infant is made a toy' 
b. "/7arradi1u ma1mulun la1batan/~' 'the infant is made a toy' 
3a. "/?alkitabu iusla1u 1ala 7at~a:uilati/" 'the book is put on the table' 
b. "/?alkitabu mau~u~un 1ala ?a~~auilati/" 'the book is put on the table' 
4a. "/?aHalabu iusazzalu 1ala ?aluaraqati/" 'the order is written on 
the paper' 
b. "/?a!~alabu musazzalun ~ala ?aluaraqati/" 'the order is written on 
the paper' 
Sa. "/zaidun iudarrasu ?atta ?rixa/" '2aid is taught history' 
b. "/zaidun mudarrasun ?atta ?rixa/" '2aid is taught history' 
6a. "/?arrazulu iuxbaru bil 7amri/" 'the man is told of the matter' 
b. "/?arrazulu muxbarun bil7amri/" 'the man is told of the matter' 
7a. "/?alualadu iU9rabu/" 'the boy is hitl 
b. "/7alualadu ma~rubun/" 'the boy is hit' 
Sa. "/iuzlasu ~ala 7alkursi/" 'the chair is sat ani 
b. "/mazlusun 1ala 7alkursi/" Uthe chair is sat on' 
It is important to point out at this stage that the ass ignment of 
the elements in (b) examples above I i. e. in s yntagms having a participle 
within their structurE;!, to their relevant positions in the underlying 
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structure (see below), is similar to that of syntagms having an 
inflected verbal predicative within their structure (c£. 7.2). In other 
words, the following procedure of ass igning the elements of the VPB 
syntagm in MSA also applies to the assignment of the elements of 
any syntagm having a participle (active or passive) to their relevant 
pos itions: 
a) Elements filling the" subject" position end with the allomorphs 
"/u/" or "/un/"of the "nominative" sign. 
b) Elements occupying the" direct object" or the" indirect object" 
position and with the allomorphs "/a/" or "/an/" of the "accusative" 
sign; inanimate nominals generally fill the former position 
while animate nominals occupy the latter pos ition. (1) 
c) Functional syntagms stand in the "complementary object" position. 
On the bas is of what has been sa id above, it is clear that we 
can map a syntagm such as: 
"/I'almudarrisu manihun zaidan kutuban/" 'the teacher is giving 
Zaid books ' 
in the same way we map the VPB syntagm: 
"/7almudarrisu iamnahu zaidan kutuban/" 'the teacher gives / is 
giving Zaid books' 
in the model established for the VPB syntagm, i. e. 
(1) For more deta ils concerning the criteria of as signing nominals to 
these two pos itions as well as other pos itions, see (7.2). 
Consider: 
7alm udarris u 
kutuban 
zaidan 
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"subj. " 
"d. obj 0 " 
"indo obj" 
"compl.objo" 
1-------,:;;.. ia mna 11 u 
I-----~ "Vo po" 
7almudarrisu 
kutuban 
zaidan 
Thus I each syntagm having the category of participle (active or passive) 
can be mapped onto the model established for the VPB syntagmo In the 
same manner we can map the syntagm: 
"/zaidun mamniiEun kutuban/" 'Zaid is given books' 
which corresponds to the VPB syntagm 
"/zaidun i umnail.u kutuban/" 'Zaid is given books" 
onto the above model: 
" s ubj . 11 zaidun zaidun 
"d. obj 0 II kutuban kutuban 
iumnaEu t---~ mamnut.un 
II ind 0 obj. " 0 0 
"com pl. obj. " 0 0 
Corres pondingly I we can sub-categorise the participles (active 
or passive) in terms of the type of syntagm within which they occur in 
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the same way that we sub-categorise the verbal predicative nuclei 
in MSA (cf. 7. 4). In other words, as we have a trans itive nucleus, 
e.g. lI/ia7kulu/1I (3MS,imp£.) 'eat', or intransitive nucleus, e.g. 
II/iahduru/II (3MS,imp£.) 'roar', etc. we can have transitive active 
participle nucleus, e.g. 1I/7akilun/1I 'eating', or intransitive active 
participle nucleus, e. g. 11 /hadirun/II 'roaring', etc. In the same 
fashion, we can have a transitive passive participle nucleus, e.g. 
II/mamnuhun/II 'given', or an intransitive passive participle nucleus, 
e . g. 11 /mazru11un/" 'wounded'. 
Now, let US return back to the s yntagm II/kana manfl1an/1I 
'he was giving' and establish its syntactic structure. Syntagms such as 
"/kana manihan/II 'he was givingi 
II/kana qadiman/" 'he was coming' 
"/kana zalisan/" 'he was sitting' 
exhibit equivalent syntactic relations as that of a non-verbal predicative 
syntagm including the auxiliary "/kana/" (3MS,p£.) 'be' within its 
structure, e.g. the syntagm "/k~ma nasl~an/" 'he was active' (see 
below). The syntactic relation within the latter syntagm is represented 
as follows (cf. 8.2.2): 
kana --------....;.,~ nasi~an 
That is, the constituents II/kana/II (3MS, p£') 'be' and "/nasi~an/" 
'active' stand in a relation of sub-ordination to each other. In a 
parallel manner I we contract the same relation between the elements 
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II/kana/II (3MS, pf.) 'be' and II/manfnan/II 'giving' of the syntagm II/kana 
maniEan/" 'he was giving' which is a combination of two immediate 
constituents. This can be demonstrated as follows: 
1I/7almudarrisu kana maninan zaidan kutuban/II 'the teacher 
was giving Zaid books' 
1I/7almudarrisu (jj m~mftun zaidan kutuban/II 'the teacher is 
giving Za id books' 
* II /7almudarrisu kana (jj zaidan kutuban/" 'the teacher was 
Zaid books' 
Consequently I the syntactic structure of the syntagm "/kana 
manihan/II 'he was giving' can be demonstrated as follows: 
kana--------~> mandian 
We opt for this analys is for the following cons iderations: 
a) Elements such as II Ina 7imun/" 'sleeping' I II /manillUn/1I 'giving', 
II /qadimun/II 'coming', etc. in the language under description exhibit 
equivalent syntactic function as that of a non-verbal predicative such 
as II/zamilun/" 'beautiful', "/nasi!un/" 'active' I "/~auilun/II 'tall', etc. 
This can be demonstrated by the following commutations: 
1. II /7alualadu na timun/II 'the boy is sleeping' 
II /7alualadu zarnilun/II Uthe boy is beautiful' 
2. II /xalidun qadimun/II 'Khalid is coming' 
II/xalidun nasi!un/II 'Khalid is active' 
3. II /7arrazulu 'Sahibun/II 'the mean is going' 
II /7arrazulu ~auilun/II 'the man is tall' 
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The above commutations also show that elements such as "/qadimun/" 
'coming', II Ina 7imun/" I sleeping', II /zam'ilun/" 'beautiful ' , 
II /nasi~un/", etc. belong to the same pos ition clas s. 
b) With the inflected forms of the auxiliary "/kana/" (3MS,pf.) Ibe', 
the above phenomena contracts the same case inflection as that of 
any non-verbal predicative. In other words, when" /kana/" occurs 
the case sign of the following participle changes from the "nominative" 
represented by the allomorph "/un/" into the "accusative" represented 
by the allomorph "/an/". Compare: 
1. "/?almudiru nasi~un/" 'the manager is active I 
"/7almudiru na timun/" 'the manager is sleeping' 
2. "/kana ?almudiru nasi!an/" 'the manager was active I 
"/kana 7almudiru na timan/" 'the manager was sleeping' 
c) Any syntagm with "/kana/" (3MS, pf.) 'be' and a participle corresponds 
to a syntagm with "/kana/" and inflected verbal predicative. (1) Consider: 
lao II /kana iazlisu/" 'he was sitting' 
b. "/kana zalisan/" 'he was sitting' 
2a. II /kana iamnahu/" 'he was giving' 
b. II /kana maninan/" 'he was giving' 
We have demonstrated earlier (cf. 8.2.1) that "/kana/" (3MS, pf.) 'be' 
(1) For an extensive list of the corresponding syntagms see pp.307-309. 
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in (la-2a) above occupies the lIauxiliaryll position to stand in a 
direct relation of sub-ordination with res pect to II /iazlisu/II (3MS, 
imp£') 'sit l , i.e. the nucleus. This syntactic relation has been 
represented in the following manner: 
kana---------~> iazlisu 
Corres pondingly, the elements II /zalisan/" IS itting', II /manihan/II 
'giving' in (lb-2b) above fills the "nuclearll position, whereas the 
auxiliary II/kana/" stands in a direct relation of sub-ordination to it 
in the same fashion as II/kana/" stands with respect to "/iazlisu/" 
(3MS, imp£') IS itl or to "/iamnatlU/" (3MS, imp£.) 'give ' in (la-2a) 
above as shown by the above structure. 
In the same way, we can demonstrate that the elements "/kana/" 
(3MS, pf.) 'be ' and II /mamnu:1ian/" 'given' of the syntagm II /zaidun kana 
mamnu11an kutuban/" 'Zaid was given books ' also stand in a relation of 
sub-ordination to each other. The syntactic relation between the two 
elements can be represented as follows: 
kana ---------~> mamnuhan 
In accordance with what is said above I the syntactic structure 
of the s yntagms : 
"/7almudarrisu kana manfhan zaidan kutuban/" 'the teacher was 
giving Zaid books I 
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"/za idun kana mamnuEan kutuban/" 'Zaid was given books' 
can be represented as follows: 
7almudarris u 
kutuban 
zaidan 
zaidun 
kutuban 
I----~ (kana--->~manitan) 
I----~ (kana--~> mamnuhan) 
CHAPTER IX 
FUNCTIONAL SYNTAGMS IN MSA 
As was pOinted out in cha pter IV, the es sential characteristic 
feature of syntactic omplexes is the existence of tactic relations 
between their constituents. On the other hand, morphological 
complexes are characterised by relations of simultaneity. In view of 
this, and as far as this chapter is concerned, we shall investigate the 
kind of complexity involved in constructions such as: 
II /fi 7almaktabati/" 
II/iala 7a~~auilati/" 
II /7ila 7alma~baxi/1I 
" /ma 9a 7axi/1I 
"/min tazirrin/" 
etc. 
'in the 1 ibrary' 
'on the table' 
'to the kitchen' 
'with my brother' 
'from a merchant' 
which may fill certain positions in the syntactic structure of the verbal 
predicative based syntagm discussed in the preceding chapter. For 
example, a syntagm such as "/1ala 7alkurs1/" 'on the chair' may 
occupy the complementary object position in syntagms s1:l.ch as 
"/ua<;la9a xalidun 7alkitaba 9ala ?alkursi/" 'Khalid put the book on the chair', 
(3MS, pf) 'put' (Khalid) (the + book) (on) (the + chair) 
II /zalasa 9afa 7alkurs 1/" 'he sat on the chair' , 
(3 MS ,pf) 's it' (on) (the + cha ir) 
"/tarakat 7alqalama 9ala 7alkursT/1I 'she left the pencil on the chair'. 
(3FS,pf) 'leave' (the + pencil) (on) (the + chair). 
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It may also occur in a non-verbal predicative based syntagm as in 
1I/7assa1atu 9ala 7alkursi/" 'the watch is on the chair'. As an 
initial hypothesis, we shall assume that a construction such as 
"/fi 7almaktabati/" 'in the library' is a simultaneous bundle of its 
constituents, i. e. morphological complex, and then we attempt to 
refute this assumption by trying to produce evidence of syntactic 
relation within the complex itself. 
a) The tentative complex "/fi 7almaktabati/1I 'in the library' is a 
potential constituent in the complex" Izalasa fi 7almaktabati/" 'he 
sat in the library'. This may be shown by commuting it with, for 
instance ";4ala 7alkursi/" 'on the chair' or "/hunaka/" 'there' as in: 
"/zalasa 9ala 7alkurs i/" 
"/zalas hunaka/" 
'he sat on the chair' 
'he sat there' 
b) The tentative complex II Ifi 7almaktabati/" is analysable as the 
following commutations demonstrate: 
f1 7almaktabati 'in the library' 
7ila 7almaktabati 'to the library' 
fi ?almaktabati I in the library' 
fi 7almadrasati 'in the school' 
c) On testing the tentative complex" /fi ?almaktabati/" 'in the library' 
against the third criterion, we notice that on the first level of analys is 
it is a combination of two immediate constituents as shown below: 
£i I 7almaktabati 
roughly: 'in' I 'the libraryi 
'in the library' 
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On a lower level, the constituent II /7almaktabati/" Ithe library I is 
analysed into two immediate constituents (cf. AI-Nobani, 1978): 
7al / maktabati 
roughly: Ithe l /Ilibraryl 
The above analys is demonstrates that the immediate constituents of 
the complex sign II /fi ?almaktabati/" could be further analysed, in a 
theoretically valid way, into smaller 'grammatical signs, i. e. they are 
not, at the same time, its ultimate ones. Therefore, the possibility 
of the given construction being a morphological complex is ruled out. 
Now having rejected the hypothesis that the above construction 
is a morphological complex, or a pseudo-complex, we are left with the 
only possibility of regarding it a syntactic complex. That this is the 
only plaus ible solution is supported by the fact that one of its immediate 
constituents commutes with a duly established syntagm, while the rest 
of the context is held constant as shown below: 
ii / 7almaktabati lin the libraryl 
fi / 7almadrasati 7azzadidati lin the new school l (1) 
Further investigation would show that II /fi/" I in I which has 
been established as a syntactic element, is not any further analysable 
into other grammatical elements. We may, therefore, say that II /fi/" 
(1) Note that the construction II /7almadrasati 7azzadTdati/" 'the new 
school l is a nominal s yntagm in MSA. For more details about the 
nominal syntagms in MSA, the reader is referred to M. Al-Nobani: 
A Syntactic Analysis of the Nominal Syntagm in Modern Standard 
Arabic, St. Andrews, M.Litt. Thesis, 1978. 
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'in', in a construction such as "/f1 ?almaktabati/" 'in the library', 
is a minimal syntactic element, Le. a plereme. Elements such as 
";<lara/" 'on', "/?ila/ 'to', "/min/" 'from', "/ma9a/" 'with', 
which have been used in the examples of the foregoing list may be 
treated in the same manner as "/f1/" 'in's ince each of them properly 
commutes with the element "/fi/" 'in' as in: 
"/fi ?almaktabati/" 'in the library' 
"/?ila ?almaktabati/" 'to the library' 
"l1ala. ?almaktabati/" 'on the library' 
"/min ?almaktabati/" 'from the library' 
"/ma 9a ?almaktabati/" 'with the library' 
Note that like "/fi/" 'in', none of the above elements is further 
analysable on the grammatical level. 
The above syntagm, Le. "/£1 7almaktabati/" is a self-contained 
construction of two elements of which "/fi/" 'in' is the nucleus. It 
is established as the nucleus of the syntagm in question since it is 
via this element, and not the element" /?almaktabati/" 'the library' , 
that the syntagm "/fi ?almaktabati/" Din the library' can contract 
syntactic relations with other immediate constituents on higher level 
syntagms. In the syntagm "/kataba ?aHalibu ?arrisalata fi ?almaktabati/" 
(3 MS, pf) 'write a (the + student) (the + letter) (in) (the + library) 
'the student wrote the letter in the library', for example, we see that 
it is via the constituent" /fi/" 'in' and not" /7almaktabati/" 'the 
library' that the syntagm "/fi ?almaktabati/" can be linked with the 
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syntagm II /kataba 7a~~alibu 7arrisalati/" 'the student wrote the letter'. 
This can be demonstrated as follows: 
"/kataba 7a~~alibu 7arrisalata fi 7almaktabati/" 'the student wrote 
the letter in the library I 
* "/kataba 7a~~a:libu 7arrisalata 7almaktabati/" 'the student wrote the 
letter the 1 ibrary' 
On the other hand, an element such as "/fi/" 'in ' plays an important 
role in determining the distribution of a s yntagm such as II /fi 
7almaktabati/" lin the library'. It is by virtue of "/fi/" 'in', for 
instance, that the syntagm "/ii 7almaktabati/" may occupy a 
'complementary object ' position in a VPB syntagm, or a nuclear position 
in a NVPB syntagm, e. g. "/7a~!alibu fi 7almaktabati/" 'the student is 
in the library' (cf. chapter VIII). Note that the above s yntagm, i. e. 
"/fi 7almaktabati/" as a whole stands in a relation of sub-ordination 
to other constituents on a higher level syntagm, but itself cannot exhibit 
a relation of super-ordination to other constituents. 
In accordance with what we l:ave said above, we may say the 
above syntagm is a self-contained bundle of two positions: functional (1) 
(1) The term 'functional ' has been taken from Martinet's classification 
scheme. "Functionals II are elements like prepos itions, relative 
pronouns, conjunctions, particles of traditional grammar, which 
serve to indicate the function of another element. In MSA 
functionals include elements such as 1/7ila/" Itol, "/fi/" 'in', 
"/min/" ifrom ' , "/kulla/" levery', "/lau/" 'ifl, "/mun~u/II 'Since ' , 
"/tatta/" 'until', "/8umma/" 'then', etc. For more details about 
"functionals II and "functional syntagms", the reader is referred to 
A. Martinet (1964), J.W.F. Mulder (1980,i), and D. Roberts (1980). 
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and complement. A functional element always occupies the nuclear 
pos ition whereas the peripheral pos ition is filled by a complement. 
Moreover, as a nuclear element, the functional constituent governs 
the tactic function of a peripheral element in the complement position. 
Note that the above type of syntagm is called a 'functional syntagm' as 
the nuclear pos ition within it is filled by a functional. The model set 
up to account for all the relevant information within the functional 
syntagm in MSA can be shown as follows: 
functional "".c::--------complement 
Consequently, the syntagm II Ifi 7almaktabati/" 'in the library' may be 
rna pped onto the above model in the following way: 
fi ~.(::------------- ?almaktabati 
In terms of occurrence, there is a bilateral occurrence dependency 
between the complement and the functional, i. e. the nucleus, and 
therefore, none of the two elements can be an expans ion. This boils 
down to saying that the nucleus within the syntagm in question is not 
free. The functional syntagm is always realised in the following order: 
functional - complement. 
CONCLUSION 
The aim of structural linguistics is to describe language in 
terms of relations. Having stated in the introduction that our approach 
is embedded in structural grammar (morphology and syntax), it follows 
that we are primarily involved in the same enterprise. Our task has 
cons isted of identifying, in the grammatical field of MSA verbal 
as pect, the types of grammatical relations (morphological and 
syntactic) established by Axiomatic Functionalism. The ultimate 
stage of such analys is involves how various as pectual phenomena in 
MSA can be rna pped onto the relevant models set up to account for the 
syntactic relations within the as pectual phenomena in question. 
In terms of transitivity, intransitivity, etc. different nuclei in 
MSA are identified. The VPB syntagm corresponding to these nuclei 
are mapped onto the model set up to account for the whole field of 
relations within the VPB syntagm in MSA. With respect to this model, 
we followed a different procedure than the one followed by Mulder. 
In other words, we set up one model to account for the relations within 
all the types of VPB syntagm, whereas Mulder's procedure is to set up 
a different model for each type of the syntagm in question. Moreover, 
Mulder also includes brackets within the abstract model to refer to an 
optional entity, i. e. expans ion. The incorporation of such a 
realisationally relevant representation in the model amounts to a 
confus ion between the level of s ystemology and the level of realisation. 
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Further descriptions of other languages should lead to an evaluation 
of the term "expans ion" • 
The bulk of our analys is has been dealt with in terms of 
classification of sign into: morphological components, morphological 
bundles serving as minimal syntactic components, and syntactic 
bundles (pleremes or syntagms). That is, they are dealt with from the 
grammatical point of view only, and not from the semantic pOint of 
view. However, in chapter one and within the field of verbal aspect, 
a semantic distinction is made between two semantic categories: 
punctuality and iterativity. The former refers to a situation that 
takes place once and once only, whereas the latter refers to a situation 
that is repeated. In chapter three, the above semantic categories are 
identified in MSA. An instance such as "/~araqa/" (3MS, pf.) 'one 
single knock' exemplifies punctuality, whereas an instance like 
"/ia!ruqu/" (3MS,impf.) 'series of knocks' exemplifies iterativity. 
Consider: 
1. II /~araqat 7albintu 7albaba/1I 'the girl knocked on the door' 
(3FS, pf.) 'knock' (the + girl) (the + door) 
2. II /ta!ruqu ?albintu 7albaba/1I 'the girl is knocking on the door' 
(3FS, impf.) 'knock' (the + girl) (the + door) 
However, even with perfective aspect, if the object is plural, then we 
have iterative meaning, cons ider: 
3. II /!araqat 7albintu tal ?abuaba/" 'the girl knocked on the doors I 
(3MS, pf.) aknock' (the + girl (the + doors) 
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The main part of our analysis has dealt with simple signs and 
aspect. However, example No.3 above clearly shows that there is 
an interaction between the denotations of two signs: "perfective" and 
II plural" which results in an iterative meaning. Moreover, the example 
in question also shows an interaction between uperfectivity', exemplified 
by the series of completed actions of II knocking", and • iterativity' , 
exemplified by the series of knockings. 
It has been pointed out earlier (cf. chapter IV) that grammar 
deals with syntagms in terms of their paradigmatic constituents (pleremes 
or syntagms) and of the syntactic relations holding between those 
constituents. Thus, syntactic relations and the analys is of s yntagms 
belong entirely to grammar. In approaching a full semantic description 
of syntagms, the grammatical analys is constitutes only one factor of 
that description as the latter presuppose, in addition to the grammatical 
analysis I a full account of the semantic features of the paradigmatic 
constituents of a syntagm as well as a full account of the semantic role 
of the syntactic relations between those constituents. 
Reverting to the treatment of the above phenomena, i. e. the 
interaction between the denotations of signs I this phenomena, thus 
could only be dealt with in terms of two types of II semantics ": 
'denotational sign semantics', and 'constructional semantics'. 
The "meaning" of a syntagm should be approached directly 
through the denotation of that syntagm in its capacity of being a sign 
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in its own right. That is the theory of denotational sign semantics (1) 
should first be applied to the syntagm as a whole and not as a bundle 
of grammatical constituents (cf. Hervey, 1979). Axiomatic Functionalism 
maintains that the denotation of a complex sign, regardless of whether 
it is a morphological or syntactic complex, is sa id to be a function of 
the denotation of its constituent signs and the semantic contribution(s) 
of the constructional relation (s) between them. Constructional 
semantics, that is semantics of constructional relations in grammar, is 
hardly developed in Axiomatic Functionalsim. It is, therefore, to be 
expected that any characterisation of the semantic import of the 
relation(s) between the constituents in a complex sign will be of a 
very general nature. Hervey and Mulder (1980:127) express the 
semantic role of the constructional relation(s) in a complex sign as 
follows: "the denotation of the complex sign bears some relation to 
the denotation of each of the immediate constituents [in that sign] " • 
On the basis of this, we may say that the denotation of every 
constituent sign in complex sign bears some semantic relation to the 
denotation of the other constituent s ign(s) in the same complex sign 
and vice versa. 
From what is said above, we may conclude that the above 
phenomena I i. e. the interaction between the denotations of signs, 
could be semantically described through the notions of denotation l 
(1) For a detailed discussion about denotational sign semantics I the 
reader is referred to Hervey, S. G. J. Axiomatic Semantics: A 
theory of linguistic semantics, Scottish Academic Press, Edinburgh, 
1979. 
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denotation class I etc. as well as through the semantic role of the 
constructional relations. This demands a detailed and comprehensive 
semantic analysis. Such analysis demands a later development in 
'Axiomatic Functionalist ' theory which should include a culmination 
and synthesis of denotational sign semantics and constructional 
semantics; and all this falls beyond the scope of the present thes is. 
YetI we hope that the task performed on the identification of the 
phenomena in question l in addition to the task performed on the 
morphological and the syntactic analysis which has identified the 
relevant paradigmatic constituents as well as the relevant syntactic 
relations holding between these constituents, would constitute a bas is 
for further research, in particular the semantic analys is relevant to the 
predicative based syntagm in MSA and the semantic categories of 
punctuality and iterativity. 
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